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PREFACE

The human rights movement is a perennial process. People have struggled for centuries to live as
human beings. This struggle is still continuing and will remain continuing in future as well. In our
country too the people have provided great impetus to the development and protection of the human
rights movement.
Human rights and democracy are complementary and inextricably related and one becomes
meaningless without the other. Democracy becomes empty without human rights whereas human
rights without democracy becomes lame. So the democratic and human rights movements have
paraded together in Nepal.
Informal Sector Service Centre (INSEC), established towards the beginning of people's movement
days basically with the objective of making people aware of human rights, has already launched
various programs for the people's cause. Drifting away from its traditional work style, it has now
started to investigate problems, make them public and mobilize human resources to solve them. In
this connection, INSEC has published quite a number of publications including reports on Bonded
Labor, Victimized Women in Nepal, etc.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948 is the guiding principle of INSEC and the struggle
for the cause of universality and indivisibility of these declarations is its declared policy. INSEC is
ever dedicated to the cause of civil and political rights, and economic, social and cultural rights of
the people.
To give dynamism and direction to the human rights movement on the one hand there is a need to
mobilize people, while, on the other, there is a need of deliberate public pressure for the development
and stability of human rights in the country. Conscious pressure is possible only from people sensitive
to human problems, which means that human rights education should reach the people at grassroot
level.
Protection and promotion of human rights is possible only through conscious participation of people
who are aware and for doing so, information on human rights should reach these people. When we
are able to provide correct information on the status of human rights only then can we receive peoples'
support for the movement.
Many people express the traditional belief that violation of human right is always done by the state
and the government or state is responsible for cases of human rights violations. We do not share this
view to be totally correct. Certainly, the main liability for human rights violation goes to the state or
government but not always. In many cases, outside the preview of the state or without state
involvement, human rights violations can occur.

Owing to lack of awareness of human rights, a person violates the rights of others. Examples of such
cases can be found in Nepal in plenty. When we realistically analyze the facts about violation of
human rights the leading causes are our social structure, our level of consciousness, myopic political
forces, ego and power-struggle and "lip service" to human rights issues.
Unless the main organs of the nation honor human rights from the core of their spirit, the protection
and promotion of human right is not possible. In this situation, there is a need of regular monitoring
and evaluation of the status. We know the fake claim of the Panchayat rulers that Nepal then had
guaranteed human rights and also did not hesitate to claim the status of human rights to be
"excellent". Now even after ushering into a democratic era, the status of human rights has still
remained a controversial issue. Nepal now has a constitution which guarantees many human rights
and has also endorsed international treaties on human rights thus expressing its commitment towards
human rights. But all these are subjective issues. The common people are concerned with the
practical aspect of human rights. The present Home Minister once remarked that the status of human
rights in Nepal is one of the best in the world. This remark initiated debates among many persons,
especially human rights activists. There may have adverse impact on human rights movement, if a
party in power claims the status of human rights to be "excellent" or "good" in its own tenure. If the
ruling party calls it to be "excellent" and the opposition calls it "the worst", the promotion and
protection of the human rights is adversely affected.
The human rights activists should take the responsibility of doing away with the tradition of
commenting on the status of human rights for their vested political ends. A factual presentation of
the status of human rights can reduce such tradition to a large extent. We relatively have a greater
debate on the status of human rights. Due to absence of records, the debates are quite different from
the real facts. People can not distinguish the real situation due to unavailability of published human
rights records. They have to rely on the biased support of political parties or selfish presentation. This
is the reason why INSEC in 1992 decided to publish "Human Rights Year Book". Attempts were
made to publish the year book for the year 1992, but, unfortunately, Mr Prakash Kaphley, the-then
INSEC Director, passed away in a plane crash and we were delayed; yet we pursued this endeavor.
We deeply feel the physical absence of Prakash but his inspiration and direction always give us a
feeling of eternal togetherness to carry on this endeavor. This Human Rights Year Book is the first
publication of its kind in Nepal which is likely to attract everyone's attention, though we feel that
it may not be immune from shortcomings.
We have embarked upon a democratic era after a 30 year long struggle. Regarding human rights
standards, many opine that the 30 years cannot serve as abase for the standard. Human rights cannot
be expected in a dictatorial and despotic rule imposed through military coercion in those years. So
the Nepalese people had not only struggled to gain human rights but also to overthrow the system.
But now the situation has changed. The supreme law of the land has guaranteed human rights; we
have an elected parliament and government and if human rights is violated, many concerned people
feel that such violations should be taken seriously. Others opine that Nepal, compared to other
developing countries including the South Asian countries, has a record of less violence and achieved
better human rights standards. It is not sufficient; rather it is better to be aware of and careful about
the infection of such maladies in Nepal. It would be desirable to pursue the protection and promotion
of human rights for a better tomorrow.
The sensible readers and human rights activists should identify the concerned sectors responsible
for human rights violations and also the extent to which they are responsible. But it is clear that a

situation to honor human rights has yet to come. We, in course of preparing this report, felt the need
of having human rights awareness among the different state units. We experienced negative feelings
because the state has not conceptualized human rights in its functioning. Some Jailers allowed us to
visit inside the jails and gave suggestions to improve Jails whereas in other Jails our workers were
told: "I'll neither tell you anything nor allow you to visit (Jail) — It is a question of security". The
CDOs of some districts welcomed the collection of the record of human rights violations and
cooperated with us whereas some dismayed us by saying: "You provoke people — crime cannot be
stopped without torture". Similarly, the responses of policemen also varied. These facts give us the
impression that the state does not have any clear concept on human rights.
The way of looking at human rights also differs among the political parties. Therefore, the same
incident becomes "natural" to some while it becomes a "gross violation" in other areas. A trivial
family quarrel has also been magnified into a big political issue and confrontation. It is also horrible
to note that every wing of society is being speedily politicalized, which may pose a grave threat to
peace in the coming years.
With these perspectives in mind, we have published "Human Rights Year Book, 1992". We had to
face various problems in order to start this publication. We had to collect data from all the 75 districts
of the country and the geographical remoteness of some districts made it difficult for our volunteers
to reach the district in time. Facing all these odds we collected facts and figures and compiled them
into this book. Many people have contributed to bring out this book, but there are some individuals
without whom our endeavor would have not been complete.
The main credit goes to the volunteers reaching different districts. I express sincerest thanks to Mr
Rishikesh Shah, Chairman, Nepal Human Rights Organization and Mr Basudev Dhungana, Former
President of Nepal Bar Association, who advised us from the very inception of this work; to Mr Gauri
Pradhan, Mr Gopal Shivakoti Chintan, Mr Gopal Guragain, and Mr Naranath Luitel, who contributed
to different chapters of the original Nepali text; to the Executive members of the Year Book
Committee; to Mr Kundan Aryal, who rewrote, compiled and edited the data and prepared the original
Nepali text; and Mr Kapil Ghimire, who also helped in the editing of the Nepali text; and to many
other friends involved in technical assignments. Sincere thanks are also due to Mr Kumar Bahadur
Rai and Mr Deepak Kaphley for translating the book into English.
I sincerely request all the persons and organizations concerned with the human rights movement to
extend their comments on the weakness on this book, which is our first attempt of its kind. I am
confident that our subsequent edition would be more improved and useful in the light of your
suggestions and advice.
Finally, my sincere thanks go to NORAD, the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation, for
providing financial assistance to undertake this task.
Thank you.
Sushil Pyakurel
Coordinator
INSEC
April 9, 1993
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Chapter - 1
NEPAL: GENERAL BACKGROUND

1.

Location

Nepal is a landlocked country lying between
China and India. It is situated between 26°22' N.
to 30°27' N latitude and 80°4' E to 88°12' E
longitude of the prime meridian. Roughly
rectangular in shape, the country has an area of
147,181 sq. km . It is 885 km in length but its
width is uneven and increases towards the West
becoming narrower in the middle. The mean
north-south width is 193 km.
2.

Topography

Nepal, predominantly a mountainous country,
boasts of Sagarmatha (8848 m), the highest peak
in the world together with nine other famous
peaks. The formidable range of eternal snows
stretching from east to west is called the
Himalayas. The altitude goes on decreasing as
one travels from North to South reaching a
minimum altitude of 300m. in the southern Terai
belt or plains which ends as the southern border
of the country. According to its topography Nepal
can be roughly divided into three parts:
2.1 Himalayan Region
This occupies roughly 15% of the country's total
area. Stretching from east to west its width lies
between 24 to 28 kin. The snow-line is at 5000m
above the sea level and much of this region is
shrouded in snow eternally. Most rivers of Nepal
have their sources in the Himalayan glaciers.
There are important passes like Kodari, Tiptala,
Mustang, Namja, etc. in the high Himalayas
through which access to and from Tibet is possible.

Some districts of Nepal likeJumla, Humla, Mugu,
Dolpa, Manang and Khotang have their northern
areas composed of Himalayan valleys, rivers
banks and mountain slopes. Some important
areas of habitation also fall in this region.
2.2 Mountain Region
This region lies in-between the northern
Himalayan region and the southern Terai plains.
This region consists ofmountains, narrow valleys,
flat alluvial fans, river basins and hill slopes. The
width of this region is 64 to 84 kilns approximately
stretching from north to south. There are hills
which rear up to a height of 1800m in this region
but the Mahabharat range which lies on the south
has hills measuring as much as 3000m. This
Mahabharat range runs parallel to the Himalayas
and is endowed with much natural beauty, which
has attracted the human aesthetic sense since the
time immemorial. The Chure or Shivalik hills
range between 700m and 1500m and is located in
the south.
2.3 Terai Region
The southern belt stretching from east to west
and formed by tributaries of the river Ganges is
the fertile plain called the Terai. The width of this
region lies between 23 to 97 km. This range is
composed of flat lands and the inner Terai area.
Having access to water and endowed with a
fertile soil, this region is said to be the "granary
of Nepal". Various types of crops are grown in
this area. Since the plain terrain has facilitated
the exploitation of natural resources;
transportation, communication and energy
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production have reached a comparatively
developed form in this region.
3. River Systems
Based on their sources rivers in Nepal can be
classified into three types, namely those
originating in Tibet, in the Himalayas and
emerging from the Mahabharat and Churia Hills.
Though Karnali, Sunkoshi and Arun rivers have
their origins beyond the Himalayas, major
tributaries of the Koshi, Gandaki and Karnali
rivers have their origins in the I Ihnalayas. The
river systems in Nepal can be divided into three
categories.

Mahakali, Babai, etc. with their origin in the
Mahabharat Hills. These are perennial rivers
whereas those rivers originating from Churia
hills depend on monsoon; they remain dry during
the rest of the year.
4. Lakes
Various lakes are situated in the southern part of
the Himalayas, locked within mountain ranges
and in the Terai. Rara Lake, situated in Mugu
District, lies in the mountain region and is the
biggest and the most beaut iful lake in the country.
Phewatal, Rupatal, Gosainkund, Phoksumdo,
Kasara, Satyawati, Gaduwal and Shyarpu are
also some well known lakes.

3.1 Koshi System
The watershed area of this system lies between
Gosainkund in the west and the Nepal border in
the east. Sunkoshi, Tamakoshi, Dudhkoshi,
Indrawati, Likhu, Arun and Tamor are the main
tributaries of this river system. These tributaries
merge to form the Koshi river after crossing the
Himalayan region, the middle hills region and
the Chure hills to emerge in the eastern Terai and
flow towards the Ganges river in India.
3.2 Gandaki River System
Like the Koshi, the Gandaki river is also made up
of seven different rivers flowing from the
Himalayas to emerge as a single river, the
Narayani in the middle Terai plains. The area
between Dhaulagiri zone in the west and Bagmati
zone in the east comprises the watershed area for
this river system.
3.3 Karnali River System
Karnali is the longest river of Nepal. This river is
made up of the Humla, Mugu, Bheri and Seti
rivers. The watershed area for this system lies
between Byas Himal in the east and Dhaulagiri
in the west. These rivers merge prior to flowing
down to the western Terai plains.
Besides the above mentioned major rivers there
are rivers like Mechi, Kankai, Kamla, Rapti,
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5.

Climate and Rainfall

Due to topographical diversity the climatic
conditions also vary from place to place. As the
height increases from south to north reaching the
highest peak of the world the climate varies even
within a short distance. Warm, temperate, cold
semi-temperate, alpine and tundra types of
climates exist here and this is the uniqueness of
Nepal.
Monsoon clouds bring rain to Nepal from June
to September. The highest precipitation recorded
was 4070 mm. at Pokhara in 1941 and the
highest temperature recorded was 44°c at
Dhangari. The lowest temperature recorded in
an area of human habitation was -2.3°c at Jiri.
6.

Beautiful Places

Nepal has many places of incomparable natural
beauty. The snow-clad Himalayas in the north
have always acted as a force that draws the
feeling of love for Nature in every human being.
Rivers originating in the high mountains and
flowing down over gorges and valleys are
beautiful in themselves. The water in these rivers
have attracted lovers of nature from the world at
large.

Nepal : General Background

Many religious shrines are situated on river banks.
These shrines are the manifestations of the
traditions, cultures and religious practices of the
Nepalese. Some religious shrines on river banks
consist of the Varah temple on the banks of the
Koshi, Pashupati and Guheswori temples on the
banks of the Bagmati and Devghat on the banks
of the Narayani.
Beautiful lakes in the mountains, views of virgin
Himalayan peaks, parks and sanctuaries in the
Terai, mountains and Himalayan region, Lumbini,
the birth place of Lord Buddha and many other
Buddhist Stupas, Hindu temples and religious
shrines exhibit the diverse cultures that have
glorified the beauty of the country and attracted
many people through the ages.
7.

Race and Religion

Since ancient times Nepal seems to have been
inhabited by the migrants from Tibet in the North
and India in the South as history has stated. In the
distant past Ahirs and Kshetriyas of the Solar
dynasty were settled in Nepal, while the Khas,
Magars and Gurungs were settled before the first
millennium AD. Ancient Nepal seems to haVe
had a profusion of Kirant culture, language and
religious practices. Accordingly, Tibeto-B unnan
and Indo-Aryan languages were used. It may be
assumed (without proof) that the Kirant and
Hindu religions started developing together.
Even in the middle ages the social practices of
ancient times were adhered to and castism
developed into four castes and eighteen subcastes. These tour castes and eighteen sub-castes
had already proliferated into four castes and
thirty six sub-castes by the time of Prithivi
Narayan Shah. Whatever may be the causes of
social stratification, the history of the Nepalese
people has been influenced greatly by the culture
of Tibetan and Indian immigrants and subsequent
synthesis.
The main areas of settlement of Indian immigrants
were the Terai, middle mountain region and
valleys whereas that of Tibetan immigrants was

limited to the southern part of the Himalayas till
the Mahabharat range. In the past, Nepal had
various races, however, today such races have
now proliferated throughout the country.
Some people of Dravidian origin who are called
the indigenous also reside in Nepal. Many of
them are nomadic and found in the Terai and
mountain regions and today some of them have
taken to fanning.
8.

Religion

Modern Nepal is populated with Hindus,
Buddhists, Muslims and Christians and different
sects within these religious groupings. An
estimate made by Central B ureau of Statistics for
the year 1991 shows that the percentage of Hindu,
Buddhist, Islam and others are 86.5%, 7.8%,
3.5% and 2.1%, respectively.
9.

Demography

The primary estimate of 1991 census puts the
population of Nepal at 18,491,097. The estimate
shows that 7.35% of total population inhabit the
Himalayan region, 46.5% the middle mountain
region and 46.75% the Terai region. 9.2% of the
population lives in urban areas and 90.8% inhabit
rural Nepal.
The same estimate puts the annual growth rate of
population to be 2.08%. Classified according to
the languages spoken, the percentage of Nepali
speaking population is 53.22% followed by
Maithili 11.89%, Bhojpuri 6.6%, Tharu 4.85%,
Tamang 4.66%, Newari 3.45%, Magar 2.24%,
Rai/Kirati 1.94%, Abadhi 1.72%, Limbu 1.31%,
Gurung 1.14%, Urdu 1.04% and others 5.94%.
In addition to this Nepalese speak fifty different
languages including Sherpa, Thakali, Rajbnasi,
Sunuwar, Satar, Dann war, Santhal, Chepang.
Nepali is the national and official language.
According to the World Development Report
1991, the statistics indicate that in Nepal the
crude birth rate is 41 per thousand, crude death
rate is 13 per thousand, while child mortality rate
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is 124 per 1000 births. The fertility rate is 5.7%
and average life expectancy is 52 years. The
population density is 125 per square mile.
10. Brief History
Nepal's political geography has undergone a
great change since the ancient times. Nepal seems
to have had the size of modern Nepal in the
Licchivi period. This Nepal had disintegrated
during the middle ages (which covers 880 to
1768). In the later part of the middle ages the
central rule of Nepal was already weak and it
broke up into small feudal states. While the Khas
king Nagaraj a consolidated his rule of the Karnali
region, Nanya Dev of Simraongadh annexed the
lands of eastern Terai and established his
kingdom. These kings grew stronger than the
ruler at the centre. In 1244, the Sultan of Delhi
completely destroyed Simraongadh causing the
ruin of the state. Later on the Khas kingdom of
the Karnali also disintegrated into 22 small
principalities. The Mallas of Kathmandu were
unable to retain power on account of squabbling
within the palace and thus Kathmandu was
finally divided amongst three sons. Twenty four
states were created in the Gandaki region.
Mukundasen, King of Palpa, had annexed the
regions upto the Koshi in the east but this kingdom
also disintegrated. In this manner, during the
middle ages, Nepal was split into many small
principalities.
In this situation where Nepal was divided into
such small principalities an enthusiastic and
aspirant prince Prithivi Narayan Shah ascended
the throne of Gorkha. With his tact and strategy,
he annexed the states within the Gandaki region
in the west and the Kirant area in the east and
established a bigger and unified Nepal in 1768 .
After the death of Prithivi Narayan Shah in 1774
the task of unifying was continued by his son
Bahadur Shah, daughter-in-law Rajendra Laxmi
and grandson Rana Bahadur Shah. During the
reign of Rana Bahadur Shah, Palpa was also
annexed to Nepal. By this time the borders of
Nepal extended as far as Gharwal and Kumaon
in the west, the Ganges in the south and the
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Teesta in the east. Due to Nepal's expansionist
activities a war broke out with the East India
Company and Nepal, ended up with signing the
Treaty of Sugauli. This-treaty not only stopped
the extension of Nepal's borders but also
conceded the areas beyond the Mechi in the East
and the Mahakali in the west and a large area of
the Terai in the south. The East India Company
returned the areas, presently Banke, Bardiya,
Kailali and Kanchanpur in lieu of Janga
Bahadur's help. Modern Nepal is made of
territory recognized under the Sugauli Treaty
and the additional territory returned later on.
After the death of Prithivi Narayan Shah, the
palace was rocked by much internal squabbles.
The killings, expulsions, imprisonments and
power struggle within the palace had already
eroded the ability of the king to rule the country.
No one was able to provide a stable rule except
Bhimsen Thapa, who ultimately had to succumb
to a conspiracy.
During the period of this power struggle and
uncertainty, a junior courtier Jang B ahadur Rana
seized state power after the famous Kot and
Bhandarkhal massacres in 1846. He made the
king a nominal head and retained all the power
creating a family autocracy where the post of
prime minister was a legacy passed on among
his brothers and sons. This autocratic and
dictatorial rule continued in Nepal for 104 years.
Nepal could not remain alien to the wave of
democratization and freed itself from the clutches
of the Ranas in 1951. The eight years after the
dawn of democracy and the political tug of war,
the first multiparty election was held and a
popular government was formed in 1959.
However, King Mahendra usurped the power of
the elected government by the use of military
force within a brief period of 17 months of the
popular government and established the
Panchayat system. The Nepali Congress and
United Left Front parties joined hands to fight
against the Panchayat system. The struggle
culminated in the overthrow of the Panchayat
and restoration of the multiparty system.
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11. Administrative Structure

Nepal has a unitary form of government. For
administrative purposes it has been divided into
14 zones and 75 districts. The 14 zones are
grouped into five regions. After the restoration of
multiparty system the zones are not seen to be
included as functional administrative units.
Each district is further divided into Village
Development Committees (VDC) and
municipalities. There are a total of 36
municipalities and 3995 VDCs in the country.
Each district has a District Development
Committee . All these positions are filled in
accordance with the procedures designated by
law.
Besides each district has local offices (Line
Agencies) under various ministries. They execute
the government programs in conjunction with
the District Development Committee.
The DDCs and VDCs in their own areas formulate,
execute and evaluate the plans. The government
appoints Local Development Officers to assist
the planning process. The Chief District Officer
is responsible for maintaining peace and order in
the district.
The government provides grants and other funds
to DDCs to implement their various activities.
The DDC can also levy taxes. These rights and
encorporated in the decentralised structure under
DDC regulations.

doctors, 174 Ayurvedic doctors, 2,950 nurses
and 1,186 health assistants.
Since 1975 primary education has been made
free. The cost of running primary schools has
been borne by the government. There are now
17,842 primary schools in the country. A total of
344,138 students were enrolled in the year 1990
where the percentage of girls was only 36.
There are 3,964 lower secondary schools, 1,953
high schools, 2 government Universities and a
private sector university. The literacy rate in
Nepal was estimated to reach 40% level by 1991.
13. Economic Condition
Nepal is one of the poorest countries in the world.

The livelihood of more than 91% of the population
is based on agriculture. Due to lack of employment
opportunities in industrial and non-agricultural
sectors, the agricultural sector has to bear the
pressure of population growth at 2.06% per year.
Modern agricultural practices have not been
applied in order to increase the production
simultaneously while production through
diversification and market situation could not be
properly arranged in order to attract the farmer
towards modernization in farming methods.
Agriculture could generate a hopeful 56% of
GDP.
Nepal, in spite of being an agragarian country, is
slowly becoming a food importing country. It
was a food exporter in the 1960's, but faced a
food deficiency of 9,425 MT in 1990/1991.

12. Health and Education

Nearly a century ago, Nepal entered the modern
health system with the establishment of Bir
Hospital. The following 50 years did not see
significant progress in this field. After 1951
some initiation began but still the result was not
enthusiastic. By 1991 the number of hospitals
reached 111 and hospital beds 4,768. Population
per bed works out to he 3,872. There are 1,196

The tourist industry in Nepal has been a substantial
source of foreign exchange earnings. In 1990 a
total of 254,885 tourists arrived in Nepal yielding
$ 57 millions worth of foreign currency.
Carpets, leather goods, ready made garments
and handicrafts are gradually making niches in
the foreign export market.
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Chapter - 2

POLITICAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

1. Political Development

Rajendra and after the downfall of Bhimsen
Thapa, this situation reached its peak.

It was an account of the strong determination,
power and courage Prithivi Narayan Shah
possessed that he was able to successfully launch
the unification campaign of Nepal. There was
never a crisis of leadership during his tenure. But
after the end of this campaign, his brothers, who
had contributed to the unification campaign,
were aspired to become the kings of territories
themselves; however, when such wishes were
unfulfilled, opposing forces started hatching
conspiracies. Queen Rajendra Laxmi, wife of
king Pratap Singh and her brother-in-law Bahadur
Shah, due to personal rivalry and conspiracy,
sent each other to prison as the power play
occurred. Rana Bahadur Shah, after the death of
Rajendra Laxmi, placed his uncle Bahadur Shah
once move in prison where he expired.
As the events progressed, the politics in Nepal
centered around conspiracy and power struggle
within the royal place. Rana Bahadur Shah
abdicated his throne in favor of his son Girvan,
born of a beloved queen (who was a wife but not
possessing the title of state queen). But as the
queen died soon, Rana Bahadur Shah attempted
to reclaim the throne, but the courtiers, who had
already tasted power, whisked Girvan to Nuwakot
and continued the reign from there. This dual
reign continued for sometime. Though this
intriguing Nepali politics subsided during the
tenure of Prime Minister Mr Bhimsen Thapa, his
downfall was caused by conspiracy. The politics
of that period somehow or the other never failed
to punish Generals, patriots involved in the
unification campaign. During the regime of

Nobody except Bhimsen Thapa was paying
attention to the welfare and interest of the people
as the others were bent on grabbing power through
conspiracy. Patriotic forces wanted Nepal to be
free from the influence and interference of the
British who were the southern neighbors;
however, some selfish elements did not hesitate
to seek help from these British in order to
consolidate their power. In spite of this fact, the
Nepalese government's activities were
uninfluenced by the impression of the British
during Bhimsen Thapa's period.
After the downfall of Bhimsen Thapa there
arose a situation where there was a power vacuum,
resulting in various groups within the palace to
seize power for their personal ambitions. The
consequence was that Nepalese politics witnessed
two major merciless massacres known as
Bhandarkhal Parba and Kot Parba. Janga Bahadur
engineered the massacre of all other opposing
power groups and emerged as the all powerful
Prime Minister. He did not even spare the queen
who had assisted him in this power struggle and
compelled her to leave the country in exile. After
a few years in power he attained the title of
Maharajah from the King and on the basis of his
being Maharajah and Prime Minister he ruled
reducing the King to a puppet head of state. He
ensured that his position passed on to his brothers
and sons in the family and thus shut all common
people to have an access to political power. In
this way the Rana autocratic rule was despotic
and lasted for 104 years and could be called
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puppets of colonialism. The politics of position
and power also contaminated the Rana families;
as a result they began to commit crimes like
lineage massacres, exiles and the like without
hesitation.
During this period the Ranas had adopted a
foreign policy favorable to the British in India so
that the Rana regime would continue.
Consequently, in order to gain favor from the
British, Jana Bahadur Rana did not hesitate to
send Nepalese troops to suppress the police revolt
in India in 1857, and in this way Nepalese soldiers
were used to help the colonial forces. At this time
The northern neighbor China was already weak
and there was no political problem on this front.
The democratic and independence movements in
various parts of the world occurring in the first
and second decades of the twentieth century also
affected Nepal. Some educated and conscious
citizens started organizing protests against the
Ranas. These enthusiastic youths imitated
`charkha (thread carding machine) movement'
and established libraries. Ranas used force to
suppress these activities. In the third decade of
the twentieth century, some youths had attempted
to use bombs to kill the Ranas. In the meantime
political parties like Nepal Praja Ruishad, Nepali
Congress and Nepal Communist Party were
formed. The king and his (unity had also sided
with the revolutionaries in their struggle against
the Ranas and thus the Ranas were overthrown
and democracy was established in 1951.
1.1 After 1951

The struggle against the Ranas was at its peak in
1951. King Tribhuvan made an escape and took
shelter in the Indian Embassy from where he flew
off to Delhi. The Ranas dethroned king Tribhuvan
in his absence and, instead, placed his second
grandson on the throne. However, they were
unable to receive recognization for this change
and using this situation the Nepali Congress
launched an armed struggle in different parts of
the country and also captured certain parts of the
country successfully. The people in many parts
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of the country started revolting against the Ranas,
as a result Ranas were compelled to compromise
with the king and the revolutionary forces. It was
agreed to reinstate the king, form interim
government, promulgate a constitution, hold
election to constitutional assembly and
promulgate an interim constitution for use till
the final constitution was not framed.
The political events did not occur in the
preplanned way during the interim period. While
the Ranas wanted to make a comeback using the
army as backup, the Congress wanted to remove
them from the council of ministers for good.
After nine months of its formation, the interim
government was dissolved. A Nepali Congress
government was formed under the Prime
Ministership of Matrika Prasad Koirala which
had a life of nine months only. This was followed
by the king ruling directly for a few months with
the help of an advisory council. Then, Matrika
Prasad Koirala for the second time, Tanka Prasad
Acharya and Dr. K.I. Singh in turns became
Prime Ministers of Nepal. All these governments
turned out lobe failures. By this time, controversy
on the issue of whether the election should be for
constituent assembly or parliament had already
surfaced. Finally King Mahendra decided to
carry out elections for parliament and squashed
the will of king Tribhuvan who had offered to let
the constitution be promulgated by the constituent
assembly to govern the people.
On February 12, 1959 the king promulgated the

constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal and the
general election was held immediately. In this
election the Nepali Congress won 74 out of 109
seats in the house of representatives. In the two
houses of parliament the upper house would be
formed by 18 members of the house of
representatives and 18 nominated by the king, as
per the provisions set out.
After the election, under the leadership of
Bisweswor Prasad Koirala the cabinet was
formed (May 1959). But after seventeen months,
the king accused the elected government of
misuse of power, malfunction of administrative
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machine, violation of laws, increase of corruption,
deterioration in the law and order situation,
threatening to the national unity and he dissolved
the cabinet with the backing of the military. The
Prime Minister, Ministers, leaders of different
parties and party workers were imprisoned. The
result was that national politics was snatched
away from the people and seized into the palace.
The king made various political moves in order
to consolidate his power and personal ambition.
He was aware that a country could not be ruled by
being isolated from the flood of
democraticization, yet he was unwilling to
concede power to the political parties. So he
initiated a new political system called `Panchayat
Democracy' and accordingly promulgated a new
constitution in 1963.
During this period the political parties continually
opposed the king's moves. The Nepali Congress
even launched an armed struggle which was
suppressed by the military.
The Panchayat constitution was further
consolidated in 1969 when it was amended and
declared partyless and the National Panchayat or
legislative body passed a resolution stating that
this Panchayat had no alternative system. In this
way while dictatorial politics started revolving
around the king and his palace, the adherents of
multiparty democracy managed to continue their
struggle to regain democracy. The Nepali
Congress and different communist factions in
their own ways time and again carried the
movement ahead. In the initial years such
movements could not gain momentum.
Encouraged by this situation, the second
amendment occurred in the constitution in 1976
where a provision of 'B ack to the Village National
Campaign' which was aimed to eliminate
relatively liberal Panchayati workers. This
ultimately caused dissatisfaction among the
Panches themselves and politics came more under
the dominance of the palace.
The Panchayati rulers did not hesitate to imprison,
torture or pronounce death penalties to the
prodemocratic supporters. Many political

prisoners were killed after being transferred
from jails' while those arrested during
confrontations were sentenced to death. Many
were tortured, imprisoned for long period
allegedly under state offence act. To counter and
torture prodemocratic youths, a youth wing
called Rastravadi Vidyarthi Mandal was
sponsored. The ring leaders of the terrorists
groups were put at the helm of the National
Sports Council to project their national stature.
This Council terrorized not only democratic
forces but also Panchayat workers as well. As a
revolt against these repressions, chaos and
dictatorship, the struggle initiated by students in
1979 spread to other professions and areas. To
appease the 1979 movement, the king announced
a Referendum where the people had to make a
choice between the reformed Panchayat system
and the multiparty system. There was much
rigging and manipulation during the Referendum
and the Reformed Panchayat was announced the
winner.
A third amendment was made in the constitution
where the provision of "Back to the Village
National Campaign" was abrogated and universal
suffrage introduced. However, the compulsion
to be a member of a centrally directed class
organization made the provision of universal
suffrage defunct. The reasons for the amendment
was that the reformed Panchayat was victorious
in the referendum. On account of this victory,
the palace and Panchayat stalwarts, instead of
serving the people, were enthusiastic to start
troubling the pro-democracy supporters. The
political and economic situation of the country
further deteriorated.
Thus in 1985, the Nepali Congress launched a
"Satyagraha" movement (peaceful possession)
for the end of the Panchayat system. Thousands
of political leaders and workers courted arrests
willingly. The explosion of bombs in different
parts of the country at this time compelled the
peaceful movement to be withdrawn. During
this period many people were killed and many
are still missing, exhibiting the brutality of thethen rulers. The hatred of people towards the
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Panchayat was gradually increasing. In the
meantime, the Trade and Transit Treaty between
Nepal and India was not renewed. It resulted in
the closure of 13 out of the 15 entry points
between India and Nepal. This impasse caused
shortage of consumer goods and the people began
to suffer and felt that the head-strong diplomacy
and palace were to blame for this situation.
The Nepali Congress, in a national conference
held on Jan 20, 1990 announced its program to
launch a struggle for constitutional monarchy
and restoration of democracy. Different
communist factions formed a United Left Front
and decided to launch the people's movement
with the concurrence of Communists and the
Nepali Congress. The movement started from
Feb 18, 1990 and was supported by teachers,
lawyers, doctors, engineers, government
employees and millions of common people. The
50 day struggle ended the Panchayat system
paving the way for multiparty democracy and
constitutional monarchy. From time to time
objectionable provisions of Panchayat
constitution were abrogated. A joint-interim
government was formed under the Prime
Ministership of current president of Nepali
Congress, Krishna Prasad Bhattarai. This
government concentrated on the creation of a
new constitution and the conducting of general
election. Overcoming many odds, the
Constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal, 1990 was
promulgated on Nov 9, 1990. The general election
under the new constitution was held on May 12,
1991 and the people's mandate was given to the
Nepali Congress to form a government with the
Communist Party of Nepal (UML), collaborator
in the movement, as the main opposition. Prime
Minister Girija Prasad Koirala now heads the
Congress government.

Among those, many were ruled according to the
will of the people.
The heirs of Prithivi Narayan Shah, the unifier,
did not feel the need of formulating laws to
govern the country. The will of the king was the
law until 1846 AD. Such wills were expressed
through different documents like Sawal, Sawad,
Ruka etc. and it is this system which made the job
of governing a developing process.
2.1 Civil Code (Muluki Ain) 1863
Before the enactment of Muluki AM, (an act
addressed to civil, criminal and precedence codes)
the codes and customs were not well known and
understood by the public. The aim of this Act
was not only to make the codes available to the
public but also to guide the public by a rule of
law. It had provisions of penalties for violation
of the laws and it is because of these provisions
that this Act can be treated as the first channelized
force in the governing system to lead the country
to the rule of law. The supremacy of the laws is
an inseparable and important feature in a modern
constitution and was accepted by this Act whose
preface mentions "the king issued orders to the
people and himself to abide by this Act. The
public servants including the Prime Minister
should act according to the law".
As the politics was not abided by the rule of law
and the absence of a system of public, representation resulted in the neglect and violation of
the codes. Eventually, a full century was lost
before Nepal could exercise a constitutional
system of government. In spite of this, this code
was an important historical landmark towards
the establishment of the rule of law.
2.2 Legal Code of Nepal Government, 1947

2. Constitutional Development
Before the unification of Nepal in 1768 Nepal
was divided into many small territories and
principalities each governed by small kings and
each state had its own peculiar way to govern.
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This legal code had been issued by the Rana
Prime Minister Padma Shamsher on Nov. 27,
1947. By this time the Ranas had ruled the
country on feudal lines in an internal colonial
style for a 100 years. Colonial rule was collapsing
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in other regions outside the country and internally

too; parties were clandestinely organizing against
internal colonial rulers and this pressure could he
felt by the Rana. The constitution was targeted at
prolonging the rule of the Ranas while
simultaneously reducing the internal and external
pressures. Thus the hereditary post of the Prime
Minister was not changed by the constitution;
instead, it was made a part of the constitution.
There was no scope for balance of power and
popular representation in politics. This code rather
contributed to the consolidation of Rana rule
which could not attract political support and the
resultant people's revolution of 1951 discarded
this code.
2.3 Interim Constitution of Nepal
The revolution of 1951 overthrew Rana rule
which had derived power to rule the country
through a special decree by the king. The legal
codes of 1947 were also abrogated and the Interim
Government Constitution was brought into effect
on April 1, 1951. As the name itself suggests, this
constitution was to lead the country towards a
democratic political system. King Tribhuvan
while announcing this constitution said: "From
now on people should be governed under the
democratic constitution framed by the constituent
assembly elected by the people themselves".
This interim constitution ended the privilege of
the Ranas and the executive, judiciary and
legislating powers were invested in the king and
the executive power could be exercised by the
king through the ministers.
The interim constitution and the royal declaration
made from time to time had no mention of the
source of the constitution. A new debate regarding
the source of the constitution ensued. The
declaration made by king Tribhuvan on the
formation of constituent assembly indicated that
the people were sovereign; however, the
constitution vested sovereignty in the king. The
words and spirit of king Tribhuvan were
weakened through subsequent amendments in
the constitution. An amendment made the
provision that the interim constitution would be

valid until a new constitution was made. Politics,
then, did not care to respect the spirit of
democratic changes thus closing the chapter for
parliamentary election. Ultimately the king
promulgated the Constitution of the Kingdom of
Nepal on Feb 12, 1959 by exercising the state
sovereignty and the privileges vested in him.
2.4 The Constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal 1959

This constitution had adopted a multiparty
political system and government responsible to
the parliament which are the features of a
constitutional monarchy. The features enshrined
were free judiciary, bicameral legislature and
guarantee of fundamental rights. Besides, it had
provisions for public service commission and
auditor general as constitutional bodies.
In spite of having substantial democratic features,
the king could not be liberal and he made himself
the source of the Constitution. This gave the king
the mental strength of being the protective force
of the Constitution and System. The king
exercised his emergency powers to nullify most
of the provisions, gradually killing the very
spirit of the Constitution. This Constitution
became invalid with the issuance of the
Constitution of Nepal 1963 AD.
2.5 Constitution of

Nepal, 1963

The king through a declaration staged a coup by
banning Multiparty System and established the
Panchayat System of government. This system
was constitutionalized in 1963.
This constitution had a provision of unicameral
legislature composed of indirectly elected
representatives and the king's nominees. The
cabinet was to be responsible to the king and its
function was to assist the king to execute
administration of the state. The king retained
judiciary power to hear appeals and to instruct
the courts to review the courts decisions.
Restriction to have pluralistic thinking,
permission to be in political process only through
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Panchayat system, the ban to be imposed on the
cause of upliftment of country or people through
any organization except the Panchayat and
deprivation of freedom for organization had
sabotaged and killed the very spirit of democratic
constitutional bodies which became nonfunctional and eroded the democratic spirit.
The secretariat of the king evolved as the centre
for executive power. In absence of alternatives
and opposition any mistakes could be rectified.
The third amendment made in the constitution
introduced a system of dual responsibility of the
cabinet members to the king and the Parliament
(Rastriya Panchayat). However this adjustment
too proved fallacious to ensure democratic values.
It could neither guarantee the fundamental rights
of the people nor could it serve the people.
Finally, this constitution had to bow out in the
wake of organized protests by the people in 1990.
2.6 Constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal, 1990
This Constitution is distinct from other
constitutions because of its development by the
forces of people's movement responsible in
overthrowing the Panchayat System. The
partyless system ended by a royal declaration,
thus giving the state power a contributory force
in the making of the Constitution. The commission
responsible to draft the new constitution was
represented by all the three forces making this
constitution representing the will of the people.
This constitution has enshrined in it the modern
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democratic values and principles and attempted
to erase traditional structures. Some of the
important features enshrined in the constitution
are mentioned below:
1. Sovereignty vested in people
2. Guarantee of fundamental human rights of
the Nepalese citizen.
3. Election based on universal suffrage.
4. Consolidation of parliamentary democracy.
5. Consolidation of constitutional monarchy.
6. Consolidation of multiparty system.
7. Provision of free and competent judicial
system.
8. Realization of the concept of the rule of law.
9. Functioning of state and sovereign rights to
be exercised according to the constitution.
These features are neither amendable nor
changeable. This constitution has enshrined in it
such features that are essential, need guarantee or
need to be safeguarded in a truly democratic
system. Besides, it has provision of the
constitutional bodies like auditor general, public
service commission, election commission and
provisions to ensure freedom of press.
This constitution can be treated as a highly
developed document endowed with modern and
democratic ideals. Its timely exercise and
practices coupled with the feedback, will of the
society, highly intellectual exercise and
professional competence shall analyze the goals
for which the constitution stands.
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Chapter - 3
HUMAN RIGHTS-RELATED ORGANIZATIONS
1. Human Rights Organisations
1.1 CIVICT
Centre for Victims of Torture (CIVICT) was
established on December 15, 1990 with an aim to
help the people suffering because of torture
during the political movement. Many citizens,
because of their involvement in activities for the
restoration of democracy during the people's
revolution in 1990 and even prior to that, have
had to undergo inhuman torture. There existed a
situation where the physically or mentally
tortured people did not receive any support or
service and treatment from the government and
non-governmental organizations even after
democracy was restored. Keeping this situation
in mind, CIVICT has been carrying out treatment, research, training and publications for
torture victims since its establishment and at
present it is providing Bhutanese refugees with
treatment and advisory services.
There should be a separate training for health
workers for the treatment of torture victims. In
order to meet this need this organization is said
to have managed training for its volunteers and
health-workers in and outside the country.
Similarly, in the month of April 1992 itconducted
a training for 16 volunteers to provide service
and support to torture victims among the
Bhutanese refugees. In August 1992 it conducted
a seminar for doctors working in different parts
of the Kingdom and it has been conducting
programs such as awareness, training, etc. every
month in order to make the people aware of
human rights law and torture.

This organization sent teams to carry out on-thespot study of torture incidents and firing in
Baglung, Sindhuli, Gorkha, Biratnagar,
Kathmandu, etc. It is said to have been providing
the people tortured by police during mass
revolution in 1990 with medical treatment and
advice. Until the end of 1992 it provided medical
treatment to 52 Nepali and 8 foreign torture
victims. 50 people who were seriously wounded
and tortured during the people's revolution were
given treatment in Nepal itself and 3 others were
taken abroad for treatment.
This organization which also compiles articles,
comments and news published in national and
international journals in connection with human
rights, exchange information with human right
related-organizations all over the world. It is
said to have been publishing "torture free" a
trimonthly bulletin in English and bi-monthly
bulletin in Nepali with the aim of disseminating
its objectives and making people aware of its
activities. All the sectors including high schools,
organizations working in the social field, libraries
and those concerned with public life have been
provided with the bulletin free of cost. Apart
from this, books such as "Emancipation from
Psychological Suffering", "Manava Adhikar
Barnamala", and posters on the occasion of
international human rights day were published
and distributed.
Contact
CIVICT
tel: 418081,
P.O.Box 8539, Kathmandu, Nepal
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1.2 CWIN
Child Workers in Nepal Concerned Center
(CWIN) was established in 1986. Though the
present national and international acts or laws
have prohibited employing children for physical
labor, the number of child workers is huge in
developing countries. CWIN came into existence
with an intent to emancipating the physically and
mentally exploited children from exploitation
and suppression. This is the first nongovernmental organization established in
connection with child-right protection campaign
in Nepal.
This organization is directly concerned with the
rights, freedom and development of childworkers. This is active for their all-round
development including their human needs,
education, health and security. This organization,
which has aimed at bringing about social
awareness of child rights security at national
level, has been found to be serious above the
plight of street children. It has been making
people aware of the findings of the regular study
and research carried out by it, on their actual
situation and condition. This organization is said
to have focused its attention on the solution to
problems such as child work situation, search for
the agent element creating circumstances for
children to come to streets condition, of child
trafficking, bonded labor and child marriage.
Till date CWIN has been carrying out activities
such as child right and child labor awareness
programs, education for socially deprived
children, compilation of facts and figures (data)
about children and publication of public relation
study and research on activities concerning rights
of community laborers and child workers, legal
literacy regarding child right, etc.
This organization celebrated 1992 as the sixth
year of its inception with special programs and
conducted an actual study on child workers and
their condition in carpet industries in Nepal. The
publication of the report of the study had generated
additional curiosity in government and non14

government areas. In the meantime this centre,
in collaboration with other non-government
organizations, has been organizing programs
such as cycle-repairing training for street children,
emergency protection for them and health camp
for street children. All these programs are said to
have been already in progress in Narayanghat,
Hetauda and other cities in accordance with its
planning to expand them in the main areas where
street children are usually found.
Contact
CWIN
Kalimati, Kathmandu
Tel: 270336
P.O. Box: 4374

1.3 FOPHUR
Forum for the Protection of Human Rights
(FOPHUR) was established on July 28, 1984 in
Birgunj. The underground gathering in late Gopal
Gotame' s residence had decided to form the
Forum with the intents to evoke mass awareness
against human rights violations and protect
fundamental rights. Late Gopal Gotame, Nandan
Aryal, Yadav Upadhyay and Pandavraj Ghimire
were the members of FOPHUR formed under
the co-ordination of Badri Prasad Khatiwada.
late Prakash Kaphley had been chosen founder
general secretary of FOPHUR.
Later on, the committee celebrated Human Rights
Day in a grand manner in the open ground of
Hetauda on Dec 10, 1984 for the first time in
Nepal in accordance with its aims and objectives.
In the beginning, FOPHUR launched a campaign
`Release Political Prisoners Immediately' for
releasing political prisoners detained in various
jails in the country. The Forum had managed not
only the prisoners' release but also their families'
reunion.
The Forum had not only made the excesses on
political prisoners internationally public, but also
sent teams to find out facts about killings, rapes,
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etc. occurring in the country. This Forum was in
the forefront while playing its role in informing
the people about the facts of human rights
violation by the government during the Panchayat
period. This Forum had taken active and timely
steps for bringing people together under one
forum by breaking down the barrier of political
animosity. Under the initiative of this Forum, all
the politicians gathered at the residence of a
senior politician, Former Prime Minister late
Tanka Prasad Acharya and signed a document.
When Panchayat suppression had reached this
climax, former Prime Minister Tanka Prasad
Acharya inaugurated the first national convention
of this Forum, surrounded by police, in the
presence of Swami Agnivesh, a leader of Bonded
Labor Liberation Front of India, as a guest. The
first national convention under the special
initiative of late Prakash Kaphley had adopted
ceremoniously the name, flag and legislation of
the Forum. The following aims and objectives
had been mentioned in the-then legislation.
a.

To go hand in hand with the international
revolution launched for human rights by
campaigning for the UN human rights norms
among the Nepalese people.

b.

To work for the attainment, protection and
promotion of basic and fundamental rights
of t he people.

c.

To create overall mass opinion in favor of
human rights, to hold intellectual discussion
on the concepts of human rights, to organize
seminars and meetings and to propagate
timely concepts and recognitions by carrying
out research-oriented work, and to publish
various books, booklets and journals for
this.

d.

To perform others necessary activities for
achieving the above aims and objectives.

On days after the first convention the Forum
started holding meetings, seminars and
campaigning in order to attain the aims and
objectives mentioned above. The Forum had

directly supported the mass revolution launched
by Joint Revolution Committee for restoration
of democracy in 1990. In this connection thethen General Secretary of the Forum late Prakash
Kaphley had made a great contribution in
motivating different countries of Europe to
provide help and support to the mass revolution.
After the restoration of democracy the Forum
became very active in helping the families of the
martyrs and making available medical treatment
for the people crippled during the mass
revolution.
Soon after the revolution was over, the Forum
published a book entitled 'Dawn of Democracy'
portraying the gross violation of human rights
during the revolution. Apart from that, dozens of
books and journals calling for mass awareness
of human rights have been published by the
Forum. It has been regularly publishing 'Human
Rights', a monthly bulletin.
The general election, bye-election in 1991 and
local election in 1992 were observed and
supervised by independent intellectuals and
journalists both national and international
through the coordinated effort of the Forum.
The Forum has been mak ing both the government
and people aware of the facts after scrutiny of the
incidents violating human rights from 1990
onwards. The Forum officials say that it has
been active in discouraging those involved in
violating human rights.
The third national convention held on July 2526, 1992 under the chairmanship of Dr Mathura
Shrestha has formed a 21-member central
committee for another 3 years.
The Forum has been trying to scrutinise the
incidents violating human rights within Nepal
and providing the victims with necessary support.
This Forum has also been taking the responsibility
for educating the children of political victims
and those martyrs of the people's revolution of
1990. The Forum has been requesting HMG,
Education Ministry and Universities to include
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human rights-related-materials in text books.
Under the arrangement of the Forum, the regional
meeting on human rights in SAARC countries
was held in Janakpur in Jan 1993.

After the election was held, National Report on
election 1991 was published on the basis of the
election reports received from the free and fair
election branches.

Co nt a ct

This organization prepared a report on the
revolution launched by the prisoners of central
jail in Jan 1991 and submitted the report along
with suggestions to HMG. It has been bringing
out to the public also the report on the condition
of prisoners by making its central and branch
representatives visit the jails in the various parts
of the country.

FOPHUR
Maitighar, Kathmandu
Telephone: 222098
P.O. Box: 5457
1.4 HURON
Human Rights Organization of Nepal (HURON)
was established in 1986. Established with the
intent to introduce worldwide human rights
despatches in the context of Nepal, this
organization has Mr. Rishikesh Shah as its founder
chairman. HURON, which as a non-profitable
organization detached from any particular political
party, has been emphasizing on the achievement,
protection and promotion of human and
fundamental rights of the people. The various
founder-members number 84, including Surya
Bahadur Shakya, Tulsi Lal Amatya, late Chuda
Prasad Sharma, Shambhu Prasad Gyawali,
Krishna Prasad B handari, Padma Rana Tuladhar,
Marshal Julum Shakya, Daman Nath Dhungana,
Bharat Mohan Adhikari, Devendra Raj Pandey,
Kapil Shrestha, Late Parijat, Babu Ram Bhattarai
and others. The sign/ y ard put at on the residence
of Rishikesh Shah at Kamalpokhari soon after the
organization was established was torn down by
the then Panchayat government with the help of
the police.

This organization is said to have been protesting
against the anti-human right activities taking
place in and outside the country and helping and
supporting the peaceful revolution for the
attainment of democracy. This organization,
having prepared on-the spot reports on Khotang
firing on July 31, 1991, Kathmandu firing on
April 6, 1992, inhuman torture at Baglung 1992,
etc. has brought to public notice such atrocities
and has demanded formation of a judicial
investigation commission which was to initiate
action on the accused.

This organization, which has played an important
role in making available international help and
support in the mass-revolution in 1990, visited 25
districts by forming free and fair election
observation visiting teams during the
parliamentary election in 1991. The team had
evoked extensive awareness of free and fair
election among the people including political
party leaders, workers, security guards, polling
officers, by organizing meetings, discussions,
seminars, etc.

The financial income of this organization which
has 47 districts branches and 12 sub branches is
said to be collected locally from its establishment
until now.
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The third general assembly of this organization
was held on Feb 26-27, 1993. The assembly
which had been participated in by representatives
from about 50 districts branches and subbranches, founder members, central working
committee, central attendants and invitee, had
reinstated unopposed the organization founder
Mr. Rishikesh Shah to the post of Chairman for
another 2 years.

Contact
HURON
Putalisadak,
P.O. Box 5424
Kathmandu,
Tel: 411003
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1.5 INHURED International
Established in 1987, International Institute for
Human Rights, Environment and Development
(INHURED International) has been carrying out
various activities for human rights. It has aimed
at being active on the national and international
levels for the development of a democratic
environment for the prepay-ation of mass-opinion
polls against anti-democratic activities and for
the protest against the incidents violating human
rights worldwide. This single organization has
established machineries such as parliamentary
forum, centre related to women rights, centre
concerning child rights, study and research centre
for environment and development in order to
bring its aims and objectives into action.
To compile facts concerning human rights
violations, environment and development, to
organize human rights education research and
training programs, to organize discussions,
workshops, meetings and gatherings on
contemporary issues and to draw the
government's attention to international human
rights instruments and documents and international conferences are the main activities of
this organization.
This organization, which had organized the first
international conference to make laws for human
rights in 1991 in Kathmandu, organized human
rights education awareness exhibition program
in collaboration with other organizations in 1991
and 1992. It has been publishing human rights
bulletins regularly and has translated international
human rights instruments and documents into
Nepali language. In 1992, it had also sent a team
to find out facts about the incidents of human
rights violations in Bhutan and Thailand.
This organization is structurally composed of a
general assembly, central working committee,
secretariat and advisory committee, and has been
establishing its rapport with other national and
international organizations related to human
rights. It has been carrying out remarkable works
such as monthly publication of "Right"and

"Liberty", books on the spot and factual reports
on international human rights, environment and
development, human rights bulletin and human
rights anthology
Contact
INHURED International
P.O. Box 2125
2/191 Putalisadak,
Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel: 419610
1.6 INSEC
Informal Sector Service Centre (INSEC) was
established three years ago with an objective to
encourage the unorganized sector to be
organized. This Centre has actually began to
,work among the people at different levels only
after the restoration of democracy. Until then its
mune had been retained in INSEC with necessary
change. After those days INSEC has been
successful in boosting its identification not only
from the Terai to the hills in the country but also
across the border. Established with the aims and
objectives to disseminate awareness of human
values and recognition among the people by
organizing the people of backward sectors,
INSEC had conducted, in the beginning, nonformal education and free health service programs
for the push-cart-operators (Thelawalas) of
Kathmandu.
Taking into consideration the awareness in the
country INSEC conducted voters' Awareness
Programs in 20 different backward districts prior
to the general election held in 1991. During the
program conducted from July 1990 to May 1991
seminars on "Infra-structures for free and fair
Election" were organized on the basis of local
participation in 6 different places in the country.
In order to carry out the first parliamentary
election of historical importance in a free and
fair manner, INSEC, under the initiative of the
National Election Observation Committee, had
been fully involved and had organized training
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for more than 100 national observers/volunteers
assigned for the election observation to be held
for the first time after the restoration of democracy.
80 observers from different countries on the
above committee's invitation had observed the
election process in the various parts of the country.
INSEC has completed a research on "Jari" system
practiced in some places in the Karnali zone, and
also successfully accomplished some regional
level programs across the border of the country.
INSEC conducted a training program from 17-24
March 1992 in connection with information
handling and documentation of human rights
violations among the remarkable participants of
NGO representatives working in South Asia.
Tibetan refugees and representatives of Burma
had also participated in the program in which
representatives of HURIDOCS in Norway had
provided training.
A SAARC journalist meet was organized in
Kathmandu on March 22, 1992 in accordance
with the aims and objectives of INSEC to
materialize the dream of People's SAARC
keeping aside the monopoly even in the field of
information.
In Kathmandu itself INSEC organized a meet of
some active human rights workers in SAARC
countries for the protection and promotion of
human rights in exceptionally difficult
circumstances. The meet in which the issues of
Kashmir and Bhutan were seriously discussed
was given due importance from various sectors.
The same meet had bestowed upon INSEC the
responsibility to publish a bi-monthly bulletin to
disseminate information on human rights
violations in South Asia.
In accordance with the decision of the same meet,
a program was organized in Delhi to extend
solidarity towards B hutanese people's revolution.
A meeting of SAARC journalists was held for the
second time in Katiunandu on March 23-25,
1992 in the presence of Dr. Clarence J. Dias, the
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President of International Centre for law in
Development (ICLD), New York. The meeting
prepared infra-structures for the establishment
of SAARC Journalists' Forum for Human Rights.
Ar. important book entitled The Bhutan Tragedy:
When will It End has been published under the
initiative of Prakash Kaphley, the then director
of INSEC, under the campaign of SAARC Jurists
Mission on Bhutan.
INSEC has published a detailed study report on
the bonded laborers in Nepal and has been making
advances in various activities to emancipate these
bonded laborers. At present, INSEC is of the
opinion that law be made for the abolition of the
Kamaiya system.
Now INSEC has also been maintaining the regular
record on human rights violations in exceptionally
difficult circumstances in various places of South
Asia.
International Congress on Democratic Alternative
for Development, Human Rights, Justice and
Peace is INSEC' s future project of highest
expectation. Regarding late Mr. Prakash
Kaphley' s plan and dream to host the International
Congress among internationally reputed people
in Kathmandu, the basic planning has been
completed and more detailed planning is
underway.
Concerned organizations of the whole SAARC
region have been geared into action to provide
concrete shape to late Prakash Kaphley' s
imagination of People's SAARC and INSEC has
been playing its own role in this regard.
This organization has been publishing various
important books and bulletins since its inception.
INSEC has been bringing out Prachi, a human
right bi-monthly magazine. Many posters
prepared and printed by INSEC with a view to
boosting awareness have been pasted up in
villages. INSEC has launched Human Rights
Education and Social Awareness Program in 25
different districts from 1991 to 1992. At present
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local organizations related to human rights have
been working in collaboration with INSEC in
those districts. INSEC has decided to publish a
Human Rights Year Book every year. A districtwise, and national level record of incidents of
human rights violation occurring annually and
improvement made in this field within the country
will also be included in the book.
Contact
Informal Sector Service Centre (INSEC)
Kalanki, Syuchatar
Phone no. 270770
P.O.Box 2726,
Kathmandu, Nepal
1.7 Others
Recently, professional journalists of Nepal have
formed Nepal Human Rights Journalists Forum.
Engaged especially in journalism these people
have set out to raise the issue of human rights as
a priority. On the occasion of its second
anniversary of present constitution, the Forum
had collected data on the status of human rights
within the country. The Forum also compiled an
assessment and evaluation of senior politicians
of various statuses. The Forum currently
published a bimonthly English bulletin
"Monitor".
2. Women's Rights Related Organizations
2.1 ABC Nepal
ABC Nepal is an organization working in the
direction of providing women with their rights in
agriculture, forestry, basic health and
cooperatives. Established in 1987, this social
organization has been carrying out health services
and income generating programs in the village
Danchhi and Bhadrabas of Sindhupalchowk,
Kathmandu districts, respectively.
According to ABC it has provided more than 200
women with training for income generation since
its establishment. Until now this organization
has conducted 40 adult literacy classes.
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In Melamchi this organization has involved 135
women in spinning wheel work and other women
in bamboo handicraft in Danchhi. It has been
conducting training in Sindhupalchowk.
According to ABC 300 women of Danchhi
benefit from the free health clinic run by the
organization at present. ABC says that it has
planted 6000 saplings in Danchhi and has also
provided support to women belonging to the
Damai and Kami communities in Lamu Sanghu
for tailoring and goat rearing.
According to ABC, this organization has been
also involved in launching social awareness
campaigns among women. In collaboration with
Sarvanam Natya Samuha, ABC has presented
17 street plays in Sindhupalchowk, Danchhi,
Udaypur and in Carpet factories in Kathmandu
city. ABC has brought to the public various
publications including the above plays,
protesting against women trafficking and
AIDS. ABC has also prepared audio-cassettes
containing songs for awareness of women.
ABC has recognized the need to strengthen
women and gear up their minds for mental
development and economic independence.
Interested in the security of women ABC aims at
working as a pressure group.
Contact
ABC Nepal
Kim 2-906,
Purano Baneswor
Kathmandu,
Tel: 473729
2.2 All Nepal Women Organization (ANWO)
The workers of this organization claim that the
history of this organization can be traced back to
the beginning of Nepalese people's protest
against the autocratic Rana Regime. Nepal
Women Organization was established in 1947
under the leadership of Sahana Pradhan, Man gala
Devi, Kamakachhya Devi, Sadhana, Snehlata,
etc. This is possibly the first Women Organization
formed with the intention of organizing women
and making them aware of women rights
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protection and measures against the existing
Government system. A little later then its
establishment, there occurred a dispute over the
issue of mobilizing the women organization only
for community right of the women community or
for their advancement giving political color to it.
After the dispute opinions differed and factions
came into being. One faction was in favor of
showing a black flag on the arrival of Jawaharlal
Nehru, the-then Prime Minister of India and the
other faction was against the idea. The dispute
gained momentum as Mangala Devi led the
faction that refused to show black flag and kept
the organization active in the name of Nepal
Women Organization. Eventually demonstrations
and protests occurred in this connection and other
women including Kamakachhya Devi had to be
placed under police custody for a few days. In
1951 another organization, the All Nepal Women
Organization, was established under the
leadership of Kamakchhya Devi and Sahana
Pradhan.
During the period from 1951 till 1960 ANWO
carried out remarkable activities for the
organization in the fields of dissemination and
awareness against women exploitation. But after
1960 this organization, along with other political
organizations and parties, was banned and
compelled to maintain its activities underground.
It is clear that as the tyrannical Panchayat system
became stronger the ANWO became weaker and
more inactive. But the situation did not remain
unchanged and after 1971 a group of women,
though meager in size, recommenced their
activities. Especially the women affiliated to
politics on communist lines felt the necessity of
an organization to spearhead in an organized
manner a campaign for women's freedom. As a
result of this on Feb 28, 1981 ANWO was
established under the chairwomanship of Shanta
Manavi in collaboration with a group of
communists and they stated that this was the
reestablishment of ANWO as a continuation of
its history.
This reestablished ANWO went on carrying out
activities both in semi-open and semiunderground ways. It kept on making itself active
in disseminating and organizing among women

the need for equal opportunity, equal treatment,
equal responsibility and equal respect in all the
fields including political, social, economic and
cultural ones. This organization, which was
successful in organizing thousands of women by
developing contacts from one district to another
and by forming area and village level committees
under such districts, organized gatherings,
seminars and meetings in connection with
national, regional and village level problems. It
organized dozens of demonstration protests by
mobilizing a large number of women demanding
action against those accused of rape, murder and
social exploitation of women. This organization
played a dominant role in the preparation of
background for the people's revolution of 1990.
In 1990 after its organizational base was
strengthened, ANWO organized its first national
convention. Ashtalaxmi Shakya was elected
central chairwoman. At present district level
committees of this organization are working in
65 districts. It is said that there are 1000 area and
village level committees and 300,000 members
under it. The second national convention held in
1991 elected Sahana Pradhan to the post of
chairwoman.
Women Security Pressure Group Nepal was
formed on July 3, 1992 under the initiative of this
organization with an intent to taking effective
steps against rape, murder and inhuman
exploitation increasing throughout the country.
This organization, which aimed at making the
women community aware of achieving judicial
equality and of the freedom from social
exploitation, has been conducting discussion,
seminars, gathering and camps on health, law,
education, etc and the place of women in society
including adult literacy, skill and production
oriented training with the sizable participation of
women in various places in the country.
Contact
ANWO
Central Office
Bhimsen S than,
Kathmandu.
Tel: 229427
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2.3 Nepal Women Organization (NWO)
N WO was established in 1947. Mangala Devi
was the chairwoman at the time it was established.
Because of the dispute which erupted soon after
its establishment women including Kamakchhya
Devi alienated themselves from this organization
and commenced activities by opening another
organization, the ANWO. This organization,
which had decided to remain active only for
purely community welfare in the beginning, is
now established as a sister organization of the
Nepali Congress. The NWO, which began its
activities by sending a delegation to Padma
Shamser Rana the Prime Minister in those days,
demanding democratic rights for women, is
considered to be the first ever established
organization of women. Though its establishment
came into being in 1947 in an underground
manner, it is said that after the attainment of
democracy in 1951 it was formally inaugurated
by His Majesty King Tribhuvan in 1952.
Involved more in political activities prior to the
people's revolution of 1990 this organization is
not seen to be inclined towards social and
community skill-oriented activities. Said to have
been underground during the 30-year-longPanchayat period, NWO had been secretly active
in restoring democracy in the country during the
whole period. The people affiliated to the
organization state that it had played a remarkable
role in its own way during the recent democratic
movement for the restoration of democracy after
which NWO came out into the open.
To launch nationwide women literacy campaign
in accordance with the policy of "Literacy for
all", to develop social and economic efficiencies
among women, to create women's genuine place
in society and family, to make women aware that
men and women are complement to one other for
the development of family, society and nation
and reservation of 50% seats for women in the
political field are among the aims and objectives
of this organization.

organization, which says that membership fee is
its economic base, has been conducting Women
Knitting & Weaving Centre, Typing institutes
and skill-oriented programs of this kind in various
places in the country. In course of time NWO has
established contact with overseas organizations
working for women and has been carrying out
the above programs in collaboration with these
foreign organizations. It is stated that this
organization has been rendering its services to
various sectors of society by deputing its members
as volunteers.
To organize regular and free health camps in
remote areas, to provide helpless women with
free legal services through Legal Service Centre,
to run adult literacy classes in an organized way
in accessible places, to plant saplings on waste
land, to conduct skill-oriented training, etc are
among the programs carried out by NWO within
the capacity of resources mobilized on its own.
Apart from this, this organization is said to have
been conducting many other programs in
collaboration with donor agencies. Mangala Devi
Singh is the Chairwoman of this organization.
Contact
NWO
Kainalpokhari
Phone 417606
Kathmandu.
2.4 Others
Working for women WATCH also has a
remarkable program. Involved in activities like
extending international solidarity to protest
violence against women, WATCH is also
campaigning against women trafficking.
Similarly, other organizations fighting for the
rights of women are Srijana Women
Development Centre, Women Development
Centre, CWD, Women Legal Service Program,
and SUS.

According to the organization, district committees
have been formed in 71 districts. This
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Chapter - 4
THE CONSTITUTION OF KINGDOM OF NEPAL 1990 AND
INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS ON HUMAN RIGHTS
Background
The people's struggle of 1990 has yielded
satisfactory results and has been the
unprecedented event in the history of human
rights in Nepal. The struggle was basically
targeted to gain human rights and democracy,
and ensure their reinforcement. This struggle
launched within the country had received positive
support from international community.
After the dawn of democracy, the interim
government was formed with the responsibility
to govern the country, frame the new constitution
and hand over the government to democratically
elected representatives. Accordingly it undertook
initiatives to frame the constitution. Some
differen'ces emerged while forming the
Constitution Draft Committee but owing to the
public pressure this took a creative and positive
twist in the right direction. Under the
chairmanship of a supreme court judge, now the
chief justice, a constitution committee was
formed. Majority of other members of the
committee were legal experts. The committee
visited different parts of the country to collect
opinions and suggestions from different groups,
classes of people and with the participation of all
Nepalese people the draft "Constitution of
Kingdom of Nepal, 1990" was finalized.
Discussions, re-discussions and evaluations were
made. Sufficient debate and discussions were
held between the power centers. Due to the
conscious efforts of the intellectual sectors and
Nepalese people, the Constitution was finally
promulgated.

The Constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal, 1990
has accepted human rights as its backbone and
accordingly formulated the political, economic,
social, cultural and other objectives. The preamble
states: "And whereas, it is expedient to promulgate
and enforce this Constitution, made with the
widest possible participation of the Nepalese
people, to guarantee basic human rights to every
citizen of Nepal; and also to consolidate the
Adult Franchise, the Parliamentary System of
Government, Constitutional Monarchy and the
system of Multi Party Democracy by promoting
amongst the people of Nepal the spirit of fraternity
and the bond of unity on the basis of liberty and
equality; and also to establish an independent
and competent system of justice with a view to
transforming the concept of the Rule of Law into
a living reality;"
The remarkable feature in the constitution of the
kingdom of Nepal is the sovereignty of the people.
The constitution is endowed with all important
ideals and highest objectives of a civilized
democratic system which include human rights,
democracy and rule of law. The provisions of
this constitution are nOwhere lesser than those of
any democratic constitution in the world.
The Constitution of the kingdom of Nepal consists
of 133 articles, and 3 annexes and is divided into
23 parts. The constitution has established Nepal
as a multilingual, multiracial, democratic,
independent, indivisible, sovereign, Hindu
country with a constitutional monarchy. Various
languages are recognized as the languages of the
nation and Nepali as the national and official
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language. The constitution has explicitly
recognized the principle of separation of powers
and all organs of the government are made
independent and autonomous in their functioning.
Due to the fact that in the context of Nepal the
position of the King has its own special features
which are reasons as to why the principle of
constitutional monarchy was accepted and the
monarch has been established as the symbol of
nationality and unity of Nepali people and has
been entrusted with the responsibility to abide by
and protect the constitution for the supreme
welfare and progress of the country.
The constitution has incorporated in it some
permanent constitutional bodies that are inherent
in every democratic country. The constitution
has established some constitutional bodies like
Commission for Investigation of Abuse of Power/
Authority, Auditor General, Public Service
Conunission, Election Commission and Attorney
General and specified their functions, duties and
rights in order to ensure their autonomous
functioning without interference of the
government. The annual report of these bodies
are presented to the King and in the parliament.
In order to ensure fair appointments to fill in the
constitutional positions, a constitutional council
formed under the chairmanship of the Prime
Minister with the Chief Justice, Speaker of the
House of Representatives, Chairman of the
National Council and the leader of the opposition
party in the house of parliament as members,
recommends the names to he appointed in the
constitutional positions followed by the system
where the king appoints the recommended
persons.
In the political history of Nepal, there were cases
of ban and exploitation on political parties. To
prevent repetition of such encroachment by
misusing political power, the constitution has
reserved the right of political organization. Under
the present constitution, a political organization
or a party can not be banned. All the political
organizations or parties should have commitment
to abide by the provisions of the constitution and
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should be registered to be recognized for election
purposes. The constitution has prescribed
different provisions to enable them to conform
to the democratic ideals.
There is also the provision of amendment of the
constitution. Such amendment or abrogation
should be done by a two-third majority of each
house of the parliament with a quorum of twothird members. But such amendment or
abrogation should not go against the spirit of the
preamble of the constitution.
Emergency rights have been mentioned in the
constitution. The right to issue emergency orders
is vested with the king which, however, can be
announced after the decision of the cabinet.
Emergency can be extended to a maximum
period of one year.
The Constitution has adequate provisions
regarding the acquisition and termination of
citizenship. There are provisions regarding
naturalized citizenship and awarding honorable
citizenship.
The parts 3 and 4 of theconstitution describe the
fundamental rights anu directive principles and
state policy. These directive principles and
policies of the state direct the state activities and
act as a guide to the government. These principles
and policies are implemented gradually according
to the availability of resources. They are quite
liberal and progressive but cannot be enforced
by any court of law.
A total of 13 articles starting from article 11 to 23
in part 3 of the constitution deal with fundamental
rights.
Now Nepal has a popularly elected parliament,
to enact legislation and frame a suitable national
policy for public welfare. Four sessions of the
parliament have so far been held. Laws to
strengthen and broaden the personal, political,
economic, social, cultural rights and the rights
related to the democratic developments and the
natural environment are yet to be framed.

Constitution of Nepal and International Instruments

Parliament, too, has not relatively been
productive.
After the advent of multiparty system, the
Nepalese people have enjoyed some human rights.
A new constitution has been enacted which has
protected some rights. The Interim Government
has ratified some international human rights
instruments and incorporated some provisions in
the laws. Human rights outside the purview of
the constitution is attempted to be delivered
through such instruments. But the rights protected
under the international instruments have not been
properly executed. The government and the
parliament have not shown adequate concern to
enact laws in order to ensure proper implementation of human rights.
The article 14(2) of the constitution prohibits
physical and mental torture. For any violation of
such provisions the government has to pay
compensation. There is no enforcing law which
states how to proceed for the redressal of violations
of human rights by the police thus rendering the
hard earned human rights meaningless. The need
to have such a law is not only in the constitution
but also in international conventions on civil and
political rights and protest against torture, which
have also been ratified by Nepal.
This shows that Nepalese people have yet to
enjoy various human rights. The rights guaranteed
under the constitution and international
instruments on human rights have not been
enjoyed by the people. If this tendency continues
human rights and rule of law will not he respected
in Nepal. We have to suffer the old way even in
the multiparty democracy. Nepalese people
should not consider the advent of democracy as
a panacea. The main effort should be to harness
the fruit of democracy for the benefit of the
people.
The human rights provisions of the present
constitution, human rights under the international
instruments, their implementation issues and the
mention of some instruments in the Nepalese
legal system are described below:

Human Rights Guaranteed
under the Present Constitution
A brief description of the human rights and
fundamental rights incorporated under the
constitution is given below:
1.

Right to Equality (Article 11)

According to the provision of this article, all
citizens are equal before the law and all have
rights to get equal protection of law. The law of
the land can not be discriminated between citizens
based on religion, color, gender, caste, class,
conscience or any of them. However, this
provision does not prevent from the making of
special laws in order to protect or develop women,
children, old, physically or mentally disabled or
socially or educationally backward people.
Under the right nobody is untouchable based on
caste. Everyone is free to be present in public
places and use public goods and services. There
is provision of legal proceedings and penalty
against the discrimination related to
untouchability.
Similarly, equal pay for equal work should be
given to males and females indiscriminately.
2.

Right to Freedom (Article 12)

According to the provision of the article nobody
can be deprived of his personal freedom and no
law shall be made with a provision of death
penalty. The following rights are available under
the right of freedom:
a.
b.

Freedom of opinion and expression;
Freedom to assemble peaceably and without
anus;
c. Freedom to form unions and associations;
d. Freedom to move throughout the Kingdom
and reside in any part thereof; and
e. Freedom to practice any profession, or to
carry on any occupation, industry or trade.
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Reasonable control and limitation can be imposed
on these freedoms by enacting laws applicable to
specific situations.
3.

Press and Publication Right (Article 13)

Under these rights, except in specific situation,
there cannot be any restriction in the publicity of
news, writings or any reading materials. No
press can be closed or ceased, neither can a
publication's registration be canceled for the
publication of such items.
4.

Right Regarding Criminal .Justice
(Article 14)

The provision of this article regarding the criminal
justice is the following:
a.

transit period and cannot be detained except
by the order of the concerned authority.
But the provisions (e) and (f) mentioned above
is not applicable for the persons arrested under
preventive detention law (Public Security Act).
5.

Right against Preventive Detention
(Article 15)

Under this article a person shall not be detained
unless sufficient evidence is available that he/
she is an immediate threat to the sovereignty,
integrity, peace and the system. If an authority
detains a person against the law or with ill
intentions, the detainee is entitled to receive
compensation.
6.

Right to Information (Article 16)

Nobody shall be liable to punishment if he/
she has not done anything wrong which is
punishable under the present law. Nobody is
punishable more than the limit prescribed
under the law prevailing at the time of wrong
doing.

Under this provision, each citizen has fight to
seek information on issue of public importance
and has right to get it. But nobody is compelled
to give information that is to be kept secret under
the law.

b.

Nobody can be tried or punished in the court
of law more than once for the same offence.

7.

c.

An accused cannot be compelled to be a
witness against himself.

d.

A person taken in Custody for investigation
or for other reasons cannot be physically or
mentally tortured. He/she cannot be dealt
with brutally, and in any disrespectful way.
If someone violates this provision, the victim
should be compensated according to the
law.

e.

An arrested person can be taken into custody
only after serving him notice with the reason
for the arrest at the earliest. Such arrested
person is free to consult the legal professional
of his choice and seek his advice for the
proceedings.
An arrested person should he presented
before the concerned judicial authority
within 24 hours of such arrest except the

This article gives all citizens right to earn, use,
sell and do other transactions of property under
the prevailing laws. The state cannotnationalize,
receive or claim other's rights on personal
property except that it is for public welfare.
Should such property be nationalized, received
and create any rights on it for public use, the state
has to pay compensation for the owner-person or
institution.
8.

f.
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Right to Property (Article 17)

Cultural and Educational Right (Article 18)

This article gives the right to all communities
residing in Nepal to protect and promote their
own language, script and protection of their
culture. It further has protected right of each
community to educate their children in their
mother language upto primary level and they
also have fight to run primary school in their
mother language.

Constitution of Nepal and International Instruments

9.

Right to Religion (Article 19)

Every individual, according to this article, is free
to adopt and practice the religion inherited by
him while paying respect to the prevailing
traditions. But nobody can convert other's
religion. Each religious sect has the right to
maintain independence according to law, have its
own religious place and to run and protect a
religious trust.
10. Right against Exploitation (Article 20)
This article prohibits human trafficking, forced
slavery, bonded labor, and to force any person to
work against his/her will. Any violation is
punishable by law. But the government as per
law can secure compulsory services for public
causes. This article also prohibits child labor in
any factories, mines or similar risky jobs.
11. Right against Exile (Article 21)
According to the provision of this article citizens
cannot be exiled.
12. Right to Privacy (Article 22)
The privacy of personal life, residence, property,
documents, correspondence or information cannot
be interfered unless in the circumstances
designated by law.
13. Rights to Constitutional Remedy (Article 23)
This article has provided right for the redressed
of the violation of the above mentioned rights and
privileges.
Those rights come under the personal and political
rights which can be made effective by the court of
law. But the use of these rights needs economic,
social, cultural, development and environment
related rights which has not been incorporated
effectively in the present constitution. The
economic, social, cultural, development and
environmental right has been included only under
the state directive principles and state policy.

Part II
The Rights Available under
International instruments
on Human Rights
The United Nations Charter after the
establishment of the United Nations in 1945 has
the provisions related to the human rights in
articles 55 and 56. The member countries have
vowed to promote the basic human rights and
fundamental freedom and was the first formal
endeavor towards human rights and its promotion.
Three years later, i.e. on December 10, 1948
"Universal Declaration of Human Rights" was
adopted and was effective throughout the world
from the same date. This declaration gave
international recognition to the personal, political,
economic, social and cultural rights of all human
beings for the first time. All the members of
United Nations, including Nepal, have a moral
duty to compulsorily abide by these declarations
on the basic principles of traditional international
law.
Based on the articles mentioned in the UN Charter
and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
many principles, covenants andconventions have
been developed. Some of them have been adopted
or ratified by Nepal. A brief description of these
human rights related instruments is given below:
A. United Nations
Nepal has already agreed to 14 UN human right
instruments by ratifying or incorporating them
as laws. Nepalese people can enjoy human rights
which has already been recognized by Nepal
Treaties Act, 1990.
According to the clause 9(2) of the act, the
government has to enact laws immediately for
the effective implementation of the human rights
instruments. The making of such laws does not
require any ratification, incorporation, approval
or support from the parliament as a mechanism
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exists where the government has to immediately
formulate a law. Among the rights available to us
some have been incorporated in the constitution;
yet the task is incomplete. Up till now, separate
acts have been made to implement Convention
on Rights of Children through "Act made to
Protect the Rights of Children, 2048". This act
too has not incorporated the many important
rights mentioned in the convention on the rights
of children and the effective implementation is
still pending.
Despite this situation, people can indisputably
enjoy the rights provided by the Nepal Treaty
Act, which may not have been incorporated in
the constitution and other acts. However, there
are many rules and laws to be made in order to
have a legal and administrative mechanism to
ensure effective enjoyment of these rights. There
is a need of having specific mechanism for
redressal and implementation also.
After signing the international instruments, the
reports of its implementation and status of
enjoyment should be submitted to the concerned
Committees of United Nations. Accordingly,
Nepal has to present seven such reports. The
deadline fixed for the presentation of the
following five such reports has already ended.
1. International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights
Nepalese have been provided with different
economic, social and cultural rights through this
covenant. The covenant gives the following
rights:

-

-
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Right of employment
Right of minimum wages and employment
Right to organize and right to present
professional demands
Right to social security system
Right of children and youths to secure
employment and job
Right of having provision of human standard
of living
Right of reasonable food and shelter

Right of health
Right of education and culture.
2.

International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights

The greatest gift of multiparty system is civil and
political rights of the people. In part I, the
constitutional rights listed above have been
discussed. B ut the constitution itself has imposed
restrictions on some of these rights. Besides,
new laws are enacted and old ones amended in
contravention to the rights provided by the
constitution.
While imposing restrictions under the law and
constitution, the provisions of this covenant have
not been properly taken into account. It is to be
noted that Nepal has already promised before the
international community, to abide by the
covenant. However, there are quite a few hurdles
against enjoying the rights. The rights made
available to us by the covenant are as follows:
2.1 Right to life and living (Article 6)
2.2 Right against torture, cruel, inhuman and
degrading treatment or punishment (Article 7)
2.3 Right against slavery (Article 8)
2.4 Right to personal freedom and security
(Article 9)
2.5 Right to receive human treatment in prison
(Article 10)
2.6 Right of free movement (Article 12)
2.7 Right to receive fastand fair j ustic,e (Article 14)
2.8 Right to privacy (Art 17)
2.9 Right of thought, conscience and religion
(Art 18)
2.10 Right to freedom of expression (Art 19)
2.11 Restriction to spread ill-intention (Art 20)
2.12 Right of peaceful assembly (Art 21)
2.13 Right to organize and operate the
organization (Art 22)
2.14 Right of family (Art 23)
2.15 Right of free and fair election (Art 25)
2.16 Right of equality before law (Art 26)
2.17 Right of having racial, religions and
language grouping (Art 27)
2.18 Rights in the time of Emergency (Art 4)

Constitution of Nepal and International

Instruments

The emergency right ofthe King is against human
rights and responsibility of Nepal towards the
international community.

So the article 115(8) is against the covenant on
civil and political rights that is accepted by
Nepal.

The article 115 of the constitution of Nepal has
given the King an authority to declare emergency
and can also restrict the right to enjoy the civil
and political rights given by the article 4 of the
concerned international convention. The article
115(8) of the constitution has given the King
emergency rights which can violate human rights
enshrined in the part 3 of the constitution. These
rights which can be suspended during the
emergency period are these:

3.

According to this covenant Nepalese people
have the right to file cases in the International
Human Rights Committee for the violation of
human rights. Those cases should be related to
the violation of rights recognized by Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights.
4.

a. Article 12(2): (a) Freedom of thought and
expression, (h) Freedom of Peaceful
Assembly, (c) Right of Free Movement and
Settlement, and (d) Freedom to adopt any
profession, employment, industries and trade.
b. Article 13(1): Freedom of not having prior
ban on any news, writings orany other reading
materials.

e. Article 17: Right to Property.
f.

Article 22: Right to Privacy.

International Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination

Nobody can he discriminated in Nepal based on
race. This convention has prohibited
untouchability, discrimination, hate and
classification based on race, color and origin.
5.

c. Article 15: Right against Preventive
Detention.
d. Article 16: Right to Information.

Optional Protocol to the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

International Convention on the
Suppression and Punishment of the
Crime of Apartheid

Under this convention nobody can be
discriminated for the color or skin they possess.
The discriminatory suppression by white people
in South Africa against Black is an example of
the violation of the convention.
International Convention against
Apartheid in Sports

g. Article 23: Right to Constitutional Remedy.

6.

The article 4 of the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights which is accepted and
applicable to Nepal has the provision that the
following rights cannot be suspended even in
case of national emergency or any other situations.

Under this convention none should allow the
citizen of a country with racial discrimination to
participate in any games. International boycott
of South Africa in games is in this category.

a. Right to life
b. Right against torture
c. Right against slavery
d. Right against retroactive laws
e. Right of freedom of thought
f. Right of conscience
g. Right of religion

7. Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide
According to this connection, a race cannot have
policy to destroy another race and such crime
should be punishable.
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8. Convention on the Rights of the Child

12. Slavery Convention of 1926

According to this convention Nepal has to protect
the right and welfare of every child. Specifically
the areas to be covered are:

13. Slavery Convention of 1926 as amended

-

Birth and development
Civil rights and freedom
Family surroundings and alternative care
Basic health and child-welfare
Education, rest and cultural activities
Ways of special protection

9. Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination against Women
This convention has made provision to abolish
all kinds of injustice, tyranny, exploitation and
discrimination against women. But Nepal has
not made such laws to protect and promote
women's welfare. There are still some
discriminatory laws which are not in tune with
the provisions of the convention.

14. Supplementary Convention on the
Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade
and Institution and Practices Similar
to Slavery
The last three conventions are addressed to any
kind of slavery system, slave trade or slavery
behavior prevailing in society and abolition of
these evils.
B. International Labor Organization (ILO)
ILO, an affiliate of UN, has concluded dozens of
treaties related to the rights, welfare and human
rights of laborers. Among them Nepal has signed
the four treaties and promised to enforce them
effectively:
1.

Convention on weekly rest on industries

2.

Convention on equal pay for equal work to
the men and women indiscriminately

10. Convention on the Political Rights of
Women
3.
This convention gives equal political rights to
women in Nepal. The women have received the
right to vote and be a candidate in election. But
in real life such rights could not be enjoyed on an
equal footing with their male counterparts.

Convention related to the discrimination
on employment and profession

4.

Convention on fixation of minimum wages
in developing countries.

11. Convention against Torture and other
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment

These treaties have not been effectively
implemented in Nepal. Nepal has not submitted
the national report on the progress made to
implement the treaties. ILO regrets in its recent
report for Nepal's noncompliance in this regard.

This convention has completely prohibited any
kind of physical and mental torture or other
cruel, inhuman or degrading trreatment or
punishment. The police, government employee
or any other person working at the behest of the
government which violates these provisions are
liable to be sued and punished. The violator has
also to pay compensation to the victim or to his
family.
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In the real world, the workers in Nepali industries
have been facing various types of exploitation,
injustice, excesses and discrimination. In many
places females are not paid for their work at par
with the males. This discrimination is more
acute in rural areas. Thus, to protect the human
rights of workers, there is a need to have
considerable changes in the laws and practices.

Constitution of Nepal and International Instruments

Part III
Implementation Aspect of the
Constitution and International
Human Rights Instruments
Rights enshrined in the constitution or law and/
or international human rights instruments are not
sufficient in themselves. It is rather important to
have practical measures in order to effectively
implement and enforce these rights. This is equally
pertinent to the situation in Nepal.
Among the countries in South Asia region, Nepal
has a better record for honoring the human rights.
There are countries in the world which have not
ratified human rights instruments and yet do
have a practically better human rights record.
Nepal lags behind in the implementation aspect
of human rights which is already in the
constitution, laws or treaties. The government
pays merely lip service to the human rights
provisions incorporated in the legal documents
and have not paid any serious attention to the real
implementation of these inalienable rights to be
delivered to the citizens. Suitable legislative,
administrative and judicial steps have not been
taken in order to safeguard and promote human
rights delivered by the constitution and
international instruments. Another impediment
is the lack of initiation to remove the obstacles
against the enjoyment of human rights and to
punish the violators of human rights. A national
level human rights body has not received support
from the government. These issues have been
briefly discussed below:
a. Lack of Making of Human Rightsrelated Laws and Need for Change in
Government's Attitude
The people's movement (1990) was launched
not for continuing undemocratic attitude of
Panchayat days and preserving laws and rules
violating human rights. People had expected that
the political change would at least take solid
steps in order to end corruption, injustice, excesses

in the government sectors and excesses committed
by police and local administrators. This was
essentially to initiate a democratic culture. In the
ushering in of such a culture, the opposition
political forces were expected to exert pressure
and make serious preparations in order to come
to a national consensus on common issues of
human rights, but today instead of raising these
issues and coming to a solution, the government
sector in particular pretends to have fulfilled its
responsibilities by heaping accusations on others.
Even after the dawn of democracy, i t is a mockery
of the word "democracy", to be ruled by the old
Panchayat laws and rules and to be entrenched in
the old administrative style. Strangely enough,
the same laws, rules and administrative
machineries which were used to torture the people,
who are now in power, have been retained by
bureaucracy, police administration and wrong
style of functioning. The retention of acts like
Public Security, State Offence, Public Crime
which were used by Panchayat government to
suppress opposition and their indiscriminate, is
quite unacceptable.
b. Human Rights Violators not Penalized
The state-terrorism and violent suppression
during the people' s movement remain as
unforgettable black days in the history of Nepal.
Various government and non-government
organizations brought out their reports on the
excesses, brutality and gross violation of human
rights by the Panchayat government and presented
them before the interim government to take
necessary action. FOPHUR, HURON and
Amnesty International presented reports from
NGO sectors. Interim government constituted a
three-member Investigation Commission under
the chairmanship of justice Janardan Lal Mallik
with additional justice Udaya Raj Upadhyaya
and Indra Raj Pande as members. This
commission was given the mandate to investigate
the reasons for loss or damage of life and property
during the people's movement, the culprits
involved and to recommend relevant action to be
initiated by the government.
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The reports prepared by the NGO were presented
before the public and were not doubted or taken
seriously. But the report presented by the Mallik
Commission drew varied reactions. Public
dissatisfaction was also observed for not initiating
the proceedings. The report was said to be kept
secret by the Interim Government for necessary
action. The same report was presented to the
parliament by the newly elected government
together with the decision of the interim
governmen t and the opinion of Attorney General.
Since then, it is still in the process of discussion
and is drawing public interest about the events of
violation of human rights and see what are the
recommended actions to punish the violators.
So, it may be relevant to review the incidents of
human rights violations during the people's
movement and gauge the seriousness of the
events in relation to the human values and
standards, principles of human rights and
minimum standards of democracy.
The 1,100-page Mallik commission report
assesses the persons responsible to the loss or
damage of property or life and points out that the
following persons be responsible and
recommends necessary action against them:
1. The chairman of the-then Panchayat Policy
and Investigation Committee Navaraj
Subedi, former Secretary of Home Affairs
Bhakta Bahadur Koirala, former Minister
Prakash Bahadur Singh, former State
Minister Radhe Shyam Kamaro, Acting
Deputy Inspector General of Police Dwarika
Bahadur Shrestha and Chief District Officer.
2.
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The-then Prime Minister and other Members
of Council of Ministers, Central Security
Committee (constituted under the
Chairmanship of Commander-in-Chief)
members, Panchayat Policy and
Investigation Committee Chairman and
members, Central Security Coordination
Committee (under the Chairmanship of
Home Minister) members, Central
Coordination Committee (under the
Chairmanship of Parashu Narayan

Zonal
Chaudhary),
members,
Commissioners, Inspector General of Police,
Police Officers, Chief District Officers and
Lokendra Bahadur Chand.
3. The commission has classified those
responsible persons who were directly or
indirectly involved into two groups - Police
and local administrators in the first group
and the policy makers in the second group
(In second group come the Prime Minister,
Members of Cabinet, Central Security
Committee, Central Security Coordination
Committee, Attorney General, Vicechancellor, sector and others who were
included in the committee formed under the
chairmanship of Parashu Narayan
Chaudhary and the Zonal Commissioners).
The commission has suggested to carry
departmental proceedings looking at the
seriousness of the act and status and take necessary
action according to the law. The commission has
also concluded the possibility of initiating
criminal proceedings based on the seriousness of
crime.
The commission has recommended to honor
those heroes who dedicated themselves to the
cause of the movement, provision of permanent
living allowances for the dependents of the
deceased including their parents, make necessary
provision to educate the children of the deceased
upto graduate level, construct memorial of the
deceased, provide medical facilities to the
wounded.
As far as loss of property is concerned, no
specified persons were responsible to have caused
the property damage.
The interim cabinet decision regarding the
commission report is as follows:
1. The three-man commission report covering
incidents occurring from Feb 17, 1990 in
Pokhara and Feb 18 to the mid-April 1990 in
all parts of the country during the people's
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movement had been submitted on Dec 31,
1990 and sent to the Attorney General for
necessary action.
2.

3.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs arranged to
seize the passport and the Ministry of Home
Affairs, arranged prohibition of visits abroad,
without the permission of the government,
of the members of the council of ministers
formed on June 16, 1986 under the
chairmanship of Marichman Singh and the
succeeding council of Minister constituted
again under the chairmanship of Lokendra
Bahadur Chand with Nain Bahadur Swanr,
Pashupati Sainsher .B .R. ministers and that
of the chairman, members and membersecretary of the defunct Panchayat Policy
and Investigation Committee.
A study of the three-man commission's report
reveals that the police has performed some
excesses due to the faulty (Panchayat) system
but keeping in view the upcoming general
election to be conducted in fair and peaceful
manner and to ensure stability, efficiency in
administration and make them responsible
to maintain internal security, no action was
to be taken against the police force.

There are two types of persons identified by the
commission for necessary action:
1.
2.

Policemen and administrators
Person framing policy and directives and
executing them through the policemen and
administrators
a.
b.
c.
d.

Marichman and members of his m ini stry
Members in Central Security Committee
Persons in the Central Security
Coordination Committee
Persons in the Central Coordination
Committee.

The Attorney General Moti Kaji Sthapit submitted
his opinion to the chief secretary in a letter No.
1991 (2047/48) Dispatch No. 10070 dated July 7,
1991 (2048/3/23). Some excerpts are -

"The-then Prime Minister Lokendra Bahadur
Chand and the Home Minister Nain Bahadur
Swanr were also found responsible by the
commission for the damages and incidents after
the announcement of multiparty system."
"The commission has found the police and
administration, i.e. police and zonal
commissioners or chief district officers have
performed ill-intentioned activities thus violating
the clause 6 of the Local Administration Act,
2028 and somewhere neglected to perform their
duty by violating clause 6 of the Local
Administration Act, 2028. Apart from the
administrators, other persons including the
members of the-then council of ministers and the
members of above-mentioned committees had
to be brought to book depending on the
seriousness of their wrong doing. But the
commission was unable to specify the person,
accusation and violated law related to the offence.
In order to take action against a person and to
punish him, he/she should have the provision of
preventing violated law either by not doing what
should be done or by doing what should not be
done under the law".
"The Commission could not justify the cases of
persons recommended for action, as it was clear
what wrong they had done, under which law and
what should be the punishment under the law.
Clause 6 of the Local Administration Act is not
the law to declare crime or specify punishment.
This clause is simply a procedure to be followed
by the administration in order to execute the
rights available under the law. The commission
should have underStood this fact. In spite of this
the report consists of high sounding
recommendations to take action against the
culprits "but without the mention of any violated
law".
"Nobody can be brought to trial in the court
simply on the basis of the Commission's report.
The Act concerning government cases has the
provision that the government advocate and the
police shall make investigations regarding the
case and if the preliminary investigation indicates
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that the crime is committed, only then can the
accused be presented before the court of law".
Without making any investigation by competent
authority, the report of a Commission is not
enough. Thus, if the persons booked by the
Commission are to be brought to trial, the
competent authority has to make an investigation.
I would like to hereby, remind all of the decision
of the HMG on June 24, 1990 to initiate no action
against the policemen".
"While suggesting on the reasonableness of
initiating investigation, it is remarkable that the
policemen and administrators were called by the
commission and recorded statements that they
had performed their duties according to orders
received. The relatives of the deceased or
wounded, in their statement before the
commission, have not identified the police who
had opening fire against their men. Similarly, the
reports of various organizations and parties have
informed about the events but do not identify the
policemen responsible for the firing. The
commission carrying out investigations just after
the events took place does not seem to be able to
identify the policemen who fired. The
commission could not even record the statement
of direct witnesses on its field visits."
"Even the investigation, immediately after the
event, could not collect the required evidences;
while the possibility of collecting such evidences
through reinvestigation seems still remote now".
"As far as departmental proceedings are
concerned, HMG, if it desires, can do according
to the provisions of Police Act for policemen and
according to the provisions of Civil Service Act
and regulation for administrators who are still in
government employment. The departmental
proceedings can he initiated by a competent
authority".
"While the cases of Marich Man, his cabinet
colleagues and other committee members are
concerned, the-then members of the council of
ministers and the members of constitutional
bodies are not in government positions now; so
34

they cannot be brought under departmental
proceedings. In case of other committee members,
HMG, if so desires, can initiate the departmental
proceedings".
"The commission has decided that the people
mentioned above have played leading roles in
suppressing the movement. Policies formulated
by them and their orders have caused not only
deaths but also wounded people, put many in
custody, deprived many of food while in custody,
tortured them and deprived the use of human
rights. The evidences collected by the commission
are not enough to initiate proceedings for their
deeds. For this too, the concerned body should
have to investigate before taking them to trial."
"Compensation for the wounded people is a
policy issue and so, HMG may pay compensation
to any extent possible which thus needs no
mention here. As the damage of property during
the movement is concerned, nobody is likely to
be made responsible. The persons responsible to
cause property damage could not be identified
and thus proceedings-cannot be initiated against
anyone."
"The letter seeking the opinion mentions the
article 110(2) of the constitution. Although the
sub-article (2) mentions the power of the Attorney
General to decide on whether to initiate
proceedings or not. But such a decision is done
only after preliminary investigation. The
provision of the constitution is not effective
because the law enabling it is not yet enacted and
so the earlier laws prevail within one year from
the commencing date of the constitution
according to the article 31 of the constitution.
Thus, according to the prevailing law, i.e. the Act
related to the government cases the proceeding
on the criminal cases mentioned in annexure-1
need to be investigated and decided by the
government advocate and police and so does not
call for action from their office."
The Commission' s report, decisions of the interim
government and the opinion of the Attorney
General Moti Kaji Sthapit has led to the following
questions:
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1. The government itself has been accused of
having violated human rights formulated
under the-then constitution. What should be
the responsibility of the government to protect
human rights?
2.

What is the legal status of the report of
Mallik Commission? Is it just a fact-finding
commission which the government has to
oblige by initiating legal proceeding or not?

3.

The commission has concluded that the
responsible persons have committed crimes
and can the government now nullify the
criminal liability or not?

4.

What is the legality and reasonableness of
the decision of the interim government on
the Commission's report?

5.

Is the opinion of the attorney general on the
report legal or politically motivated?

6.

Is it necessary and useful to make the Attorney
General's opinion a public issue?

7. What are the laws and how to go for
proceedings against the accused under the
Mallik report?
Everyone is familiar with the degraded standard
of human rights during the Panchayat era. It was
remote even to think of promoting human rights
from the government level. Under the suppression
and tyranny it was impossible to nurture human
rights from the non-governmental sectors as well.
All the political forces opposing the Panchayat
were united to launch a struggle to gain freedom,
human rights and for restoration of democracy
under a popular system. After the sacrifice of
hundreds of martyrs the multiparty system was
established. It was expected to develop an
environment to conform to the values and
standards conforming to the democratic and
human rights norms and ensure unrestricted use
of those democratic and human rights. The
ratification and incorporation of human rights
instruments and provisions cannot just be
superficial and for formality only. It creates certain
liabilities and obligations for the state. The laws

which come in conflict with the provisions of the
Constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal, 1990 and
the Treaty Act, 1990 are unacceptable to the
extent of the conflict. In this situation, the binding
force of the instruments on human rights adopted
in state laws, cannot be in every way neglected.
Some improvement was observed in the field of
human rights after the democratically elected
government assumed power. However, in the
absence of proper diagnosis of the causes of the
violation of human rights, the problems could
not be properly solved. There is a need to have
attitudinal changes to honor and protect human
rights, as incidents of violating human rights are
still continuing.
To conclude, the violators of human rights,
especially those booked under the Mallik
Commission report, should be made to face legal
proceedings. International instruments on human
rights or any legal principles do not exempt the
human right violators just because of the absence
of procedural laws or rules. Besides, the
proceedings against the culprits are not a revenge;
it is rather the delivery of justice to the wronged
and also to prevent repetitions of such violations
in the future, bringing attitudinal changes.

Part IV
Some Important International
Instruments on Human Rights
which Nepal has yet to Ratify
After the political changes, Nepal has shown
commitment towards protecting human rights
by ratifying and/or adopting the international
human rights instruments, which is a praiseworthy
step. As already mentioned, their effective
implementation is still a challenge. Besides, there
are other treaties which provide a right path to
achieve human rights, democracy and peopleoriented development in Nepal. It is expected
from a democratic government to ratify all the
human rights instruments and ensure the people
to enjoy all human rights. Even if it may not be
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possible to do so immediately, the following
treaties should be ratified or incorporated within
the state laws and implemented in Nepal. The list
of the treaties is as follows:

4.
5.
6.

A. United Nations
1.

Second Optional Protocol to the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (on
the abolition of the death penalty.
2. Convention on the Protection of Migrant
Workers and Their Families.
3. Convention on the Non-Applicability of
Statutory Limitations to War Crimes and
Crimes against Humanity.
4. Abolition of Forced Labor Convention.
5. Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic
in Persons and of the Exploitation of the
Prostitution of Others.
6. Convention on the Nationality of Married
Women.
7. Convention Relating to the status of
Refugees.
8. Protocol to the Status of Refugees.
9. Convention on Consent to Marriage,
Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration
of Marriages.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.

13.

14.
B. International Labor Organization
1. Convention Concerning Forced or
Compulsory Labor (No. 29).
2. Convention Concerning Labor Inspection
in Industry and Commerce (No. 81).
3. Convention Concerning Freedom of
Association and Protection of the Right to
Organize (No. 87).
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Convention Concerning the Protection of
Wages (No. 95).
Convention Concerning Migration for
Employment (Revised 1949) (No. 97).
Convention Concerning the Application of
the Principles of the Right to Organize and
to Collective Bargaining (No. 98).
Convention Concerning Basic Aims and
Standards of Social Policy (No. 117).
Convention Concerning Employment Policy
(No. 122).
Convention Concerning Minimum Age for
Admission to Employment (No. 138).
Convention Concerning Migrations in
Abusive Conditions and the Promotion of
Equality of Opportunity and Treatment of
Migrant Workers (No. 143).
Convention Concerning Tripartite
Consultations
to
Promote
the
Implementation of International Labor
Standards (No. 144).
Convention Concerning -Termination of
Employment at the Initiative of the Employer
(No. 158).
Convention Concerning Indigenous and
Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries
(No. 169).
Convention on Tripartite Consultation to
execute International Standard Concerning
the Labor (No. 144)

C. UNESCO
1. Convention against Discrimination in
Education, 1960.
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Chapter - 5
JUDICIARY AND HUMAN RIGHTS

The judiciary of Nepal, after the restoration of
democracy, has become an extremely powerful
and a highly responsible institution. Prior to the
dawn of democracy it enjoyed power delegated
by the king, meaning the judiciary was not free
then. The present constitution has made the
judiciary free, competent and capable both in a
de facto and a de jure sense. The suprem court
can override the decisions and actions of the
parliament and the executives, if they violated
the provisions of Constitution and existing laws.
It has the power to declare a legislation
unconstitutional and the decisions of the
government illegal. Thus, it is vested with more
power than the parliament and the executives
body.
A total of 13 articles, viz. Articles 84-96 in Part
11 of the present constitution,-relate to the
judiciary. Article 84 mentions that all the judiciary
powers are exercised through courts and other
judicial bodies in accordance with the constitution
and laws. There shall be permanent courts and
special courts of justice. Permanent courts will
have three tiers - supreme court, appellate court
and district court. Supreme court is the highest
court of justice. There are 11 appellate courts
located in different regions of the country. District
courts are in each administrative districts. The
district courts can decide on all cases unless
otherwise designated by the law. Appellate courts
hear all the appeals of the district courts and other
special courts within its jurisdiction unless
otherwise designated by laws. Appellate courts
have the prerogative to issue writs like habeas
corpus, prohibition, mandamus for the protection
of the rights of citizens.

Supreme court is the apex of the j udiciary. All the
courts and judicial bodies, except the military
court, are under the supreme court. It is also the
court of records. It can supervise and issue
directives to the lower courts and other judicial
bodies. Similarly it can also initiate proceedings
and penalize according to the provision of law in
the cases of defamation of supreme and
subordinate courts and judicial bodies.
An independent unit recommends the
appointment of judges. The appointment of the
chief justice is made on the recommendation of
a constitutional council. The other supreme court
justices are appointed by the king on the
recommendation of the judicial council consisting
of the chief justice as the chairman and two
supreme court judges, minister for law and j ustice
and one legal expert designated by the king on it.
The power to appoint district court judges can be
delegated to the chief justice. The judges once
appointed may remain in office till the upper age
limit (65 years for the judges of the supreme
court and 63 years for the judges of other courts).
The house of representatives can impeach the
supreme court judges by a two-third majority of
its members. The judges of other courts can be
dismissed by the king on the recommendation of
the judicial council.
The Supreme Court has been entrusted with the
responsibility to safeguard the fundamental rights
of the citizens and has a prerogative over both the
parliament and government and can issues
suitable writs like habeas corpus, certiorari
mandamus, prohibition and quo-warran to. Except
in specific circumstances it cannot encroach the
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functioning of a military court and cannot violate
the prerogatives of the parliament.
Any legislation restricting the fundamental rights
guaranteed under the constitution or unconstitutional laws can he nullified or repealed by the
supreme court from the beginning or from the
date of the decision. This provision is under
extra-judicial territory of the court.
The supreme court can issue any writs or other
orders for the enforcement of fundamental rights
guaranteed under the constitution, for the
enforcement of other legal rights where an
alternative remedy is not available, is inadequate
or ineffective, or for the solution of a constitutional
or a legal question of public rights or concern in
order to provide full justice and remedy.
The supreme court can give its opinion to the
king on the complex issues of interpretation of
constitutional or other legal provisions.
Besides the above extra judicial territory, it
ordinarily functions to hear and decide cases.
Under the circumstances prescribed by law it can
review its own decisions and orders.
Under the present constitution of kingdom of
Nepal, 1990, the responsibility of the supreme
court has increased tremendously. There are
quite a number of public interest litigations
challenging the functions, proceedings and
decisions of the parliament and government.
Many of these cases are yet to be decided but
some of the decided cases have created mixed
responses. A clear trend has not yet emerged on
the issues of violation of fundamental human
rights. Many human rights violation cases have
not been decided and it is premature to
conclusively say anything. However, some
decided cases do not indicate positive role of the
supreme commas a warden of fundamental human
rights. Some human rights related decisions of
the court are described below:
a. Right of equality has been discussed in a
habeas corpus writ filed by Iman Sing
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Gurung against His Majesty's Government
(writ No. 51 of 1990). The case originated
when a civilian Iman Sing Gurung was
imprisoned for eights year by a military
court on the charge of instigating army-man
Bharat Gurung to do wrong as per the clause
45(b) of Military Act, 1959. The main culprit
Bharat Gurung was sentenced for two years
and six months. Iman Sing, then imprisoned,
filed a petition against the violation of the
fundamental rights guaranteed under articles
11 and 12 of the constitution thus causing
unequal treatment before the laws. The writ
petition also asked for declaring the clause
1, subclause 3(b) of the Military Act, 2016
unconstitutional as it imposed military law
on a civilian and for release of the petitioner.
This case was related to the interpretation of
constitutional provisions and was heard by
full bench. The court deliberated on the
provision of the military act and the rights of
equality under the fundamental rights and
gave judgement that the act is ultravires and
the petitioner was released. The decision of
the supreme court is of quite serious nature
and very sensitive to the human right issue.
While delivering the judgement the chief
justice has mentioned "... The sub article (1)
(of article 11) of constitution has guaranteed
the rights of equality to the citizens.
According to the provision when a state unit
or authority performs an activity or
legislature enacts laws causing unequal
treatment to the citizens, the action or law
becomes unconstitutional and unacceptable.
The constitution has not only forced state to
provide greater facility, protection or liability
to a citizen compared to others and obliged
to treat all equally but also has prohibited to
make laws discriminating among the
citizens. Any citizen, groups or class, cannot
be deprived of the facilities, rights or
protection enjoyed by other citizens. It is
against the rights of equality to overburden
with greater liability acitizen in comparison
to another. ..... Military law is basically
applicable to the army personnel. Execution
of such laws, in principle, does not
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contravene the equality of the law. ..... As
the civilians are concerned .... the decisions
in democratic countries like United
Kingdom, United States of America and
India show that section (b) of Military Laws
are not applied to the civilians who are
unrelated to the military. I hereby come to
the conclusion that the provision of the
controversial section (b) of the Military Act
is unreasonable and discriminatory to be
applied to the petitioner, who is a civilian."
b. The supreme court has decided the case of
personal freedom. The chief justice has
shrewdly mentioned about the issue of
personal freedom referring to article 12(1)
while deciding the writ filed by Iman Sing
Gurung. In this case, even if the petitioner
was imprisoned by the decision of military
court, which had unconstitutional provision,
he was deprived of personal freedom and
was thus released. The chiefj ustice mentions,
"It is not only in the present constitution but
also in earlier ones and citizen Rights Act,
1955 that the right of citizens to enjoy
personal freedom is guaranteed. Unless in
cases prohibited by the constitution itself,
this court can always investigate if aprisoner
has been deprived of his personal freedom
legally or otherwise. In case of the detention
against the constitution, this court can issue
suitable orders for the release. It is immaterial
whether the sentence is awarded by civil or
military courts, they should obey the
provisions of the constitution. There are
some restrictions imposed by the constitution
so that this court cannot interfere with the
functioning and decision of the military court.
This does not mean that military court can
do anything. If a military court, without
fulfilling due procedure, or against law and
constitution, imprisons someone, though his/
her access to the sumpre court is closed, his/
her detention is illegal. When the access to
the sumpre court is opened, the person
detained illegally may come to this court.
This courtmay declare such detention illegal
and release the person."

c.

Article 14 of the constitution of the kingdom
of Nepal is concerned with the rights of
criminal justice. This contains basic
provisions of criminal justice and fair trial
similar to that declared in the Universal
Declaration of human Rights. In this
connection the sub article six contains the
provision that a person arrested or taken into
custody should be produced within 24 hours
to the concerned judicial authority. Only
with permission of the authority, he/she can
he further detained. This "24 hours" has
been accorded in order to ensure fair
investigation of the case. But these rights
seem to be frequently violated by the police
who are responsible to investigate, arrest
and take other necessary action in criminal
cases. Such cases are frequently brought to
the supreme court which has to make the
decisions. Even under the present
constitution there is no strict enforcement of
this provision. The court has to face the
criticism that it is following retrograde steps
as regards to human rights.
Mentioned below are three related cases
decided after the restoration of democracy:
In a case of Meena Shrestha vs Kathmandu
District Court (writ No. 957 of 1990) the
judges of the Supreme Court justice Surendra
Prasad Singh and justice Trilok Pratap Rana
made the decision. "The right provided by
the article 14(g) of the constitution is a
fundamental right. Nobody can be taken
into custody for more than the designated
hours except the legally permitted duration
to cover the way. ....If the writ is rejected
based on logic, the constitutional provision
of the constitution is defeated." With this
decision the petitioner was released.
Similarly a case where the accused was not
produced before the court within 24 hours
and had filed writ petition was released. The
applicant of the case was Bajaranga
Chaitanya Bramhachari who was detained
by District Police Office (writ No. 1375 of
1991). The former chief justice Dhanendra
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Bahadur Sing and justice Trilok Pratap Rana
had released him on the ground similar to
the one mentioned above. While giving
judgement justice Dhanendar Bahadur Sing
said, "It is obligatory to produce before the
judicial authority within 24 hours of arrest.
Only with the consent of such authority can
be detained for more than 24 hours. A
detention for more than 24 hours with such
permission is violation of law. The
responsibility to protect the personal freedom
goes to the supreme court under its
extrajudicial responsibility. In case such
personal freedom is deprived by keeping in
custody, it is the liability of the supreme
court to release such detainee from custody
and allow them to enjoy the rights."
In both the above mentioned cases, the
accused were brought to the court after a
lapse of 24 hours and were put in custody by
a court order. Chief justice Dhanendra
Bahadur refuting the argument that the order
of the court to put in detention is valid and
the "24 hours" is irrelevant, stated
"Validating earlier illegal detention, by a
subsequent detention order would invalidate
the fundamental right of personal freedom.
Thus while interpreting personal freedom,
the court should not interpret it in such a way
as to be deprived of the right but to release
the accused."
In almost similar cases, a full-bench
consisting of 5 judges has given a verdict
different from their earlier precedents. Legal
experts are doubtful on the effectiveness of
the Supreme Court regarding the protection
of human rights. In a habeas corpus petition
filed by Ambar Bahadur Gurung vs
Kathmandu District Court and parties (writ
No. 54 of 1991) the bench did not agree with
the ruling as in the case of Meena Shrestha.
It was subsequently presented to the full
bench. The full bench gave a decision against
both the earlier decisions. In this bench,
Chief Justice Bishwonath Upadhyaya,
justice Mohan Prasad Sharma, justice
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Keshab Prasad Upadhyay, justice
Hargovinda Singh Pradhan and justice
Laxman Prasad Aryal were present. The
case was decided by 4:1 majority as justice
Hargovinda Singh had expressed his dissent.
Version of majority had been written by
justice Laxman Prasad Aryal and a separate
additional view was put forward by Chief
Justice Bishwonath Upadhyaya, Justice
Laxman Prasad Aryal said, "Despite that
the arrest was then illegal, at the time of
hearing the writ petition, the accused is
under legal detention and the trial is
proceeding legally. In this situation prior
illegality should not deter present legal
action. When the detention is legal at the
time of testing, in such case habeas corpus
writ cannot be issued. The provision of "24
hours" is directed to the authority who
detains and thus calling for action against
the authority who violates his responsibility.
This judgement has created a situation where
the police can interfere and cause the
violation of fundamental freedom. Legal
experts consider this decision as a setback
in the protection of the human rights and
personal freedom of the citizens.
Another decision of the supreme court
affecting personal freedom was about the
requirement of serving arrest warrant. The
habeas corpus petition of Kamal Prasad
Bastola vs Special Police Department and
party (writ No. 2368 of 1991) was decided
on (June 14, 1992). In the procedural code
(Adalati Bandobasta) clause No. 121, any
detainee should be served with warrant
mentioning the cause of arrest and the related
clause causing his detention. The Special
Police Department had arrested Kamal
without serving any warrant and so the writ
was filed. The Supreme Court made a
decision that the arrest should have an arrest
warrant; mentioning the relevant clause was
not in consonance to the law. This decision
has paved the way for not following the
obligatory provision of the law and thus
hurting personal freedom. After the habeas
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corpus writ, the clause 121 of the procedural
codes is the second most important provision
in the law for the protection of personal
freedom. Even if there is no legislation to
protect personal freedom, it will be an act of
natural justice and respect of human rights if
a notice is served describing the reasons of
arrest to the person for his detention.
d.

e.

Article 15 of the constitution has served
rights against illegal detention. Detention
against law or unlawful detention proves the
right of getting compensation. Availability
of constitutional remedy for the rights of
violation has been addressed by the court in
the habeas corpus writ petition filed by Punta
Bahadur Chhantel against Chief District
Officer, Dang (writ No. 1413 of 1991). The
detainee Punta Bahadur was a worker of
National Democratic Party (Rastriya
Prajatantra Party) and was arrested forcibly
and detained by the police without serving
any warrants. He was then on his party's
publicity campaign. In a situation where the
detainee was not allowed even to meet any
outsiders, there had a habeas corpus writ
petition filed on his behalf. While deciding
the case on October 4, 1991 justice Rudra
Bahadur Sing and justice Laxman Prasad
Aryal stated that "compensation may be
fixed according to the compensation law
which is not yet legislated. Thus the
compensation cannot be awarded now." The
writ petition was thus canceled. After the
decision took place, Preventive Detention
(Second Amendment) Act has been effective
with the affixation of a Royal Seal on
November 14, 1991. The Act has given right
to the Chief District Officer to fix
compensation for which the criteria are the
detained duration, social status of detainee,
economic losses accrued to him due to
detention, etc.
The constitution of the kingdom of Nepal
has reserved the right of citizens to be
informed. Article 16 of the constitution has
mentioned the right of citizen to demand and
secure information on matters of public

interest unless restricted by law. The
Supreme Court has been deciding cases of
violation of such rights. In the historical
Tanakpur case (Balkrishna Neupane vs His
Majesty's Government) (writ No. 1851 of
1992) the Supreme Court has made a decision
in favor of such rights. The case demanded
the abrogation of the treaty related to the
distribution of water resources entered with
India, which violates article 126 (2) of the
constitution. His Majesty's Government was
not allowing the "understanding" to be public
claiming it to be a secret document. In a
special bench consisting of chief justice
Bishwonath Upadhyay, justice Surendra
Prasad Singh, justice Trilok Pratap Rana,
justice Gajendra Keshari Bastola and justice
Om Bhakta Shrestha unanimously decided
that the citizens have the right to demand
and receive information, thus enforcing
compliance of such rights. The view of the
supreme court is expressed as "in a
democratic system the government is
responsible to the people and thus its
activities must be transparent. Based on
such information, people can evaluate the
functioning of their representatives who are
in the government. Thus the government
should inform the public about its policies
and functioning from time to time. The
government has a moral duty and
responsibility to do so. With all these
considerations, our new constitution has
guaranteed the rightof citizens to be informed
as a fundamental right. It is the duty of the
government to inform public on the matters
of public importance -- policies, decisions
and actions. At the same time it is the right
of the citizens to demand information and be
informed.
f. The Supreme Court has also evaluated the
provisions of part 17 of constitution related
to the provisions of the establishment and
registration of political parties. Article 112
(3) has expressed: "Election Commission
shall not recognize any political
organizations or parties which are sectarian,
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racial or territorial in origin." Similarly article
113 (3) of the constitution says: "The name,
objective, emblem or flag of any political
organization or party should not he of
religious sectarian, or of disintegrating
nature. Keeping in view such provisions,
the Election Commission had rejected the
registration of Nepal Rastriya Janajati Party
sponsored by Khagendra Gurung. He filed
petitions in the supreme court seeking
mandamus writ (writ No. 1189 of 1990).
While delivering decision on the case, justice
Surendra Pratap Sing and justice Trilok
Pratap Rana supported the decision of the
Election Commission and said, "The word
'Janajati' specifies some specific class, and
the creation of autonomous regions based
on different language, culture and sect, will
be of sectarian nature and which thus is not
entitled to be recognized for the purpose of
contesting election. Such party is not entitled
to he registered."
To allow formation of strong parties which
can contribute to the country's politics, the
constitution has a provision that a party
should secure, at least, 3% of the ballots cast
in the election of the members of the house
of representatives in order to secure
constitutional status. Otherwise, the
members of the parties which do not fulfill
this requirement will have status of
independent members in the house. Such an
unrecognized party can not have its own
election symbol for the succeeding elections.
While conducting by-election in the area no.
5 of Kathmandu District, a related case was
brought to the Supreme Court. Petitioner
Prasant. Maharjan was a Candidate from
NWPP. As the party had not secured 3%
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votes in the first general election, Election
Commission denied to accept his nomination
paper in the name of the party. He could,
however, participate as an independent
candidate. Claiming it to be against the
political freedom and constitution, he
petitioned to issue certiorari writ to the
election commission (writ No. 1989 of
1991). Interpreting the provision of the
constitution, the Supreme Court stated that:
"The decision of the election officer that the
nomination cannot be accepted as a
representative of political party but may be
accepted as independent candidate has
deprived a political party of its fundamental
right. The election related rights are rights
depending on the voluntary will. There are
two kinds of willing contestants -- those
who have fulfilled the specified conditions
and those who have not fulfilled it. But both
cannot be deprived of the right of contesting
in the capacity of political party." Thus the
right of political party to participate in an
election is preserved.
The supreme court seems to be quite aware
of its role in preserving human rights. The
view expressed through its decisions are
quite reasonable. While delivering the
decision in the case of Iman Sing Gurung,
chief justice Bishwonath Upadhyay has
stated: "Our political system is a democratic
system. In this system there is supremacy of
law and everyone has to exercise his/her
right and be obliged to duty according to the
law and constitution. The government bodies
and authorities who are to operate the state
machineries in a responsible manner should
understand the importance of laws and the
constitution and act accordingly."
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Chapter - 6
PARLIAMENT AND HUMAN RIGHTS

According to the constitution of the kingdom of
Nepal, 1990 the parliament consists of two houses
—House of Representatives and National Council.
The constitution has given a supreme position to
the parliament and it seems to be the all powerful
body of the state. The parliament of Nepal is no
less powerful than the British or Indian
Parliament.
The monarchy, which until 1990, had been
enjoying unrestricted sovereignty, has been
reduced to a constitutional monarchy under the
present constitution. Monarchy is recognized as
the symbol of nationality and national unity and
has been entrusted with the task of obeying and
protecting the constitution for the welfare and
progress of Nepalese people. The position of His
Majesty the King in the parliament is in the
capacity of the head of the state. According to the
constitution, the king summons and prorogues
the session of parliament and calls the session of
the house of representatives, at the request of one
fourth of the members and addresses single or
joint sessions of the houses and addresses the
joint session of both the houses in the first
parliamentary session of the year. His Majesty
the King can send messages to any of the houses
seeking for an opinion. His Majesty can also
redirect the draft legislation passed by the
parliament if he feels that a review is desirable.
The draft approved by the parliament after
receiving consent of the king within 30 days of
submission, becomes law. The king, on the advice
of the Prime Minister, can dissolve the parliament
and fix the date for general election to be held
within 6 months of the date of dissolution.

The house of representatives is a council of
members elected on the basis of universal suffrage
and 'one man one vote' principle. The 75 districts
of the kingdom of Nepal are divided into different
electoral constituencies based on population and
a representative
ve is elected from each constituency.
There are a total of 205 constituencies. The
tenure of the house of representatives is normally
for 5 years, unless there is an emergency where
its tenure can be extended further by one year.
Citizens completing 18 years of age have the
right to caste a vote. Any member can be a
candidate from any number of election territories.
The qualification of the member of parliament is
fixed and the last decision on the issue of
disqualification for membership is done by the
chief justice himself or by a Supreme Court
judge designated by him. Every parliament
member should take an oath in the designated
way before the participation in the house for the
first time. The house of representatives elects a
speaker and a vice-speaker from among its
members to chair the house. The vice-speaker
chairs the house in the absence of the speaker. It
is prohibited to discuss in the house about the
conduct of the King, Queen and the heir of the
King, the cases which are within the consideration
of the court, and the action taken by a judge in
connection with the performance of his/her duty.
Excepting these areas, the parliament enjoys full
freedom for expression.
The National Council is a permanent house with
60 members. Out of these members, 35 are
elected by the house of representatives based on
the principle of proportional representation based
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on a single transferrable vote, 15 members are
elected by an electoral college consisting of
chief, deputy and members of local bodies in
each region based on single transferable vote.
The remaining 10 members are nominated by the
King from among the people of repute who have
made outstanding contribution to the country.
One-third of the members of council retire every
two years. The tenure of the members of the
National Council is six years. The National
Council elects a chairman and a vice-chairman in
order to chair the session.
The constitution has a subcommittee system
within the parliament. Accordingly, different
types of permanent and temporary committees
can be formed. The House of Representatives
can form different permanent and temporary
committees whereas the National Council can
form permanent and temporary committees only
according to the provision of National Council
Rules.
To properly manage the functioning of both the
houses and to address any differences in the issue
of legislation or for specific assignment, a joint
parliamentary committee can be formed. Such a
committee will have a maximum of 15 members
in the proportion of 2:1 from House of
Representative and National Council.
For smooth and effective functioning of the
house of representatives and to ensure better
involvement of the representatives in the
functioning of the country, the following
committees are formed to work in the specified
areas.

c.

Foreign and Human Rights Committee

Law, JUdicial Administration, Parliamentary
Affairs, Delegated Legislation, Human Rights,
Foreign Countries and International bodies,
Annual Reports of Commission for Research
and Analysis on Abuse of Powers and Attorney
General.
d. Natural Resources and Environment
Preservation Committee
Water Resources, Land Reform, Land
Administration, Agriculture, Environment
Preservation, Forest and Land Preservation.
e.

Population and Social Committee

Education, Culture, Health, Labor and Social
Welfare
f.

State Management Committee

Council of Ministers, Home affairs, General
Administration, Defence and Annual Report of
Public Service Commission.
Development and Communication
Committee
Housing, Physical Planning, Transport,
Communication, Industries, Tourism, Civil
Supplies, Commerce and Local Development.
According to National Council Rules of 1991,
the following committees are formed:
a. Remote Regions Committee

a.

Economic Committee

Economic and Economic Planning
b.

Public Accounts Committee

Public Accounts and annual Reports of the
Auditor General
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This committee focusses on the socially and
economically backward remote and
underdeveloped areas of the country and sees
how basic needs like education, health, drinking
water and transportation facilities are provided
and also evaluates the impact of such facilities in
the life of the local people. It makes studies on
the related issues and provides opinions and
recommendation.
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h. Delegated Legislation and Government
Assurances Committee
This committee looks after the rules, bye-rules,
orders or notices issued within the limits of
delegated legislation. It further supervises the
steps taken by the government in order to fulfil
the assurances given to the house from time to
time.
Besides the above mentioned committees the
chairman of National Council or National Council
itself can form committees as per the requirement.

a.
b.
c.
d.

1.

•.
Nepali Congress
Communist Party of Nepal (UML) :
Samyukta Jana Morcha
•.
Nepal Sadbhavana Party
.•

31
16
2
1

Nominated by king

•

50
10

Total members

:

60

Evaluation of Performance

1.1 Interim Cabinet
Following the success of people's movement of
1990, an interim cabinet was formed with the
representatives of Nepali Congress, United Left
Front and the nominees of the King on April 19,
1990. This cabinet enjoyed legislative rights
under the constitution of Nepal, 2019 till
November 8, 1990 and afterwards enjoyed the
right of the parliament under the constitution of
the Kingdom of Nepal, 1990. The first election
for the House of Representatives was held on
May 12, 1991. The result of the election is as
follows:
- 110 members
Nepali Congress
Communist Party of
Nepal (UML)
- 69 members
- 9 members
c. Samyukta Jana Morelia
d. Nepal S adli bhavana Party - 6 members
e. Rastriya Prajatantra
Party (Chand)
- 3 members
f. Nepal Communist
Party (Democratic)
- 2 members
Nepal
Maj
door
Kishan
Party2 members
g.
h. Rastriya Prajatantra
- 1 member
Party (Thapa)
i. Independents
- 3 members
a.
b.

Nepali Congress with majority seats formed the
cabinet under the leadership of Girija Prasad
Koirala on May 29, 1991. The first session of the
House of Representatives was held on June 5,
1991. On June 26, 1991, election was held for the
National Council. The party position in the council
is as follows:

The interim cabinet, by exercising its legislative
power, abrogated about/4 laws which supported
the Panchayat System and were unsuitable to the
multiparty system. The cabinet abrogated or
repealed many laws violating human rights like
Expression and Publication Freedom Act. It
allowed the functioning of trade union, abrogated
laws restricting the right to form organizations
and unions and allowed the registration and
functioning of such organizations and unions. It
also abrogated the provision of death penalty in
the civil code. In this interim period the
International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, Optional Protocol to the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights, Convention against Torture and
other Cruel, Inhuman orDegrading Treatment or
Punishment, andConvention on the Rights of the
Child were ratified and incorporated in the Treaty
Act. While displaying legislative powers, the
Interim Government was criticized for the neglect
of human rights issues and violating the Rule of
Law.
a. Some acts violating human rights where left
intact. The Public (offence and punishment)
Act, 2027 could he an example. Because by
activating this act human rights of political
workers and others were violated. This act,
with added punishment, is still preserved.
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b.

c.

Public Security Act, known as black law
during the Panchayat regime for having
provisions against human rights, was
amended by imposing further provisions of
violating human rights. This amendment
has given the leverage to the government by
allowing its mandate to interfere on the right
of visiting abroad.
After the restoration of democracy a major
violation of the rule of law was in Tribhuvan
University, a place of intellectuals. The
university authorities used self declared
executive power to make a number of illegal
decisions like giving temporary assistant
lecturers, permanent tenure, upgrading
assistant Lecturer to Lecturer and Lecturer
to Reader and appointments in other
positions. These illegal deeds, procedures
and decisions were sanctioned through a
two-day law made retrospectively by the
Interim Government. A case is pending in
the supreme court seeking for the declaration
of these deeds and the law ultravires.

d. Freedom of press and publicity is an
inalienable provision in the constitution.
But clauses 14 and 15 of the Press and
Publicity Act 2048 contravene the article 13
of the constitution. These clauses reserve
the right of the government to impose a ban
on press freedom.
1.2 Activities in Parliament

Three sessions of parliainent were held upto
1992. The following are the activities in the past
sessions:

2.

Resolutions

The house of Representatives passed two
resolutions:

3.

a.

His Majesty's Government formed a
high level commission to solve the
problems of real landless people
existing in the country.

b.

Language, culture, script and art of
backward classes or races or indigenous
people or groups should be reasonably
developed.

III-gent Proposal of Public Importance

urgent proposals of publ ic interest
discussed in the house among which human
rights related violence and firing cases in
Arghakhanchi, Rautahat, and Khotang,
movement initiated by employee'sorganizations,
poor state of law and order, citizenship problems
and other issues like price increase, drought
were the topics of the discussions.

There were 11

4.

Calling Attention

In the first session of the house of representat ives,
attention of the concerned ministers was drawn
on 44 subjects. The prominent subjects were on
the right of being informed, personal freedom of
individuals, scarcity of food, illegal lockout,
epidemic, theft, dacoity, murder and
environmental pollution.

5.

Legislation

The first session of the House of Representatives
passed 18 legislations.

First Session

House of Representative
6.
1.

Description of Session

The first session of the House of Representatives
continued from June 20, 1991 to September 29
1991 totalling to 102 days. The house had business
session 95 ti mes in 73 days covering 505 hours
and 37 minutes.
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Nestions by Types

The questions asked in the first session of the
parliament can be classified as
Oral
Written
Shortage of information -
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1220
109
75

National Council
1.

Second Session

Description of Session

The first session of the National Council started
on June 27, 1991 and continued upto September
29, 1991 covering 95 days. The business days
were 40 where 56 sessions were held covering
110 hours and 11 minutes.
2.

Resolution

The National Council passed a resolution
demanding the government to launch a special
plan and execute it in order to develop an
infrastructure in the Far Western Region.
3.

Proposal of Urgent Public Importance

A total of 11 proposals of urgent public importance
were discussed in the National Council as well.
The proposals were related to important human
rights issues like suspension of employees,
affiliated to the NCSO, problem of homeless and
landless, citizenship, price increase, chaos and
uncertainty in judiciary and cases of trafficking
and exploitation of women.
4.

Calling Attention

In the first session of National Council, attention
of the ministers concerned was drawn to 25
issues which included the right to be informed,
education system, upliftment of backward
communities, torture in police custody, food
grain shortages and lack of medical facilities.
5.

Legislation

National Council passed 6 legislative bills in the
first session.
6.

Ouestions by types

The following types of questions were asked in
the first session:
Oral
Written
Shortage of information

162
8
1

The second session of the House of
Representatives was held from February 21,
1992 to March 15, 1992 and that of National
Council upto March 20, 1992. The House of
Representatives covered 24 days where the
business was held for 20 days, with 24 sessions
comprising 101 hours and 30 minutes. The
National Council covered 29 days where the
business was covered in 21 days with 25 sessions
covering 60 hours and 50 minutes.
No resolution was presented in either of the
houses during the second session.
In the house of representatives two proposals of
public interest were presented one directed to the
Home Minister demanding improvement in the
law and order situation and the other directed to
the Minister of Civil Supplies drawing attention
to the issue of increase in prices and scarcity of
goods. Five proposals of public interest were
discussed in the National Council. The proposals
were related to the lack of information on the
treaty, agreement entered with India during the
Prime Minister's visit to that country addressing
the Minister for Water Resources, a proposal
addressing the Home Minister on the issue of
situation of insecurity with murders, attacks,
destruction, looting where the government had
no control, extreme price hikes addressed to
Minister of Supplies, society-infested with drugs
and alcohol causing degradation in values and
morale and health and the impact of the change
in foreign exchange rate on the trade and industries
addressed to the Minister of Finance.
The I louse of Representatives had attention drawn
to 14 issues — preservation of art and culture,
draft on education policy, preservation of forest
and wild animals, primary education to be
provided in mother tongue, independence of
communication media, river control and tourism
development. In the National Council 12 main
issues were addressed related to basic needs
seeking attention of the concerned ministers.
The subjects included the permission to construct
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houses and higher secondary education system.
the I louse of Representatives passed 13 and the
i mial Council 7 legislative bills.
The I louse of Representatives had 395 oral, 40
written and one shortage of information questions.
The National Council had 76 oral, 1 written and
19 shortage of information questions.
In the House of Representatives the treaties,
agreement or understanding entered with India,
other friendly countries and international
organization were tabled. In the National Council
the treaties, agreements and understandings
entered with India were presented.
The National Council rejected a proposal to
amend the constitution.
Third Sessioil
The third session of the House of Representatives
continued from June 29, 1992 to Sept 16, 1992
and covered 80 days. The business was for 56
days with 62 sessions covering 417 hours and 30
minutes. The National Council which covered
the same duration had 149 business hours.
On June 1, 1990 at 4:30 afternoon, His Majesty
the King addressed the joint parliamentary session
and on July 10, 1990 the Minister of Finance
presented the annual budget. The parliament
expressed condolence on the death of passengers
in the accident of the Thai Airlines Aircraft
TG311 at Nuwakot, Nepal.
During the session, annual reports of different
constitutional committees were presented. The
report of the special committee formed to study
and investigate the treaty or understanding entered
between Nepal and India during the Prime
Minister's visit to India was also presented. In
this session the trade treaty with Poland and
agreements on foreign assistance and the Patan
Palace preservation agreement were presented.
Two resolutions, one concerning with the
discrimination and misbehavior against women
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and abuse of children and the other calling for
the opportunity of all Nepalese to join the army
were passed in the House of Representative
session. The National Council adopted a
resolution to enhance afforestation programs in
order to preserve environment and water
resources.
In the House of Representatives, 11 proposals of
urgent public importance were presented
including the violation of human rights; bonded
laborers to be freed and resettled; the firing
carried out in different parts of the country on
April 6, 1992; status of law and order situation;
corruption and commissionism; price hike; and
suppression, implication and torture against
opposition members even after the people's
movement of 1990.
Attention was called on 27 issues of public
interest in the House of Representatives and 29
in the National Council.
In the House of Representatives 24 legislations,
14 main and 10 amendments and in National
Council 17 legislations, 5 main and 12
amendments were passed.
In the House of Representatives 1118 oral, 115
written and 5 shortage of information questions
were asked. Similarly, in the National Council
354 oral, 2 written and 4 shortage of information
questions were placed.
The king prorogued the third session of
parliament on Sept 16, 1990 at 5 o'clock in the
evening.
Violation of Human Rights During the Sessions
Parliament is the main body responsible for
creating congenial atmosphere for people to
enjoy the fundamental rights and the rule of the
law. It has not yet legislated laws enabling the
people to enjoy their fundamental rights and also
has not shown concern to have them. It has also
created laws which may violate human and
constitutional rights. Instead of abrogating laws
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violating human rights the legislature has further
activated such laws. The following cases may
justify this statement a. The fundamental rights enshrined in the
constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal, 1990,
can be enjoyed and protected only in
accordance with suitable laws. Due to
absence of enforcing laws, people are
deprived of the following constitutional and
fundamental rights:
1.

The article 14 (4) of the constitution
regarding right of criminal justice states b.
that a person receiving physical or
mental torture or receiving extreme
inhuman treatment while in custody for
investigation or enquiry is entitled to
claim compensation for this illegal act.
Due to absence of such compensation
laws, victims of police brutality cannot
claim any compensation.

2.

The right of being informed is enshrined
in Article 16 of the constitution. The
parliament has not replaced the Secrecy
Law enacted under the Panchayat
System by a new law. This has deprived
people of the right to receive
information.

3.

Article 18 of the constitution protects
the right of culture and education.
According to this provision every
community in the Kingdom has the
right to preserve and promote its
language, script, culture and can set up
primary schools with its mother tongue
as medium of instruction. A related law
in order to realize this provision of the
constitution is, however, missing.

4.

Right against exploitation, enshrined in
Article 20 of the constitution, has not
been enjoyed by the exploited and
suffering masses. Under the bonded
labor system poor and helpless people
are being exploited. Parliamentarians

and ministers separately state that they
are aware of the situation. Due to lack
of an effective law to prevent such
exploitation, there has been a gross
violation of human rights.
5. The right of privacy is mentioned in
Article 22 of the constitution. The
concerned law, which specifies the
remedy for violation and to what extent
right of privacy is preserved, has yet to
be enacted.
Many laws legislated by the parliament are
likely to violate or have violated the
constitution and fundamental rights. Some
examples are mentioned below:
1. Actording to the Article 84 of the
constitution, the judicial functions are
carried out by the courts and other
judicial bodies. This is accepted in
principle of law and also a prime
necessity for the rule of law. The
parliament has enacted many laws
contravening the intention and the
directives of the constitution. The laws
mentioned below have entrusted the
executive body to apply law, which is
against the principle of natural justice.
In addition to it, some laws have
increased the extent of punishment.
1.1 The Garbage Management and
Resource Mobilization Act has given
the concerned centre right of
punishment.
1.2 Insurance Act enables the Insurance
Committee the right to fine upto Rs
10,000.
1.3 Weapons and Equipments Act has
delegated the Chief District Officer the
right to decide on the related cases.
Besides, the extent of punishment has
been increased five-fold.
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The list of some other similar Acts are
cinema (Production, exhibition, and
distribution) Act, Food Act, Water Resources
Act, Water Supply Corporation Act, Bonus
Act, Forest Act, etc.
1.3.1 In criminal cases, the burden of proof of
an accusation goes to the accuser. But
in Nepal, there are quite a number of
laws which assume that the accused is
a criminal and the burden to refute the
charges goes to the accused himself.
The examples of such acts are Drugs
(Control) Act and Foreigners Related
Act.
2. During the Panchayat period there were
many acts violating human rights. Some of
those acts have been abrogated whereas
some like Public Security Act and Some
Public (Crime and Punishment) Act are still
in operation. Such acts were basically
implemented to violate human rights and
even after the restoration of democracy too
human rights have been violated by
implementing these acts. The parliament
has not only preserved such acts but also
added provisions resulting in violation of
human rights and increase the extent of
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punishment. Under the Public Security Act,
the rights of visiting abroad can be restricted
and the extent of punishment under the
Public (Crime and Punishment) Act has
been increased with a fine of Rs 10,000 and
imprisonment upto 2 years.
3. In criminal cases with government as the
plaintiff, the victim informs about crime
and the informant's position becomes
equivalent to that of a witness. In this
situation, police are responsible for
providing remedy to the loss of property
and personal rights of the informant. Many
cases have been observed where the police
have connections with criminals. The police
in some cases refrain from registering a case
and, even if registered, do not investigate or
do so in a wrong way helping to acquit the
criminal or do not file the case in the court.
Such situations cause victimization of the
people and their rights go unprotected. There
is no law enabling the sufferer to file a case
and secure remedy against such police
irresponsibilities, so there exist many cases
of human rights violations. The Government
Cases Act, recently enacted by the
parliament, has not made any provisions in
this regard.
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Chapter - 7
HMG AND HUMAN RIGHTS

According to the constitution and other laws, the
executive power of the kingdom of Nepal has
been vested in His Majesty the King and the
council of ministers. All the executive functions
are carried out in the name of HMG. The
responsibility to direct, control and operate the
regular governance system under the constitution
and other prevailing laws is given to the council
of ministers. General directive, control and
conduction of the ruling system of the kingdom
of Nepal are under the responsibility of the council
of ministers, remaining under the constitution
and other existing laws of Nepal. Different clauses
in the constitution of the kingdom of Nepal have
mentioned the duties of His Majesty. For this
reason doubt may crop up as to whether the duties
of His Majesty and His Majesty's Government
can go hand in hand.
The Article 35(2) of the Constitution states:
"Except as otherwise expressly provided as to be
exercised exclusively by His Majesty or at His
discretion or on the recommendation of any
institution or official, the powers of His Majesty
under this Constitution shall be exercised upon
the recommendation and advice, and with the
consent of the Council of Ministers. Such
recommendation, advice and consent shall be
submitted through the Prime Minister."
In accordance with this Article, it is His Majesty's
work in matters where only His Majesty is
authorized or it is at His Majesty's own disposal
or there is a confirmed provision for His Majesty
to do on the recommendation of any other body
or office-bearers and apart from this His Majesty
will do others things only on the advice and

common assent of the council of ministers.
Description of the work to be done on the advice
and assent of the council of ministers is huge.
The work to be done by His Majesty at his own
disposal has been very much limited by the
constitution. If we look from this perspective,
His Majesty cannot do anything without the
advice of the council of ministers, and the
constitution of the kingdom of Nepal-1990 has
sought to establish the recognition like "King can
do no wrong" as established in the United
Kingdom. The advice and assent is brought
forward through the Prime Minister. Question as
to whether council of ministers or any other
bodies or authorities have submitted any advice
or recommendation or not or what kinds of
advice or recommendation have been presented
cannot be raised in any court. From this angle, it
is felt that such advice is confidential; however,
since such questions are of public importance, it
is a matter of concern whether the people can
enjoy the right to information as guaranteed by
the Article 16 of the constitution or not; if not,
whether or not a citizen has the right to sue in
courts to seek information which is given to His
Majesty.
The council of ministers is collectively
responsible to the House of Representatives. A
minister in the affairs of his ministry is personally
responsible to the Prime Minister and the House
of Representatives. His Majesty appoints the
Prime Minister as the leader of the parliamentary
team of the political party with majority in the
House of representatives, and the council of
ministers is formed under his chairmanship. There
are Deputy Prime Minister, ministers, state
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ministers or assistant ministers appointed by the
Prime Minister and His Majesty. Anyone who is
not an MP can be Deputy Prime Minister or any
other minister but he/she cannot be the Prime
Minister. Such ministers must obtain membership
of parliament within 6 months.
HMG's job is distributed and executed under the
rules and regulations consented to by His Majesty.
Questions as to whether or not this statute is
being obeyed cannot be raised in any court. If any
party has not been able to obtain majority in the
parliament, two or more than two parties can be
merged and any leader receiving confidence in
majority will be appointed as the Prime Minister.
Even after doing so, if a majority cannot be
achieved, the leader of the biggest parliamentary
team of the parliament is appointed Prime
Minister and is given 30 days to win confidence.
If such a team cannot win confidence within the
stipulated time, the House of Representatives
will be dissolved and another election will be
held.
The Prime Minister is responsible for submitting
information to His Majesty on the following:
a.

Decisions of the council of ministers
concerning the governance of the kingdom
of Nepal.

b.

Bills to be presented to the parliament.

c.

Other issues related to the issues mentioned
in parts (a) and (b) as directed by His Majesty
to put forward to His Majesty.

d.

Matters related to the contemporary
situation, peace, security, political,
economic, social, administrative condition
and foreign relation of the country.

His Majesty can advise or encourage or make the
council of ministers aware of the matters of
national importance.
Prime Minister, Deputy Prime Minister and other
ministers will be administered oath of office and
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confidentiality before His Majesty and state
ministers and assistant ministers before the Prime
Minister. A Minister can participate in any
discussion and action, and be present in any
house or its sub-committee but cannotcast a vote
in the house or committee in which he is not a
member.
Any time during his tenure, the Prime Minister
can seek a vote of confidence from the House of
Representatives, if he deems necessary or
reasonable to show his strength in the house.
One fourth of the members of House of
Representatives in written can move noconfidence motion but such motion cannot be
brought more than once in a session. There will
be a discussion on the motion and a decision
made by a majority in the House of
Representatives.
Prime Minister, ministers or state ministers of
the Council of Ministers may become heads of
one or more than one ministry. They are fully
responsible for looking after the functioning,
direction, supervision and operation of the
concerned ministry. Presently, Nepal has a total
of 22 ministries. Environment Ministry and
Parliamentary Affairs Ministry are new additions
after the advent of democracy.
Immediately after the political change, the
responsibility to run the government was vested
in a tripartite force. An eleven member interim
government was formed with the representation
of Nepali Congress, United Left Front and the
King's nominees. The council of ministers was
headed by the President of Nepali Congress Mr
Krishna Prasad Bhattarai as the Prime Minister.
The responsibility entrusted to the interim
government was to govern the country by
maintaining peace and security, to frame a
suitable constitution and to conduct the general
elections in accordance with the new constitution.
Nepal had never had in her history, a more
powerful council of ministers than this because
it was equipped with almost total executive and
legislative powers of the state. This council of
ministers ruled the country from April 1990 to
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May 29, 1991. It accomplished the last two tasks
successfully but different views have been
expressed regarding the accomplishment of the
first task on the law and order situation in the
country. The present Prime Minister himself had
remarked that the interim government had let a
lot of debris accumulate which made it difficult
for him to clean up.

rights norms after the political change. But
the people have experienced a continuation
of the same Panchayat style and functioning
of the government. The ruling party, despite
being in a multiparty democracy, has
monopoly of power and has taken political
advantage of running the government.
b.

During the interim period, the government enacted
the Treaty Act to incorporate international human
rights instruments. Further, it has ratified some
of the UN instruments on human rights. Thus the
status of human rights was highly upgradedduring
the interim period.

The independent bureaucracy, teachers,
police, military and other organizations are
the backbone of multiparty system and the
concern of national interest. The present
government has tended towards converting
the whole bureaucracy, teachers and police
force, to be cave followers of the ruling
party. These activities have become a threat
to the human right movement in an already
poor and backward - country, where the
bureaucracy, teachers and police force will
be developed as workers of the ruling party.

Lack of any investigation on the cases of death of
some policemen on April 23, 1990, diversion of
development budget to be spent through party
workers thus influencing the election process
and causing obstruction to election campaign
publicity implemented by parties other than the c. The Government, instead of initiating
proceedings against violators of human rights
ruling party are considered to be cases of human
rights violation. Besides, Citizenship Rules that
during the people's movement of 1990, has
were ready to influence election results were
shelved the reports submitted by Mallik
Commission and Ballav Samsher
published which was later on abrogated by the
Commission. Many persons, responsible for
Supreme Court.
the suppression of the movement, against
whom action was to be initiated as
The Nepali Congress party won a majority of the
recommended in the reports, have been
seats in the general elections held on May 12,
appointed in senior positions and are moving
1991. After some 16 days of the general election
freely, challenging the concerned sectors
activities, a 15 member council of ministers was
formed under the leadership of Prime Minister
and making a mockery of the democracy
and human rights concept.
Girija Prasad Koirala. After 7 days, 2 state
ministers were inducted into the council. Later
on Dec 30, 1991, there was reshuffle in the d. The government has failed to maintain peace,
council of minister which is still functioning.
security, law and order situation in the
country. There has been an increase in theft,
The council of ministers is functioning in a
dacoity, murder cases and the failure to
democratic way; yet it has also been violating
control savage acts of child rape in the
capital has further encouraged such
many constitutional and human rights provisions
criminals.
and standards. The cases of violations are stated
as follows:
e. Violation of fundamental rights guarantoed
under the constitution is also a matter of
a. The Panchayat System was overthrown
owing to gross violation of human rights and
concern. Hundreds of people have been killed
while exercising their rights to organize
thus it is natural to aspire for installation and
enjoyment of democratic values and human
processions and protests, even after the
Human Rights Year Book 1992
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advent of democracy. The firing of April 6,
1992, the firing incident of Arghakhanchi,
the Diktel firing in Khotang District and
firing at Kawasoti are the prominent cases
besides many others. The government has
not shown any concern to investigate and
punish the culprits.
The government has also violated the right
to information, which has become a clear
case in the Tanakpur hearings. The supreme
court has also remarked about the violation
of such rights by the government.
f.

g.
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There are various examples where the
government terminated the service of
teachers and employees who did not work in
its favor of it or had transferred them to
inconvenient places and also punished them.
Many civil servants were forcefully laid off,
transferred to inconvenient places and had
grade increment withheld, when NCSO
launched demonstrations and organized a
strike when their demand went unheard.
There are proofs that the employees were
terminated from the servic while their cases
were still under consideratiOn by the court.
An attempt was made to weaken and divide
the existing organizations, by creating a
rival Civil Servants Association was to
counter the existing civil servants'
organization.
The government has violated human rights
by unreasonably and unjustly dismissing
employees from service, by inserting an
amendment in the law. Civil Service
Regulation 2021 which prescribes the terms
and conditions of service was declared
unconstitutional even by a committee of the
National Panchayat. The regulation was
against the provision of the new constitution
which was to be automatically nullified one
year after the date of promulgation of the
constitution as article 131 stated. The
regulation was unacceptable and wrong from
the view point of the enactment of law.

-Everywhere the demand was to abrogate
the law and enact a reasonable and sound
one. The Government presented anew Civil
Service Regulation Act in the third session
of the parliament and was under
consideration in the parliament during which
period, the old regulation was amended and
thousands of employees completing 20 years
of service were released under rule 7.1.3 of
the regulation. Among the terminated
employees, those near the people in power
and party supporters were retained whereas
others were indiscriminately discharged
without evaluating their competency. Mr
Ganesh Man Singh, the Supreme Leader of
Nepali Congress, has also accepted mistake
of removing employees in this manner. This
discrimination was also observed in the
removal of employees in public enterprises
as well. It is thus seen that the rule of law has
been grossly violated.
h. Some Acts of Panchayat days are still
existing which can be used by the
government to suppress the opponents.
There is a demand for abrogating these
laws, branding them to be laws against
human rights. Such laws are mainly Public
Crime Act 1970 and Public Security Act
1990. Despite the call from human right
activists to abrogate the laws, the democratic
government not only retained but also used
the laws to suppress its opponents. The
victims are employees involved in
employees movements and workers of
opposition parties. The seriousness of this
problem can be seen from the government
statistics. In the year 1989/90, a total of 527
cases were initiated under the Public (Crime
and Punishment) Act whereas 1141 cases
were recorded in the subsequent year.
Although statistics for the year 1991/92 has
not been published, the number is known to
have increased. A further increment of
human rights violation is caused by the
rights given to the CDO to run the
proceedings and to met and judgement,
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which is assumed to be against Article 84 of
the constitution of the kingdom of Nepal
1990. This article has given judicial rights
only to the judicial bodies. The CDO is
purely an administrative authority
responsible to maintain peace and security.
The present democratic government has
moved a step ahead and increased the extent
of punishment under the act.

According to Public (Crime and
Punishment) Act, CDO has the right to
punish an offender with a fine upto Rs
10 thousands and a prison term upto 2
years.

i. Though we can cite many examples of the
violation of the constitution, only two such
cases of violations are described here.

The Forest Act, 2049 has given the
judicial right to the administrative
officer.

The Prime Minister Girija Prasad Koirala
visited India in 1991 and negotiated many
treaties including Tanakpur one. Tanakpur
Treaty divides the water and electricity of
the Western border river Mahakali. The
Article 126(2) of the constitution has
explicitly mentioned the need of ratification
of the Treaty of sharing natural resources by
two third majority in the parliament. In spite
of the constitutional provision, the Treaty
was not ratified and consequently the case
was brought to the supreme court. Though
the issue was lying with the supreme court,
the government refused to call the document
a treaty. Instead, the government called the
agreement as an "understanding". At last,
the court gave its verdict that the document
was a Treaty. This case has shown the
tendency of the government to demean the
constitution and, at the same time, attracted
nationwide attention and protests.
Development works were stopped and the
government lost its image before the public.
The government has made many laws
conferring administrative units the rights to
fine, jail, pass sentence and do other judicial
exercises. This goes against the provision of
the constitution which gives judicial bodies
rights to met out justice. The government
thus seems to have gone against the letter
and spirit of the constitution. Some of the
examples of judicial rights given to
administrative units are given below:

Insurance Committee, according to
Insurance Act, has the right to fine upto
Rs 10 thousands.

Water Supply Corporation is given right
to fine upto Rs 5 thousand, which is
exercised by the administrative
authority of the corporation.
J. The executive, judiciary and legislative
bodies are complementary to one another
and also control one another's actions.
Judiciary controls the other two bodies in
the judicial way. While the Tanakpur case
was still with the supreme court, Prime
Minister Girija Prasad Koirala gave a
statement addressed to the supreme court
judges. He gave a warning, indirectly a
threat, that the country would go backwards
by 25 years if the government lost the case.
Based on the statement made by the Prime
Minister in an interview, a case against him
for contempt of court has been filed with the
supreme court which has not been decided
yet. These actions have created an adverse
impact on the protection of human rights.
k. The intellectual and press sectors are fresh
with the memory of nepotism and favoritism
exercised with a person undergoing prison
term according to law. Soon after the
restoration of democracy, the interim
government released many notorious people,
sentenced for the smuggling of drugs, gold
and other items, before the expiring of their
prison terms. The recent effort made to
release the parliament member of Taiwan
from the prison is also noticeable. Notorious
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criminals like D.B. Lama, Bharat Gurung
and Bhim Prasad Gauchan were also
released. But many prisoners are uncared
because they do not have people of their
own in high places and lack wealth and are
still being held in the prisons. Two examples
may be worth mentioning here. A 78 year
old blindman Sovit Chaudhary, who has
already spent his prison 'term, is still in the
Rajbiraj Jail of Saptari district. Satendas
Tati of Pansera VDC of Saptari district is in
jail for the crime committed by Saten Das
Tatma of Banarjhula, Kanchira of Saptari
District from 1974. Satendas Tati was in
Kathmandu jail from 1971 to 1979. It is
strange to put a person in jail for the crime
committed elsewhere when he was still in
jail.
1. The local election was held in 1992. The
workers of Nepali Congress (the rul ing party)
captured the election booths openly, which
was neither investigated nor tried according
to the law. An example may be sufficient
here. In Biratnagar, the home town of Prime
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Minister Girija Prasad Koirala and the socalled fort of Nepali Congress, a Nepali
Congress worker Umesh Gin with a bunch
of armed goondas and with a pistol in his
hand, captured the booths in ward nos. 2 and
13 of Biratnagar Municipality. The ballot
boxes and polling centers were destroyed.
The police administration neither arrested
nor questioned him. He walked out openly
but the election of that day was invalidated
and conducted on another day.
m. Human rights activists and intellectuals have
been pressing and demanding for a high
level commission on human rights which
will investigate the cases of human rights
violation. A proposal to this effect was also
placed before the parliament. But the
government is not taking any care. The
government, which has a record of not
making investigation on many cases of
firing, is not sensitive to the human right
issues and is not caring to set up the
commission.
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Chapter - 8
Facts on Human Rights Violations in 1992

SOME NOTES AND CLARIFICATION
1. Only the authentic events are included in
this year book.
2.

Events occurring during the year 1992
(January 1 - December 31, 1992) are
included.

3. The events that occurred before and after
1992 might have been mentioned as
extension of events that happened during the
people's movement and in connection with
the cases of prisoners.
4. Events before 1992 are to be printed in
italics.
5.

6.

7.

8.
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Some classification may give the impression
that they are identifiable to the ruling party
or opposition, e.g. Nepal Teachers
Association (NTA) and Nepal National
Teachers Association (NNTA). Of these two
organizations the former is alleged to be
very close to the ruling party, but it does not
imply that the latter association is in the
opposition. When describing the events, we
have mentioned opposition to mean parallel.
Here, in this year book we have preferred not
to make any political distinction.
Many events could not be included due to
lack of authenticity. The dates of occurrence
of many events were not available; yet we
have mentioned the events based on local
people, direct witnesses and the victims
themselves.

describing these evils we have based our
work on the social acceptance of the impact
of such traditions.
9.

We covered all 75 districts of the country
generally and have mentioned the events
based on our investigations.

10. Many events have also been based on the
news published in papers. We shall include
the events taking place in 1993 and the
developments of the 1992 event in Year
Book-1993.
11. An event that can be placed under two
headings may be placed under one heading
in order to avoid repetition. For example, if
a firing event takes place and leads to torture,
then it may be placed under the Torture subheading while Firing may remain blank or
vice versa.
12. In a situation where complaints are not lodged
to the relevant authorities, absence of
awareness to organize against injustice and
absence of fast delivery of justice, we have
had to accomplish this task. Due to local
languages and dialects, there may be
difference in place and name. In such cases,
please inform us so that we can make the
necessary corrections.
13. Other references:
a.

We have published the events with sincere
intention to create people's interest in human
rights and to enable us to restrain ourselves
from repeating such events.

b.

We could not obtain the statistics on the
victims of social evils like Jari, Devaki,
Badi, Slavery and Bonded labor. So while

d.

c.

Statistical Year Book 1991 and 1992,
Central Bureau of Statistics;
Statistical Review 2049/050 (MangsirFalg un) consulted for educational
statistics;
Local social organizations, institutions
and persons; and
Local
legal.
quasi-judicial,
administrative and security agencies.
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Mechi Zone

1,9

1.1

Jhapa

1.10 Sankhuwasabha

1.2

Ilam

1.3

Panchthar

1.4

Taplejung

Koshi Zone

Bojpur

Sagarmatha Zone
1.11

Saptari

1.12 Siraha
1.13

Udaypur
Khotang

1.5

Morang

1.14

1.6

Sunsari

1.15 Okhaldhunga

1.7

Dhankuta

1.16 Solukhumbu

1.8

Terhathum

1.1 Jhapa

Population

: 594,100

Literacy

: 57.3%

Women Literacy : 45.4%
Area

: 1,606 sq.km.

Since the southern part of thisdistrict
strict which is
situated in Mechi Zone has an open border with
India, problems such as dacoity, theft, intoxicating
drugs rackets, smuggling etc. are quite
challenging. Similarly, the problem caused by
the influx of Bhutanese refugees in this district
has left a negative impact not only on this district
but on Nepal as a whole.

almost ruined stage the jail building and security
wail are in an about-to-collapse condition.
Keeping in view the skyrocketing prices, the
facilities available in accordance with the Prison
Act are very insufficient. That is why concerned
people keeping this in mind, opine that there
must be an amendment in the Jail Facility Act
itself.

1. Right to Life

At present there are 228 prisoners including 18
women and 2 children in this jail which has a
capacity of 175 prisoners only. Since the number
of prisoners detained is more than the capacity,
there are problems of enough drinking water,
appropriate toilets and drainage. In the meantime,
since there is no money to repair the looms made
for training and management of cottage industry
and skill development, the looms have been
lying unused there. However, prisoners were
found making and selling bamboo-cane stools.
There is no arrangement of schooling for children
in the jail. Since the jail building is almost ruined,
rain-water drips in and prisoners say that they
have to stay awake whole night.

Though there is enough provision in the
constitution thatall the Nepalese live in adignified
way, the provision has not been translated into
practice.
1.1 Killing / Firing
The death of GangaDevi Bhattarai of this district
on Aug 15, 1992 has been accepted as amysterious
incident. Even the dead bodies of babies found at
B irtamod show that their rights to life have been
deprived. The incident where 17 year old Gita
Kurmi was raped to death in Oct 1991 outside the
Krishna Rice Mill compound at Sanischare, Ward
No. 3 and had become the subject for comment.
1.2 Jail
Re-building, renovation and maintenance of the
jail built in 1962 is seen as a clear necessity. In an

The jail's toilet sewage goes through open drainpipes located in the compound to the fields
outside. Because of this not only the jail compound
but also the fields have become stench-filled and
useless. In this connection, farmers come
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frequently to complain to the CDO and the jailor,
but even after many years this problem has not
been solved.
Keeping in view the number of prisoners the
number of sports materials is not enough. But,
according to jailer Tarka Raj Koirala, enough
books and journals have been provided and
prisoners depending upon their economic
capacities have been allowed to possess Tvs,
Radios and cassette players.
Kul Bahadur Nepali of Taplejung arrested on
March 21, 1981 in connection with the murder
on November 23, 1980 is in Jhapa jail now. In
1985 the Taplejung district court had declared
life sentence for him.
Kul Bahadur says, "I came to know only on the
day the decision was reached that Man Bahadur
Nepali Viswokarma who was declared dead was
a policeman. I had neither seen nor met this man
but know that he along with his family lives
above Bhanuchowk in Dharan at present. But
what to do? I have been sentenced to life
imprisonment. The court's decision is God's
command!"

2. Fundamental Rights
A handful of people are seen to be using for their
vested interest the democracy achieved after
political change in the country. 90 percent of
exploited and tortured farmers were found to
have been kept in the dark from the light of
democracy. When each and every social
organization seems to have been politicalized,
the district administrators themselves being
influenced by political vengeance were found to
have been exerting pressure on dissident teachers,
employees, political workers and people to enter
the ruling party by allowing using social
deceptions as bait.
That 4 people arrested in connection with a
dacoity in a house at Taghandubba VDC were
released with much respect is the example.
The attack on the cultural program organized by
NSU at Haldibari VDC, Ward No. 9 and the
beating of Hari Adhikari by Kumari Shiva in
connection with property sharing dispute at
Prithvinagar VDC, Ward No. 8, are the incidents
violating human rights in the district.
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association

Nayab Subba Gajendra of Olangchungola checkpost had reported that Man Bahadur was killed.
But the day of the decision he stated he had not
seen Kul Bahadur and Lekh Bahadur Limbu
commit the crime but that the person who had
slept with me was dead when I woke up in the
morning. At present Lekh Bahadur Limbu has
been sentenced to life imprisonment in Taplejung
jail itself. Lekh Bahadur Limbu is a Mit Bhai
(brother by friendship) of the District President
Suryaman Gurung. It is said that there was enmity
between them and Lekh Bahadur was framed by
Suryaman and in process Lekh Bahadur was also
trapped.

Though the constitution has guaranteed the above
rights, the dissidents, if ever tried to poke their
noses into their rights, are seen to have become
an apple of discord not only to political leaders
but also to local administrators.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No dispute regarding caste, language and religion
is found here.
2.3

PoliticalFreedom/Free andFair Election

In a

1.3 Arrest / Torture
Nothing remarkable occurred as regards torture
and arrest this year.
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local election held in June 1992 in Jhapa all
the political parties are stated to have interfered
in areas where their influence and hold were
great.
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2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

There has not arising any situation until now
which has placed a question mark as regards the
decision reached by judicial authority in this
district, but the decision by semi-judicial
authorities seems to be influenced by political
revenge and administrative pressure.

Women trafficking has not been directly seen
here but rapes often occur. Jan and polygamy
occur more in towns/cities than in villages.
Though there are no Devaki and Badi systems,
adultery has been deep-rooted. There are many
incidents in which women have to face death for
want of dowry.

This year, i.e. in 1992 total 1,568 cases including
civil 791, criminal (Govt) 208, criminal (civil)
569 have been registered.
3.

4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Devaki and Badi systems do not exist here.
Similarly polygamy is not so remarkable.

Landless / Squatters

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

There is a problem concerning squatters in this
district. Aborigines and Terai origin inhabitants
are seen as squatters here.

5.

This district is facing problems more from
Bhutanese refugees than from the squatters. There
are more than 80 thousand Bhutanese refugees in
Beldangi 1 and 2, Timai and Goldhap of Damak.
Though they have been provided with facilities
and aid by national and international
organizations, they have stood as an obstacle to
the district's economic, social and environmental
development as they are more in number.

This problem is not so remarkable in this district.

4.

Women's Rights

5.1 Slavery

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
There are about 20 thousand Bhutanese refugees
in a refugee camp situated at Pathari of this
district. Though various international
organizations have been helping the refugees,
this problem is pushing this place to a stage of
difficulty in economic, social and environmental
areas.

Though there is enough provision for women
rights in the constitution, women have not been
able to enjoy the rights.
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1.2 Ilam

Population

: 229,429

Literacy

: 52.5%

Women Literacy : 39.1%
Area

Situated in Mechi zone, Ilam is one of most
beautiful and scenic places of Nepal. In this
district public offence and other cases following
political revenge, killing, rape etc. are the main
incidents violating human rights.
The unplanned settlement in Chulachuli area of
this district since 1971 has posed to he the main
problem here. 16 commissions have been formed
for the planned settlement in this area where
about 3400 families live. But the commission
formed under the chairmanship of Machhendra
Bahadur Ke►ung in August 1991 has stated that
systematic settlement in this area will he
completed by March 1993.

: 1,703 sq.km.

Alter Bal Bahadur Sauden of Pyang VDC, ward
No. 5 while being kept tied in the house of Utter
Thehe was found dead on May 4 1992, a case has
been registered and is going on against local
residents Madan Thehe, Gau tam Thehe,
Jaharman, Aitraj, Utter Thebe, B ijay Thehe and
Bimal Thebe.
On June 15, 1992 QuarterGuard Police Constable
Arkahir Chemjong of Ilam district police station
while handing a pistol over to police Ilavaldar
Dhanraj Rasaili, was wounded by the same
pistol that suddenly went off in Rasaili's hand.
Chemjong died on the way to Birainagar for
treatment.

1. Right to Life
1.2 Jail

Though the constitution has guaranteed all the
Nepalese to live respectfully (the right to live in
equality, practically), the people of this district
have not been free from fear of political revenge,
personal jealousy and prestige issues.
1.1 Killing / Firing

On Jan 9, 1992 Anil Rai of Pyang VDC, ward
no.7 who had gone to help in a wedding at ward
no. 9 of the same VDC was stabbed to death for
political revenge by some hooligans.
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The condition of the jail of this place is very
pathetic. Physical facilities are not seen available
in this jail. At present there are 68 prisoners in
the jail which has a capacity of 55 prisoners. The
prisoners express that they have not been humanly
treated.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
For political revenge and personal grudge not

only police but also administrators of this place
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are said to have inflicted mental torture and
suffering.
Ekraj Gurung, a member of NNTA, was assaulted
by a group of people on June 6, 1992. When
Gurung lodged a petition requesting for action,
the then local administrator refused to
acknowledge the petition saying that dissenters
should be rooted out in that way. Policemen
themselves hid weapons in the house of dissident
Ekraj Ghimire. After that, for political revenge
the local administrator, having accused him of
hoarding dangerous arms, arrested him.
On January 1992 twenty two armed CRP men of
India entered the house of Pasang Ghising of
Fikal and searched it.

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
In this district political freedom is seen to be
open and practiced by the people. Even in
elections any remarkable interference was not
noticed.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
In this district the people have not been able to
enjoy their judicial rights following extreme
poverty, backwardness and lack of awareness.
This year there are altogether 573 cases at this
district's court.
3.

Landless / Squatters

This problem does not exist much in this district.
On Feb 12, 1992 acid was poured on the face of
Khadag Bahadur Baraili following a quarrel in
connection with land tenancy at Soyang VDC.

4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
2.

Fundamental Rights

In this district not only political workers but also
the administration are seen to have ridiculed the
fundamental rights and political freedom provided
by the constitution.
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution of the country has guaranteed
the above rights. However, because of lack of
education, knowledge and awareness, the people
of this place have not been able to enjoy the rights
fully.

This year no incident related to women trafficking
and rape came to public notice.
4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Jari, Devaki and Badi system have not been seen
in this district. Even polygamy has not emerged
as a remarkable problem.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery
Slavery has not been found to be existent here
and worth mentioning.

2.2 Religious Freedom
Any particular incident like religious riot or
dispute is not seen in this district i.e. there is
religious tolerance here.

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
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1.3 Panchthar

Population

: 175,821

Literacy

: 44.5%

Women Literacy : 26.8%
Area

Of the four districts of Mechi Zone, Panchthar
lies on the border between the accessible and
remote districts. Due to illiteracy, ignorance and
lack of mass-awareness, people have not been
able to translate the constitutionalized rights into
practice. Human Rights have been violated in
this district because of incidents erupting out of
political vengeance.
I. Right to Life

Though the constitution has provided all the
Nepalese with equal rights, the .people of the
district are in a fearful stage because of political
prejudice.
1.1 Killing / Firing
On May 17, 1992, at a village bazaar in Falaicha
VIX7, Ward No. 4, there occurred a clash resulting
from the eve teasing of girls by the boys. In order
to save himself from this clash Laxman Dewan,
18, a resident of Taplejung district Angkhom
VDC, Ward No. 3, jumped into the river at night
but the river was very deep and he drowned. His
corpse was found after 3 days, 3 km down the
S idakhola between Angkhop and Sadewa VDCs.
The father of the deceased, without taking note
of people present or not, made the incident a
political one and sued 33 people for compelling
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: 1,241 sq.lan.

his son to commit suicide. In this incident 11
people were immediately placed in police custody
for 53 days and tortured during this period to
confess.
On September 21, 1992 Meher Man
Kandangawa, 38, of Meming VDC, Ward No. 2,
was shot to death by an unknown person at night.
On November 23, 1992 two people including
Yagyaraj Kerung of the same VDC were accused
of this murder and they have been in custody in
a very pathetic condition until now.
On Feb 28, 1991 when there was a village fair in
Memeng VDC, Ward No. 2, Machhebung, the
policemen assigned for security started collecting
tax from shops. When there was an objection,
people started crowding. The crowd became
uncontrollable. So the police opened fire in
order to disperse the crowd. An old woman died
in the fi ring on the spot. The police Sub-Inspector,
having seen the agitated crowd, stated reloading
bullets. In order to protect the crowd from the
police bullets Prem Jung Kerung attacked the
Sub-Inspector with a Khukuri. Kerung being
accused ofmurder and assaulting the police was
almost tortured to death. After being detained
for 29 days in police custody Prem Jung Kerung
was sent to jail for interrogation.
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Funeral Procession of Laxman Dewan

On October 7, 1992, Amar Bahadur, 50, of
Chyang Thapu VDC Ward No. 7, Chamling
Danda, although sick, had an argument with
Surendra and they suddenly took to heating each
other. After that Amar Bahadur suffered from
fever on 23 and died of Pneumonia caused by
alcoholic drink while suffering from fever on
October 14. By politicalizing the death Rabin
Chamling of the same VDC accused Krishna
Kumar Rai and his younger brother Surendra Rai
01 the murder and sued.
1.2 Jail
The jail condition in Panchthar district is
comparatively good. In the jail which has a
capacity of 30 prisoners there are 25 prisoners
consisting of one woman and 24 men. There are
altogether 15 jail employees. There is no woman
employee in the jail which has separate rooms for
men and women. The jail employees' attitude is
satisfactory and there are many opportunities for
the prisoners to earn money in the jail. The
opportunities include activities such as Nepalese
traditional cap weaving, carpentry, bamboo-craft,
shoes-making, sewing etc.

1.3 Arrest / Torture
On November 10, 1992, mentally abnormal Mani
Kumar Myangbo, 24, of Nagi VDC Ward No. 3
slaughtered Devi Prasad Acharya's calf and ate
her heart and liver. The district court has decided
to detain Mani Kumar Myangbo for 10 years for
slaughtering the calf.
On October 22, 1992, police Havaldar and S ubinspector Kali Bahadur Samsuhang of Amarpur
VDC Ward No. 6 Singapore, with intent to take
political revenge illegally arrested Devi Prasad
Loba, 37, of Varpa VDC Ward No. 6 and stated
that the detention for his old case was incomplete
and he was tortured and treated inhumanly.
In connection with a Primary School under
construction at Chyang Thapu VDC Ward No. 1
when there occurred an argument, Krishna Kumar
Rai, wounded Man Bahadur by stabbing him in
the neck. Krishna Kumar Rai being accused of
murder has been under detention for 7 years.
On November 28, 1992 when Asahang of Faktep
VDC, Ward No.5, was sleeping, Krishna Dhwoj
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2.2 Religious Freedom
No incidents related to religious fights,
discussions were not observed in this district.
This indicates that there is religious tolerance
here.
2.3 Political Freedom / Free and Fair Election
On May 28, 1992, in a local election at a secondary
school at Ranitar VDC, Ward No. 2, election
was going on smoothly but Ishwor Prasad
Timilsina brought a false voters list and started
casting votes accordingly. So disputes began.
The election officer apologized and ordered the
burning of all the votes in public. The election
was held up and re-election was declared. A
report was prepared saying that some people
attacked the booth, snatched the box and burnt it
down in front of the election officer. In this
connection 4 people were arrested, put in the
prison for 22 days, and sued.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Dead Body of Laxnian Dewan

Chemjong, Man Bahadur Chemjong, Abindra
Prasad Chemjong, Dhan Kumar Chemjong,
Chandra Bahadur Chemjong, Dhan Bahadur
Chemjong, Jaya Bahadur Chemjong, Bhabindra
Chemjong, Khadak Bahadur Chemjong, Jas
Bahadur Chemjong under the alcoholic influence
attacked Ashang at 9 o'clock at night in order to
take revenge of some past grudge. After the
assault, the wounded and helpless Asahang was
brought to the district hospital for treatment and
later to Kathmandu. Now he is found to be
mentally abnormal.

The people have not been able to enjoy the above
rights because of poverty, backwardness and
lack of awareness.
This year 185 civil, 18 criminal (government),
170 criminal (public), 128 criminal (brief) and
50 under special court act cases have been
registered in the district court.
3.

Landless / Squatters

This problem does not exist on a noticeable level
in this district.
4.

Women's Rights

2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution of the country has guaranteed
the above rights but because of lack of education,
knowledge and awareness, people have not been
able to enjoy any of the rights fully.
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Though the constitution has provided equal
rights, there is a big gap between sons and
daughters. Women have been deprived of every
social activity. There is child-labor in practice
and children have been deprived of education. In
this district the Limbu community has a tradition
of selling daughters in one way or the other in the
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name of Rit Khane (ritual offer) prior to their
consent to marriage proposals.
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
Women trafficking is not directly seen in this
district. But rape is sometimes observed. On
October 27, 1992 Raj Limbu, 18, of Panchami
VDC, Ward No. 9, Amarpur forcibly raped
Kumari Ingnam, 8, of the same village by thrusting
a handkerchief into her mouth, on her way back
home in the evening and left her unconscious.

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Panchthar is multi-religious, multi-lingual and
multi-tribal district. Every tribe has its own
tradition and culture. This district is inhabited by
the Limbus in a majority and orthodox practices
are deep-rooted. Though the Kipat Pratha
(communal land-use system) was uprooted in
1959 in the country, the system is still prevalent
in this district. In this district the landlord is still
addressed as Subba and in accordance with status
quo people are still treated as Kipatiya, Raiti,
Thari, Mukhiya etc.

4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
These system have not been seen here.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery
Slavery has not been found to be existent here
and worth mentioning.
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1.4 Taplejung

Population

: 120,072

Literacy

: 46.9%

Women Literacy : 32.5%
Area

Taplejung, one of the remote districts in Koshi
Zone, is not only geographically difficult but
also backward in economic, political, social and
education areas. A Limbu majority district has
also Sherpas in the northern area and Brahmin,
Chhetri, Tamang, Newar, Damai, Kam i etc. have
settled in other areas. With the snow cloud
mountains in the north, Taplejung is probably
the most disturbed area in the country. Here
human rights have been violated because of
political revenge, murder, terrorism, beatings,
which have been a part of daily events.
1. Right to Life
The constitution of Nepal, which has guaranteed
the people the right to life of honor, has been
threatened in this district. The fear of being
assaulted or attacked is always there.

: 3,646 sq.km .

for ploughing. After the killing, 21 persons were
prosecuted. Now 3 persons have been arrested,
4 are absconding and the rest have been released
on bail.
On April 24, 1991, the political workers Indra
Thebe and Rukam Thebe were murdered under
the guidance of central leaders of a political
parky . The case against the accused Birendra
Rai has been withdrawn by the government
which will encourage such crimes in future too.
On April 30, 1992, when the CDO was busy with
local election related work in his residence in
Phungling VDC-5, Taplejung Bazaar, his
bodyguard Havildar Ash Bahadur Rai fired 4
rounds. After the firing, the guard was found
dead hanging by his neck on a tree in a nearby
forest. The reason for the heinous act is still in
mystery.

1.1 Killing / Firing
Murder for political revenge started with the
killing of Ram Bahadur Darji of Sinam VDC in
August 1990 and has been continuing.
Naudahang Limbu of Thinglabu VDC also a
candidate for local election was murdered on
June 13, 1992. He was attacked by a group of 12
people while going through a jungle to his farm
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On April 1, 1992, Kajiman Limbu, 55, of
Limkhim VDC-3, killed his son with a gun. His
son Dambar Bahadur Limbu, 26, had come to
ask for his share of the property for the second
time and had threatened him with a Khukuri.
Kajiman Limbu is still absconding.
Padain Bahadur Limbu, 65, a disciple of Christian
religion, of Phungling VDC-6 had killed his own
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wife Aitrani Lini1u on May 15, 1992. He had
forced her to become a Christian which she had
refused. The murder had taken place when she
was out to fetch grass for animals in a forest. The
murder is currently serving his jail term.
On October 7, 1992, Barn Bahadur Limbu was
killed by a boulder thrown by Tek Bahadur
Thulung in self defence. Barn Bahadur under the
influence of liquor had gone to kill the chairman
of Nidhuradin VDC-7 to take political revenge
and was intercepted by Tek Bahadur advising
him to refrain. Barn Bahadur in his anger
attempted to kill Tek Bahadur with his Khukuri.
Bain Bahadur died on October 9.
On February 3, 1992, a discussion cropped up on
Rit Khane (a ritual offer) among those invited to
the wedding of Sher Bahadur Para Limbu's
daughter and this discussion took a fatal twist.
Sher Bahadur Limbu of Mamangkhe VDC, ward
No.5 stabbed to death 25 year old Bhavani Prasad
Limbu of Tellok VDC. Parahang Limbu, Krishna
Prasad Bhattarai, Rama Thapa and others were
wounded in the incident.
1.2 Jail
The jail, constructed in 1895 by Amin Chandra
Kunwar is already old and worn out. Water leaks
from the roof. The unhygienic surrounding causes
cholera and others diseases that spread during the
rainy seasons. There are altogether 19 prisoners.
There is no cottage industry. There is a lack of a
radio, papers, reading rooms, schools, sports and
entertainment facilities. There are no adequate
physical and health facilities. After the advent of
democracy, none of the leaders of political parties,
local representatives and administrators have
visited the jail.

and a resident of Change VDC and Padma
Bahadur Limbu of Nundhaki at a festival held in
Sangu VDC on the occasion of Chandi Purnima
in May 1992. Bhesh Raj Limbu was brutally
assaulted. by a group of people who looted him
and fled away leaving Limbu at the point of
death.
On October 2, 1992 (before the first day of
Dasain festival), a politically motivated group
broke into the houses of Mani Kumar Sereng,
Vice-Chairman of Sangu VDC, Khadga Bahadur
Sereng, Shantiram Niraula, Narsing Bahadur
Sereng, Hari Krishna Adhikari and threw out
their goods and utensils, damaged doors,
destroyed grains, looted chickens, slaughtered
pigs and caused destruction.
On December 7, 1992, Pipalbote Kanchho Limbu
of Sangu VDC-9 while performing the annual
rituals to mourn death had some difference with
Hari Limbu of the same village. Hari Limbu
chopped the little finger of Kanchho using a
sharp edged weapon.
On July 16, 1992, a family in Liwang VDC-7
which had got together to celebrate a festival,
had differences. The elder brother of the family
Padam Singh Limbu wounded his younger
brother Tamar Limbu by using a knife. But to
take political revenge, Shuk Bahadur Limbu,

1.3 Arrest / Torture
On account of political affiliations many people
were under arrest and tortured.
An ordinary difference had surfaced between
Bhesh Raj Limbu, a personnel of British Army

CTN(UML) Candidate for Ward Member of
Phungling VDC Mr Chandra B. Shrestha: Injured
with Khukuri and Lathi
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Hari Bahadur Limbu and Nara Bahadur
Naidemba were falsely implicated.
On December 27, 1992, Khagendra Kumar
Shivakoti was beaten and left wounded in a state
of life and death by some unscrupulous people.
Teacher Shivakoti was going from Angbung,
Panchathar to his home in Hwaku Terhathum.
He had same political argument in a tea stall in
Nighuradin VDC-1 near abridge over Arun river
and so he was beaten to the point of death.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution of the country has guaranteed
the above rights but for lack of education,
knowledge and awareness, the people of this
place have not been able to enjoy fully any of the
rights.

On May 29, 1992, Hari Sanwa, a resident of
Khokling VDC-9, Dobojh, was assaulted by an
unscrupulous group under the patronage of some
local political leaders while being prevented
from voting in a local elections and hence it
difference ensued. Hari Sanwa was wounded in
the head, had his limbs broken and a bone
protruding from his knee. Treatment could not
be done in the local hospital so he was taken to
a nursing home in Kathmandu.
In the local election last year. It seems the
political party which has strong-hold has
manipulated voting in their favor by means of
irregularities, manipulation and violence. The
voters of opposition party were prevented from
voting and the opposing forces were suppressed
by using various means. Thummedin, Sinam,
Sangu, Dhugesangu, Thukimba, Thinglabu,
Liwang, Khokling, Santhakra areas were full of
remarkable irregularities, manipulation and
violence.

2.2 Religious Freedom
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Though this district has been inhabited by multilingual, multi-religious communities and ethnic
groups, there is religious tolerance here.
2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
The political activists having less votes in their
favor have not been able to enjoy fundamental
and political rights in this district. As forexample,
Nandahang Limbu including others who had
reached Sanghu and Thikunbu was inhumanly
and illegally treated.
On May 28, 1992, local election was being held
in a peaceful manner in Balsubodhani Sanskrit
11.S. school of Phungling VDC-2. Some outsiders
led by Chhatrapati Pyakurel of the same VDC
were the cause for controversy leading to protests
and fighting. Chandra Bahadur Shrestha, a
candidate for the VDC Ward member, was
assaulted by the group using Khukuri and sticks,
and left in a very critical condition.
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Because of excessive poverty and lack of
awareness, people have not been able to enjoy
the above rights. This year altogether 376 cases
were registered in this district.
3.

Landless / Squatters

In April 1991, after the advent of democracy, a
group led by Randhoj Limbu attacked 24 houses
of innocent people of Tapethok and Hellok VDC
and threw out the goods, utensils and other items
making the people homeless and landless. Out of
20,873 households 209 households are landless
and homeless in this district. Out of the total
populationofthis district, 2 percent are homeless.
4.

Women's Rights

In spite of the right guaranteed under the
constitution, the status of women in this district
is like that in an orthodox society.
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A Scene of Property-damage in Tapethok VDC

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
This year this kind of incident did not occur in
this district.

here. Jari system, multi-marriage are prevalent.
In marriages, the custom of "Reet Bhat" has
indirectly exploited women.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights

4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
5.1 Slavery
Devaki and Badi systems have not been seen
This problem is not serious in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Limbus occupy the major portion of local
population. Culture, tradition, custom of Limbu
people insist on alcoholic beverages in festivals
and other celebrations. There are examples that
small differences grow bigger, take political
shapes and end with violence and killings. In
order to make the people patient, peaceful and
restrained, there is need to discourage the use of
liquors which have been an integral part of
celebration of any vital events from their birth to
death.
Mr Purhang Limbu of Tellok VDC Sustaining
Stab-Injury
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1.5 Morang

Population

: 676,417

Literacy

: 47.8%

Women Literacy : 34.5%
Area

: 1,855 sq.km.

Morang situated in Koshi Zone is one of the
politically conscious districts in the Kingdom of
Nepal. Disputes erupted out apolitical revenge,
quarrel, murder, suicide, theft etc. are the main
incidents in this district.

her. In order to protect her chastity she struck
Thakur with a weapon and Thakur died. Sita
K hare I being accused of m u rder has been detained
in j ail pending judicial decree. It is to be recalled
that Sita's husband is abroad.

1. Right to Life

Meghanath Adhikari had died on the spot and
Kyamuna Khanal and Shova Niraula were
wounded in a bus accident at Belbari VDC on
March 12, 1992. After the accident when police
opened fire at the agitated crowd of people
gathering to exert pressure for action, Rajendra
Timilsina died right on the spot and Shahj it Darji
and Fanindra Bista were wounded.

Though the constitution has provided all the
Nepalese with right to peaceful life, the people of
this district have not been able to be free from
fear following quarrels erupting out of political
revenge.
1.1 Killing /Firing
The citizens of this place still remember the
series of murders beginning from political murder
in Letang on October 25, 1990 after the political
change in the country.
Satya Narayan Rajhansi who was filling his
vessel with water at Karsiya of Sorabhag VDC,
Ward No. 3, was killed by a bullet fired suddenly
out of the hand ofa policeman Dhanendra Tamang
of Karsiya police post.
On April 4, 1992 while Mrs Sita Kharel of
Letang V DC was sleeping alone at night, Krishna
Mohan Thakur of the same VDC tried to modest
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Wounded Shova Niraula had been taken to
Kathmandu for treatment and she died there.
On April 16, /99/ Anand Kamat of.lamungachhi,
Ward No. 5, of Biratnagar Municipality was
found dead in the house of Rameswor Lal Raj
Kumar Goyal of Goswora Road, Ward No. 9, of
the same Municipality. Kamat had died in a

mysterious way.
1.2 Jail
Even the prisoners of Sunsari district are detained
in Morang jail. The earthquake in 1988 had
destroyed the jail. Later the jail was built on the
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bank of Singhiya river. Though the jail has not
been technically approved, prisoners have been
detained there. But women are kept in the old
building and so their lives seem insecure. It is to
be remembered that Mr Badri Ram Bhandari's
commission formed to submit a report on jail
reforms during the interim government had
submitted a report in which the women jail had to
be vacated within 2 days. The jailer himself says,
since the number of prisoners is more,
requirements are not enough as per jail rules and
regulations. Since the number of women is
comparatively more in this jail the women have
the feeling that no women organization and
women legal projects have ever enquired of their
right, welfare and facility.
There are altogether 418 prisoners consisting of
393 men and 25 women.

Hem Kumar Sundas and Arjun Tamang of Ward
No. 2 of Morang Sanischare VDC at Sankhuvara
bazaar between Ward 7 and 5 of the same VDC
is one of the incidents violating human rights.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
Though the constitution has guaranteed the above
rights, people have not been able to have them in
practice. Retrospection has been seen as a
necessity.
2.2 Religious Freedom
People from different castes, language groups
and religious communities have been living
together in a friendly and cordial manner in this
district.

1.3 Arrest / Torture
2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
In this district, administrators themselves were
found working as political party workers.
Because of political revenge, false accusation
against forest crimes is regarded to be the easiest
way to torture in this district. The fatal attack on

If the last local election held in this district is
evaluated, the political freedom of people as
bestowed by the constitution is seen to have been
ridiculed.

A glimpse of people with sword and sticks interfering in Biratnagar
Municipality election held at Ward No. 13 on May 28, 1992.
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A violent style of working was adopted in the
local elections held in most of the wards under
Biratnagar Municipality. When election was
being held peacefully at Ward No. 2 of the same
municipality, some people were wounded in an
assault by an opposing group. A group of people
under the leadership of NC district member
Umesh Giri had interfered in the elections held at
Ward No. 2 and 13 by using pistols, swords and
sticks. Later, though the election was nullified,
all the opposition parties had boycotted the
election. Similarly, illegal ballot papers were
inserted in a booth at Ward No. 4. When the
opposition parties could not control it, they
boycotted the election and took out a procession
shouting slogans. In this incident 2 political
workers Mahesh Regmi and Ram Ghimire were
arrested and released after 2 days. In this way the
election at Ward No. 15 had been nullified when
defeat was evident. Even in Ward No. 1, 5, 6, 7,
11 and 17 elections had been held in a one-sided
manner instead of being fair and peaceful.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
When judicial authority and semi-judicial
authority of the district are looked at separately,
the decision reached by the semi-judicial
authority does not look satisfactory. These semijudicial authorities were found to have made
their decisions on the basis of administrative and
political pressure instead of on fair judgement.
From July 17, 1991 to July 15, 1992 altogether
3,570 cases have been registered in the Morang
District Court.
3. Landless / Squatters
Land-tenancy is a serious problem in this district.
Since the land-tenants do not know legal
provisions, lack awareness and are backward,
their number has been decreasing day by day in
this district. Thus, on one hand, they have been
exploited by the landlords, on the other, they

All party protest rally taken out in Biratnagar bazaar against the interference in local election
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themselves, whether knowingly or unknowingly,
are not found to have paid rent.
Similarly, squatters problem is deep-rooted in
this district. There are many squatters in VDCs
such as Sunderpur, Dulari, Indrapur, Belbari,
Dangihat, Bayarban, Pathari, Letang, etc. along
the Mahendra highway.
50% people of Bayarban VDC have been
suffering from the problem of landlessness. The
landless people have not obtained their
landholding certificates for the 258 Bighas of
land provided on replacement basis.

room in the lodge, find her a job and make her his
daughter. The girl herself had lodged a complaint
in connection with this incident at the District
Police Station. But no action was found to have
been taken so far.
On December 7, 1991, Kamala Limbu, 13, of
Bayarban VDC Ward No. 2 was raped by
Balkrishna Neupane of the same place. Since
Gopal Khatiwada was an eye-witness to the
incident, the case was registered at the district
court. A 70-day-warrant was issued by the court
but the convict had not been arrested.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

At Belbari VDC there are about 2,500 houses
belonging to squatters. The constant influx of
squatters into this area at present has created a
suspicion about the chances of older inhabitants
like Magars and Tamangs, being displaced.

Jari, Devaki and Badi system have not occurred
in this district. Similarly polygamy does not exist
as a serious problem here.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

4. Women's Rights
5.1 Slavery
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
This problem does not exist in this district.
On February 21, 1992, a 10 year old girl called
Sisau working in Puspa hotel of Mangalbare was
raped by 4-5 men. A complaint in this connection
was lodged at police station on the 12th. Since the
girl was very serious on the very day she was
taken to Koshi Zone hospital Biratnagar for
treatment. But, since her womb had burst, she
died on the 19th while undergoing treatment.
On September 16, 1992, Menuka Adhikari, 11,
was raped in Shanti Sital lodge of Biramagar
Ward No. 14. While investigating Police ASI
Vishnu Bahadur Subba was found to be the man
to rape the girl by telling her that he would hire a

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
There are about 20,000 Bhutanese refugees in
the refugee camp situated at Pathari of this district.
Though various international organizations have
been helping the refugees, this problem has been
pushing this district towards economic, social
and environmental difficulties. The people living
near the camp complain that the people working
in the aid agencies themselves are found to have
established illicit relationship with the refugee
girls who find themselves as helpless, uncared
for and disappointed.
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1.6 Sunsari

Population

: 464,767

Literacy

: 43.6%

Women Literacy : 28.6%
Area

No serious incidents are seen to have occurred
violating human rights in Sunsari district which
is situated in Koshi Zone. Since the southern part
of the district has an open border with India,
incidents such as cattle theft, • weapons
transportation and dacoity occur to violate human
rights here. Since the northern part of this district
has been inhabited by Rais and Limbus, there is
a tradition of widespread use of alcoholic drinks
resulting in untoward incidents such as beating
and killing among themselves.
Occurrence of untoward incidents in society
following political revenge, personal jealousy
and social prestige is seen to have become a sort
of culture and tradition in our society.

: 1,257 sq.km .

from Hatiya, Shukra Magar of the same VDC in
an alcoholic influence was scolding Sante Majhi
as he had not paid back his money. Seeing that
Sukra Bahadur Limbu tried to persuade him but
Sukra Magar in turn made an assault on Limbu
himself. When Gewa Majhi and Bechana Majhi
pushed Shukra Bahadur Limbu with the intent to
settle the quarrel, he fell down to the ground and
was wounded. Later on he died on September 1,
1992 while undergoing treatment at Biratnagar
Hospital. Gewa and Bechana have disappeared
after the death and Sukara Magar has been
imprisoned.
1.2 Jail

1. Right to Life

There is no jail in this district and cases related
to jail are sent to Biratnagar.

1.1 Killing / Firing

1.3 Arrest / Torture

On April 12, 1992, nineteen year old Sharada
Devi Mandal, daughter of Jag Mohan Das of
Narshing VDC, Ward No. 2, disappeared and on
April 16, 1992 her tattered mutilated corpse was
found in a field. A study of the corpse indicated
that she was raped to death.

In this district dissenters or for political revenge
people are found to have been arrested and
tortured under false allegations. In such activities
political leaders were found active.

On August 30, 1992, when Shukra Bahadur
Limbu of Prakashpur VDC was coming home
78

Dissenters framed with case of looting at Shreepur
VDC, similarly the case against Devan Raya on
December 20, 1992 are the examples.
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In connection with the argument on Tanakpur on
December 19, 1992 in Bhadai Shah's tea stall
situated at Sahibgunj VDC, Ward No. 3,
Kusheswor Poddar sued dissident Prakash Kumar
Shah, his father Maniklal Shah, brother Shanker
Kumar Shah, brother-in-law Bhola Shah for
public offence. Notorious in Jalpapur, Muraha,
Ghuski VDCs to the south of this district and
sentenced several times by the court a man of
Bhutaha VDC, Ward No. 7, having entered the
ruling party is found active in rooting out the
existence of the opposition parties and in
terrorizing the above VDCs.
2.

Fundamental Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
Though the constitution has guaranteed the above
rights, in practice, apart from powerful parties
other parties and people seem to have been
deprived.
2.2 Religious Freedom
In the district, though inhabited by various ethnic
groups, people speaking various languages and
various religious communities, religious tolerance
has been maintained.
2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election
In this district, election depends on "Might is
Right".
In a by-election held at area No. 3 of
Madhyaharshahi, Kaptanganj, Jalpapur,
Devangunj VDCs of this district on February 9,
1992 opposition party workers were attacked
and election was carried Out in one-sided manner.

On February 7, 1992, political workers Guru
Baral and Jitu Upreti were attacked by some
hooligans while on their way from Kaptangunj
market.
In connection with the same by-election on
February 6, 1992 more than 9 political workers
were wounded by the lathi-charge on a gathering
at Devangunj.
On February 9 1992, when a vehicle carrying
MPs C.P. Mainali, Radha Krishna Mainali, and
Lalbabu Pandit who were on their way to observe
the by-election was attacked in Inarwa, the MPs
were slightly injured.
Some irregularities and restlessness had occurred
even in a local election held in May 1992.
While protesting the election held in a wrong
way at Devangunj on May 28, 1992, opposition
candidates and poli tical workers Dukhilal Mehta,
Timai Mehta, Manoj Mehta were wounded and
Dukhilal Mehta was accused of dacoity and sent
to jail.
When there had occurred some disturbing
incidents in Ghuski, Shreepur, Jalpapur,
Bhokraha, Haripur VDCs, Avadh Narayan
Marveta was wounded in a police tiring in a
dispute in connection with the election at Haripur
VDC.
25 people were wounded in an attack on a victory
procession taken out after the result of the election
held at Bhutaha VDC.
Minor incidents occurred in the election held at
Madheli and Itahari VDCs.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

In connection with the same by-election on
February 6, 1992 Navin Thapa of Kerabari VDC,
Ram Kumar Magar of Letang VDC, Yog Raj Rai
of Letang, Utt,-un Pradhan of Letang, Bauwa Lal
Yadav of Madhyaharsahi and B uddhi Paswan of
Morang were wounded in an attack on their way
back by a tractor after holding a mass-meeting in
Inarwa.

The people of this district have been deprived of
quick and fair trial. Here, political leaders being
prej udiced, are found to have exerted pressure on
administrative departments to accuse dissident
political workers of public offence. That is why
the intellectuals of this district are of the opinion
that more than 95% public offenses being
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fabricated out of the revenge motive than the
actuality.
This year altogether 4,387 cases including civil
and criminal have been registered at the court of
this district.

4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Jari, Devaki and Badi system have not been seen
in this district. Similarly, polygamy has not
come out to be of any mention.
5.

3.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

Landless / Squatters
5.1 Slavery

Such problem does not exist much in this district.
This problem is not serious in this district.
4.

Women's Rights
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
No incident related to women trafficking and
rape has come to be a public issue in this district.
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1.7 Dhankuta

Population

: 146,724

Literacy

: 48.5%

Women Literacy : 33.5%
Area

Dhankuta, one of the six districts of Koshi Zone,
has its own history, pride and importance.
1. Right to Life
The constitution has guaranteed every citizen a
respected life. This right, however, could not be
transformed into reality owing to different
economic, social, geographical compulsions etc.
1.1 Killing /Firing
The incidents of killing or firing are not noticed
in this district. A truck with Regd. No. Ko.Aa.Kha
2 met with an accident on September 27, 1992
taking away lives of 22 people. This misfortune
was taken seriously by the local people. The
truck which was meant to transport goods had
transported passengers. The concerned authorities
are allowing such transportation to happen.
1.2 Jail
The condition of jail in Dhankuta is critical as it
has not yet been repaired after being damaged in
the 1988 earthquake. The jail houses 19 prisoners,
15 males and 4 females, and has four rooms. The
prisoners have not received any other facilities
except food. There is a small square only on

: 891 sq.km .

either side of the jail and the prisoners are detained
in the room for 24 hours. They are let out for
performing toilet and washing in the morning
and for meals during the day time and in the
evenings. One of them who is assigned to cook
and wash utensils is found to be let out.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
A number of arrests/torture influenced by political
prejudice have been observed. Between
November 20 and December 2 of 1992 Dambar
Bahadur Shrestha of Aankhisalla VDC-8,
Sapanetar, was arrested on the charge of
interrupting water-supply without serving any
warrant. Similarly, Harka Bahadur Limbu, 67, a
farmer by occupation, Gopal Rama Limbu and
Ms Durga Limbu of Hathikharka VDC-6 were
kept in custody from November 7-13, 1992.
Landowner Ramesh Paudel had not issued
receipts to the tenants and others even after they
paid rent for the tenanted land. The tenants were
then arrested and deprived of their tenancy rights.
On April 19, 1992, two student groups had clashes
and the result was that some students were
wounded and a member of parliament was also
manhandled.
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On May 7, 1992, a group of policemen in civil
dress entered the Dhankuta Hospital and beat
Jagat Narayan Giri, a doctor on duty. The inhuman
beating made Dr Giri unconscious and the heal thworker Bijeswor Mandal was also wounded.
In retaliation to the activities during the
parliamentary and local elections, political
workers of Mahabharat VDC, Narendra Sangho,
Vice-Chairman of the VDC and Khim Bahadur
Ale of Ward No. 5, Same VDC, were charged in
a fabricated case under Public Offence Act.
Similarly, political workers Kamal Chemjong
and Puma Chemjong were put in custody for 35
days without trial and then released.

increment, by demotion and transfer to
inconvenient places.
Similarly, teachers having different political
affiliations are becoming victims of mental and
physical tortures.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights.
However, because of lack of education,
knowledge and awareness, people have not been
able to enjoy these rights.

On December 16, 1991 a conflict occurred on
the issue of Christianity in local Rajarani Bazaar.
Rebati Ghimire and Santa Chemjong were
arrested, taken into custody and tortured for
twelve days.

2.2 Religious Freedom

Under the pretension of supporting employees
movement of 1991, 12 employees from this district
were terminated from their services and further
32 were penalized by freezing their grade

2.3 PoliticalFreedom/Free and Fair Election

No untoward incident has occurred and it is seen
that there is religious tolerance here in this
district.

Nobody seems to be deprived of the right to
freedom of expression and association, but

Exterior of Dhankuta Jail
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political freedom. In the local election, the polling
booth of Dhankuta Municipality-6, had
irregularities, as a result of which voters could
not exercise their voting rights. Chintan Tamang,
having been elected from Ward-6, Dhankuta,
could not contest the District Committee election
on the charge of corruption. Kedar Shrestha was
not allowed to be a candidate for Ward No. 6,
Dhankuta Municipality. Similarly, Bishnu Prasad
Limbu, a candidate for vice-Chairman,
Tangkhuwa VDC and the member of VDC Ward
No. 7 of the same VDC were debarred from
becoming candidates. They were prevented from
contesting the election on the strength of an
application condemning them and without making
any investigation of their cases.

untouchability are still existent and women have
been refrained from enjoying their rights.
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
Nothing is heard as regards women trafficking
and rape in Dhankuta this year.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
In this district sporadic cases of Jai system are
observed. Polygamy is also practiced. Durga KC
of Parebadin VDC-3 had his second marriage
with Gita Karki though he already had a wife and
offsprings as well.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
5.1 Slavery
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness and
lack of awareness people of this district have not
been able to enjoy the above rights.

This problem is not serious in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

3.

Landless / Squatters

This problem is not serious in this district.
4.

Women's Rights

Despite the equal rights guaranteed by the
constitution Jai system, witchcraft, bonded labor,

The question of human rights stands clear in this
district where untouchability, caste system,
witchcraft, bonded labor system are still prevalent.
Besides, there are human right related problems
such as vehicular accidents, fire, theft as public
offence.
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1.8 Terhathum

Population

: 102,952

Literacy

: 54.6%

Women Literacy : 37.8%
Area

Terhathum is the most backward district among
six districts of Koshi Zone. Human rights have
been violated following political revenge, caste
system, untouchability, bonded labor,
superstitions and traditional beliefs and primitive
way of thinking.
1.

Right to Life

1.1 Killing / Firing
Although there are no cases of killing or firing,
there are cases of political revenge in this district.

: 679 sq.km .

Solma VDC, Puspa Prasad Subedi of Sal la VDC,
Rash Bahadur Karki, teacher of Kande and Radha
Bista of liri Khimti-9, were charged on
committing public offence. Towards the
November 15, 1992 a conflict arose between
Guru Prasad Bhattarai, Chairman of Angdim
VDC and the workers of Dangpa VDC on the
issue of wages and Bhattarai's face was rubbed
with black soot. The local administration took
into custody some 14 workers of Dangpa for 11
days. They were charged with violating Public
Offence Act and they still have not been acquitted.

The jail, in this district, is in a pathetic condition.
The prisoners have not received the facilities as
to he provided as per rules and regulations and
lack also physical facilities. There are 29 prisoners
consisting of 23 males, 4 females and 2 minors.

On August 21, 1992 Hare Ram Upreti of
Myanglung VDC was returning from local a
.Tatra (festival). When he was attacked and beaten
by policemen Govinda Bahadur Karki, Gyan
Bahaudar Pradhan, Sher Bahadur Shrestha and
Min Bahadur Ktuti. He was kept in custody
during which time. The torture inflicted caused
a deep-cut above Upret.i's left eye.

1.3 Arrest / Torture

2. Fundamental Rights

The cases of arrests without reasons but simply
for political revenge are found in plenty here.
There was a conflict between rival political parties
in Solma VDC during the general election of
1991. The local police officer sided with one
party and Ambar Bahadur Gurung, Chairman of

In a politically biased act, under the influence of
local leaders, Ram Prasad Dhakal, teacher of
Indrayani Primary School Tokma (Jaljale),
Chundamani Dhakal of Sri Singh Bahini Primary
School, Amphuwa, Jirikhimti, Umesh Dahal
and Krishna Prasad Bhattarai teachers of

1.2 Jail
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Amarsing Lower Secondary school, Serma,
Omakchung, Parsuram Suhedi, teacher of
Narayan Lower Secondary School, Sabla and
Mohan Aryal, teacher of Lisihung Primary
School, Khamlalung were terminated from their
services. Though there is provision for the
religious freedom in the constitution, the socalled affluent people of this district are found
exploiting the backward and innocent ethnic
people.
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not been able to enjoy the
above rights.
2.2 Religious Freedom

Lasune (Sankrante Danda). For the last three
generations they have not held any land in any
part of the country. They said that they were
provided 10 pigs free of cost by Pakhribas
Agricultural Center to enable them to earn their
livelihood.
4.

Women's Rights

Nara Maya, wife and Khil Maya, daughter of
Dambar Bahadur Limbu of Paunthak VDC-6
were accused as being witches by Amrit Bahadur
Limbu of S hreejung VDC. The local people used
nettle and water, chided and ostracized them
from the society.
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
No incident occurred as regards women
trafficking and rape this year.

No incident has occurred as regards the violation
of religious freedom. Religious tolerance has
been maintained in this district.
2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election

4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Jan, Devaki and Badi systems are out of practice
and polygamy is not a serious problem too.
Other Issues Related to Human Rights

Political freedom record does not look frustrating
in public and there has not occurred any cases
where elections have been interfered with.

5.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

This problem is not serious in this district.

The people of this district who are below poverty
level, backward and lack of awareness have not
had access to the above rights.

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

This year 210 cases have been registered, out of
which 58 cases have been decided.
3.

Landless / Squatters

5.1 Slavery

The employees in the district are not free from
the fear of police and administration. Kailash
Kumar Karki, an employee of NTC, had to bear
inhuman treatment and was also taken in custody
for sometime. He had gone to collect telephone
charges and was maltreated by DSP Mohan
Krishna Khadka.

8 landless families have been dwelling in a house
erected on public land in Sungnam VDC-8,
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1.9 Bhojpur

Population

: 198,301

Literacy

: 42.7%

Women Literacy : 27.3%
Area

In Bhojpur district of Koshi Zone, political
revenge, murder, suicide, jealousy etc. are taken
as the main incidents in connection with human
right violation.
1. Right to Life
Though the constitution has aprovision for every
Nepali to live freely with respect, because of
political situation and tense environment of the
district, insecurity, fear and terror pervade.
1.1 Killing / Firing
21 year old Kanchhi of Ranibas VDC, ward
No.8, I latua is suspected to have been raped and
killed by an unidentified person on her way back
home from her elder sister's house on January 1,
1992. But her dead body was found at Devantar
VDC in Patle Pani forest only on January 23,
1992.
On September 8, 1991, Tara Bahadur Katuwal,
a resident of Kot VDC, had political dispute with
Ram Singh Rai, Bhola Rai, Dilli Pra sad Pradhan,
Dhan Bahadur Shrestha. When the dispute
became very hot, they started beating each other.
Tara Bahadur Katuwal died at Bhojpur hospital
the following day.
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: 1,507 sq.km.

1.2 Jail
The Bhojpur jail is too small for the growing
number of prisoners. Though there is no big
complaint against the physical facilities of the
jail, there are only 24 cap weaving looms in the
name of skill-oriented industries. Prisoners in
this jail do not feel that there is actually scarcity
of adult education, hospital, toilet, fuel-wood,
electricity, water but because of the price-hike
they have demanded additional allowances,
higher education, educational materials, books
& journals and promotion of jailers.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
After the political change in the country, Puma
Nepali, a teacher of Jaleswor Primary school
situated at Basikhora VDC, ward No.8,
Aritamadung was accused of dissidence and
dismissed from his service on April 21, 1991.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above right
but due to lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not had access to the
above rights.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

2.2 Religious Freedom
The constitution of the country has given religious
freedom to everyone i.e. everyone can adopt any
religion freely without anyone's pressure and
intervention. Narayan Tamang of Sindrang VDC,
ward No.3, after converting to Christianity from
Hinduism of his own will, was socially ostracized
and made an untouchable by some Hindu
fundamentalists. Dirga Bhujel of Ranibas VDC
ward No. 8 became a victim of such a kind of
ostracism too.
2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election
It was observed that the local election last year
was concluded with the aid of terror, threats, and
money power in this district.

mother-in-law, father-in-law and her brother-inlaw's wife informed her husband, on his return
from abroad, that she had had an illicit relationship
with Baraje Sarki.
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
25 year old Kali Bhujel of Sangpang VDC, ward
No.1, Gairi Gaon while on her way to collect
firewood, was seduced and raped by 23 year old
Indra Bahadur Rai of the same village. Later,
when she gave birth to a son, the villagers enquired
who the father of the boy was and Kali's family
requested Indra Bahadur Rai to accept Kali and
her son. Instead of accepting them, Indra Bahadur
Rai beat Kali's younger brother Bir Bahadur
Bhujel scolded and humiliated the whole family.

When there occurred irregular, disturbances and
tense environment in Taksar, Herlauchha,
Chyange, Sano Dugma VDCs, the people who
had come to cast their votes were deprived from
their voting rights.

23 year old woman of Siddeswor VDC who was
sleeping with her baby at night was terrorized
and raped by an influential man of the same place
during her husbands absence. Nobody dared
seek justice as every one was terrified of the
culprit.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

As the people of this district are not aware and are
below poverty level, they have not been able to
have an access to the above right.

Jari system is still in practice in this district.

This year 513 cases of various crimes have been
registered in the court of this district.

5.1 Slavery

5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

This is not much of a problem in this district.
3.

Landless / Squatters
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

This problem is not serious in this district.
4.

Women's Rights

Though women's rights have been clearly
indicated in the constitution, the women are very
much exploited and suppressed in this district. 27
year old Champa B hattarai of Nepaledanda VDC,
ward No.7 was ostracized and humiliated by both
her husband's house and her natal home after her

Dhami-jhankri, boksi (witches) traditions are
still prevalent here. When buffaloes did not
produce milk, the villagers accused Bir Bahadur
Katwal, a resident of Bhojpurkot, ward No.2 of
wizardry and had beat him right in his house. He
could not tolerate such an inhuman accusation
for which there was no evidence, so he sold all his
belongings at a cheap price and in the month of
November 1992 he migrated to Morang.
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1.10 Shankuwasabha
Population

: 141,771

Literacy

: 47.6%

Women Literacy : 31.3%
Area

: 3,480 sq.kan.

•
Shankuwasahha, a district in Koshi Zone, situated
in the lap of famous Mount Makalu, has been
inhabited by people of different languages and
cultures. Most of the people are deprived and are
exploited and living in hope. Public offenses,
murder, rape, killings, drugs, gambling are the
main problems in the district.
1. Right to Life
Superstitions, traditional beliefs, illiteracy, lack
of awareness have made people unable to enjoy
the constitutionally guaranteed rights.
1.1 Killing / Firing

On the second phase of the local election held in
Pangma VDC on June 1, 1992, a conflict broke
out on the issue of voting by a blind woman. It led
to the death of Dilli Ram Chauhan. As for the
murder case, two persons are in custody for
investigation, 15 people have been released on
hail and 4 are absconding.
1.2 Jail
There is only one jail in the district. The jail is at
a distance of two days walk from the district
court, so to visit the jail is difficult. There are
altogether 28 prisoners, out of whom 3 are
females, 1 minor and 24 males.
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1.3 Arrest / Torture

People, especially employees and teachers, who
are not affiliated to the ruling party are mentally
tortured and are facing problems. More than
twenty employees were terminated from their
services, some did not get increment, some were
demoted and transferred to inconvenient places
for their involvement in employee agitation
launched last year. Similarly, more than 300
teachers affiliated to NNTA are suffering from
mental torture, terror and fear. The Chairman of
the district branch of NNTA has been imprisoned
on a m urder case, 25 people have been terminated
from their services and many others have been
transferred to remote areas, debarred from salary
increment and demoted.
Policemen are found terrorizing more here than
in other places. People who raise their voices
against the police, get drunk and disturbed the
neighborhood are implicated in false cases and
put in custody where they are tortured. The terrorof police Sub-Inspector Bhopal Khadka in Dhu pu
VDC-5, Gothgaun on September 1, 1992 and
that of police Hawalder India Bahadur Thapa in
Pathi Biwa VDC, Chhedangana Gadhi on
December 13, 1992 are some examples.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

2.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

Fundamental Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed every citizen the
right to organize. In this district people having
opposing political views are not allowed to
organize themselves.
2.2 Religious Freedom

Because of excessive poverty and lack of
awareness people of this district have not been
able to enjoy the above rights.
This year 76 cases have been registered in the
District Police Station, out of which 59 cases
have been forwarded to the court and 17 cases
have been forwarded to the District
Administration for action.

No untoward incidents have yet been identified
and religious tolerance has been maintained here.

3.

2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election

This problem is not serious in this district.

Free and fair election is apart of political freedom.
The general election of 1991 was peaceful.
However the local election held last year was
found to have been manipulated and disturbed.
The local election held in Pangma VDC is an
example of such a case. There is a public complaint
that in some VDCs even nomination files were
not registered and several booths were captured
by the ruling party.

4.

Landless / Squatters

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
This year this kind of incident could not be heard
in this district.

Ddliram Chauhan : Dead
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4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Jari, Devaki and Badi systems are not observed.
Similarly since polygamy has become a
recognized tradition, people do not consider it a
problem.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
This problem is not found in this district on a
remarkable level.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
The northern part of this di strict has been inhabited
by Sherpas and Bhotes and the rest by Brahmins,
Chhetris, Newars, Damais, Kamis, Sarkis,
Magars, Rais, Limbus, Gurungs, Tamangs,
Majhis, Kumals, Jogis, Kusules.
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The unequal and inhuman behavior towards the
so-called lower caste people is the biggest
mockery in this district. Traditionally, there is
discrimination based on caste, wealth and other
social issues. The so-called lower class people of
Ankheebhain, Sibhuwa, Syabuj and some other
villages are prohibited from entering the yard of
the so-called higher class people. When socalled lower class people enter the house of socalled higher class people, the house has to be
purified by performing special rituals
The backward and so-called lower class people
live in apathetic economic, social and educational
condition. 95 percent of the backward
communities are living under the extreme poverty
line and 92 percent of the people have been
deprived of education.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

1.11 Saptari

Population

: 464,500

Literacy

: 33.9%

Women Literacy : 17.3%
Area

Because of a quarrel erupting out of political
i mage development and rivalry, time-old
mentality of police and other quarrels, human
rights are found to have been violated in this
district.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
Firing took place in different parts of the district
during the elections on May 28 and 31, 1992.
There occurred a dispute between Sadbhavana
Party and Nepali Congress Party around 12 o'clock
on May 28 at a polling center in Rastriya Primary
School of Fakira VDC-7. 55 year old Ram Prasad
Singh of Fakira 2 was killed in the firing when a
dispute between Congress and Sadbhavana party
occurred about half a kilometer south of the
polling center. The bullet had hit Singh, who was
affiliated to Sadbhavana, in the chest and
alimentary canal.
By the end of the election held at Maleth VDC on
May 31 when there occurred a hustle in voters'
queue, the polling officer ordered to open lire. At
first the police fired blanks but the second time,
a bullet went past the arm of the left hand of 33

: 1,363 sq.km.

year old Suntu. Yadav of Maleth VDC-7 and
penetrated into his abdomen. He fell unconscious
and under went treatment after which he was
cured.
When NC candidate was declared winner to the
post of Vice Chairman while counting votes in an
election which had been held peacefully on May
31 at Sakarpura VDC, Sadbhavana party
demanded recounting of votes. When the votes
were counted twice and thrice, candidate of
Sadbhavana party became the winner and the NC
workers sought to snatch the election materials.
Though the polling officer and police opening
fire ran away towards Raj hiraj, the headquarters,
local people continued to chase them until 3
kilometers. Around 1 pm on June 1 one person
was killed and three others were wounded when
police opened tire at Koiladi VDC-7 near Malah
Tole.
40 year old Sotilal Shah of Koiladi VDC-7 died
on the spot. A bullet hit 35 year old Sukhilal
Malah of ward No.7 of the same VDC in his
thigh. Another bullet penetrated through the flesh
of 20 year old Khusilal Malah's thigh. He was a
resident of Koiladi-7. 11 year old Damber Shah
of Koiladi-7 sustained an injury in his leg.
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1.2 Jail
There is not even a single pane in windows and
doors of the Rajbiraj jail built in 1941. Prisoners
suffer from cold in winter and rain in summer.
The Raj biraj jail is in the forefront of the category
of jails where excess has reached its climax. At
present Kamanand is the acting jailer of this jail.
He is a senior assistant health worker as well.
Foils and bottles make it clear that sick prisoners
are given inferior quality medicines manufactured
by unauthorized companies.
There are 130 prisoners in the jail in which
minimum 110 and maximum 160 prisoners used
to be imprisoned before. There is no female
police for the female ward where two women
have been detained along with a mentally
abnormal woman. There is an open well in the
ward and a female prisoner had even attempted
to commit suicide there. The prisoners complain
that sometimes they are beaten, threatened and
made to suffer by the Naike of the jail. They
further complain that they are sometimes given
rice with chaff and sometimes rice soaked in
water. Prisoners are said to have been nailed in
this jail. They have to be the victims of beating if

they do not buy anything from the watchman's
shop. It is seem that visits to a prisoner depends
upon the mood of the jail's administration. When
the prisoners want to buy a Gorkhapatra (daily
newspaper) they have to pay an exorbitant Rs 5
for a single copy. An old worn out chess-board
is the only sports item available within the jail.
Sometimes it is pretended that there is no peon to
purchase edibles and even if there is a peon, the
peon is found to have charged extra Rs.2 to
Rs.10 at the minimum. The prisoners complain
that the price in the jail shop is 10 to 40 percent
more than outside.
Most: of the prisoners had been suffering from
skin diseases, backache, waistache, myopia etc.
There is no doctor in the jail. The medicine
budget is very low. Sovittar Chaudhari even at
the age of 78 has been living an imprisoned life.
Since 17 prisoners were to sleep one after another
in a row in 20 feet long and 7 feet wide hall,
sometimes one had to wait for his turn t-.) fall
asleep or he had to sleep being cramped. Saten
Tati of Pansera has been detained in the jail for
the last 17 months. He has been detained for 15

Interior of Rajbiraj Jail
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years as per the sentence in 1974, but in his
warrant he has been mentioned as Saten Tatma,
VDC Kanchira Banarjhula. Saten Tati says that
he had been detained from 1971 to 1975 in
Rajbiraj jail and until 1979 in Kathmandu Central
jail. In this way, Saten Tati of Pansera says, "I
have been detained in lieu of Saten Das Tatma of
Banarjhula."
Not only Human Rights Protection Forum,
Human Rights Organization, political workers
of the district, but the CDO himself admits that
the condition of Rajbiraj jail is very critical.

propaganda was made that the meeting would be
held at Dasharath stadium but later the massmeeting was held in the Rajdevi Secondary School
premises. During the mass-meeting Akhil
displayed black flags, Nepal Students Union and
local people threw stones, but NDP leaders
stood unhurt. However one truck and motorcycle
were set on fire, destructive activities took place
in Bishal Printing Press, stones were thrown at
District Police Station. When police baton
charged one person was seriously wounded and
about a dozen people were slightly wounded.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

1.3 Arrest / Torture
Incidents related to arrest and torture were not
found worth mentioning.

Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to have an access to the above rights.

2. Fundamental Rights

3.

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association

This problem is not serious in this district.

Many employees who had been active during the
employees agitation have been suspended. 24
permanent employees from 13 different offices of
this district had been suspended in connection
with the employees agitation called upon by
Nepal Civil Servants Association. On October
13, 1991 suspension was lifted from among 11
employees and 2 out of 24 employees were
dismissed.

4.

Landless / Squatters

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
This year this kind of incident did not occur in
this district.
4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Devaki and Badi systems are out of practice
in this district. Polygamy is not a serious problem
too.

2.2 Religious Freedom
No untoward incident has occurred in this district
as there is religious tolerance here.

5.

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election

5.1 Slavery

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

The mass meeting organized by National This problem does not look serious in this district.
Democracy Party on .January 14, 1991 is one of
the important post-revolution incidents. At first 5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
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1,12 Siraha

Population

: 460,122

Literacy

: 29.0%

Women Literacy : 13.3%
Area

In this district maximum incidents violating
human rights are related to political rivalry and
prestige issues.
1. Right to Life

: 1,188 sq.km.

with the election held at Laxmipur VDC. It has
not yet been finalized as to whose bullet he was
killed with and why he was killed. According to
the local people he was killed by the bullet fired
by the Indian hooligan. It has also been said that
Nathuni was killed by the police firing.

1.1 Killing / Firing

Police opened fire in 3 VDCs in this district in
connection with the local election held under two
different phases on May 28 and 31, 1992.
On May 28, 1992, election was being held in a
peaceful manner until 1 pin. When a hue and cry
began at the polling center, NC candidate for
Chairman Surya Narayan Yadav and candidate
for member to Ward No.5 Chandra Narayan
Yadav pistols. The police fired 36 blank rounds
at the polling center of ward No.5. 27 year old
Ram Chandra Yadav of ward No.1 was wounded
by the bullet fired by an Indian citizens during
the stampede and hue and cry. He has been cured
after treatment for two days at Janakpur hospital.
The same day, Tarkeswor Yadav of ward No.5
was wounded by the bullets fired by the present
DDC Chairman Chandra Narayan Yaday.
Nathuni Mahatto was killed in a tiring when a
quarrel erupted at about 2:30 pm in connection
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Firing had taken place around the polling center
since 9 am after the hue and cry and dispute in
connection with the election under second phase
on May 31 at Langadi Goth VDC. After the
firing aimed at terrorizing the voters,
representatives of the candidates had sat in and
around the polling center. After the election held
on the 31st May was canceled, the election was
held again in a peaceful manner at the VDC on
the 7th January.
The contest for candidature between Vishnu Lal
Waiba and Dharma Nath Shah of United People's
Front since the parliamentary election on 1991
gradually turned into an enmity. Dharma Nath
Prasad Shah incorporating a section of United
People's Front, other communists and other
political parties, fielded himself as a candidate in
the local election. Consequently, beatings and
quarrel began to increase between the workers
of Vishnu Lal Waiba and Dharmanath Prasad
Shah.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

On July 25, 1992 Vishnulal Waiba's younger
brother, sister-in-law (Kaji Lal Waiba's wife),
daughter, niece ill-behaved and scolded Lal
Kumar's maternal niece and Samart Man's
daughter siding with DharmaNath. Two meetings
were held to settle the dispute in the village itself
but Kajilal Waiba was not present. A decision
was made to arrest Waiba if he was found.
On August 13, 1992 there again occurred a
dispute among the workers of these two parties at
a fair of Badharamal Guthi. On 15, proDharmanath people having come to know of the
arrival of Kajilal went to arrest him but when they
could not find Kajilal, they revived with Bharosi
Sada the dispute that had occurred at the fair. The
dispute became heated and pro-Dharmanath
workers beat Bharosi Sada with sticks four or
fives times. When Bharosi's father saw his son
being beaten, he with a Farsa (a farm implement),
in his hand reached the spot. While welding the
Farsa, Pancha Mukhiya and Mura Mallah of
Badharamal VDC were wounded. After that,
pro-Dharmanath people having snatched the Farsa
from the hands of 50 year old Sitaram Sada in
turn killed him.
In this incident pro-Waiba people having made
29 people as defendants have registered murder
and dacoity cases. Jiwachha Majhi and Malieshi
Yadav of Kalayanpur Kalavanjar VDC were
arrested without warrants.
1.2 Jail
The fact is that maximum 225 prisoners were
imprisoned in the Siraha jail which has a total
capacity of only 75 prisoners and even now there
are 128 prisoners in the jail. In comparison to
other jails, management of toilet and drinking
water does not look bad in this jail but the
prisoners demand amendment to Jail act 1963.
Complaints are heard that, though people
suffering from epidemic and chronic diseases are
to be released, such patients have not been made
free in spite of their efforts to free themselves by
showing evidence.

1.3 Arrest / Torture
People are arrested without warrant and are
tortured while in police custody.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but lack of education, knowledge and awareness
people have not been able to have access to these
rights.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No incident has occurred in the name of religion,
indicating that there is religious tolerance here.
2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election
Force was used in most of the areas of Siraha
district during the local election held in 1992
under first and second phases. The hooligans
hired from India demonstrated power in polling
stations and prevented people from their right to
cast votes. The NC party did not allow others to
apply for the candidature in an election held at
Khirauna VDC on the southern belt. Election
was declared unopposed at ward No.6 polling
center (Area Veterinary Office) on the day
application for candidature was to be submitted
by locking in a room the employee assigned to
the polling center and by prohibiting the people
from being candidates.
The election held at Basbitta VDC was going on
peacefully until 2 pm. After 2pm maskedbowmen
coming by jeep brought about terror. They, having
driven the voters off, took ballot papers out of the
box of an election already concluded and burnt
them down. They sat there and put thumb prints
on other ballot papers. After the ballot box was
full, the box was taken to District Police Station
by 3:30 pm. After that, when all the opposition
parties boycotted the vote counting, NC was
declared the winner.
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By 11:30 am even at Madar VDC like at Basabitta
VDC, 30 to 40 people with sticks in hand drove
the voters off. After those people snatched the
ballot papers from the employee and put thumb
prints, NC was declared to have won. While
coming into contact with Jagat Narayan Goit
who was declared the winner on behalf of NC,
Goit claimed that the election was not held
through people's representation and so he had
submitted his resignation for morality did not
allow him to hold the portfolio.

3.

Landless/Squatters

This problem does not look serious in this district.
4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
This year this kind of incident has not occurred
in this district.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

By 9 o'clock in the morning on the 31st May 100
people with sticks in their hands captured the
polling center at Gamhariya VDC. Even here NC
was declared winner by having the ballot papers
stamped by people representing only one side.

Jari, Devaki and Badi systems are not practiced
here. Polygamy has not been revealed as a
problem.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights

Besides, in elections in VDCs like Badharamal,
Dhangadhi, Rampur Birta, Modiya, Sirken,
Karjnaha, Mohanpur, Kamalpur, Aurahi,
Kachanari, Ramaul etc. at same places polling
centers were captured, at ot her places CPN(UNIL)
had asked people to cast votes twice or thrice,
and in still other places NC, UPF and CPN(UML)
had been involved in unfair means to bring
victory in their favor.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

5.1 Slavery
This system has not been revealed as a problem
in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Like in other districts even in this district child
labor is in practice, women are exploited and
other inhuman behaviors exist.

Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to have access to the above rights.
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1.13 Udayapur

Population

: 218,889

Literacy

: 37.8%

Women Literacy : 21.1%
Area

Udayapur is a district in Sagarmatha Zone in
Eastern Nepal. Here, the case of human rights
violation crop up through political rivalry, gutting
of house by fire, mutual retaliation, prestige
issue, liquor, irrigation, local festivals,
destruction, beatings etc.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
In this district gutting of house by fire and other
natural calamities have damaged life and property
to a considerable extent. A sudden fire destroyed
the house of Prajapati Ghimire in Thoksila VDC7, on February 24, 1992. This fire took away the
life of his son Ananda Prasad Ghimire, 24.
On March 25, 1992, a fire broke out in Hadiya
VDC-1, Devdhar and gutted houses of 25 families
including that of Bhakta Bahadur Magar. The
fire had destroyed property worth Rs 1.5 mill ions.
On April 16, 1992, fire broke out in Jogodaha
VDC-4, 8, 5 and gutted the houses of 45 families
including that of Lalku Chaudhary damaging
property worth 0.5 million.
On May 5, 1992, a fire gutted the house of Nir
Bahadur Biswakarma of Gaighat VDC-5. The

: 2,063 sq.km.

fire killed his two sons. Another son Sukharaj of
3 years of age could not escape the flame but
survived after being completely burnt. He was
immediately taken to hospital.
Similarly the wild elephants killed 6 and wounded
4 people in the Gaighat, Deuri, Gogodaha and
I Iadiya VDCs of this district. The wild elephants
from Assam (India) enter Nepal via Jhapa,
Morang, Sunsari, Saptari and kill people every
year. Since the Government does not issue license
for killing elephants, they are scared away by
fixing wooden traps and burning oil-fed torches.
No concrete policy has yet been made to this
effect.
On August 17, 1991, Tilak Bahadur Magar of
Gaighat VDC-1 was found dead in a suspicious
condition within 500 meters of the police and
district administration. Nothing has been found
out from the investigation.
On March 15, 1992, police recorded the death of
a 2 year old child Rabin Bhandari of Gaighat
VDC-1. He was reported to be drowned to death
in a nearby pond when he was playing.
Bain Bithadur Karki, 55 of B arha VDC-1 suddenly
died while sleeping on January 17, 1992. There
was no case of any quarrel or conflict in which he
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constructed in Bokshe. The jail can accommodate
45 prisoners. But now there are 107 prisoners
including 6 women and 3 children.
Most of the people have been detained in
connection with the forest. Since the number of

prisoners is beyond capacity, prisoners have
been suffering for want of even physical facilities.
Apart from the Chinese checker and chess left
behind by political prisoner Subodh Pyakurel in
1988 there are no facilities for games and sports
and recreation in the jail. In this jail prisoners
detained for interrogation for 34 months were
also found.
1.3 Arrest / Torture

A Child with Mother in the Jail

was involved. However his death has been taken
as a suspicious case.
On November 15, 1992 the forest office found
Devi Dutta Rai in the Sikhbani forest with a gun
and a dead deer. But the hunter was released after
confiscating the gun and the deer. To protest his
release local people surrounded the forest office.
In order to suppress the aggressive people and for
self defence five rounds of bullets were fired and
the local people fired 4 rounds in response. But
the local administration has sued Durga Rai, who
had gone there to settle the conflict, including
some others for violating the Public Offence Act.
1.2 Jail
After the district headquarters was shifted from
Udayapur Gadhi to Gaighat in 1971 a jail was
98

After the people's movement of 1990, the interim
government had banned the use of timbers of
forest to be used in house construction. When
local people started constructing their houses
with purchased timbers, the DEO and the district
administrator had the wooden beams pulled down
by police, sold 5 percent of them to the Timber
Corporation and misappropriated the rest. When
Padma Bahadur Dangi and Tej Narayan
Chaudhary of Deuri VDC opposed this, they
were taken into custody. They are still in jail.
On December 15, 1991 Bhim Bahadur Thapa, a
guard of Udayapur Cement Factory, residing in
Deuri VDC-8, Bagaha, was arrested for the
alleged theft of goods worth Rs 1.7 millions from
the factory. He was cruelly tortured by DSP
Yadav Prasad Sharma and put in custody for 7
days.
On May 2, 1992 when Prime Minister Girija P.
Koirala was addressing a mass-meeting, local
people showed black flags, organized a rally to
protest against the government's education
policy, price hikes, scarcity and insecurity. In
this connection some people criminally assaulted
Lila Deukhi, who together with Jagat Banjara,
Subas Rant, Nirmal Regmi, Bijendra Karn,
Shailendra Khatiwada had been charged with
violating the Public Offence Act.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

2. Fundamental Rights

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association

Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness, people have not had
access to such rights.

The constitution has guaranteed the above right
but because of lack of education, knowledge,
awareness people have not been able to have
access to these rights.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No incident has occurred in the name of religion
meaning that there is religious tolerance here.
2.3 Political Freedom / Free and Fair Election
In this district some irregularities have been
noted in the name of political freedom. The
second round of local election held on May 31,
1992 was marked by manipulation by the police
officer. The polling officer, primary school
supervisor of DEO, being influenced by some
people misplaced 500 ballot papers. When people
started making a hue and cry, he had to borrow
ballot papers from neighboring Jetaka VDC. It
was already 8 o'clock at night. He drove some
voters away and a few people cast all the 500
votes on their own will and declared the
manipulated results.

3.

Landless / Squatters

The problem of landless people is totally forgotten
after the false assurance given during the election.
The landless people of Hadiya, Jogidaha, Beltar
VDCs were assured of land in order to secure
their votes. After the local election a campaign to
drive away the landless was launched in the
pretext of forest conservation. It is not only that
the shelter of homeless has been destroyed but
also their property has been shamelessly looted.
At present 43 families are miserably sheltering
along the roads. Padam Bahadur Dangi of Deuri
VDC had to face jail terms as per the decision of
Forest Special Court on the charge of opposing
such repression.

4.

Women's Rights

Though women rights have been amply advocated
in the constitution, the women in practice have
been exploited. Dihya Kumari Bhattarai was
earning her livelihood with the help of a retail

A Child with Mother in the Jail
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shop in Ghaighat VDC Champapur mini market.
She had some disputes with Bhadra Kumari
Magar in the evening of November 30, 1990.
Harka Bahadur Jargha, husband of Bhadra
Kumari, was a local policeman. He assaulted
Dibya Kumari nearly to the point of death and
put her in custody.

society and that they may not be married, the
rape victims have denied being raped. There was
a widespread protest saying that a woman named
Chhan Maya Giri had been collectively raped by
policemen during the Bala Chaturdarshi fair in
Lekh village News is often heard about foreigners
working in Udayapur Cement Factory sexually
exploiting local women.

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Nir Bahadur Ghimire, a driver of Udayapur
Cement Factory, had left his daughter in a rented
house. His daughter Navarata Ghimire just 5
years old, was raped by Dilli Prasad B handari, 24
son of the house-owner Raghunath Bhandari on
February 20, 1992.
Mohan Kumar Magar, Bishnu Kumar Magar,
Dhan Bahadur Rai of Rauta VDC-9 and Bhairab
Bista of Bhumarsuwa had raped 20 and 21 year
old women. They had raped them in Murkuchi
Bazaar on April 12, 1992. But what is appealing
is that from the fear of being ostracized by the
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Jari, Devaki and Badi systems are non-existent
in this district and polygamy has also not been
seen as a problem.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
This system has not been revealed as a problem
here.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

Facts on Human Rights Violations

1.14 Khotang

Population

: 216,820

Literacy

: 39.6%

Women Literacy : 22.9%
Area

Of the 6 districts of Sagarmatha Zone, Khotang
is considered to be the amalgam of accessibility
and inaccessibility. Suppression on the movement
of teachers and civil servants in the past is the
main example of human rights violation in the
district.
1. Right to Life
Though there is a provision in the constitution for
any citizen to live equally and with respect,
because of political revenge, teachers especially
have become the victims of human rights
violations. Because of dissidence, more than 55
teachers have been either made temporary or
terminated or transferred to remote areas of this
district.

: 1,591 sq.lcm.

for no reason. They were pressed and tortured
time and again and some of the cases in this
connection are still pending.
Nain Bahadur Khatri was stabbed to death in a
dispute which erupted out of the politicalised
cultural program organized by the local youths
of Chyandanda VDC Ward No. 5 Bajhe of this
district on October 18, 1992. After his death,
accusation against each other continued. The
suspicious perspective in this murder case is the
release of others after bearing punishment of
various kinds but the continued detention of
Dhyan Prasad Rai.
1.2 Jail

The jail is situated in a place about half an hour's
• 'steep climb from Diktel; the headquarters of this
district, and was established in 1976. Though
On July 31, 1992 NCSO Khotang District capacity of the jail is only for 35 prisoners, there
Chairman Narayan Prasad Joshi's youngest son are 46 prisoners, i.e. 31 percent more in this jail.
Manoj Joshi, 18, was killed in indiscriminate Of them, there are 36 men, 7 women and 3
police firing to suppress the advancing movement children. The jail's environment, privileges and
launched peacefully for the fulfillment of NCSO facilities are comparatively worse. The prisoners
demands. After the firing, the local administration in the jail complain that they have not been able
initiated a series of rigorous suppression and even to talk to their relatives since August 1992.
mass-arrests, in which, because of political Only aspect that is positive is that there is a cap
prejudice, local elders and civil servants were weaving industry in the jail. Those who weave
accused of public offence and placed in custody caps have been able even to earn a little.
1.1 Killing / Firing
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1.3 Arrest / Torture
Because of political prejudice mainly teachers
and employees have been suffering. It is still
heard that on December 11, 1992 the DSP put exteacher of local Gangodaya Lower Secondary
School of Dubekol in custody for 72 hours without
any warrant. Beard, moustache and hair of teacher
Punya Prasad Nirau la who was accused of having
had an argument with the-then DEI in connection
with his temporary appointment and termination
of service, were shaved in an inhuman manner.
In this way when Inkumar Rai did not give his
Mit Buva (a father by friendship) money for
gambling, his Mit Buva made a false accusation
that he was beaten and his life was at risk so the
DSP of Diktel put Inkumar Rai illegally in custody
from November 26, 1992 to December 2, 1992
and tortured him. On November 20, 1992 a
disturbing environment erupted in a fair organized
on the occasion of Ekadashi at Sillauri Bazaar of
Okhaldhunga near Dumredharapan i of the district
and thus the local intellectuals, being worried
about the security situation, sought to gather

information on the weakness of the police force.
Some political people wanted to take undue
political advantage of the situation and accused
B him Bahadur Pandey, a teacher of local
Dharapani Primary school and Mukti Rijal of
Devrali Secondary School of having conspired
to prepare an estimate of the cash and weapons
of the check post and on November 26\5, 1992
the DSP sent a letter (D.No. 894) to the DEO to
this effect. On the very day the DEO sent,
without delay, a letter to the teachers (Letter No.
818) telling them to be present at the DSP office
as soon as possible. The DSP detained them for
more than 24 hours without any apparent reason
and treated them inhumanly.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above right
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not had access to the
right.
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A Scene of Khotang Jail
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2.2 Religious Freedom

women rights in the constitution and political
system of the country.

No untoward incident has occurred in the name
of religion as all religions are tolerated here.
2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
Political freedom does not look frustrating for
public in this district and elections also have been
held in a free and fair manner.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness and
lack of awareness people have not been able to
have access to the above rights.
3.

Women trafficking and flesh-trade have not been
seen in this district. But incidents related to rape
have occurred. On April 19, 1991 on her way
backfrom the mass-meetingfor the parliamentary
election in Diktel 23 year old Krishna Kumari
Gurung was raped by a group of hooligans at
Dorpa Chiuri Danda VDC, Ward No. 6, Dabel
down the main road. Though the court has
sentenced Desh Raj Rai, Ninnali Danda VDC
Chairman, and Dorpa Chiuri Danda VDC ViceChairman Navaraj Rai, they have not yet been
arrested.

Landless / Squatters

Keeping in mind the geographical situation and
population of the district, though the squatter
problem does not seem to exist the survey has
shown that there are about 300 squatters in the
district.
4.

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

In October 1992 when S /wee Krishna Secondary
School's teacher Dinesh Basnet, a resident of
Temma VDC, Ward No. 5, attempted to rape
B ijaya Kumari, 28 of the same village, the woman
shouted for help. Hearing the shout, the people of
the village reached the spot and handed Dinesh
Basnet over to the police.

II

Women's Rights
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

Women in this district feel that they have been
very much exploited, insecure and underprivileged in spite of maximum provision for

Though Jari and polygamy problems are not seen
much in cities or towns, they are still in practice
in villages owing to illiteracy, ignorance and
lack of mass-awareness. Caste-system,
untouchability, use of Dhami-Jhakri are still
prevalent in this district. So education, massawareness of various kinds and others must be
reached by everyone in this district.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery
This problem does not look serious in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

Main Gate of Khotang Jail
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1.15 Okhaldhunga

Population

: 140,436

Literacy

: 36.7%

Women Literacy : 21.8%

Area

Of the 6 districts of Sagarmatha Zone,
Okhaldhunga district has been in the lead in the
struggle for restoration of democracy. But even
after the restoration of democracy, the situation
of human rights in this district is critical.
Sometimes it is heard that the local administration
does not agree to hear even explanation on cases
in connection with murder, beating, pressure on
opposition parties.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing

During the local election 63 year old Kirti Bahadur
Basnet, a distinguished gentleman of Ravadolu
VDC of Okhaldhunga was killed on May 28,
1992. The local administration has not yet
seriously taken action against the people involved
in the murder. The deceased Kirti Bahadur
Basnet's son Jagendra Bahadur Basnet submitted
a writ petition for action but the local police
station did not accept it even for registration. In
this way on September 16, 1992 the dead body of
29 year old Dhan Maya Ghimire of Pokhare
VDC ward No.3 was found hanging. The
deceased Dhan Maya Ghimire was pregnant by
having an illicit relationship with her own
nephew. Since the incident is limited within her
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: 1,074 sq.km.

family, her suicide is seen as mysterious. No
action has yet been taken in connection with this
case.
On August 29, 1992, 22 Tibetan refugees fleeing
Tibet, the Autonomous Region of China, crossed
into Nepal on their way to meet the Dalai Lama.
When the Tibetans displayed their weapons, and
became uncontrollable the police, without
warning, opened fire near the Kunta Lower
Secondary School at Jyamire VDC, ward No.5.
In the firing, Tibetan leader Rinjir was killed on
the spot and 21 year old Lasi and 27 year old
Memechhan were seriously wounded. The Nepal
Human Rights Organization, Okhaldhunga had
condemned the deplorable cruel firing at random
and without warning.
1.2 Jail

The condition of jail in Okhaldhunga does not
look so bad. The jail has a capacity of 50 prisoners.
At present there are 33 prisoners consisting of 25
men, 5 women and 3 children. Most of the
prisoners have been implicated in murder case.
The prisoners opine that the jail facilities and
services are insufficient for them because of the
growing price-hike and scarcity.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

1.3 Arrest/Torture

2.3 Political Freedom/ Free and Fair Election

In this district especially NNTA affiliated teachers
Jeevan Kumar Nepal, Tej Prasad Fuyal, Pancha
Bahadur Tamang, Ram Prasad Dahal, Horn Nath
Dahal, Vishnu Prasad Khanal, Khil Bahadur

Political freedom does not look openly frustrating
and elections are also held in free and fair manner.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to have access to the above right.
Over the past one year 27 cases consisting of
suicides 12, murders 4, public offenses 5,
accidents 4, polygamy 1, child-marriage 1 and
rape have been registered in the District Police
Station of this district.
3.

Landless / Squatters

This problem also does not look serious in this
district.
Kirti B. Basnet : Killed in Rakhwadolu VDC
Adhikari, Chet Nath Khatiwada, Din Nath
Dhungel, Dilli B ahadur Magar, Sarala Dhamala,
Mohan Dhakal and Dhuki Raj Kaphley have
been transferred to remote and far distant places,
and Tanka Hari Dahal has been demoted from
Lower Secondary to Primary level. While more
than 14 teachers have been asked to sign the
attendance at District Education Office, Pesal
Kumar Data, Mayanath Dahal and Ramesh Rai
have been terminated without reason.

4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
This year this kind of problem did not occur in
this district.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Devaki and Badi systems do not seem to be
practiced in this district. Similarly polygamy
also has not posed a serious problem.

2. Fundamental Rights
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
5.1 Slavery
Though the constitution has guaranteed the above
rights, because of lack of education, knowledge
and awareness people have not had access to the
above rights.

This problem does not look serious in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

2.2 Religious Freedom
No untoward incident has occurred in the name
of religion as all the religions are tolerated are.
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1.16 Solukhumbu
Population

: 97,253

Literacy

: 37.0%

Women Literacy : 20.9%
Area

Out of 6 districts of Sagarmatha Zone,
Solukhumbu situated on the northern part of the
country is on the lap of Sagarmatha, the highest
mountain of the world. Since this is mountainous
district having a low density, incidents violating
human rights have not occurred much here.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
After the dead body of Dundi Parajuli, a teacher
of Janpriya Lower Secondary School situated at
Typing VDC of this district, was found in a
mysterious way on July 21, 1992 in a forest near
Chailung brook between Ward No. 5 and Ward
No. 6 of the same VDC, Headmaster Bahu Ram
Karki and teacher Deviram Katuwal of the same
school who had come out together with Parajuli
after the examination being conducted at school
was over, were accused of the murder and
sentenced for 10 years. But, since all these three
teachers belonged to NNTA and had uniform
attitude, the local people think that the murder
was committed by someone other than the
accused.
1.2 Jail

: 3,312 sq.km .

a space except when they are in the square from
which they seen the sky. The police barracks,
dormitories and jail office are upstairs. There are
35 prisoners, consisting of 29 men and 6 women.
The room for men is of 15 x 8 feet and the room
for women is of 8 x 8 feet. Since the place is cold
there are many fleas and lice. Since there is no
toilet in the rooms the prisoners have to use
polythene bags to empty their bowels at night.
There is only one water-tap in the whole jail
building. When the policemen and their families
need water, they fix pipes from above the tap.
The prisoners will have their turns only after the
policemen, their families and the office finish
using the water. The prisoners have been suffering
for want of health care and as they are supplied
with coarse, stinking rice and have to hear with
the growing price hikes. There are no facilities
for reading and writing, sports and skill-oriented
occupations. The prisoners say, "The policemen
allow us to play cards, but there is neither a place
nor budget for other necessities. The prisoners
who are brought in winter have to wait for 2
years to receiving bedding".
Negligence is evident everywhere regarding
pesticide for fleas and lice, cleaning and treatment
in the jail.

The Solukhumbu jail is built with an open square The jail in which political prisoners used to be
in its center. The prisoners do not feel a sense of detained for excessive torture during the
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Panchayat period is terrifying and has still
maintained the devilish reflection of the past.
The prisoners are found to have been expressing
their grievances as no authorities, neither CDO
nor judge nor doctor have ever taken interest in
and inspected the jail.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
This kind of incident could not be noticed.
2.

Fundamental Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution of the country has guaranteed
the above rights. However, the people of this
place have not been able to enjoy the rights fully
for lack of education, knowledge and awareness.
Members of NNTA have fallen the victims of
mental torture. More than 112 teachers affiliated
to NNTA have been transferred to remote places
and central and district level offices in far distant
districts.
2.2 Religious Freedom
Incidents related to religious tensions or disputes
are not seen to have occurred in this district
indicating religious tolerance.

4.

Women's Rights

Though there is guarantee for women's rights in
the constitution of the country, the administrator
responsible for peace and security has plundered
womanhood. This is the incident of July 15,
1992. In a dinner party organized by Earthquake
Victim Rehabilitation Project of this district,
Modraj Dotel, the CDO of the district, under the
influence of alcohol attempted to rape Miss
Pancha Laxmi Rai, a Khardar (Junior level
employee) of the same project and when the
same project's Chief Engineer Naresh Malla
including other employees tried to stop the CDO,
he threatened that he had access to higher levels
and that he could disable them by opening fire.
He further said that he had been empowered to
dismiss all the employees of the project. This has
become a very hot topic in the district. Though
the Prime Minister, Home Minister and Housing
Minister had assured that action would be initiated
Modraj Dotel was rewarded deputing him as
CDO to Sarlahi District from November 13,
1992 to December 24, 1992.
II

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
This yearn() incident related to women trafficking
and rape has become a public issue.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election

Jari, Devaki and Badi system are not seen in this
district. Similarly, polygamy also has notemerged
as a problem worth any mention.

In this district political freedom is not seen to be
much disturbed in an overall manner. Even free
and fair election was conducted without much
interference.

5.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

Problem of slavery is not found here so as to be
of any account.

In this district people have not been able to enjoy
judicial rights because of extreme poverty,
backwardness and lack of awareness.
3.

Landless / Squatters

Problem of landless or squatters does not look
serious in this district.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Because of illiteracy and lack of mass awareness,
on one hand, the people of this place have not
been able to enjoy their rights in practice, on the
other, the administrative mechanism which has
the same tendency and tradition of yesterday has
deprived them of the human rights provided by
the constitution.
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Janakpur Zone

2.10 Chitwan

2.1

Dhanusha

2.11 Makanpur

2.2

Mahottari

Bagmati Zone

2.3

Sarlahi

2.12 Lalitpur

2.4

Sindhuli

2.13 Kavre

2.5

Ramechhap

2.14 Bhaktapur

2.6

Dolakha

2.15 Kathmandu

Narayani Zone

2.16 Dhading

2.7

Rautahat

2.17 Sindhupalchowk

2.8

Bara

2.18 Nuwakot

2.9

Parsa

2.19 Rasuwa

Dhanusha
Population

: 541,975

Literacy

: 30.0%

Women Literacy : 15.8
Area

Prestige-fight, quarrel among each other,
manhandling, dacoity, murder are the main
incidents violating human rights in the district.
1. Right to Life

MI

: 1,180 sq.km.

1.3 Arrest / Torture
In this district NC supporters and the police are
found to have sued for various cases, arrested
and tortured the opposition political party workers
and supporters for making their political image.

1.1 Killing / Firing
35 year old Ram Sagar Yadav affiliated to UPF
who was out for his candidature on May 17, 1992
in a booth at Ra Pra school situated in Chora
Koyalpur VDC ward No.8 was ambushed and
shot dead by some people. Yadav, a resident of
ward No.5, succumbed to injuries in his arm and
back.
Gumani Mukhiya was killed in a political conflict
in connection with the local election held on May
28, 1992 in Ra Pra school booth situated in
Paterwa VDC, ward No.4. The above conflict
had taken place following a dispute in connection
with the forged votes at about 9 o'clock in the

About 300 district and village level workers and
supporters affiliated to CPN(UML) are found to
have been bearing false accusation. Political
workers are found to have been accused of m urder,
public offence, arms possession, dacoity, robbery,
beating, trafficking etc.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have had no access to the
above right.

morning.

2.2 Religious Freedom
1.2 jail
There is no jail in this district. Those who are to
be imprisoned are sent to Jaleswor jail.

No incident has occurred regarding religion so
there is religious tolerance in this district.
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2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
During the local election when there was a prestige
fight in various polling centers in the district,
there occurred quarrels, beatings and
manhandling cases in various places. The quarrel
prior to the election and the day the election was
held, frightened the general mass away and the
election process was influenced by the fear
psychosis.
A dispute erupted among the election
representatives in the polling center of Ra Pra
School situated at Aurahi VDC, ward No.4. At
the time of the dispute people with sticks in
hands coming from outside beat the voters and
captured the center.
On June 27 at night local people and about 100
people brought by NC from outside beat each
other at Chakkar VDC ward No.2. Because of
the quarrel the other day local people did not go
to the polling center at Shankar Janta Secondary
School of that ward. Those who went were
forced to cast their votes in favor of NC. There
erupted a dispute between CPN(UML) and NC
when Fermud Nadafs wife was casting her vote
at about 11 am at Bafai VDC. When the polling
agents started beating each other, a crowd of
people with 2 pistols and 20/22 sticks in hands
drove the pro-UML people off and captured the
center.
The election at Ra Pra school of Lagiuna
Gathaguthi VDC, ward No.3 had been held in
peaceful manner until 3 pin. Afterwards a crowd
of 125 people coming from Nagadain VDC
making a racket and began beating the voters
took to their heels and a one-sided election was
held in favor of NC.
After the dispute among representatives at Bega
VDC the police used teargas. The voters ran
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away. After the pressure exerted by NDP the
election which had been held up since 11 am had
continued again from 1 pm. NDP having
conducted a one-sided election declared the result
of the election in their favor.
In this way CPN(UML) and NDP allege that NC
had used unfair means in polling centers such as
Lohana, Podeswor, Gopalpur, Kanakpatti,
Dhanusha Gobindpur, Banainiya, Sapahi of this
district.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to enjoy the above rights.
3.

Landless / Squatters

This problem is not serious in this district.
4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
This year this kind of incident did not occur in
this district.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Devaki and Badi systems seem not to be
practiced in this district. Similarly polygamy
also does not pose a serious problem.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
This problem is not serious in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

Facts on Human Rights Violations

2.2 Mahottari

Population

: 440,774

Literacy

: 26.4%

Women Literacy : 13.9%
Area

The rivalry thatoccurs time and again for political
image is the main cause of human fight violation
in this district. Human rights have been violated
also because of the conflict between the so-called
low caste minority (underprivileged) and the
upper caste majority (privileged).
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
After the beating in connection with the local
election held at Ratauli VDC on May 28, 1992,
when the election was held again on the 4th June,
fire was opened. 3 people fell victims of the firing
opened by the pro-Congress people. Ahilyadevi
Hajam, Bhikhari Yadav's wife and Ram Shanker
Mandal were wounded in the firing in the polling
station.
In connection with the election held at Itaharwa
Katti on May 31, 1992 people beat each other
following a dispute and after that, there was
firing. 60 year old Satya Narayan Thakur of ward
No. 6 was killedhy the firing, executed by armed
people who came by jeep from outside the area.
35 year old Jamir Rayon died on the spot when a
section of people fired indiscriminately in
connection with the parliamentary election of

: 1,002 sq.km .

1991 which was held up on May 11, 1992 and
held again on the 13th, at Ekarhiya VDC. 46 year
old Devatadevi Thakurain, 35 year old Ganeshi
Mahatto and 32 year old Ganeshi Khatabe were
wounded by the firing that day.
The dispute which had begun since July in
connection with the laborers on daily wages
turned into violence on November 17, 1990. On
August 10, 1990 local agricultural workers,
farmers, NC and CPN(UML) had agreed on
increasing the daily wages of agricultural
workers, from 3 kg to 4.5 kg. Since the pressure on
increasing the wages was exerted from the
Communist party workers, the step had cased
antagonism between the locally affluent farmers
and communist party workers. On October 12,
1990 when there occurred a dispute near a
water-tap, a teacher of the place pulled a woman
by her hair and slapped her. The dispute continued
to become hotter. On November 16, 1990 at
night, a group of 14 to 15 people went around the
village looking for the teacher and Lal Singh but
they both were out of the village. The following
day on November 17 both the parties had an
encounter in a tea-stall at Loharpati. At. first they
had an argument with each other and later
started beating each other. 22 people were
wounded in the fight in which Khukuri, bayonet,
lathi and spear were used. Makhan Pasvan who
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underwent treatment at .lanakpur Zonal hospital
at first died later on 25th November at Bir
Hospital. The law suits of different dates in
connection with the incident have implicated 29
defendants.
Rambabu Mandal was beaten to death in the
same incident of Loharpatti VDC, ward No. 9 on
April 13, 1992.

2.

Fundamental Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not been able to enjoy the
above rights.
2.2 Religious Freedom

1.2 Jail
After democracy was achieved, a maximum of
205 prisoners had been detained in the Jeleswor
jail which has a total capacity of 125 prisoners.
There are 157 prisoners in the jail at present.
There is no barber who can shave the prisoners'
beard in the jail. Since the sweeper has not turned
up for the last 3 months, the jail has become dirty
and stinking. As the tube-well gauge has burst,
water does not come through it and there is
scarcity of drinking water. The water coming out
of the broken toilet pipe has made the jail smell
very badly. Ram Kripal Paswan accused of theft
has not been released from the jail in which even
an 82 year old man has been detained even after
the termination of imprisonment as per bail.
Since the TB patients jail watchmen Mohmed
Ahir Rain, Mahan thi Yadav, Janki Mahatto, Rasul
Ansari and Rangman Lama do not have separate
rooms for eating and living, there is every
possibility for others to be infected with TB.
In this way, while mentally abnormal Raniprit
Mandal, Jagdish Shah and Yogeswor Mandal
and paralysed Ram Prasad Mandal have been
accommodated together, other prisoners have
had to suffer.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
Local people say that even in this district people
are arrested without warrant and cruelly tortured.
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No incident has occurred in connection with
religion as thee is mutual tolerance of religions
here in this district.
2.3 Political Freedom/ Free and Fair Election
The constitutional right to free election had been
disordered because of the quarrel, dispute and
manhandling occurring in various polling stations
of this district during the local election in 1992.
Since hue and cry and beating started from 11 am
to 12 o'clock at Bhramarpura VDC on May 28,
pro-NC people snatched the ballot papers from
the polling officer and declared their party winner.
After a group of 20 to 25 people of NC started
shouting at and beating people from 8 am on
May 31 at Babiya Banchauri VDC, the election
was held up at 9:30 am. When the election was
held again on June 4, houses of opposition
candidates were looted, the opposition candidates
were beaten and threatened so as not to let them
be in polling stations. Later on, CPN(UML) was
compelled to surrender and the NC emerged the
winner.
During the election held at Sarplo VDC NC
party adopted undemocratic means by tearing
off posters and rubbing out slogans of the
opposition and manhandling the CPN(UML)
candidates. CPN(UML) representative Raj
Narayan Shahani of ward No. 1 was beaten in
connection with the dispute over the false votes
on the day of the election. After he was wounded
in the head the voters ran away and then the NC
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party conducted the election itself. There occurred
a dispute after 9 am in an election held on May 28
at Paraul VDC. At the time when the dispute was
in progress, two people of CPN(UML) took out
pistols. When policemen advanced to snatch the
pistol, they ran away. After that NC and
CPN(UML) started throwing stones at each other.
When the voters ran away, NC captured the
polling center, brought back the UML candidates
who had run away, forced them to stamp the
ballot papers and declared the NC's victory. The
people belonging to Gopal Service Committee of
Yadavas at Banauta VDC threatened the
CPN(UML) candidates of communal pressure
and social boycott. Some were threatened with
beatings. The shops of those who were suppressed
and who did not agree with them were broken and
looted. After they were forced to withdraw their
names, the election was held unopposed. Before
the election was held at Loharpatti VDC, the NC
party had terrorized and threatened the
CPN(UML) candidates. On the day of election
150 pro-Congress people, having captured the
polling center, forced voters to vote for their
party.
Pulkit Thakur of Dhirapur VDC who had been
involved in the campaign for CPN(UML) is still
suffering mentally. During the parliamentary
election Pulkit Thakur who had been campaigning
for CPN(UML) was accused of women trafficking
and fined Rs.2000 by his opposition.

Administration Office but on the 10th Thakur's
wife Sukmariya Devi and Sitaram Thakur were
beaten. After Pulkit Thakur sued for this beating,
on November 17th Thakur's wife and daughter
were beaten again. After that in February 1992
an attempt was made to beat Pulkit Thakur in his
fields but his wife and daughter who made an
attempt to save him were wounded and put under
medical treatment.for 5 days at Jaleswor hospital.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to enjoy the above rights.
3.

Landless / Squatters

This problem is not serious in this district.
4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
This year this kind of incident did not occur in
this district.
4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Jari, Devaki and Badi systems are not found in
this district. Similarly polygamy is not a problem.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights

After such decision was made on August 31, 1991
Pulkit Thakur submitted a petition at the District
Administration Office requesting for protection
from false accusation and his personal security.
On October 2, 1991 both the parties signed a
document of compromise at the District

5.1 Slavery
This system does not seem to be serious.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

AI
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2.3 Sarlahi

Population

: 490,390

Literacy

: 26.3

Women Literacy : 13.5
Area

The diminishing social respect and friendly spirit
are the main cause violating human rights in this
district where people from various castes and
religious have been socially living for ages.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing

On November 1, 1990 when a rumor was
circulated that the Muslim community urinated
on Mahabir's .flag, representatives from both
Hindu and Muslim Communities held a talk to
tackle the dispute. The number of Hindus
continued to increase during the second round of
talk on November 3. So in order to provide
security to the representatives of the Muslim
community, they were locked up in the VDC
building from outside. At about 1 pm when the
police and CDO threatened the people, they
became agitated broke down the VDC building
and one person went in. At the same time news
was circulated that a Hindu who had entered the
building was killed by the Muslim. Hearing the
news the crowd went into the building. Out of 6
Muslims Nur Mohamed and Shekh Nur Hasan
Mistri died on the spot while the remaining four
were given security by the police.
Padam Bahadur Viswakanna who had broken
into the building that day is in jail now and his
case is at the court.
1 16

: 1,259 sq.kln.

There was rumor that a cow was slaughtered on
August 5, 1990 at Godina VDC ward Nos. 4 and
5 inhabited by 93 Muslim households. That day
the Muslims had brought from Sunderpur VDC
meat of a baby buffalo. After 4/5 days
representatives from both the communities held
a meeting at Godina VDC, ward No. 6 in
connection with the rumor. The discussion began
from 8 am and grew hotter after 12 o'clock about
15(X) Hindus were present and they set on fire,
broke and looted the houses of the Muslim
community.
1.2 Jail

The jail which has been built on a land of about
3 Katthas in Malangawa, the headquarters of this
district, is in a pathetic condition. After the
earthquake of 1988, walls of the jail have been
cracked. The 18" thick wall on the north is about
to collapse.
There are 103 prisoners in the jail which has a
capacity of 50 prisoners only. Prisoners'
dormitory is narrow and an unpleasant smell is
emitted from the temporary toilet of the dormitory
and water-pipes. In the jail Arjun Bahadur Gole,
Puma Bahadur Karki, Punit Raya and Bir
Bahadur Syangtan were found to have been
suffering from TB and Fudina Majhi was a leper.
Since these sick prisoners have been placed
together, there is a possibility for the disease to
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infect others. There is no treatment provision for
the sick in the jail. There is no library for the
prisoners. There is no waiting room for those
who go to meet the prisoners. There is no shop to
buy anything from and there is no provision for
skill-oriented work. Even the employees affiliated
to the jail administration say that physical facilities
are limited because of limited budget and the
number of prisoners being more than the capacity
of the jail.

2.3 PoliticalFreedom/ Free and Fair Election
Political freedom is not seen to have been openly
disturbed in this district. Elections are also freely
and fairly held.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to enjoy the above right.

1.3 Arrest / Torture

3.

Local people say that people are arrested without
warrant and cruelly tortured in this jail.

This problem does not look serious in this district.
4.

2. Fundamental Rights

Landless / Squatters

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above right
but because of lack of education, Imowledge and
awareness people have not been able to enjoy the
right.
2.2 Religious Freedom
There occurred a violent conflict between the
Hindus and the Muslims on November 2, 1992 at
Hariaun VDC. The Muslims, in accordance with
their tradition, used to hoist their flag of Hassan
and Husain in the VDC building. The Hindus
installed Mahavira's flag there. Riots and disputes
in connection with religion occur at times in this
district.

This year this kind of incident did not occur in
this district.
4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Devaki, Badi systems seem to be nonexistent in this district. Simila r ly polygamy has
not posed as a serious problem.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
This system has not posed as a serious problem
in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

Destruction due to Hindu-Muslin, Riot
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2.4 Sindhuli

Population

: 222,946

Literacy

: 31.6%

Women Literacy : 16.8%
Area

Sindhuli is one of the six districts of Janakpur
Zone. Connected with terai and inner Terai this
district, though motor vehicles can reach it, is not
considered easily accessible. Though multiparty
democracy has been restored and human rights
have been fully guaranteed, because of people's
ignorance, illiteracy and unawareness, the ideal
and value of constitution and democracy have
not been realized.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
Conceit of and enmity for social prestige as they
continue to develop will sometimes take political
shape. Enmity with each other and personnel
influence will later bring about a series of crimes.
This is the incident that occurred on October 27,
1992 in a village called Hardiya of Bhiman VDC
of Sindhuli district. In a quarrel in connection
with Ratna Bahadur Sarki's young sister, NC
supporters Dhrubaraj Dotel, 22, and Rekh
Bahadur Thakuri, 17, were killed. As a result of
which an innocent person became a victim. In
this murder 10 people including Ratna Bahadur
Sarki, Shamsher B ahadur Sarki, Bharat Bahadur
Bisankhe,Chhautup Lama, PanchaMayaSarkini,
Badrinath Devkota, Rudra Bahadur Sarki, Gyan
Bahadur Bhujel, Durga S hrestha and Subba Karki
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: 2,491 sq.km.

were implicated. Among Badri Devkota and
Subba Karki have been released on the condition
that they be present as and when required while
Ratna Bahadur Sarki and Shamsher Bahadur
Sarki have absconded.
In this way during the election of House of
Representatives and Local Election people's
representatives of some political parties clashed
with each other. Consequently, on June 2, 1992
Shiva B ahadur Thakuri, a teacher of Bekhatandi
Bal Lahari Primary School of Bhanjyang (a
resident of Tinkanya VDC, Ward No. 2), was
killed by hooligans including Punaranjan Prasad
Dangol, the Headmaster of the same school. The
deceased Shiva Bahadur Thakuri was a CPN
( UML) supporter. Though 6 people including
Punaranjan Prasad Dangal were sued but due to
political pressure and some other reasons
Nagendra Bahadur Thakuri was accused and the
other five people were declared innocent.
During the local election of the same district
there were clashes and conflicts among the
workers of NC and CPN (UML) who had come
to file nomination for various portfolios of
Dudhauli VDC on May 14, 1992. In this clash
CPN (UML) active worker Pushna Kumar'
Danuwar was killed. Though legal action was
taken against the accused Jit Narayan Dhfuni,
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Rain Narayan Dhaini, Mainla Kuinar Danuwar
and Tukta Bahadur Karki, they all have been
released at present on the condition that they
report as and when required.

Bahadur Karki of Dobhan village who was falsely
accused in this way has not yet been dismissed.
2. Fundamental Rights

In this way on August 9, 1992 when Sindhuli
DDC President Nagendra Jung Thapa under the
influence of alcohol attempted to rape a woman
at Sindhulimadi Police Hawaldar Rain Bahadur
Rayamajhi attempted to politely defuse the
situation when Mr Thapa attacked I lawaldar Mr
Rayamajhi with a weapon and caused his death
on August 12, 1992. But, because of
administrative and political pressure of the ruling
party, no action has'yet been taken in connection
with the killing.

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association

1.2 Jail

2.2 Religious Freedom

Sindhuli District Jail was established in 1969.
This jail has begun its operation since September
1973. Before this, the jail was in Sindhuligadi. 68
people have been cramped in the jail which has a
capacity of 25 people only. Of them, 65 are men
and 3 are women. Though the jail does not have
that much physical facilities, it in comparison
with other jails of the country, is not in its worst
condition. The jail is very dark and smells badly.
The prisoners under punishment for various
crimes express mixed reactions about the jail
employees. Most of the prisoners claim
themselves innocent and express that they have
been framed. Some people express their opinion
that they have been thrown into jail for political
revenge. Though there is a condition in the
constitution and present political system that
such people should not be ill-treated for political
revenge, they express that in practice they have
to under go fearful suffering and tortures.

Since most of the people are Hindus in this
district, there are no religious disputes, factions,
riots and quarrels. However, caste-system,
untouchability and other taboos are deeply rooted
here. Birhal Biswokarina, 23, a teacher by
profession, and Sabitri Sunwar of Bhiman VDC
broke the social taboos and married, but the
marriage was not accepted by the girl's people
and so with the help of the administration and
police, snatched the Churapote (bangle and
necklace of matrimonial bondage) and the police
for no reason put Birhal in custody and tortured
him.

1.3 Arrest / Torture
Khagendra Prasad Ghimire of Kaidesk, Bhiman
VDC, who, hearing various false accusations in
election contest during the last Panchayat period,
had been detained in Jaleswor jail, has not yet
been released even after the political change in
the country. The fabricated case against Ras

VI

The political party which has hold and influence
in this district seems to have prevented other
parties from entertaining the rights to freedom of
expression and association. The clash among
political parties during the parliamentary and
local elections, some parties preventing other
political parties from filing in their nomination,
misplacing voters' list in VDCs of their influence
are some glaring examples.

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
Though free environment has been created after
the restoration of democracy with multiparty
system in the country, one party system is found
to be still existing. It means free election system
is found to be lacking in this district. In VDCs
such as Dumj a, Tandi, Ladavir, Toshram Khola,
Jhangajholi, Ratainata, Arnie Tamajor where the
NC has strongholds and a majority, under the NC
parliamentarian's leadership weapons were
displayed to discourage the opposition to file
nominations and the NC was declared winner for
all the portfolios.
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2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
After the promulgation of multiparty democracy,
though people have been accorded rights
politically, in practice, because of conflict,
encounter and revenge etc. among the parties an
impartial evaluation is felt necessary in all sectors.
Meanwhile, there is a big gap between man and
woman in this district. Woman exploitation, fleshtrade, Jari system, polygamy etc. are the main
problems of this district.
In Sindhuli there occurred 65 incidents violating
human rights and action is being taken against 48
incidents.
3. Landless / Squatters
Squatter problem does not seem to be serious in
this district. But for political and social revenge
or because of dissidence, the NC workers did not
allow CPN (UML) supporter Tek Bahadur Karki
of Mitch V DC, Patringa to irrigate his field with
water from the canal which he had been using for
the last nine years. While the local people find it

difficult to acquire citizenship, nowadays some
Indian citizens are found to have obtained
citizenship easily.
4. Women's Rights
Though men and women have been provided
with equal rights in paper, there is a big gap in
practice in this district. If women differ in their
opinions, they are looked at as witches and
reminiscence of witchcraft is still there in this
district. Wizardry and witchcraft are still blindly
believed in Kamala Khoch, Manikhola and some
other places. If people fall sick in these parts of
the district, they are shown to Dhami-Jhankri
(faith healers). As a matter of fact, the DhamiJhankris, in order to take undue advantage of the
opportunity, put forward various demands and
exploit the sick and his/her family though such
diseases can be cured with ordinary medicines.
Exploitation of women is widespread. Though
women talk about fielding 5 percent women in
the election, free education for girls up to class
X etc, has become only a for gossip topic.

Dhruba Raj Dotel : Dead
120
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4.1 Trafficking / Rape

5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights

Incidents related to flesh trade and rape have
been repeated in Sindhuli district. Even the MP
of this district is reported to have been involved
in flesh trade and rape. When the IErgunj police
attempted to catch a man who was taking across
the border two women working in acarpet industry
in Mahabaudha, the man escaped. The two women
having come to Kamalakhonch reported that the
man who v,zetuil,w1 to take them was a relative of
the Mr. The murder of two persons in connection
with a rape of Rama Bahadur Sarki's sister has
already been mentioned.

5.1 Slavery

4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Badi and Devaki systems are not prevalent in
Sindhuli district. But Jari and polygamy have
been deep-rooted here. Whatsoever has been
mentioned in connection with Jari and polygamy
act, women are found to have been treated as
animals here. In this district penalties ranging
from Rs 1000 to Rs 4,000 are found to have been
charged against Jari. If such charge cannot he
collected in cash, domestic animals or other
things and commodities are also claimed for. In
the meantime women are accused of various
matters so as to create an environment for
justifying polygamy. In this district the so-called
leaders are found to have encouraged polygamy
sometimes. As for example, Bishnu Bahadur
Karki of Bhadrakali VDC, Nikutar, has married
6 women.

This system has not posed as a serious problem
in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
After the promulgation of multiparty system in
the country, forest has been destroyed in a massive
way in the names of various political forces. The
district level concerned authority and political
parties seem to have had indirect connections in
this activity, as a result of which the-then CDO
Chandra Bahadur Karki while illegally
transporting some timber to his house in
Biratnagar on October 25, 1992 met with an
accident. The CDO's security guard police
Hawaldar died on the spot.
In this way, though there are no big factories or
industries, Kamaiya Praha (forced labor system)
has been exposed to be a problem in this district.
Both men and women have been involved in this
activity. Giving 1/3 or 1/4 to Kainaiyas rather
than giving the land on Adhiya (50 percent
production return) has became a common
practice. Under the Kamaiya system men are
given Rs 50 and women Rs 30 as wages
respectively.
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2.5 Ramechhap
Population

: 188,814

Literacy

: 29.5%

Women Literacy : 12.7%
Area

Ramcchhap is the only district of Janakpur Zone
which is not accessible by motor vehicle.
According to local administrators and
intellectuals, as the people of this district are
busy carrying drinking water, they have no time
to think of rights such as fundamental rights,
human rights, education, employment etc. as
have been provided by the constitution. In the
meantime, this district has been suffering natural
misfortunes such as geographically unsuitable
condition, low productivity, drought,
deforestation etc. If the drinking water problem
facing the people of the district can be solved, it
is conceived that half of the district's problems
will be solved. What is surprising in connection
with drinking water is that there is a tradition of
lingering around stating that the water belongs to
the daughter's if someone walking on the way
asks for water.

: 1,546 sq.km.

1. Right to Life
The constitution has provided all the Nepalese
with right to live with dignity. Since all the
political powers have existed in this district, the
people of this district have not been free from the
environment of political revenge, fear and terror
among themselves.
On May 23, 1992 during the local election
Political worker Bhuvan Lal Thapa Magar of
Doramba VDC, ward No.8, Dhoigaun was
kidnapped from the place called Mangsire Mill
Asare. The incident of Bhuvan Lal Thapa Magar
who is still missing and suspected to be dead is
still a matter of concern all over the district.
1.1 Killing / Firing
1.2 Jail

This district is backward not only geographically
but also politically, socially and administratively.
Every sector has been politicalised here.
The terrorism and clash that occurred during the
last local election in this district had become the
main topic all over the country.
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The jail in this district was built in 1970. There
are 29 prisoners consisting of 23 men, 5 women
and 1 child in the jail. The physical structure of
the jail does not look strong. Meanwhile other
facilities given to prisoners in this jail are not
satisfactory. There is a shortage of drinking
water especially in this jail. Though there are
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facilities for cap, sweater, stool industries,
prisoners say that sales are very low for want of
a good market for the goods.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
There was terrorism in one way or the other
especially during the last local election in this
district. 5 people including an MP of the district
had fled the district following the clash among
the political parties in that time. At the same time
inhuman torture is seen to have been inflicted on
people under police custody in this district. As
for example, Bhuvan Ghimire of Bethan VDC,
ward No.2 who was arrested in the local election
was not only severely tortured but also chained
inside the jail. Even teachers are found to have
been mentally tortured in this district. During the
local election dissident teachers Dhan Bahadur
Karki, Yuva Raj Pakhrin, Taranidhi Subedi were
detained in District Education Office in Manthali
so as not to allow them to cast votes. Similarly the
teachers affiliated to NNTA were transferred to
remote areas, hindered from being permanent
and given various mental tortures.
2.

Fundamental Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
Even if the above freedom has been guaranteed
by the constitution, all the social organizations
have been politicalised.
2.2 Religious Freedom

topic of the talk all over the country. The dispute
and terror erupted during the last local election
are still as they were before. In an election at
Majua VDC on May 28, 1992 under the first
phase, candidates of other parties were not
allowed to file their nomination and names of
elected candidates were declared autocratically.
The ruling party in collaboration with the local
administration had distributed prescribed ballot
papers some days before the election date in
order to defeat Kailash Dhungel, a well-known
Vice-Chairman candidate of opposition party, at
Pakerbas VDC.
Similarly in an election at Chankhu VDC an
independent candidate who was elected and had
obtained even a certificate was obstructed so as
to hold the election again. The election was held
again and the ruling party candidates were
declared elected.
In an election at Rakathum VDC not only were
public properties destroyed in an encounter
among political powers but also the result of the
election was canceled under political pressure
and all the portfolios were declared in favor of
the ruling party by holding re-election. Later on
47 people were sued for 14 cases including
public crimes pretending they had disturbed the
election and destroyed the properties. A fabricated
paper had also been made against some people
alleged to have been possessing weapons at
home.

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election

Though dissident political parties had won the
seats in Pinkhuri Makadum, Khanda Devi,
Hiledevi, Doramba, Gunsi Lakhanpur, Dimi
Pokhari VDCs, they were accused of corruption
and irregularities in the elections in some VDCs
and the election was canceled. The election was
held again and all the portfolios were declared in
its own favor.

No election, whether it is parliamentary election
or local election, is seen to have been held in a
peaceful manner in this district. On the top of it,
the local election in this district has become a

Political freedom is found to have been ridiculed
in this district. The propaganda that the dissenters
who have been tempted, threatened and terrorized
to enter NC is seen to have spread.

Religious tolerance is seen to have been existing
in this district which has been inhabited by multilingual, multi-caste and multi-religious
communities.
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Other Issues Related to Human Rights

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

5.

Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness, people have not been able
to enjoy the rights.

5.1 Slavery

3.

This system is not seen as a big problem in this
district.

Landless / Squatters
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

This problem does not look serious in this district.
4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
This year this kind of incident did not occur in
this district.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Though polygamy has become a social practice,
inter-caste marriage has not yet been recognized.

1 24
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Because of excessive poverty, school going
children, people of old age, pregnant women all
carry loads in order to earn their livelihood. That
is why, when a 12 year old child carries about 50
kgs of load, some pregnant women are said to
have given birth to children while carrying loads
here.
The dispute which has erupted for a long time in
connection with the headquarters in this district
has not yet come to an end.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

2.6 Dolakha

Population

: 173,836

Literacy

: 37.8%

Women Literacy : 21.5%
Area

Dolakha district situated in the lap of famous
Gauri Sankar Himal is a part of Janakpur zone.
People of different races, religions and costumes
live in this district.
1. Right to Life
The constitution has guaranteed for every citizen
the right to live a life of honor but the higher caste
people have exploited lower class people like
Thami, Kami, Sarki, Damain, Jirel, Gharti, Badi,
Majhi, Tamang violating their human rights.
1.1 Killing / Firing
Jaganath Upreti of Pawati VDC and his family
were not in good terms with the neighboring
backward communities like Datnai, Sarki etc.
After the political change the backward
communities had their will power strengthened
which Mahakali Upreti, wife of Jaganath could
not tolerate. Her neighbor Krishna Bahadur
Katuwal had borrowed Rs. 500 from her. She
together with her son Kumar Upreti and his wife
went to the house of Krishna Bahadur. When she
entered the house of Katuwal and took out a goat,
copper utensils and other utensils, Katuwal's
wife said, "Why are you entering my house like a
thief? We will pay back your money." When
Mahakali Upreti said angrily, "You accuse me of

: 2,191 sq.km .

theft? I will not spare you, I will kill you.",
Katuwal's wife ran away to Durga Bahadur
Nepali's house. Krishna Bahadur Katuwal on
arrival went to Nepal's house and discussed
matters with his wife. The following day i.e. on
July 3, 1991 Krishna Bahadur Katuwal with a
group of people went to Jaganath's house to take
back his goods. As soon as they saw the group,
Mahakali including Jaganath Kumar and Kala
Upreti with Khukuris in hands attacked the group.
Kala Upreti was killed and Jaganath Upreti
sustained major injuries in the encounter. After
that, the incident was politicalized. Consequently
25 people were sued for murder. Out of them 15
people have been detained for investigation and
action has been taken against them. 9 of them
have been released on the condition that they be
present as and when required while one of them
has fled.
Man Bahadur Basnet and Phauj Sing Khadka of
Fasku VDC, ward No.2 had a tense relation
because of the differences on their land border
and water canal. 16 year old Bhuvan Bahadur
Basnet, son of Man Bahadur Basnet had gone to
the forest to fetch fuel wood on October 19,
1992. 34 year old Ramchandra Khadka, son of
Phauj Sing and Mukti Bahadur Khadka had also
gone to the same forest to fetch animal fodder.
They encountered each other. Bhuvan was killed
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by Rainchandra and Mukti Bahadur with an
axe.The accused Phauj Sing's 57 years old wife
Khadga Kumari and their 22 years old daughter
Dambar Kumari were given mental torture of
various kinds. Khadga Kumari and Dambar
Kumari could not put up with the torture and
pain. They committed suicide by jumping into
the Chaniwati river between Fasku and Mati
VDCs on their way back from Charikot District
Police Office where they were supposed to return
on the 29th October.

the magazine charging them of public offence.
The district police, without any warrant, arrested
Mani Kumar Shrestha, 19, Bharat Pradhan, 18,
Jivan Chakubjiya, 25, Chandra Bhuvan Shrestha,
18, and Krishna Narayan Shrestha, 20 and
tortured them.
2.

Fundamental Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association

The jail constructed in 1909 AD is already in a
deplorable condition. The facilities are also very
limited. There is shortage of potable water, lack
of proper toilets, and lack of entertainment
facilities. The jail accommodates 38 males and 6
females and 1 minor making a total of 45
prisoners. This jail does not have any professional
activities but the Damais (tailor class) work on
their own sewing machines.

On April 13, 1992 some 30 local people including
Mohan K.C., Jaya Bahadur Wang, Kumar Bada
attacked the students of Jiri technical school
with batons and khukuris. Some students
including Rain Prasad Dahal, Kedar Parajuli
were seriously wounded. The students were
burning the effigy of the home minister to protest
against the death of innocent people on the
Nepal Bandh day on April 6, 1992. The
constitution has guaranteed the above right but
because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have no access to these rights.

1.3 Arrest / Torture

2.2 Religious Freedom

In this district political workers, teachers and
employees have been physically and mentally
tortured without committing any crime for the
sole purpose of political revenge.

No incident has occurred in connection with
religion i.e. there is religious tolerance in this
district.

1.2 Jail

2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election
On June 1, 1992 Gopal Adhikari, Chairman of
Suspa Kshemawati VDC, resident of ward no 7
was attacked by a group of unknown people on
the way back home from the district headquarters
Charikot. His hand was broken in the attack.
On September 8, 1992, 40 years old Neu-a Badra
Khadka of Jiri VDC-4 had a minor quarrel with
Dendi Sherpa and Dan Bahadur Jirel. The police
sub-inspector of the local police office had
arrested Netra Bahadur Khadka without serving
any warrant and brutally tortured him.
On August 14, 1992 some enthusiastic youths of
Dolakha VDC had published a cartoon magazine
to celebrate Gaijatra (Festival of cows). Mandira
Shrestha of the same village filed a case against
1 26

Irregularity and use of force in the local election
have affected the free and fair electoral exercise.
In the local election in Kalinchowk VDC, almost
all the candidates were elected unopposed. Force
was used to prevent the nomination of other
party candidates.
In the local election in Jugu VDC, the election
result was in favor of the opposition party. The
candidates of the ruling party protested validity
of the results and demanded re-polling.
Subsequently a warrant was issued against
opposition candidates and election was held on
June 4, 1992. The result was announced totally
in favor of one party.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

When the polling officer Dhundi Raj Dahal
(Engineer of District Water Supply Office) did
not allow an old man to cast vote according to his
choice a controversy erupted in the election of
Hawa VDC and the election was politicalised.
The opposition was charged with throwing away
of the ballot box. Five political workers of the
opposition have been charged under the violation
of Election Crime and Punishment Act.

A case of polyandry was recorded when wife of
Sambu Bahadur Khadka of Sandrawati VDC-5
eloped with Shalii Thakuri of the same village on
October 28, 1992. Sambu Bahadur has filed a
case in Dolakha district court against his wife to
have his property returned. Bal Krishna Sharma
had married another woman on December 15,
1992 in spite of his wife at home is a case of
polygamy.

On July 3, 1992 Ratnanidhi Regmi, observer of
HURON, was forcefully evicted from the election
area of DDC by the election officer and the DSP.

5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness and
lack of awareness people have not been able to
enjoy any of the rights.

5.1 Slavery
This system has not posed as a serious problem
in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

The backwardness and poverty have caused many
people to be exploited. After a whole day work as
a bonded labor, Thami in Suspa Kshemawati
3. Landless / Squatters
VDC will get 6 Manas of millet as wages. Money
This problem is not that much serious in this is borrowed at a rate as high as 25 percent in
places where the Agricultural Development Bank
district.
and commercial banks have not been established.
4. Women's Rights
Jalahari Shivakoti of Suspa Kshemawati VDC-2
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
had married Goma Siwakoti of Pawati VDC-2
some 10-12 years ago. Due to the domestic
This year this kind of incident did not occur in differences Goma went to her parent's house and
this district.
started living there. Goma has not yet been
divorced. Neither has she come to her husbands
4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System house nor has she ever given her consent to his
second marriage.
There are several cases of violation of rights of
women. Polyandry, Jari system and polygamy
etc are common practices.
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2.7 Rautahat

Population

: 412,921

Literacy

: 24.9%

Women Literacy : 13.1%
Area

Since the southern portion of Rautahat district of
Narayani Zone is openly bordering India, there
are regular occurrences of incidents such as
dacoity, sale of alcoholic drinks, smuggling,
theft and murder etc.
1. Right to Life
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness,
superstition and lack of awareness the
fundamental rights guaranteed by the constitution
and political system of the country cannot be
translated into practice. Moreover the gap
between the so-called influential people and the
weak and backward people because of
exploitation of the former by the latter is very
large and almost unbridgeable.
1.1 Killing / Firing
On January 21, 1992 forest guard Krishna Prasad
Sapkota, thinking of the arrival of a dangerous
wild animal, shot to death Jayadaras Chaudhary,
14, of Shantpur VDC, Ward No. 6 who had gone
to collect firewood in the forest.
More than 7 people were killed during the local
election in Pratappur Palutaa and other VDCs.
One person was killed in a bomb explosion
during the local election at Sankhuwa VDC.
128

: 1,126 sq.kln.

On June 21, 1992 political worker, Hathiyahi
VDC Chairman Brahma Dev Shah and DDC
Area No.12 member Sachindra Giri of the same
village were murdered in an encounter and
political revenge of the opposition party workers
Gena Lal Mahato, Naresh Mahato, Raj Dev
Mahato and Shesh Jiyaullah.
On June 21, 1992 when there occurred an
argument between Dharendra of Raghunathpur
VDC and Raghunath of the same village in
connection with leakage of the question papers
of class IV and V during the half yearly
examination conducted at Rup Nepali Bal
Secondary School of Sakhuwa Dha►niara VDC,
Dharmendra's father Achhelal opened fire and
Satlal of the same VDC, Ward No. 7, was killed
on the spot. After his death the agitated crowd—
killed Achhelal with some weapons right on the
spot. Action was taken against 12 people in
connection with this incident. Of them, 4 people
were released on the condition that they report as
and when required and the other 8 people are still
in prison.
1.2 Jail
Established in 1935 this jail has a capacity of 70
prisoners. But at present there are 102 prisoners
including men and women in this jail. Since this
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jail is not physically up to the expectation,
renovation and maintenance of this jail are felt
necessary. In the meantime prisoners do not
seem to have availed themselves of facilities for
studies, thinking and entertainment. Keeping in
view the large number of prisoners, establishment
of cottage industries for their skill and income
generation seems to be of utmost urgency.
Most of the prisoners in this jail claim themselves
innocent and opine that they have been jailed
because of political revenge and personal
jealousy.

conflict has not occurred, in some areas people
are found tense and suspicious of each other.
2.3 PoliticalFreedom/Free and Fair Election
In this district local election was not found to be
that much free, fair and peaceful. During the
elections of Ward Nos 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 of Gaur
Municipality on May 14, 1992, maximum
corruption, bomb explosion, use of weapons and
a rain of rupees were found. During the election
the bomb exploded off an ear of a man who used
to earn his livelihood by selling cucumber and a
thumb of Suresh Shah's right hand.

1.3 Arrest / Torture
Like in other districts, the policemen in this
district are found to have cruelly tortured the
people in custody. Policemen are seen to have
cruelly tortured those arrested without reason or
making them confess. As for example, heating
and torture on Brahma Narayan and his people of
Laxminiya VDC, Bhaisahi, Lal Babu Miya and
his followers of Karuniya VDC cannot be
forgotten.
2.

Fundamental Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
Though the constitution has guaranteed human
rights including the rights to freedom of
expression and being well-informed, uch rights
have, in practice, become only a farce.

During the local election at Pipriya VDC, Ward
No. 6, Vimwadar, some workers, being
dissatisfied at the party ticket distribution, offered
independent candidature and 2 days after the
election result pro-Ram Adhar Yadav who was
defeated at the election opened fire but nobody
fell victim of the firing. Later this dispute was
brought under control at party level discussions.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to enjoy the above rights.
This year 115 cases including dacoity, murder
and theft have been registered in the District
Police Station.
3.

Landless / Squatters

In connection with the news published in a local
paper called Rautahat Awaj about the financial
irregularitieS and delays in Gaur Municipality,
on December 2, 1992, Purshot tam Bhattarai was
smeared with soot. The journalist Bhattarai was
accused of having blamed Gaur Municipality
Mayor and Deputy-Mayor and defamed the

In this district the number of those who have
been settling down by decimating the trees is
increasing by leaps and hounds. A section of
people say that these squatters have come from
the northern part of Nepal and from Darjeeling,
Sikkim, Meghalaya, Guhati of India. Also the
members.
/ aborigines of this place have been living as
squatters for the last 120 years. In this district, the
2.2 Religious Freedom
floods occurring in the Bakaiya and Bagmati
rivers is seen to have made some farmers homeless
In this district which is inhabited by both the
and landless by eroding their cultivatable land.
Hindus and the Muslims, though communal
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4. Women's Rights
The women of this district are in an exploited and
sad condition because of their lack of education
and knowledge. In one way or the other they have
been living in the darkness.
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
Though rape cases occur, following the social
norms of this district there is no problem regarding
women trafficking. But prostitution has started
to occur here and there in the northern part of the
district.
On November 2, 1992 while belongings worth
Rs 8,000 were robbed from the house of late
Moti Shah Kalwar of Pipra VDC, Ward No. 8,
Kalwar's widow was also raped.

citizenship is equally problematic. According to
the statement of one section of people there is
partiality. The problem of minimum wages is as
it is and agricultural workers are found working
for Rs 25 to Rs 30 per day.
Because of the open border the number of
dacoities and thefts is more and there are various
incidents regarding dacoity in this district. On
July 6, 1992 at 12 o'clock at mid-night a wellequipped gang of 12 dacoits had attempted to
loot the house of Mohan Kumar Shreevastava of
Gaur Municipality, Ward No. 8, Valmikinagar.
On November 2, 1992 there occurred a dacoity
in the house of Rain Ashish Yadav of Pipra
VDC, Ward No. 6, in which Rain Ashish Yadav's
wife was the victim of the dacoits' inhuman
treatment and his property worth Rs 23,000 was
looted.

4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Bach System
Polygamy is widespread in the villages here.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
This system has not posed as a serious problem
in this district.

The same day belongings worth Rs 20,000 were
looted from the house of Raj aram B aitha (washerman) of Ganga Pipada Ward No. 8 and he was
left seriously wounded on his head by a stroke of
the dacoits' weapons. Action has been taken
against Yogi Shah Kalwar, Lal Babu Shah Kalwar
and Anautha Shah of the same village including
some other people from the villages outside.

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
The dowry system has assumed mammoth

proportions in this district. The acquisition of
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2.8 Bara

Population

: 413,294

Literacy

: 30.3%

Women Literacy : 16.0%
Area

The aborigines of this area, the Nepalese mi grated
from the hills, and expatriate Indian-Nepalese
have been living in a mutually friendly way in
this district which is the site of historical
Simrongadh. Here the situation of human rights
is not that much different from that of other
districts.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
In this district this year a man had to lose his life
suddenly in a police firing and another one was
seriously wounded. This year only, 20 people
lost their lives through accidents. Incidents
including 4 abortion cases, 7 suicides and 10
murders have been registered at the district court
here.
On January 23, 1992 at about 9 pin when a police
patrol from Fattepur police station opened tire at
25 year old Laxmi Chaudhary in his own home at
Dumwerwana VDC, ward No.8, Rajghatta, he
died right on the spot and his brother Bharat
Chaudhary was also seriously wounded. That
day his brother's daughter and son-in-law had
come to his house to be his guests. When 4 armed
policemen having entered Chaudhary's yard
switched on their torchlight, there occurred an
argument between Bharat and the policemen. At

: 1,190 sq.kin.

that time, Laxmi Chaudhary who had come to
settle the argument was shot to death by one of
the policemen. The policeman who was
intoxicated with alcohol shot at Bharat Chaudhary
as well but the bullet hit him in his waist and he
was seriously wounded. Rabali Chaudhary, wife
of the deceased was provided with a compensation
of Rs.25,000 by District Administration Office.
But Bharat was not given even medical expense.
On the other hand, no action has yet been taken
against the policeman who had fired unnecessarily
and killed an innocent citizen.
On July 9, 1992 six people of a family were
cruelly murdered at Itiyahi VDC, ward No.7.
The reason of the well-organized murder is
alleged to be a quarrel. That night 65 year old
Ramratan Shah Sonar, his wife about 58 year old
Marchhiya Devi Sonar, Ramratan's third son 38
year old Kishori Shah Sonar, Kishori's wife 33
year old Mrs. Girja Devi Shah Sonar, 15 year old
Binod Shah Sonar and 10 year old Gopal Shah
Sonar, sons of Kisore and Girjadevi were killed
by throat slashing. There had been an enmity
between Ramratan Shah Sonar and Sama Shah
Sonar and Brahma Shah Sonar of the same village.
Even a few days before the killing Ram Ratan
Shah had lodged a written complaint at District
Administration Office (Complaint section
registration No.842/1992 March) demanding
personal security. The CDO had ordered
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Mathiyana Police station for security. But, since
the police station chief Gopal Shah Teli was
against Rain Ratan, Ram Ratans family could
not get any security from the police. On the
contrary, the police had detained Rain Ratan's
son Suraj Shah Sonar and his wife for 7 days in
connection with the murder. Sama Shah Sonar,
Parma Shah Sonar, Devendra Singh alias Muna
of Sarlahi, Kamdev Shah and Ganesh Kumar
S hreevastava have been detained for interrogation
and Parma Shah Sonar has been released on the
condition that he be present as and when required.
1.2 Jail
There is no jail in the district. Those arrested for
interrogation and imprisonment are sent to
Birgunj jail.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
Though it has been claimed that the people
arrested are not tortured, they are found to have
been tortured here. Vikash Guragai of Kalaiya
Municipality-4, Ramdevi Tole was arrested by
the police under his own father's initiative, in
connection with domestic quarrel Guragai was
arrested without a warrant, beaten with wooden
or bamboo sticks while being taken out for toilet,
ordered to clean the bedroom of the policemen
and the custody room, beaten cruelly in case of
his negative response and detained for 7 days.

Even Jagdish Mahato Khulbut of Rampur VDC,
Mushari Tole was beaten and tortured in this
manner.
2.

Fundamental Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
In this district in case of dissidence, teachers are
transferredto remote areas, prevented from being
permanent and involved in training, and workers
are terminated from factories. During the
Panchayat period itself NNTA supporter
Achhelal Shah who was transferred from Itiyahi
Lower Secondary School to Singaul has not
been given a chance to return from this remote
area. Only because of their support to NNTA,
Kishorilal Prasad Shah and Jagat Narayan
Mahato of Rampur Tokani Secondary School,
Shiva Prasad Gupta of Itiyahi, Lal Prasad Shah
of Bareva Secondary School and others were
deprived from their chance to become permanent.
This year many laborers were terminated from
Ashoke Steel Industries, Annapurna Textile,
Eastern Textile and other such industries only
because of their political dissidence.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No incident has occurred violating religious
freedom indicating an extent of religious
tolerance.

Ratan Sonar and his Grand-son Gopal Shah Dead: A family of Six killed in Itihai VDC
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2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election
At many booths unfair means were applied during
the last election in this district. At first a booth
used to be installed at Hariharpur between Naya
Tole and Ganga Nagar but this time the booth had
been shifted to Hariharpur and there was recorded
a maximum degree of the use of unfair means in
the election there. Election was held up without
any reason in order to enable the selected
candidates to win in Dharmanagar, Panthari,
Piprahi, Majhriya, Badani and Fulbariya VDCs.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
As Rantanpuri VDC Chairman B uddi Bahaur
Lama was an NC worker, the Nijgadh Police
station did not take any action even if he had
raped the wife of a member of Ward No.4 of the
same VDC. A petition was submitted at the
police station to this effect but on the contrary,
the police had threatened humiliated and expelled
the raped woman from the police station precincts.
CPN (UML) MP Salim Miya Ansaii elected to
the House of Representatives from Constituency
No.4 was shot at on November 8 at 9 pm. Police/
administration has not taken any action even if he
has submitted a petition mentioning clearly the
name of the convict. This year 77 cases have been
registered in the court of this district.
3.

Landless / Squatters

The squatter problem is widespread and complex
in this district. There are many who live under
hovels by the side of the roads near the jungle and
under the trees in the orchard. Stormy and rainy
days are very difficult for such squatters.
The squatters coming from various hilly districts
have settled down there by encroaching the forest.
Sometimes they are found to have been asked to
abandon the place by the administration. Small
farmers have also became squatters because of
exploitation by money lenders and the problem
of soil erosion.
4.

Women's Rights

Women have been suffering especially because
of Parda (veil) system, dowry system and

witchcraft. Like in other districts, poor women
are accused of being witches and so hated and
humiliated. A quarrel had occurred at Khuttawa
village in connection with witchcraft. Parda
system is still in practice among some
communities in thisAistrict. Because of illiteracy
and social taboos women were found to regard
their veiled and suffocating lives as their fate and
duty.
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
When a petition accusing of women trafficking
is found to have been registered at District Police
Station on May 11, 1992, a rape case was
registered at District Court on July 5, 1992 and is
still going on.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
On March 16, 1992 and September 20, 1992
cases concerning polygamy had been put up at
the district court. That there are only two cases
regarding polygamy does not prove there is no
complex problem of polygamy here.
Dowry system is widespread in this district and
the very system is the main cause of polygamy
and women exploitation. Enticed by dowry the
guardians of the groom are found to have agreed
to marriage even of oddities. When the boys
forced to marry in their childhood grow up, they
are found to have married again in this district.
This motive is more in educated young men. On
the other hand, the women who are unable to
offer dowry are found to have been living
disgusted lives at home.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery
This system does not look serious in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
As Nepali is not a native language to some
people in this district and their complexion is
dark, they have not been able to receive
citizenship.
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2.9 Parsa

Population

: 371,533

Literacy

: 33.4%

Women Literacy : 18.1%
Area

As long as surface route is concerned Parsa
district in Narayani Zone is regarded as the
gateway of Nepal. Commission and corruption
seem to have been rooted in this district as it
borders with India and is the main gate within the
country for import export, monetary transactions,
selling and buying. Because of the open border,
on one hand, incidents such as theft., dacoity and
murder occur to a great extent and on the other,
problems related to citizenship are burning issues.
In this district political revenge, inclination of
local authorities responsible for fair and fearless
justice and police authorities towards the proruling political party have raised a question mark
regarding the justification of human rights.
1. Right to Life
Though the constitution has guaranteed for all
the Nepalese the right to live with dignity but
without prejudice it is still to think as to how
much these rights have been brought into practice.
1.1 Killing / Firing
During the last election political worker Fulchan
Teli of Tak Lakhanpur VDC was shot to death in
a political fury and envy.
In revenge for a killing of apolitical worker in an
encounter with dacoits at Maniyari VDC,
134

: 1,353 sq.km.

Jaganathpur, Baidhyanath Mahato, Sunarkaji
Shrestha, Sunar Shah Teli, Mangal Raut Kurmi
were implicated in a dacoity case without any
reason.
Similarly some political workers had shot to
death a man belonging to a Muslim community
at Jaganathpur VDC, Sira Area No. 4. Until now
no investigation and action have been initiated
by the concerned authority in connection with
the death.
No action and investigation have yet been carried
out in connection with the man shot to death by
the side of a river at Ghore VDC. In this way 11
people were killed during the election in this
district.
In December 1992 Subedar Raut Ahir of Mirjapur
VDC died in a firing. While in touch with police,
it was said that Subedar Raut Ahir was killed in
a firing which was a defensive measure during
an encounter.
1.2 Jail
The jail of Parsa district was built in 1936 AD,
i.e. during the Rana period. Though it is said that
the capacity of the jail is for 1500 prisoners, it
does seem possible when one looks at its building
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and physical situation. At present there are 525
prisoners consisting of 515 men and 10 women.
Though Jailer Biswanath Upreti claims that the
prisoners have been provided with facilities in
accordance with the jail rules and regulations, the
prisoners do not agree to his claim.
Since the jail building is very old and looks
dilapidated which may turn into ruins anytime
and if it happens, no prisoner will escape death.
There is nothing available especially for recreation
and sports and the prisoners have availed
themselves of TV and other materials. Patients of
dangerous diseases like TB and leprosy are also
cramped together with others in the jail where
there is no treatment facility. Though there is no
arrangement for skill-oriented industry in the
jail, the prisoners on their own initiative,
dedication and labor are seen to be involved in
such trades. The jail which has been polluted for
lack of proper toilet and drainage is not inspected
from time to time by the authorities concerned.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
In this district policemen are found to have tortured
to make the people in custody confess to their
crimes. Here especially because of political
revenge people are arrested illegally. Since there
is no evidence at all it is understood that they
have done so only to discourage their political
activities.
In a peaceful demonstration protest against a
burning problem of the people of Birgunj taken
out by NSP, its worker Suresh Sharma was
kicked and beaten haphazardly causing kidney
damage. It has become the talk of the town.
Police abducted Arun Kumar Kam of Sibarba for
six months in connection with a citizenship case,
without a warrant for arrest.
2.

Fundamental Rights

Though the constitution of the country has
guaranteed fundamental right of every Nepalese,

in reality it seems that it is limited only within the
constitution.
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights.
However, for lack of education, knowledge and
awareness the people of this place have not been
able to enjoy them fully.
2.2 Religious Freedom
People of Terai origin and those of hills live in
this district. Even among the people of Terai
origin, whether they are Hindus or Muslims,
have lived together in a brotherly and friendly
way. But there is a big gap between the people of
Terai origin and the people of hills, and the Terai
people think that they have been humiliated by
the people from hills.
2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
It is felt that the political freedom guaranteed by
the constitution has been snatched away from
every citizen in this district.
There is a big grievance that local administration
and police do not acknowledge any petition put
forward by dissenters.
The last election is found to have ridiculed the
free, fair and peaceful election procedure. As for
example, a bomb had exploded in local election
in Birgunj Municipality Ward No. 1. Similarly
during the election there was tiring at Lakhanpur
and Surjha VDCs. During the DDC election the
district's MP had entered the booth and forced
the people to cast votes in a one sided manner.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
In this district there is no basis on which the
decision reached by the judicial authorities can
be stained. However, local intellectuals say that
change is necessary in the judges' working
procedure and tradition. But much evidence of
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the ruling party's political revenge and pressure
on decisions reached by semi-judicial authorities
have been found.
This year 1,516 civil cases have been registered
at the court of this district. Most cases were
related to land. 94 cases have been registered
through the police.
3.

Landless / Squatters

There is a serious problem of squatters in Parsa
district. Government has distributed the land
managed by felling trees among the people from
hills and India and people say that Mushar and
Chamar, the aborigines of this place, have been
living without land. In this way the government
is trying to make the aboriginal people of the
Terai into a minority group, landless and there is
no evaluation and assessment of actual squatters.
4.

Women's Rights

Though the constitution has amply made
provisions for the women's rights and welfare, in
practice women have been deprived of their
rights in this district.
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
Since Parsa district lies in the Terai, there is no
women trafficking, but rape is a crime that occurs
time and again.
In March 1992 in Birgunj Municipality Ward
No. 13 Shiva Prasad Shah had attempted to rape
Gaumati Gurung who used to work in his own
house but he was declared innocent after the
police investigation.

4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Jari, Devaki, Badi systems are not prevalent in
this district. But polygamy is rampant here.
Parsa is a district where the people of Terai
origin have a majority and child-marriage is
prevalent among them. When the boys nature
and begin to understand the outside the world,
they marry according to their liking. Because of
this also polygamy is very much common here.
Prostitution exists a little only on the northern
part of this district. Recently a guard of Birgunj
jail and a businessman were arrested while
involved with a prostitute.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
Agricultural workers like bonded laborers have
been living pitiable and exploited lives in this
district. They are not given reasonable wages for
their labor.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
In this district which has an open border and is
the main gate for surface routes, the traffic is
thick, import and export fast, selling and buying
of goods and thus Parsa unlike other districts has
become the root of corruption. The citizenship
problem is also equally serious, as citizenship
are bought and sold. While some people have not
been able to obtain their citizenship on account
of political revenge, people from across the
border and having connections with the DAO
employees have been successful in obtaining
citizenship overnight.

Similarly Bijaya Kumar Laina had attempted to
rape Dudh Kumari Kumar staying in Bombay
Hotel Ghantaghar in Birgunj.
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2.10 Chitwan

Population

: 355,298

Literacy

: 55.7%

Women Literacy : 43.0%
Area

Chitwan which is sometimes called the 76th
district of Nepal is politically conscious. However
the political parties in this district do not have
healthy competition among themselves.
Especially during election the parties having
their strongholds at various places had deprived
other parties in these places their right to cast
votes.
1. Right to Life

: 2,218 sq.km.

Bahadur had killed Kishan Bahadur under the
direction of Jaya Mangal. But the CPN (UML),
denying the allegation, state that Jaya Mangal
was looking after his sick mother at the time of
the incident and Kishan Bahadur was not killed
under his direction. 13 people including Jaya
Mangal were arrested in this connection but only
Krishna Bahadur Kumal is still in jail. Krishna
Bahadur has confessed that he had killed Kishan
Bahadur Kumal. The district court has released
others on bail.

1.1 Killing / Firing
1.2 Jail

This year, the police or administration did not kill
any citizen through firing or other means in this
district. Four people were killed because of
jealousy, enmity and other reasons. The most
talked of kill ing was on July 16, 1992 at Meghauli2, Sisabas. Though the killing was not directly
political, the deceased Kisan Bahadur Kumal
was an active NC member and the accused
Krishna Bahadur Kumal was a CPN(UML)
supporter. At about 7 o'clock in the evening
Krishna Bahadur Kumal had killed Kishan
Bahadur Kumal with an iron bar. Kishan Bahadur
had converted many CPN(UML) Kumals into
NC and played an important role in defeating
CPN(LTML) candidate Jaya Mangal Kumal in a
local election held in the month of April 1992. So
the NC people of Chitwan claim that Krishna

Built in 1968 the jail is not modem and scientific.
It is rather very narrow and stinking. The jail has
an area of 1 Bigha and 12 Kattha. The jail
building has occupied 3 Katthas of land. The jail
has a capacity of 70 prisoners. But at present
there are 104 prisoners consisting of 89 men, 13
women and 2 children (of the women imprisoned
in the jail). Since the number of prisoners is
beyond the capacity of the jail, the condition of
the jail is unhealthy and suffocating. Due to the
lack of proper toilet facility it is always stinking
and food has to be cooked in a nearby place . The
jail is not suitable for human imprisonment. It is
not suitable even for pigs and because of this
unhealthy environment prisoners often fall sick
with no doctor to treat them. According to Jailer
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Kul Prasad Sharma, prisoners are taken out for
treatment only when they are seriously ill. Even
the security guards of the jail say that there is no
proper management for accommodation. CDO
Padam Raj Regmi and Senior Administrative
Officer Rishikesh Poudel are not satisfied with
the jail too. They complain that even after repeated
notification to the Home Ministry regarding the
worsening situation of the jail, nothing has yet
been done.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
The CDO says that after democracy police torture
has been much relaxed, it does not mean that
police custody is torture-free zone. DistrictJudge
Kunwar says referring to an incident in which
police beat and tortured the accused to confess
but there was no evidence. Though police torture
the accused or not, they say that they have been
tortured in order to prove themselves innocent.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not been able to enjoy the
above rights.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No incident has occurred violating religious
freedom i.e. religious are tolerated here.
2.3 Political Freedom/ Free and Fair Election
During the local election held on April 27 and 30,
1992 NC, CPN(UML), UPF, having shown their
power in areas where they have their hold, had
prohibited other political party supporters from
casting votes and terrorized them. In this district
only these three parties are active. The army had
to be deployed in order to release VDC Chairman
NC candidate Narayan Dahal of Madi Kalyanpur
kidnapped by UPF for 3 hours at the time of vote
counting. CPN (UML) and UPF workers were
138

wounded when N . supporters with weapons in
a jeep Lu.A.Kha.No.13 made an assault at
Bharatpur Municipality, ward No.11. Later NC
Municipality Chief candidate Muktilal Chuke
was surrounded and forced by CPN (UML) and
UPF workers to sign a document showing that
the election in the booth was rigged. The assault
by the NC did not become a political issue but 4
people of CPN(UML) and UPF were sued for
public offence. In this way CPN(UML) worker
Raj Kumar Shrestha of ward No.14 was seriously
wounded. CPN(Masal) candidate Tulashi
Chapagain of Bharatpur Municipality, ward
No.10 while campaigning for election was beaten
by NC candidate Manohari Koirala's son. When
a petition was put forward in this connection, the
police were found reluctant to accept the petition
and on the contrary Chapagain was accused of
murder and was sued. In Divya Nagar VDC, NC
supporters had beaten and wounded UPF
Chairman candidate Ramakanta Bhandaii, Khem
Lal Bhandari, Vishnuhari Tiwari. CPN(UML)
worker Shovakar S ubedi and Bal Krishna Poudel
were wounded in a clash between CPN(UML)
and NC supporters at Gita Nagar on April 27. On
27, armed NC workers had assaulted and
wounded 7 people of CPN(UML) and UPF at
Chainpur Pithuwa VDC. But later NC workers
sued the 19 CPN(UML) and UPF workers (6
from Pithuwa and 13 from Chainpur) for public
offence. They were all released on bail though
they have to go to court as and when ordered.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
This year 96 criminal cases have been registered
in the court of Chitwan district. District Judge
Prem Prasad Kunwar says that 90% of criminal
cases come through the police. He stated that an
average 20 civil cases related to share, land and
property are registered there every month. This
year 101 cases have been registered at the District
Administrative Office. According to the CDO,
maximum cases are registered in relation to
public crimes and traffic. According to DSP
Navin Adhikari, 181 cases related to public
offenses, beatings, thefts, murders, accidents
etc. have been registered in the District Police
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Station. Because of jealousy among themselves,
opponents are usually sued for public offence.
CDO Padam Raj Regmi himself says that the
cases for public offence were only for political
revenge against the incidents that occurred during
the election.
The suit filed on July 1, 1992 by Prakash Kadel
against Indra Prasad Regmi, by Biswonath
Pokhrel against Hikmat Gurung on July 5, by
Devi Prasad Neupane against Maya devi Khanal,
by Narayan Dahal against Miss Sita Adhikari are
still pending at the District Administrative Office.
But Chitwan DDC Chairman Krishna Lal Sapkota
says that they were sued for public offence but
not for political revenge with intent to discourage
hooliganistic incidents occurring in some places.
3.

Landless / Squatters

There are approximately 7,000 squatters in
Bharatpur Municipality alone. Though they are
not ill-treated by police/administration, their lives
are still critical.

they could manage to escape and come back
home with the help ofa taxi driver, Mid-eastern
Regional Committee of CPN (UML), then in
Calcutta, and Royal Nepalese Consul General's
office in Calcutta. Apart from this, 5 cases of this
kind have been registered at the District court
here.
It is not yet known how many rape cases have
occurred in this district but the two cases have
been handed over to District Police Station here
and Ram Kumar Shrestha who was accused of
the much talked of Balkumari Campus rape case
has been sent to all for interrogation. The accused
Shrestha along with 3-4 men had attempted to
rape Asha Kumari Thapa Magar of Bharatpur in
the evening of August 8, 1992. In the incident
Asha Kumari's clothes were torn off, her lips
were bitten and her face was bruised. She had to
be put under treatment in hospital for some days.
4.2 Jari; Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

4. - Women's Rights

Jari, Devaki, Badi systems are not practiced here
and polygamy also is not a problem worth
mention.

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights

On December 19, 1991 Parvati Sarki and Tara
Sarki of Shitalpur had persuaded 13 year old Sita
Karki and 15 Year old Maya Karki of Bhangatar
VDC, ward No.7, Barua bazaar to go to Calcutta
where they had intended to sell them out. But
before they were sold out in brothels in Calcutta,

5.1 Slavery
This problem is not found to an extent that it is
worth mentioning in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
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2.11 Makawanpur

Population

: 315,588

Literacy

: 37.1%

Women Literacy : 23.0%
Area

Out of many districts of Narayani Zone,
Makawanpur is considered a little notable for
political activities. Even during the Panchayat
period the people of Makawanpur were
considered politically conscious. That is why
there used to beinaximum human right violation
from the administration side in the past in this
district. Even today the trend is not felt to have
declined much.
1.

Right to Life

1.1 Killing / Firing
From January to December 1992 altogether 11
attempted murder cases have been registered in
this district. When local political workers are
asked about the incidents that have occurred in
this district, they mention the murder cases in
Fapai-bari, Kangda and Sisneri in September
1992. They recall also the murder at Kogate in
November 1992. In September 1992 Krishna
Bahadur Thakuri of Sisneri VDC was killed.

: 2,426 sq. km .

at first as a garage for trucks and jeeps. There are
only two rooms, one for women and the other for
men. Both the rooms have a common veranda
and garden.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
According to District Police Inspector during
the period from January to December 1992 no
one has been unnecessarily tortured. But the
opposition does not agree to this claim.
The torture inflicted in an irregular manner upon
Kapildev Kattel in August 1992 atDistrict Police
Station under the accusation of felling trees of a
forest is noteworthy. Kapildev Prasad Kattel, the
then ranger of Makawanpur District Forest
Office, was arrested without any warrant by
special police from his father-in-law's house at
Kalaiya.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association

1.2 Jail
The condition of this district's jail which is situated
at Bhimfedi is critical. Local political workers
and prisoners say that there are no facilities as per
jail rules and regulations in this jail which has a
capacity of 3010 50 prisoners. The jail was used
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According to an official of local bar association,
dissenters are accused under public offence act
1992 and tortured by the CDO in this district.
District Administration Office also says that
almost all incidents related to public offence of
nature occur because of politics in this district.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

But the above office claims to have set all the
work in favor of people and done everything
lawfully.
Political workers of all the parties agree that
human rights have been violated also by people
due to lack of mass-awareness.

activities than with squatters. United People's
Front says that security guards are found to have
been involved in deforestation in Bajrabarahi,
Namtar, B hainse, Ambhanj yang, Jyamire,
Manhari, Padua Pokhari etc.
4. Women's Rights

2.2 Religious Freedom

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

All kinds of people including Hindus, Buddhists,
Muslims and those converted later into Christians
live in this district. But no untoward incident is
found to have occurred in connection with
religion. Though there was pressure on Christians
during the Panchayat period, local people say
that they have not heard of that kind of incident
recently.

According to the District Police Station, during
the period from January to December 1992
altogether 11 cases including rape, trafficking
and polygamy have been registered in the district.
Even local people say that prostitution has posed
as a problem in this district.

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
Almost all the parties agree that the local election
was held normally in June 1992 in this district,
but both ruling and opposition party workers
blame each other for rigging.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

4.2 Jari, p olygamy, Devaki and Badi System

The district court says that there has not been any
pressure from any party on the legal process in
this district. But there has been opposition party's
disagreement to the decision made my the court.
There is also such a political party which says
that there are delays at the court. But political
workers claim that there has been Government
pressure on semi-judicial authorities such as
District Forest Office, District Administration
etc.
Pressure was found to have been exerted on the
administration to protect the criminals violating
human rights in this district. All the political
parties blame each other for the violation of
human rights.
3.

Name of the district is ahnost synonymous to
women trafficking especially in taking them to
India. A group is said to have been active in
women trafficking in VDCs such as local
Padampokhari, Dutiwana, Churiyamai,
Basamadi and Handikhola. Women of this place
are seen to have been sold not only in brothels in
Calcutta, Delhi, Bombay but also in circuses in
India.

Landless / Squatters

This problem is seen to some extent in this
district. But deforestation problem is seen
connected more with Forest employees and

Jari, Devaki and Badi systems are not practiced
in this district. Similarly polygamy does not pose
as a serious problem. But last year Birodh
Khatiwada, a CPN(UML) MP, was charged for
a polygamy case and it was registered in the
district court.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery
This system has not posed as a serious problem
in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
There is no uniformity in wages to be given to
agricultural laborers in this district. In rural areas
money lenders are found extorting annually 30%
to 60% on loan interests. Rural people state that
have been cheated by the educated and so - called
affluent people.
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2.12 Lalitpur

Population

: 258,474

Literacy

: 63.8%

Women LiteraCy : 49.1%
Area

Of the three-districts in the valley, Lalitpur is
known as the most difficult and remotest district.
Public crimes are committed in difficult places
like Thula Durlung, Kalekh, Asrang, Gimdi,
Chandanpur and backward VDCs like Anakantar.
Since incidents especially like beating and
quarrelling eventually take political shape
intellectuals, administrators and political workers
of this district are found to have a common
opinion that all the political parties must be
united and must not have two different opinions
in discouraging incidents related to public
offence.
1. Right to Life
Though people think that all the people of this
district have been enjoying, without any
obstruction, the rights enshrined in the
constitution as this is a neighboring district of the
capital within the valley, the rights guaranteed
by the constitution seem to have been limited
within the city area in view of the difficult areas
existent in this district.
1.1 Killing / Firing
On April 6, 1992 the Government agencies have
been the cause cruel incidents in connection with
the Nepal Bandh. Akhil Nepal Janbadi Yuva
League member 18 year old Rajiv Raghubandi
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: 385 sq. km.

of LalitpurM unicipality, Kayagunani was killed
in the police fir ing at Pulchowk. Similarly CPN
(United Center) member 21 year old Lok Narayan
ShreStha of Dhading Dhuwakot, who was
residing in Lalitpur, was also wounded in the
police firing and died while undergoing treatment
at Patan hospital.
In this way on April 6, 1992, 19 people were
seriously wounded in the police lathi-charge,
tear-gas and random firing in connection with
the Nepal Bandh at Pulchowk. Out of 19, 11
people were wounded by bullet and 9 of the 11
persons had sustained injuries above their knees
and 2 persons below their knees. Thus in
connection with the Nepal Bandh many people
were wounded and had to undergo treatment in
Patan hospital. Parshuram Thapa (30) of L.P.M.
Gabahal, Gyan Bahadur Shakya (29) of Nagbahal
Ikhake, Bharatmtui Shakya (25) of Gabahal,
Prem Bahadur Maharjan (22) of Pinchhetole,
Chandra Govind Maharjan (20) of Thecho,
Rajesh Lama (20) of Chyasal, Hari Bahadur
Khatiwada (18) of.linchhe, Lok Narayan Shrestha
(21) of Dhading living in Lalitpur municipality,
Alauddin Muslim (26) and Suraj Maharjan,
Madan Kumar Silwal (15) of Lele, Govind
Adhikari (12) of Dapcha, Bodh Prasad Tripati
(19) of Chitwan living in Lalitpur municipality,
Subit Majhi (20) of Patan Dhoka, Suresh Lama
(18) of Makawanpur living in Lalitpur

Facts on Human Rights Violations

municipality, Shyam Shrestha (25) of Lagankhel,
Asha Kaji Maharjan (32) of Kathmandu Ombahal
and Mangal Abate (38) of Bholachhe were among
those wounded.
1.2 Jail

,

Hundreds of people including MP Lila Mani
Pokhrel and UPF LalitpurChairman Dil Bahadur
Shrestha were arrested before Nepal Bandh on
May 3, 1992 was declared in protest against the
Government's tyrannical killing of innocent
people in connection with the Nepal Bandh on
April 6, 1992.

Nakkhu jail which is well-known all over the
country lies in this district. This jail which was
Laborer Narayan Prasad Pokhrel working in
built during the Rana period with a view to detain
Bamdev Gokarna Textile Pvt. Ltd. was accused
political prisoners can hardly be compared with
of dissidence and terminated from his service.
otherj ails of the country. At present there are 167
When laborers exerted pressure on reinstating
prisoners in the jail which has a capacity of 150
him, 5 laborers were illegally arrested and accused
prisoners. Since there is no clear policy to measure
of false cases under -public offence and
capacity of what and how much facility a prisoner
punishment act.
needs to live. On looking at the physical facility
and the boarding situation of the jail, Uddav
"After the political change in the country the
Paneru, the jailer himself raises a question as to •
people detained in custody have not been tortured
how this capacity can be defined.
and since there is no modern technology other
Even in the past political prisoners used to be than torture to make one confess, it is natural for
imprisoned in this jail and nowadays though crimes to increase in the society," says a senior
there are no political prisoners, there are more police officer of the district. According to him,
the policemen are found to have developed the
facilities in this jail than in others. Prisoners have
been provided with TV including sports materials attitude that the news of even a slap given to
and journals for recreation. According to the make criminals confess spreads-far and wide, so
jailer, prisoners do not seem to be lacking any they try to escape the risk of being in one's bad
facility. But in view of the jail building which is hooks. In the meantime the officer opines that
very old, renovation of the building is felt society is to bear the risk of encouraging the
necessary. The jailer of Nakkhu jail says that the growing social crimes.
task is out of his jurisdiction.

2. Fundamental Rights

Most of the prisoners in this jail where there is not
even a single woman have been accused of theft,
and drugs trafficking. According to the jail
administration, most of the prisoners accused of
minor thefts are those (street children) who will
have to steal again for survival even after they are
released. That is why education and training are
seen necessary in the jail to cherish a sense of
morality in their minds.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
In this district dissenters are accused of false
cases especially for political revenge. In the
meantime what is evident from the overall study
of the district is that in the eyes of intellectual
community the administrators responsible for
fair judgement, peace and security in the district
are seen like workers of a certain political party.

Though the constitution has guaranteed
everyone's fundamental rights, there are
grievances that in practice local administration
acknowledges petitions of the ruling party only.
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but in this district dissident political organizations
have not been able to carry out their activities.
2.2 Religious Freedom
Especially Hindus and Buddhists live in this
district. Until now religious tolerance among
them has been seen praiseworthy.
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2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

The constitution has provided every Nepalese
with equal rights to political freedom. But the
irony is that parties are seen to have adopted their
election procedure (whether it is local election or
parliamentary election) against democratic norms
in areas of their majority and hold. As an example
of this, when there had been rigging and
irregularity in the elections held in ward Nos.
7,8,12,16 and 18 of this district's municipality,
local elections in VDCs of the hilly areas such as
Asrang, Devichaur etc. had been held in an
irregular, restless and undemocratic environment
following use of alcohol and temptation.

Incidents related to women trafficking are
sometimes heard in villages though not in towns
in this district but rape cases are rarely heard of.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

This problem is not serious in this district.

After the political change in the country there is
no room in which judicial authority can he blamed
but weak points are still seen in activities carried
out by semi-judicial authorities. Mainly these
semi-judicial authorities are seen to have been
making decisions on political and administrative
pressure.

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

During the period from July 1992 to February
1993 altogether 476 cases including civil and
criminal have been registered in this district's
court. Similarly during the period from July 16,
1992 to May 1, 1993, 175 cases including
accidental death, theft, poison drugs and public
offence have been registered.
3.

Landless / Squatters

It is not that there is no problem of this kind but
this problem is not serious in this district.
4.

Women's Rights

Lalitpur falls in a difficult area of the valley. In
this district which is surrounded by mostly
difficult and remote VDCs what status women's
rights has is evident in itself. Mainly political
leaders themselves are seen to have been involved
in incidents violating women rights.
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4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Devaki, Badi and Jai system do not exist in this
district, but polygamy is seen rampant in the
villages.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery

On one hand, the blasting in big quarries situated
in this district has terrorized the people of this
district, on the other, environment itself has been
polluted. The villagers living near the quarry say
that nothing special and positive has been
implemented even after presenting a report
prepared by a commission formed by the
Government keeping in mind the appeal of the
people to this effect. At the same time children
from villages of this district are found to have
been employed by big carpet industries in this
district. Thus carpet industries are seen to have
been violating child right.
Milk and Khuwa (Remains of hard-boiled .milk
mixed with sugar) are produced in plenty in very
remote areas of this district. But for absence of
transportation and market outlet the Khuwa
producers do not receive proper prices for their
product which businessmen of towns are found
to be buying at exploitative prices and making
good profits.
The crash-landing of Pakistan International
Airlines aircraft P.K.No. 268 bound for
Kathmandu from Karachi on September 29,
1992 at Bhattedanda VDC, Ward No. 3, Bhaire
of this district killing 167 passengers is one of
the major and painful incidents of the country.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

2.13 Kavre

Population
Literacy

: 324,819
• 38.5%

Women Literacy : 22.7%
Area

Of the 8 districts of Bagmati Zone, Kavre is also
known as a backward district. Because of poverty,
backwardness, illiteracy etc. political instability,
murder, women trafficking, suicide, theft, rape
are the main problems here.
1. Right to Life

: 1,396 sq.km.

prisoners express their dissatisfaction on
cramping mentally abnormal and other sane
prisoners into one place.
Even those who are normal are stated as abnormal
and brought by their relatives and tortured here.
This jail has become a torture house instead of a
house for mental treatment.

1.1 Killing / Firing
1.3 Arrest / Torture
On December 12, 1992 a conflict erupted during
the mass meeting organized at Banepa by NDP
(Thapa) and 17 year old Basudev Musyaju, a
student of Class IX, became the victim of
indiscriminate police firing. During the local
election NC candidate Mandev B lon of Falametar
VDC, Ward No. 7, used an axe to kill Surya man
Pakhrin of Ward No. 1 of the same VDC. Blon is
serving his sentence in jail.
1.2 Jail
Some more services and facilities have been
provided for the prisoners of this jail which was
in a very pathetic condition during the Panchayat
period. But it has been felt necessary to bring
about innovative changes in boarding house and
physical infrastructures of this jail. There are 77
prisoners consisting of 61 mentally abnormal
and the other 16 charged for various crimes. The

Most of the prisoners in this jail say that they
have become the victims of false charge and
maximum tortures in police custody. But they
say that they should not have to undergo tortures
in the jail.
In this district anyone who has hold or influence
is seen to have broken the circle of law and order.
It is said that UPF charged its 44 workers, CPN
(UML) 17, NDP 7 and NC 5 for public offence.
In this way defeated Govind Prasad Khakurel of
Kharel Thok VDC who was defeated in the
election and returning home at night after vote
counting lost his way and fell down the slope. In
order to take revenge on his opponent he made
the incident an issue in which Laxmi Prasad
Khakurel, 18, and Narayan Prasad Khakurel 15,
were accused of involving themselves in the act
of attempted murder. Consequently, because of
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false charge, the two youths were put in police 4. Women's Rights
custody from June 25 to July 21 in 1992. The
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
issue had become the talk of the VDC.
2.

Fundamental Rights

Though the fundamental rights of each Nepalese
have been guaranteed in accordance with the
political system of the country, because of
poverty, illiteracy and lack of mass-awareness,
people have not been able to enjoy the rights in
a proper way.
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not been able to have
access to them. According to NNTA, teachers
affiliated to NNTA have been mentally tortured
to change their trust by asking them to produce
an explanation and transferring them.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No incident has occurred violating religious
freedom.
2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election
Political freedom does not look openly frustrating
in this district. During the parliamentary election
and the local election the party which had a
stronghold went beyond the domain of law and
prevented people from enjoying their
fundamental rights.

This district is notorious for women trafficking.
The poverty, backwardness, humiliating attitude
towards women, helplessness, social evils and
inhuman feelings present in the society are found
to have encouraged women trafficking. Women
dream of dramatic changes in their future. They
want to be prosperous. Luck plays a different
role. They cannot be what they dream they want
to be like. This mentality of ignorance and
uncertainty are the root cause of women
trafficking. Most of the women have been sold
out by their own relatives and acquaintances of
their villages. Earlier only Damai, Kami, Sarki
and Tamang used to be the victims of this trade
but now even Brahmins and Chhetris have fallen
into the grip of traffickers.
It is known that not only women trafficking but
also rape cases have/started to occur and are
increasing. On February 6. 1992 krishna Bahadur
Banjara, 58, a resident of Ugratara Janagal,
raped his own servant Malati Manandhar, 12.
Later she was taken to a mission hospital in
Banepa.
Another report received from NBA of Kavre
says that on July 23, 1992 Dilip Kumar Shrestha,
a resident of Panchkhal Milk Cooling Center
Tamaghat, raped 4 years 6 months old Mithila
Giri.
4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to have access to the above rights.

Jari, Devaki and Badi systems do not exist here.
Similarly polygamy has also not posed as a
serious problem.
5.

This year only 469 cases comprising of civil 303,
Government criminal 43 and 123 others have
been registered at the district court of this district.
3.

Landless / Squatters

Problem is not serious.
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Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
This system has not created any problem in this
district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

Facts on Human Rights Violations

2.14 Bhaktapur
Population

: 173,097

Literacy

: 60.3%

Women Literacy : 43.5%
Area

Bhaktapur is an old city located in Bhaktapur
district of the Bagmati Zone. The day after the
unified mass-revolution began on February 18,
1990 to reinstall democracy and guarantee human
rights in this district, Krishna Ram Duwal, Ran
Kumar Suwal, Hari Krishna Bhuju and Nirmal
Kumar Shakya sacrificed their lives as a
testimony. As soon as the end of partyless
Panchayat system was declared on April 8 at
night, Pushpa Ratna Shakya, who being elated
had come out shouting pro-democracy slogans
and became a victim of an army bullet rendering
himself as one in the long row of martyrs.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
On August 2, 1992 at 10 PM 22 year old Punya
Ratna Buddhacharya was stabbed on the street in
front of Guhya Pokhari near Navadurga Cinema
hall at ward No. 17 of Bhaktapur municipality.
Though he was taken to Bhaktapur hospital
immediately, he could not survive. Some days
before the incident, the criminals who killed him
had ill-behaved with a school girl. They had been
waiting for an opportunity to avenge the younger
brother of the deceased who had advised them
not to behave that way. On 18th at night a group
of people including Umesh Shrestha dragged
Punya Ratna's younger brother out of his house

: 119 sq.km.

and started beating him. Punya Ratna
Buddhacharya who advised them not to do so
was held by some 2/3 people and taken a little
farther. They stabbed him in his chest. The
murderers roughed-up a fruit-seller who was an
eye-witness of the incident.
Umesh Shrestha of ward No. 8 of Bhaktapur
municipality, Shyam Silpakar of ward No. 17,
Kamal Silpakar of Ward No.16, Nilam Joshi and
Manesh Joshi of Ward No.14, Rajendra Joshi of
Ward No.17, Bidur KC of Ward No.14 who were
implicated in the murder were arrested after a
few days and sent to Bhaktapur court on August
28, 1992. Rama Prasad, Ramhari Karmacharya,
Prakash Bhuju and Narendra of all from Ward
No.14 and B al Krishna Lohala of Sipadol VDC,
ward No.2 who were implicated in the same
incident had absconded.
Widow Januki Thapa of Bhaktapur district,
Dhuvakot VDC, ward No. 9, Saraswoti Khel had
been impregnated by someone other than her
husband and on July 20, 1992 she gave birth to a
baby and killed it. When her brother-in-law
Bachu Ram Thapa saw her carrying the dead
baby in a bucket, he reported this to the police
who arrested her and on July 30, 1992 sent her to
the district court. She was remended in custody
for interrogation.
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Wife of Mohan Prasad's younger brother of
Chhaling VDC, ward No. 1 who had been living
separately from her husband, was impregnated
and died after she gave birth to a baby. The
people of her natal home had not accepted her
corpse, suspecting that she was murdered. VDC
Chairman Pravin Ban and Mohan Prasad Ban
had tried to cremate the corpse without a
postmortem. Later the police having observed
the condition of the corpse had it cremated only
after 5/6 days. What is worth noting is that bluish
welts made by a belt could be clearly seen on the
body of the deceased.

14 people were arrested and sued for public
offence in connection with Nepal Bandh. During
the local election when UPF stated that it would
not field its candidature until the case was
withdrawn and the case was withdrawn.

1.2 Jail

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association

There is no jail in Bhaktapur district. If the
district court of this place pronounces a jail
sentence under any crime or gives orders for
detaining suspects for interrogation, such
prisoners are taken to Dilli Bazaar jail in
Kathmandu. There is a provision to accommodate
150 prisoners in the jail but 229 or more prisoners
are found to have been detained there.

The constitution has guaranteed the above rights.
However, because of lack of education,
knowledge, awareness etc. the people of this
place have not been able to enjoy fully any of the
rights.

On May 3, 1992 police had fired blanks in order
to disperse the people gathering in connection
with the Nepal Bandh. Later on the crowd became
agitated and resorted to vandalism. 4 people had
been arrested in connection with the incident.
2.

Fundamental Rights

2.2 Religious Freedom
No incident related to religion has yet occurred
indicating tolerance in this district.-

1.3 Arrest / Torture
A Masai (flaming light) procession called upon
by CPN (United Center) and supported by UML,
Masai, NWPP taken out on April 5 in connection
with Nepal Bandh on April 6, 1992 against
growing price-hike, unemployment employment
problem, Congressisation and treason was
drenched with kerosene oil poured from a window
of a house near the Barahi temple of Nasmana
Tole.

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election

The same day at night some people had, broken
into the branch office of Nepal Bank Ltd,' and
tried to set fire to it with intent to frame the
agitators. Govind Shrestha, Ganesh Man,
Siddartha Kumar KC alias Bhupania Kumar and
Visworaj Bhandari were been arrested in this
connection. The people arrested had no
connection with the convener or supporters of
the Bandh.

When a protest was lodged against NC seeking
to cast false votes in an election being held at
Chapacho VDC, there occurred a dispute. NC
workers beat Prem Krishna Prajapati, a candidate
for VDC Chairman on behalf of NWPP, and
tried to throw him from the room of the healthpost building where the booth was installed.
Later having come to know of it a group of
people of NWPP went to the place from the city.
When a clash began police opened fire with
blank bullets to restore peace.
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In local elections held under two phases on May
28 and 31, 1992 the ruling party NWPP which
has a stronghold in the district because of its
ruling party power and NDP because of its old
influence were found to have carried out various
kinds of activities in order to influence voters in
their favor.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

Former President of Nagarkot VDC and NDP
leader Surendra Pratap Shah tempted, people by
offering them alcoholic drinks and forced
CPN(UML) members candidates from ward No.
8 and 9 of to withdraw their candidatures.
When a dispute erupted between NC and NWPP
in the election being held at Sipadol VDC, the
situation indicated that the election had to be
discontinued for sometime. So some voters had
been deprived of their right to vote.

still feeling insecure because of the incidents like
group-rape that occurred over the past few years.
They fear going around alone into the forest area
near the army barracks even during the day.
Even polygamy was found to have been practiced
occasionally. On September 14, 1992 Jitendra
Duwal of Bhaktapur municipality, ward No. 9
married another woman in spite of having his
wife Laxmi Duwal at home.
4.1 Trafficking / Rape

When the election was very near, the ruling party
distributed Rs.10,000 for each VDC from Rural
Self-reliance Fund to influence the voters. Changu
VDC, Jhaukhel VDC and other VDCs were also
influenced by the use of money and other kinds
of temptations.

Eyewitnesses stated that a woman en-route to
take a holy bath was raped in front of a curio shop
on her way to Taumadi from Bhaktapur Durbar
Square on September 1992. Because of the fear
of being a social out-caste the victim did not
report this to the police.

People including NC worker Gauriman Thapa's
nephew Kishore Thapa of Dubakot VDC,
Saraswoti Khel heat 3/4 members of the Awal
family and smashed the door of their house
angrily as they did not cast their votes in favor of
NC. Later when police arrested them, there was
pressure from the ruling party to release the
culprits.

4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness and
lack of awareness people of this district have not
been able to have access to the above rights.
Out of 1029 cases registered in Bhaktapur District
Court this year, civil cases are the most. Out of
the total cases 29 cases were registered through
police and 375 were decided during that time.
3.

Landless / Squatters

Jari, Devaki and Badi systems are not in practiced
in this district. Similarly polygamy is not a practice
that is remarkably worth mention.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
B isketJatra (local festival) is celebrated annually
as the Newar community's special festival from
April 9 to 17 in this district. There has been a
tradition of pulling a chariot on the days before
and after. Over the past few years disgusting
activities have been observed during the festival.
Among the innocent people gathered for the
festival in 1992 some 3-4 people sustained injuries
on their heads resulting from brick-batting near
the Nyatapol temple. One of these victims had to
lose one of his eyes. That is why attention of the
administration, police and others is drawn to the
festival which pasts for 8-9 days.

This problem is not serious in this district.

5.1 Slavery

4.

This problem is not serious in this district.

Women's Rights

Though women right has been guaranteed in the
constitution, it is not honored in practice. When
men get Rs. 40, women who work equally will
have to be satisfied with Rs. 20-25. As there are
many army barracks in this district, women are

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Property worth approximately Rs 85,000 of
Ganesh Prasad Dahal, Rs 68,000 of Durga Prasad
Dahal, Rs 80,000 of Vishnu Prasad Dahal, Rs
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45,000 of Harisaran Dahal, Rs 31,000 of Sanu
Kanchha Dahal and Rs 36,000 of Narhari Dahal
was gutted by fire at Jhaukhel VDC, Ward No. 2
on February 18, 1992 at 6 o'clock in the morning.
All the cash goods of 14 households including
that of Chandra B ahadur Tamang, Santa Bahadur
Tamang and 9 other houses were gutted by fire at
Khoriya village of Changu VDC, Ward No. 5.
None of them was seen to have received necessary
help from state-level.
A family, working as a tenant in 16 Ropanis of
land of a landlord for the last 2-3 generations, has
been living in S udal VDC Ward No. 4 of
Bhaktapur district. Santa Bahadur Dhulikhele
and Mrs Janu Shrestha are the real names of the
members of that uneducated, naive Newar
Taking undue advantage of their illiteracy and
simplicity the former Pradhan Pancha or present
NDP leader Chhatra Bahadur Karki blamed them
of their inability to pay for 5 Muris of paddy
which he had given them on credit for making
beaten rice and terminated their tenancy right of
6 Ropanis of land by forcing them to sign a
document. According to the above tenant family,
Chhatra Bahadur Karki has been looking for a
chance as to how and with what sort of conspiracy,
the other 10 Ropanis of land can be extracted
deprived from their tenancy. Based on temporary
condition the landowner was to claim 38 Pathis
of produce in lieu of rent for which there appeared
maize in his lot but he is found to have made a
receipt for 2 Muris of rice by saying, "We are not
of the kind who eat. Dhido (powdered maize or
millet cooked like rice)".
He forcibly cuts even the bamboo and other trees
planted by Shrestha in areas nearby and when he
requests Karki not to do so, he along with his
supporters attacks the helpless Shrestha family.
Such incident occurs often. Even his younger
brother Padain Bahadur Karki, Jam Bahadur
Karki and sons have been helping him in such
activities.
During Laxmi Puja (a Hindu festival) in the
morning in 1992 Karki ill-treated Juna Shrestha
by catching hold of her throat and dashing her
against the Wall. As her throat was squeezed
hard, she could not swallow any food and water
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for some days. Dil Bahadur Raya who told Karki
not met out such• inhuman treatment but was
beaten in turn. When he went to lodge a complaint,
but nobody, neither VDC nor district
administration nor district police station cared
about his case. This has Karki's strength to
dominate. The concerned authority did not care
for the petition requesting for security and
compensation for bamboos. On the contrary, the
VDC, under the pressure of Chhatra Bahadur
Karki, has proved Santa Bahadur Shrestha to be
a man of unmoral character. The letter issued by
the VDC proves the proverb 'Jo hocho usko
mukhma ghocho', meaning something like 'he is
suppressed who is depressed'.
Though Bhaktapur district is the smallest in
view of its area, people belonging to various
castes and ethnic groups live in this district.
Ethnic groups such as Sarki, Damai, GaMe,
Kami, Kusle, Kasai, Pode and Chyme are among
those who have fallen victims of the Hindu caste
system where they are of the untouchable status.
These people are not allowed in public places
including hotels and shops. Even if they are
allowed in hotels they are asked to wash the
utensils in which they ate anything and place the
utensils upside down. These depressed classes
say that they are treated with partially even in
government offices in an indirect manner. They
are not employed even as peons in government
service.
According to them, they are angry because when
they lodge complaints in connection with any
quarrel or fights among themselves and other
ethnic groups, the administrative authorities,
blame there untouchable themselves of drinking
alcohol and call them rascals. In this connection
these untouchable question, "Do only the
untouchable consume alcohol?"
In Bhaktapur district about 200 child laborers at
an age where children study have been compelled
to earn their livelihood by working in carpet
industries and brick-kilns. And the fact is Nepal
has signed the Convention on the Rights of the
Child.
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2.15 Kathmandu

Population

: 668,605

Literacy

: 70.0%

Women Literacy : 57.3%
krea

Kathmandu, the capital of Nepal, has the highest
density. In this district which has been inhabited
by politically conscious and more or less literate
people, several people, have sacrificed their lives
to the cause of democracy and human rights since
the Rana period.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
During the period from January to December
1992, altogether 14 murder cases have been
registered at Kathmandu District Court through
police.
The firing on April 6, 1992 is the biggest of all the
firing incidents ever after the restoration of
democracy in Nepal. On January 24, 1992 CPN
(United Center), putting forward its eight-point
demands, had started its agitation. Nepal Bandh
was called for on April 6 in connection with the
same agitation. A tense situation developed in
the capital since April 5 night in connection with
the B andh. In accordance with the report prepared
by Civic Commission to investigate into the
incident of April 6, 1992 the same day at 8:30 pin
a bullet whizzed past the forehead of Prem
Guragain of Terhathum near Shankerdev Campus
situated at Putali Sadak. At that time there had

: 395 sq.km.

been a hot argument on whether to initiate blackout in Putali Sadak and its surrounding areas
followed by black-out.
When Civic Investigation Commission called
for statements from 10 eye-witnesses on New
Road, 20% people stated that there had been a
lathi-charge on 5th April at night. They also
stated that there was no lath i-charge on the 6th.
In the Commission's report it is mentioned that
60% people had said that tear-gas was used and
same percentage of people had said that people
participating in the procession were victims of
bullets on the 6th.
On the 5th at night the agitators had organized a
Mashal Julus (a procession with lighted flaming
torches in hands) on New Road. 30% people say
that a procession was taken out and 20% people
say that it was prohibited. 20% eye-witnesses
stated that brick-batting had taken place only
after firing, while 80% said that firing commenced
without blank fire and warning. This is what is
mentioned in the Commission's report.
In accordance with the Civic Commission,
Ravindra Shrestha, 13, who used to work in a
glass shop had sustained a bullet injury on April
5 at night. That time it was dark everywhere
because of black-out. He had heavily fallen down
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to the ground because of the bullet fired half an
hour after the use of tear-gas in front of American
Library on New Road. Wounded by the bullet
fired from a distance of 20 meters Ravindra was
caught by his legs and pushed in a van by the
police. That time his leg was also fractured. After
some minutes he was taken to Mahendra Police
Club. After half an hour he was taken to hospital.
He had to undergo treatment in the hospital for
one month and three days. Some nongovernmental social organizations had borne the
expense for his treatment.
The same day 65 year old Ratna Bahadur Tuladhar
who was out buying cigarette at 7:45 pm in a
shop on New Road, had sustained a bullet injury
in the shin-bone of his right leg. Situation of the
place was peaceful prior to the firing. Near the
same place in front of American Library a little
later at about 9:30 Shamsher Shah, 30, had
sustained a bullet injury in the shin-bone of his
left leg. That time it is said that there were not
more than 15-16 people there.
On the 6th at about 12 o'clock people started
thronging Ratna Park. But police started
dispersing the people who were peacefully
gathering. The crowd stepping back arrived at
Asan Chowk and Mahabauddha. In the meantime
the crowd became agitated because of police
intervention. The news of firing in Patan added
fuel to the fire. At about 1 pm the crowd started
shouting slogans. The situation kept on becoming
more tense and some people of the crowd threw
stones at the police. The police having picked up
the stones threw these back at the people. Within
that period there had been damage and destruction
in various places. The sign-boards for hoarding
boards and advertisements put up on New Road
were thrown out. The demonstrators had used
such sign-boards as obstacle for the police. The
telephone cabinet near New Road had also been
made defunct. The doors and windows of Royal
Nepal Airlines were also stoned. Similarly, the
glasses of the windows of Ministry of Law and
Land Reforms had been smashed.
When the crowd and the police were throwing
stones at each other, the police opened fire without
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warning at about 2 pm at Mahabauddha. A bullet
hit Manoj Shahi sitting in a shop. The bullet
penetrated his abdomen. Student R. P. Sapkota
of Nepal Law Campus on Exhibition road was
wounded when he was about to run away on
hearing the sound of firing.
On April 6th itself at Sundhara 34 year old
carpenter Indra Bahadur Karki had sustained a
bullet injury in his right thigh above knee. He
was hit by the bullet fired from a distance of
about 100 meters. According to him, some boys
were shouting near the New Road gate. That
time policemen were near the Peepal tree. At
first it was smelling as if tear-gas were used. The
bullet fired by the police after hit him first and
then a 13 year old child.
When the people asked RNAC for a vehicle to
take the wounded to hospital, it was not granted
immediately. Late . t he agitated crowd threw
stones at the motor of RNAC and attempted to
set some motors on fire. It came to knowledge
through eye-witnesses. According to the eyewitnesses, even here police did not open fire by
firing blank and using tear-gas as warning or
because of the crowd being uncontrollable.
The same day a student Ramesh Maharjan, 14,
while walking around with ice in his mouth with
his friends near New Road gate at about 1:30 pm
to see how much Nepal Bandh was in effect, was
wounded by a bullet fired by the police near
Juddha Shamser's statue or (Peepal tree) Peepal
ko Bot. The bullet had hit him in his abdomen
and he fell unconscious. He was wrapped in a
bed sheet and taken to hospital.
The police force was deployed all day long in the
Bir Hospital area. There was a big crowd in the
Mahabauddha area nearby. At about 4:45 pm
two people sustained bullet injuries in front of
Mahakal school. The man whom the bullet hit
first walked about 2-3 steps ahead and fell down.
The people gathering there took the wounded for
treatment. The second one fell in front of a
barber's shop. A man came to lift him up but in
vain. Soon 5-7 people came and lifted the
wounded man.
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While firing, one line of policemen stood in front
while those using the rifles stood behind and
fired through the spaces in between the policemen.
According to the eye-witnesses, people had
gathered at about 2 pm also in the middle of Asan
and Bhotahiti. Some people in preparation for a
procession had started shouting slogans and the
police lathi charged. 2-4 youths threw stones at
the police who dispersed. Soon 40-50 people
began shouting slogans again emboldened that
the police had run away. The police arrived and
retaliated with tear-gas even when the situation
was normal and suddenly opened fire aiming at
the people without warning. During this firing, a
man fell to the ground in front of the Sajha shop.
Immediately afterwards a policeman cruelly
stabbed the man with a bayonet but the man is
believed to be alive. The bullet fired by the police
from Bhotahity passed clean through the shoulder
of a tall man and hit a short man standing behind
on his head. They both fell bleeding. After 5-7
minutes a group of policemen arrived there. A
policeman took a gold necklace and a wrist watch
off the tall man and put them in his pocket and
having dragged the man threw him into a truck.
No one dared go and lift the two who had fallen
in the firing. While one was seen with blood
oozing from his shoulder and the other had blood
in a pool around his head. One of the two died on
the spot.
The police had not been eventually compelled to
fire after lathi charging, using tear-gas and blank
firing as a warning or after being unable to
control the agitated crowd in this case. The police
had not given any warning prior to the firing. In
Asan there was no situation compelling the police
to open fire. There wasn't such a large crowd.
Had the police stepped back or had they not
come, no untoward incident would have happened
in Asan. This is what eye-witnesses say.
Many people are said to have seen that the
policemen standing beside the Ganeshthan temple
in front of Sajha building had opened fire aiming
at Kamalakshi after the man was killed in the
firing at Bhotahity.

At Mahabaudha Manoj Shahi, 16, sustained a
bullet injury at 1:30 pm while lying down after
closing his shop. He says that since he was inside
his home he did not see and hear any warning
such as lathi-charge, tear-gas and blank fire prior
to the firing. 10 minutes after the firing 4 people
had taken him to hospital. But, since the police
did not allow them to take him through the main
door, they took him with much difficulty through
the south door. He says that government did not
bear any expense for his treatment nor did anyone
from the government's side come to see him. The
bullet had made 10 holes in his intestine.
That day at Mahabauddha itself businessman
Amar Shakya, 35, had sustained a bullet injury in
his left mouth coming from a distance of 40-50
meters while looking through the window of the
third floor of his house at what was going on as
people were coming back running. 7 years old
Anish Shakya was hit by a bullet and died
instantly, while the bullet penetrating Amar
Shakya's mouth hit his other daughter Samjhana
also. While Anish's mother requested the police
to help her take her daughter to hospital. She was
blankly refused and told it was not their concern.
According to Amar Shakya, 2-3 youths had
thrown stones and the police had used tear-gas
only after sudden firing. Soon after he sustained
the bullet injury he himself having gone to the
emergency room of Bir Hospital had treatment.
He stated that it was no good firing only for the
reason that some 2-3 people threw stones.
According to the eye-witnesses to the firing
incident at Mahabauddha, when, people teased
and brick-batted the police, they had thrown the
bricks back at the people. The people joined 3-4
carts and pushed there towards the police. Though
there had been no vandalism, arson, processions,
mass-meetings etc. the police suddenly opened
fire on the defenseless people. Tear-gas was used
and blank bullets fired only after the firing of real
bullets. All the eye-witnesses say that there was
no situation in which there was any need to open
fire.
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What the health-worker eye-witnesses standing
at the main gate of the emergency ward in the Bir
Hospital compound have said is that they had
thought the 6 rounds fired initially in front of Bir
Hospital were blanks, but immediately afterwards
4 wounded people were brought to the hospital.
Police had begun to dump into their van as many
dead and wounded people as they could find.
Eye-witnesses say that police had even arrested
the people who came after the crowd dispersed
and ran away.
At about 3 pin tires and paper were burning on
the street in front of Campus of Fine Arts. 8-10
youths were throwing stones from the place in
front of Ratna Pustak Bhandar at the police at
Ratna Park side. A group of policemen went
towards Bhotahity. People ran away ahead
looking behind. Policemen were running with
their guns aiming. A man who was running away
into the door of a house in the row in front of
Sajha building at Bhotahity became a bullet
victim. The youth who was about 22 year old had
put on sky blue shirt, white pants and slippers.
After the youth fell down with a thud and much
bleeding, some people had taken him towards
hospital. According to eye-witnesses and seeing
the condition of the wound the man must have
been died. The place where the man fell down
and his blood oozed had been reddened until the
7th.
At 2 pm at Asan Chowk a bullet fired from a
distance of 15 meters hit the throat of Bijendra
Shrestha, 20, working in a press while on his way
home from the press for his lunch. He says that
another man who sustained a bullet injury had
died on the spot. Another friend of his had
become a victim of a police bullet while on his
way to Asan and police had taken him to hospital
in their jeep.
30 year old cook Mohmed Mustafa of Darbhariga,
India sustained a bullet injury in his right hand in
Kamalchhi. According to him police had opened
fire suddenly without lathi charging and using
tear-gas there. The bullet that come from a
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distance of about 100 meters had struck him
while he was standing in a cycle shop on the way
to Bhotahity.
Police firing hit also the thigh of US AID officer
Chitra Rana when she was about to enter her
kitchen in her house situated at Babar Mahal at
about 4:30 pm. Not only Chitra Rana but also her
8 year old niece Shreya Rana and 2_ year old
nephew Pranav Rana were wounded in the police
firing.
According to eyewitness, some people were
brick-batting on the street about 50-60 meters
east of the house when the police fired 2-3
rounds of bullets on the street. After that some
policemen suddenly entered Chitra Rana's
compound and opened fire there.
According to Mrs Chitra Rana she had been
resting at home for the last 14 days after a gallbladder operation. Out in the street children
were throwing stones at the police. She says that
when she came to the veranda of her house to see
where her children were, she saw two boys of
18-19 years and outsiders running away towards
her kitchen garden. After that when she had just
put one of her legs in the door to go into her
house, a bullet coming from a distance of 4-5
feet hit her and she fell down in her house. The
police had also aimed a gun at her husband who
had just arrived back from his office. As heard
by a relative of Mrs Chitra Rana, the firing
occurred after a policeman seeking to shoot was
told by the others to shoot, and Pranav and
Shreya, the children of the Rana couple, while in
the lap of an orderly were also wounded in the
firing. Thus the police returned after firing
without orders. Mrs Rana says that the police
had aimed their guns at Mrs Rana's father-in-law
who, from the veranda of his house, had asked
the police returning why they had entered the
compound and opened fire.
At about 3 pm the street was not much crowded.
There was terror everywhere. The news of firing
at Asan spread also at Ombahal. In the meanwhile
a child including two others sustained a bullet
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injuries while coming out after drinking tea at a
tea-stall at Ombahal. The bullet had been fired
from Basantapur side. The police had not given
any warning prior to the firing. As a matter of fact
there was no need to fire.
12 year old student Mahesh Rana Magar sustained
a bullet injury at Ombahal Chowk while coming
out with his elder brother after drinking tea at
home. The bullet had penetrated through his
thigh to smash his abdomen. The bullet that came
from a distance of about 150-200 meters was
fired without any warning such as lathi-charge,
tear-gas etc.
Even 32 year old tractor driver Ashakaji Mahaijan
sustained a bullet injury in his left leg at Ombahal.
The bullet had penetrated through his leg from
the back to the front. While going to have snack
for which his wife had come to call him the bullet
had hit him at 3:30 pm at Ombahal Chowk. 30
minutes after the firing his friend brought a
vehicle and took him to Bir Hospital. After an
ordinary dressing there he was put in a police van
in order to take him to Patan Hospital but for want

of orders from the officer concerned he was held
for about half an hour at the traffic office near the
old Zonal Commissioner's office. Only after he
said that the wound was paining very much, he
was taken to Patan Hospital. The hospital itself
had borne all the expenses for his medical
treatment during his 3-week long stay in the
hospital. Maharjan says that the firing had
occurred in a place where it was not necessary.
Even 20 year old Roshan Agrawal working
somewhere had fallen victim of a police bullet
which had pierced his back and abdomen. He
says that tear-gas was smelling while he was
walking on the street. 5 minutes after, he was
taken to hospital by his friends.
According to eye-witnesses 16 rounds were fired
around Kathmandu Ganeshthan at about 4:30
pm on the 6th. The bullet had come from
Basantapur side. Of the eye-witnesses, some
said 2 people, some said 4 and 7 people were
wounded. The bullets had hit some in the hand
and others in the abdomen, while some people's
abdomens had been blown out. The policemen
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who had opened fire had wound cloth around
their faces and could not be recognized. The
policemen present looked furious and agitated
and they seemed well-prepared to open fire rather
than pacify and persuade. Some eye-witnesses
say that the son of a man called Jagat had also
sustained a bullet injury at Kasthmandap on
April 6 and was taken to the Teaching Hospital.
They comment that the police had opened fire
without any kind of warning such as lathi-charge,
tear-gas etc.
Najarman Shrestha, 55, who used to earn his
bread as an employee sustained a bullet injury at
about 3-4 pm at Basantapur while on his way
back after buying cigarette. The bullet that had
been fired from a distance of 10 meters had hit
him below his knee. While under treatment his
leg was amputated on April 13, 1992.
In Basantapur a bullet fired by police without
warning of any kind hit 14 year old student Bir
Bahadur Tamang in his left leg below the knee
while he was walking on the street at 4:30 pm.
Half an hour after that he was taken to hospital by
a Paropakar van.

At the time when firing occurred there was no
procession or mass-meeting there. The police
booth at Basantapur was burning. There was no
one but policemen everywhere. No one was
allowed to go there. Who could dare burn the
police booth in the crowd of policemen? People
were going here and there. Pedestrians looked
terrorized and suspicious because of the news
spreading in connection with the firing at Asan
and in other places. In the meanwhile police
suddenly opened fire at random. 2 holes caused
by bullets in the water tank on the top of Kumari
Guest House could be seen even later. At the
same time Franc, a German citizen, had also
sustained a bullet injury in his leg. Even the
pagoda roof of the door of Kumari temple had
fallen because of firing. Eye-witnesses say that
the policemen have not only opened fire but also
got into the house and lathi charged. On April 6
police had opened fire even in a place where
there were only 10-15 people. No warning was
given before the firing.
According to the Gorkhapatra of April 15, 1992,
71 people were wounded in the incident in
connection with Nepal Bandh.

Ms Santa Adhikari : Killed in Jhor VDC

1 56
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According to Civic Investigation Commission,
that day a total of 9 people including Anish
Bajracharya, 20, Krishna Shrestha, 18, Anish
Shakya, 7, Radheshyam Sharma, 46, Rajiv
Raghubamshi, 19, Mahendra Shrestha, and two
other unidentified people were shot to death by
police in Kathmandu.
In connection with the firing on April 6, 1992,
even Human Rights Organization of Nepal
(HURON) had formed an investigation team.
The team has proved wrong the government
claim that Kathmandu would be destroyed if the
police did not resort to bullets. According to
HURON and FOPHUR, the same kind of bullet
like that used in 1990 was used. That day no
firing had followed warnings anywhere.
Because of dense population, unexpected and
unnatural deaths often occur in Kathmandu. On
August 26, 1992 a 30 year old French citizen was
found dead in room No. 109 of Lamtang Guest
House situated at Thamel. Later during the police
investigation it was found that she was killed by
a Chinese citizen Wang Yu Fu following his
greed for wealth or ornaments and American
dollars. Police nabbed Wang Yu Fu with the
goods in his possession.
Police started investigating after 52 year old
Jivnath Rijal was found dead at Naikap on
September 4, 1992. According to police source,
he was killed by Sabitri Rijal of Kathmandu
Municipality, Ward No. 5, Shiva Rijal of the
same place and Anju Rijal of Ward No. 2.
Similarly on October 1, 1992 Thuli Larnini of
Sangala VDC, Ward No. 2, had given a petition
claiming that her 72 year old maternal uncle Pote
Tamang was poisoned to death. In the above suit
Shiva Prasad Devkota had been made a defendant.

Corpse of 20 year old Sarita Adhikari of Jhor
VDC, Ward No. 7 was found thrown in a field 15
minutes away from her house on November 8,
1992. On November 5, she was bound for home
from Balaju.
Though the people in the vicinity could not tell
anything openly because of fear, many earthen
pots had been broken in a cowshed nearby on the
6th November. Reaching the spot SI Gopal
Dhakal had immediately turned the dead body
topsy turvy. When he was requested not to do so,
he stated that he had the right to do so. But later
when the question of bringing a dog was raised
he himself said, "Now the dead body has already
been touched, so it is not possible." Local people
say that SI Dhakal showed disappointment even
in the matter of interrogation. Many suspicions
have cropped up in connection with the incident
as suspected people also have not been
interrogated and some people arrested on
November 10 have been released on November
16. Even after S.I. Dhakal was accused of rape
and terminated from his service, Sarita murder
has not been investigated in a new way.
On December 19, 1992, Kanchha Roka, 77, of
Machhegaun, Ward No. 7 made a lot of noise
under the influence of alcohol. In this connection
his son hit him with an iron pipe and he died.
On December 30, 1992, Baidar Tamang, 37,
residing in a rented house at Dhumbarahi was
wounded when his own father Lal Bahadur
Tamang pushed him off the roof, and he fell
down. He died while undergoing treatment at B ir
Hospital. According to the law suit given by Sita
Tamang, wife of deceased Baidar Tamang, her
father-in-law had pushed him in order to protect
himself from the slash of a Khukuri welded his
son.
1.2 Jail

On October 9, 1992 Maniraj Rai of Dharan,
residing at Kalikasthan, Ward No. 7 of Kathmandu
municipality struck Ramesh Kumar Maharjan of
the same place with a bottle of Coca Cola on the
head. After that Ramesh Kumar died while
undergoing treatment in the hospital..

Out of total number of prisoners, 21% are in
Kathmandu. There are 519, 321 and 109 prisoners
in Central Jail situated at Tripureswor, midKathmandu, B hadra Bandi Griha and women jail
respectively.
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Many political leaders of the country have spent
their days in the Central Jail, the biggest jail in
the country, during the Panchayat period. The
Central Jail is considered comparatively wellfacilitated because of the pressure from political
prisoners and its location in the middle of a
conscious city. Facilities for sports, library and
reading and writing materials available here are
not available in other jails. There is an open
ground for playing volley ball and gymnastics
inside the compound of the jail and one can study
up to Class VIII within the jail.
Prisoners have also managed to install a TV by
collecting money from among themselves in the
jail. Though there is scarcity of water all over
Kathmandu, necessary amount of water is
supplied through a tank here. However, for want
of water, dirty toilets have been posing as
problems. Since the jail building and its wall
built during the Rana period have become very
old, accidents are likely any time. Prisoners have
been living in fear as roofs have sagged to the
collapsing point.
In all the three jails under the central jail
administration there is a provision of Gorkhapatra
for the Jailer's office. But apart from that no other
papers or journals are provided to the prisoners.
15 children including Umesh Thapa 3, Deepak
Shrestha, 9, Govinda Nepali, 7, Man Bahadur
Tamang, 8, Navaraj Dahal, 7, Nave B is wokanna,
5, Kishore Lama, 6, Ramhari Chaulagain, 8,
Jeevan Rai, 7, Lopsang Tamang, 6, Gyan Bahadur
Thing, 6, Gokul Pode, 5, Kailash Pun, 6, Santosh
Raut Kunni, 10, and Mohan Singh Dhalan, 9,
have been living as prisoners with their guardians
in the jail.
Bhadra jail near the central jail is said to have
been built in order to imprison Bhadra Shamser.
Bhadra Bandi jail is known as Bhadragol jail, i.e.
the most uncontrolled jail. This jail and central
jail are more or less the same. Even here water is
supplied by a tanker. The problem of water and
toilet is the same here. Even here prisoners are
gripped by the fear of old walls and roofs. Even
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in this jail there is a playground and a TV has
been installed under the initiative of prisoners
themselves. There is a primary school within
Bhadra Bandi jail.
4 children including Gopal Tamang, 10, Bikas
Tamang, 8, Ram Kumar Pariyar, 2, Bibs lama,
4, have been living their detained lives with their
guardians in the jail.
There is a weaving factory within the central jail.
The Gol Ghar (circular house) in the middle of
the jail is taken as a house of terror among
prisoners. There is a square in the middle of the
cage-like small rooms where one can stand with
much difficulty, in the circular house. The
prisoners in the circular house are different from
others. In the house, prisoners have to empty
their bowels right near the place they live in. At
present Chitra Bahadur Tamang has been
detained hand-cuffed in the house for the last 5
months. According to jail administration, he was
given that punishment following his escape from
Nakhu jail.
Women jail a little west to the central jail has
been, as a matter of fact, a house of torture. The
women in this jail have been deprived of journals
and library facilities. Since 42% of the total
number of women or 46 women are mad, the
environment of this place looks restless. There is
another jail inside the women jail.
I mprisoned women have been given the
responsibility of looking after the mad women
living in small sheds inside the compound
surrounded by small walls. The ward in which
mad women have been detained stinks even in
the place situated a little far. When it is heard that
some mad women die during the hot monsoon
weather and there is a history of women prisoners
committing suicide.
7 children including Manisha Tamang, 3, Raju
Lama, 2, Hemant Khadka, 5, Dawa Gambu
Sherpa, 2, Subash Tamang, 5, Suraj Tamang, 2,
and Meera Budhathoki, 15, have been living in
this jail.
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The jail situated in the Charkhal compound at
Dilli Bazaar often comes to be a matter of dispute.
After a prisoner escaped in December 1992 there
had occurred an agitation against the strictness
on prisoners there. When Year Book
representative reached the jail, Jailor B idur Prasad
Regmi stated that for security point of views, no
one could be allowed to visit the jail. This jail
becomes the talk of the town at times in cases of
the Jailer's irresponsibility and wrong doings.
There are 229 prisoners in the jail which has two
separate wards for men and women. The jail can
accommodate 150 prisoners only.
There is a big problem of drainage in the jail.
There is knee-deep water during the monsoon. 4
children including Maya Gurung (4), Rekha Lama
(2), Sajani Karki (3) and Raju Mijar (2) have
been living with their guardians in the female
ward of this jail. Prisoners are not allowed to
watch any TV except Nepal TV.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
Some students who had displayed black flags on
the occasion of Democracy Day on February 19,
1992 were arrested under Public Security Act.
Saroj Pande of Sindhupalchowk Melamchi,
Ganesh Chaudhari of Sarlahi Bode, Tika Pathak
ofThapaDamak, Tashi Sherpa of Udaypar Nani tar
and Prahlad Pokhrel of Nuwakot were among
those arrested that day. All the opposition parties
have said that they all are not their workers.
CPN (United Center) had called upon for Nepal
Bandh on May 3, 1992 beginning an agitation in
connection with their 19 point demands. It is
mentioned in the news that about 100 people of
CPN (United Center) had been arrested that day.
29 people including 4 MPs were arrested when
they had gone to show black flags in connection
with Indian Prime Minister's visit to Nepal on
October 20, 1992. Arrested in the same connection
from Kalimati, Manohar Lal, a resident of Thahiti
says, "Police caught me by my collar so hard that
my clothes tore off and after bringing me near
their van they kicked me into the van. When I was

about to be seated, I was beaten hard with a
baton. After that they asked about my name and
pulling my hair hard they asked me who I was
sent by -- Daman or Man Mohan?". He says that
police had beaten him hard on his face.
That day, those who were involved in displaying
black flags and UPF parliamentary party leader
Lila Mani Pokhrel including MP Kamal
Chaulagain of the same party, Keshav Nepal
including Shambhu Poudel, Dinesh Poudel,
Ambika Rayamaj hi, Bihani Thapa, S hanka Lama,
Ram Bahadur Kunwar, Ashta Maharjan, Ram
Bahadur Tamang, Dipak Rai, Pasang Lama,
Manohar Shrestha, National Councillor
Sindhunath Pyakurel, Khadga Bahadur Budha,
Kainla B a, Anil Sharma, Shyam Shrestha, Kamala
Thapa, Madhav Rokka, Surya Thapa, Baburam
Ghimire, Vishnu Hisulu, Jadish Chandra
Bhandari, Ram Bahadur Shrestha, Om Kumar
Shivashanker of CPN (Masai) were arrested.
There is evidence that Mani Kala Rai who had
been working as a dishwasher in a hotel of
Budhanilkantha was raped by police SubInspector Gopal Prasad Dhakal on December 14,
1992. But it is said that the youths who protested
against this incident were arrested by the
administration under Public Offence Act and
tortured. Most of the people arrested were CPN
(UML) workers. Those who were released said
that police had not treated political and social
workers as human beings. It is said that the
youths were accused of throwing stones at police
van and beaten to confess accordingly.
On December 18, 1992 Hiranya Kumar Gupta,
an observer of Sports Council, was arrested
under the accusation of his damaging the office
situated at Dashrath Rangashala. He had been
detained for 19 days in DSP office at
Hanumandhoka and released on a deposit of Rs
200. Action was taken against him under Public
Offence and he was terminated from his service.
Parmanand Mishra, the CDO of Kathmandu,
claiming that human right has not been violated
at all in this district, stated that no one has been
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arrested in an illegal manner. Talking to Year
Book representatives with much hesitation he
also claimed that no one had been tortured. But
when he was asked to provide in writing the
information on action under Public Offence Act
and the incidents that occurred on April 6, 1992
and afterwards, he refused outright.

Law Campus situated on Exhibition Road which
began at about 11:30 am on April 1, 1992 had
been going on until April 6. In this connection
when police interfered on April 3, many students
were wounded. There was interference in the
Amnesty International program organized in
Kathmandu on October 24, 1992.

The lawyers stating that more changes have
occurred in the working style of the police than
that during the Panchayat period, say, "There is
no room to say that policemen have not been
manhandling and beating people even today".

The participants in a protest procession organized
by Amnesty International on April 24 including
an appeal calling for a halt on human rights
violation in Tibet which was carried out only
after obtaining permission from the Chinese
Embassy and Kathmandu District Administration
were suddenly blocked by police interference
and administration causing inhuman, wicked
and ugly incidents against human rights in the
country though making bold public declaration
that democracy and human rights are the
foundation pillars of Nepal's foreign policy.
This was stated by HURON in its speech released
after the incident. Women participants were illtreated in the above program and the candles
carried by the participants were snatched away
after a lathi charging.

Out of those arrested on April 5 and 6 in
connection with Nepal Bandh in Kathmandu in
1992, 24 people were issued warrant of public
offence at DS P office, Hanumandhoka. Similarly
on 6th and 7th, 33 people were detained for 8
days in Central and Bhadragol jails under the
accusation of violating curfew. Those arrested
and taken to Sohrakhuite police post were asked
to do 150 sit-ups at a stretch. They were further
asked to hold their ears with both hands and to
crawl on knees and elbows thrice around the van
parked in the police station complex. 24 people
were handed over to CDO for punishment under
the accusation of violating curfew on April 8 and
9.
2. Fundamental Rights
Since Kathmandu is the capital of the country,
the people of this place have been able to enjoy
comparatively more fundamental lights.
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
Right to freedom of expression, gathering and
organizing is felt to have been suppressed when
protest programs of October 21, 1991; of April 5
and 6; and of February 19, 1992 are taken into
consideration. This had been felt also during
Nepal Bandh called upon by CPN (United Center)
on May 3, 1992 and in connection with the clash
between ANNFSU (pro-left) and NSU (proCongress). The clash between ANNFSU and
NSU at Ratna Raj ya Laxmi Campus and Nepal
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2.2 Religious Freedom
Here, the Buddhists supporting secularism claim
'Hindu Kingdom' written in the constitution as a
partiality. But direct state intervention is not
seen in day-to-day religious rites.
2.3 Political Freedom/ Free and Fair Election
During a protest against unnecessary intervention
from ruling party workers in a by-election held
at Kathmandu-5 on February 9, 1992, the-then
politburo member of CPN (UML) was struck
with an axe. He was not seriously wounded, but
his spectacles broke. In connection with the
same election at Brahmatole, CPN (UML) source
says that some NC workers had aimed pistols.
There had been intervention in local elections
held in many places in Kathmandu on May 28
and 31 of 1992. Many complaints claiming that
names of the people of opposition parties were
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struck off the voters' list and opposition party
candidates were kidnapped during the election,
had come to light.
In connection with the same election attempt was
made to manhandle CPN (UML) General
Secretary Madan Bhandari in Baneswor. Even
CPN (UML) Trade Union worker Raju Silwal
who was returning from Kalimati Bafal booth
was beaten.
CPN (UML) ward member candidate of
Syuchatar VDC, Ward No. 4 was abducted the
day he was to go to file his nomination. On the
same VDC NC workers had captured the booth
for a certain period of time on the day of the
election.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
According to the judiciary of this place, the
people of this district have the right to quick and
fair trial. The officials affiliated to judiciary and
police administration do not fully disagree that
there is no political pressure. A police officer
said, "It is better to call such thing a matter of
public interest rather than pressure". But it is said
that there is ruling party pressure on the
administration when opposition party politicians
are involved.
3. Landless / Squatters
Squatters are seen building hovels and living
near the river-banks in Kathmandu. But the rights
of such people have not been brought into account.
Equally problematic in Kathmandu are the
children seen in the streets. According to CWIN
there are more than one thousand such children in
Kathmandu alone.
4. Women's Rights
Seminars and conferences on women rights are
organized at times in this capital city. But even
here many obstructions are seen to have been
created on women rights.

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
During the period from January to December
1992 fourteen rape cases had been registered
through the police at Kathmandu District Court.
Modernization and prostitution are seen to have
been parallel increasing. In accordance with a
survey, 5,000 girls have been involved in
prostitution in Kathmandu alone. On the basis of
the same it can be said that women trafficking
has posed as a serious problem in this capital
city. The abortion cases registered at the District
Court also prove the same.
Rape-cases are also a growing problem in this
district. On April 5, 1992 Jhuma Tharu working
in the house of a health worker at Kuleswor was
taken to a field at 9 pm and raped by Prem
Bahadur Sarki, 23, of Dhading living in a rented
house at the same place.
On June 17, 1992 Kumar Lama abducted Mira
Gurung, 7, who was watching a march-past at
Dasarath Rangashala and cruelly raped her. The
girl was found bleeding in room No. 405 of Earth
House Lodge situated in Thamel on the 18th
morning when the house maid went to clean the
room. The room had been locked from outside.
Doctors stated that about 12 stitches had to be put
into her vagina. At the same time news had it that
Jana Maharjan raped Rama Maya Chhetri of Jiri
in Baudha.
Gaut= Thapa, Naresh Maharjan, Mitharam
Mali, Naresh Shrestha and Saila Tamang of
Kalanki are said to have raped Kopila Chhetri of
Banepa near Balkhukhola on Kalanaki ringroad
on July 27, 1992.
In has come to be known that Anj u Nepali, 13, of
Dolakha Jane VDC Ward No. 3 was raped in her
own rented room by Chandra Bahadur Basnet of
Khotang Rosadulukharka VDC, Ward No. 7.
It has come to the notice from police sources that
on August 30, 1992 Nirmala Rai, 5, of Solu
Panchan VDC, Ward No. 8, was raped by 30 year
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old Vishnu Poudel of Kathmandu Municipality,
Ward No. 10. Nirmala who had been out at about
7:30 pm to buy chocolate was raped near Swan
Garment situated at Baneswor Mahadevsthan.
Nirmala's father has a tea stall at Mahadevstahn
Baneswor.
On September 11, 1992 Suntali Damini, 14, of
Sarlahi Gaurishanker VDC, Ward No. 7 was
raped by 22 year old Shiv Lal Damai of Tijkapur
VDC, Ward No. 5 of the same district while on
her way to a Dhami (faith healer) for treatment in
Kathmandu.
On September 18, 1992 Santoshi, wife of Savar
Malki, the eldest son of B anbari Lal, the proprietor
of garment factory, who was married just 2
months ago caught a stove flame and died while
undergoing treatment in Bir Hospital. Only 9
months before even his first wife had died in a
mysterious way.
It has come to be known that Indra Adhikari,
Indra B handari and B havana Pyakurel of Chi twan
Mangalpur VDC, Ward No. 5, working in
Nagai-jun Carpet Factory situated at Samakhusi
were terrorized and raped by 26 year old
Dhirendra Pyakurel, 25 year old Madhukar
Raj bhandari of Kathmandu Municipality, Ward
No. 29 and 25 year old Rajesh Shrestha, Laxinan
Adhikari and B uddhi Rama Shakya of Jorpati on
October 25, 1992.
On November 3, 1992 Mina Kumari Slut* 11,
of Tahachal was raped by Ram Prasad Dangol of
S u mole VDC, ward No.2.
On November 8, 1992 5 year old Maya Shrestha
of Makawanpur Palung VDC, ward No.8 was
raped by 22 year old Ram Hari Luitel of Sindhuli
Bhiman VDC, ward No.3 at Gairidhara.
On November 9, 1992 Sumitra Tamang, 4, of
Runse Pani VDC, Ward No. 6 was raped by
Antaman Shakya, 35, of Lalitpur Bungamati
VDC, Ward No. 2 at Tahachal.
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On December 14, 1992 a 22 year old woman
worker Manikala Rai was brought into the police
post and raped by SI Gopal Prasad Dhakal in the
police post itself in Budhanilkantha.
Later Manikala Rai was sent to her house in
Bhojpur in care of one of her relatives and
police. Before her departure for Dharan she had
tearfully stated, "4 policemen took me out of my
room in a hotel to police post and wanted to
forcibly have intercourse with me. I did not
agree, so I was beaten with pipe and kicked.
When I could no longer bear the torture I screamed
for help. As intolerable it was what I had been
feeling I shouted for help. After that part of my
own saree was pressed in my mouth and a
policeman with two stars forcibly raped me".
Women in carpet factories in Kathmandu are
seen to have been sexually exploited. Women
workers are seen feeling insecure because of the
behavior of proprietors and managers of carpet
factories here.
This year problems emerging out of the dowry
system were also seen in Kathmandu. The news,
that Sandhya Gupta was very much embarrassed
by her husband, mother-in-law and father-inlaw who blamed her that she had brought very
little dowry, has been circulating as a subject of
discussion in the capital since May 1992. Sandhya
Gupta, wife of Om Pralcash Gupta of Anamnagar,
had to spend 19 days for treatment in cabin No.
302 of Teaching Hospital after she was beaten
by the members of her husband's family.
S imilarly, by the 2nd week of May 1992 statement
of torture inflicted upon Rinku Agrawal, a
daughter of a businessman in B ishal Bazaar, had
also been published. The news that Rinku, wife
of Bajrang Bagla's son Shyam Sundar Bagla of
Gyaneswor, had been embarrassed since the day
after she was married as the dowry she had
brought was not enough, had come to light. At
that time Rinku had stated, "Even a hot iron was
used on my body. I, being fed up with life, had
made an attempt even to commit suicide once".
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On October 29, 1992 Ramchhi Luitel of S indhuli
Bhiman had raped a 5 year old daughter of a 35
year old woman of Chittlang living in a rented
house at Gairidhara. 7 stitches had to be put into
the vagina of the girl while under treatment.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
There are no Jari, Devaki and Badi systems
existent in Kathmandu. But polygamy cases have
been registered at the court here.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
Slavery is not seen to have been posing a serious
problem in this district.

120,000 children have been working in carpet
factories in Kathmandu. According to the
organization, 13% of the total number of workers
working in 258 brick-kilns in Kathmandu district
are child workers. Similarly, about 8,000 rural
children have been living as Kanchhas (smallest
in family but lowest in rank in hotels) in various
small hotels in Kathmandu city. About 150
children are said to have been earning their
livelihood by polishing shoes in Kathmandu
city.
Workers are said to have been very much
exploited in some star hotels in Kathmandu which
is a tourism center. In some hotels facilities are
found to have been minimized by internal rules
and regulations.

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Kathmandu has been seriously gripped by the
child labor problem. According to CWIN,

II
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2.16 Dhading

Population

: 278,488

Literacy

: 33.3%

Women Literacy : 19.0%
Area

Out of seven districts of Bagmati Zone, Dhading
is known as a district which is neither much
accessible nor inaccessible. But the northern part
of Dhading is far from Kathmandu in many
ways. That is why incidents violating human
rights occur here sometimes. The people
inhabiting this place have been experiencing for
years unnecessary interference in elections. The
evil traditions contrary to human rights found in
every rural society are rampant also in Dhading.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
Whenever right to respectful life is dealt with in
the context of this place, the immature political
consciousness of the people inhabiting the village
has to be mentioned. Time and again the disputes
erupted out of ordinary dealings are found to
have been turned into political cases in course of
time.
The murder of Regman Tall ying of NDP must be
mentioned when the incidents violating human
rights following political extremity are
mentioned. Tamang was killed when a meeting
was being held after the NDP meet in Tipling on
April 23, 1991. This killing has been taken as a
political murder in Dhading and it is said that
164

: 1,926 sq.km .

there had occurred attack and counter-attack
and use of sticks and knives after an argument
between the NC workers and the workers of the
party mentioned prior to the killing. The 10
people accused by the administration in
connection with the killing have absconded and
a teacher including four others has been under
arrest at present.
After businessman Ganesh Bahadur Adhikari
was hit with an axe on May 28, 1992 in connection
with the disputes of dealings, local people of NC
themselves were seen involved. After that, the
incident took a new turn and the dispute turned
into the clash between NDP and NC.
A woman of Tripureswor VDC, Ward No. 4 who
had been impregnated for 7-8 months suddenly
died on the occasion of Tika of Bada Dashain on
October 6, 1992. An army personnel Madan
Thapa had eloped with the wife of Krishna
Kumar Mishra of Rautahat. That day, after Madan
Thapa along with his first wife left for his inlaw's house, the newly married Til Kumari Thapa
who was later left alone was found dead. Most of
the political workers and other people of Dhading
take this murder as a suicide. Even in the
postmortem report mentioned that she had
committed suicide by consuming poison. But
UPF local leader Mohan Karki claims the death
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as a killing and according to him, the incident has
not been properly investigated.
1.2 Jail
The jail in two Ropanis of land in Dhading Besi,
the headquarters of Dhading, was built in 1981.
But the jail looks ruined. When the jail looks
about to collapse, roof looks like the one from
which water drips. This jail which looks like a
cobweb is not suitable in view of health, security
or social environment and others. The jail's senior
employee himself opines so.
Even after an estimate for the jail renovation, no
step has been taken in this regard. Up to 30
prisoners have been put together in a room that
,measures about 16 x 8 cubits. Even at present 19
prisoners have been detained there. 9 prisoners
have been placed in one of the two rooms and the
other room is empty.
There is a window measuring about 1 1/2' x 2'
with small holes in it above the jail room. There
is no ventilation in the room and all the rooms
have been coated with soot. At night prisoners
are hound to empty their bowels in the room
itself. Since prisoners are provided with a haymat once in three years, some prisoners were
found to have been compelled to sleep on the cold
cemented floor itself. Undue advantage was found
to have been taken even of the Namlo Woven by
prisoners. Grievance that prisoners were cheated
by advocates was also heard.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
This year political arrests in Dhading were not
found to be of much account. After the clash
between the two groups of people who called
themselves NC and CPN(UML supporters in a
fair-festival of Maidi at the end of this year, those
who called themselves CPN (UML) were detained
for two days without warrant and released later.
It is said that a driver Kau-na Bahadur karki and
helper Krishna Guruvacharya who were arrested
under the accusation of stealing a vehicle of

Mahadevbesi Project on July 3, 1992 were
severely tortured in police custody. Karna
Bahadur Karki whose fingers were pierced and
who was kicked and beaten with baton says that
they have not yet been provided with bedding.
According to Krishna Bahadur Magar, 23,
arrested on May 17, 1992 under the accusation of
theft had confessed only when he was severely
tortured by police for two days.
The concerned authority or people connected
with administration deny the charge that police
torture. Local leaders from any party are said to
have been ignorant of the physical torture inflicted
by police. A legal professional says, "It cannot be
said that mental torture is not in practice as it is
frequently found that the statement admitted in
front of police is usually denied at the court".
Tejlal Tamang, Bhimsen Bhandari, Gokarna
Bahadur Thapa, Sher Bahadur Thapa, Basudev
Thapa, Shiva Ballad ur Thapa, and Dhan Bahadur
Tamang arrested while carrying 182 kgs of
hashish on May 24, 1992 say that they had been
tortured for four days. They say that they had
been beaten with batons and kicked in their
heads.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
Even the people affiliated to the ruling party say
that they have not been able to entertain the
fundamental rights provided by the constitution
in this district.
I lowever, according to the District Police Station,
public offenses have not been registered in this
district until January 1993. But a police source
says that the parties especially NC and
CPN(UML) leaders go to police either to tell
them to release the people of their own party or
to arrest those of the opposition.
The intellectuals who are not in alliance with any
particular party say, "If a certain party has a
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majority in a certain place, the same party is
found to have been violating the human rights
there". During Dashain in 1992 in Dhunvakot
VDC not only a dispute but also manhandling
had occurred among the workers of CPN(UML)
and UPF. In the village where CPN(UML) was
declared winner in a local election, CPN (UML)
had not been able to take out its procession for
fear of UPF and a local I Iigh School Headmaster
was also attacked in the clash. Even today clashes
occur sometimes among CPN(UML) and UPF
workers in Benighat VDC, Charaudi.

and poor people of this place have been deprived
of social justice", analyze the political workers
of Dhading. Though there is a dispute as to
whether or not there is pressure on the court,
most of the political workers admit that there is
freedom of judiciary.

2.2 Religious Freedom

According to the District Police Station, it has,
more or less, to bear pressure from all the political
parties while taking action on convicts. People
affiliated to the field of law in this district say
that there is a room for satisfied with the court
but corruption has been badly rooted in semijudicial authorities such as survey, revenue etc.
But some senior political workers of the district
were found unsatisfied with the proceedings of
the court". Judges are seen sometimes to have
made a decision on a case by being affected by
prisoners misbehavior but not by making it a
matter of conscience. In a murder case against
Takkar Bahadur Tamang of Katunje VDC,
though there were not enough evidences he was
compelled to bear a 20 year sentence based on
only blood stains on his vest when even in
doctor's certificate it was mentioned that the
blood that had stained his vest was not that of the
deceased", a political worker expressed his
opinion.

Clashes frequently occur among Buddhists and
Christians on the northern part of area No. 1 of
this district. The people of the place were not
Christians at first. But after conversion those
who became Christians were made to leave their
villages.
2.3 Political Freedom / Free and Fair Election
The district administration of this place had
indirectly intervened in the local election held in
July 1992. All kinds of incidents such as
corruption, booth-capture etc. had taken place in
the election. In 10 VDCs especially in the northern
part of this district, parties other than NC and
NDP were not given any opportunity even to tile
their nominations. Even after a joint protest by
CPN(UML) and UPF in Gumdi the wild youth
activists of NC could not be stopped. There had
been a rivalry between NDP and NC in Semjong
VDC. But the administration issued a certificate
declaring NC unopposed right away. Other
opposition party workers say that national ruling
party and NDP had captured 3 booths in an
election in Lapa. They mentioned also that thethen CDO was very much near and dear to the
ruling party.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
"The judicial situation of this district is good
through the eyes of the court. But the innocent
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The political workers of this place say that
sometimes there is ruling party's pressure on
releasing even a convict. Some political parties
claim that people sought to exert pressure on the
court in the Regman Tamang case.

3.

Landless / Squatters

The squatter problem is not serious in this district.
4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
In Charaudi, a small settlement of Dhading
along the highway notorious for prostitution and
alcohols, not only mal-treatment of women but
also fighting are often heard to have taken place.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

Polygamy and child-marriage are rampant in
Dhading. Here, especially widows are found to
have been suffering as they are called witches. 68
year old Maya Tamangni of Kutal, Ward No. 3,
Ri VDC was accused of being a witch and driven
off from the village on July 12, 1992 at night. A
group of about 50 people, having her sign a
paper, had driven her out of the village. When the
police sought to stop such an activity, the chances
for them to be attacked by extreme youths was
likely so they stood silent witnesses to an act of
inhumanity.

Even untouchability is much prevalent in
Dhading. Three years ago a youth from so-called
upper caste of Maidi had to abandon his village
following his marriage with a girl from lower
caste.

5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery
Chankhe Newar, 53, who had been a Hali
(Ploughman) for the last 14 years in a house of
Sinkhada Sahu of Semjong VDC says, "The
Sahu (local shopkeeper) who had promised to
give me land worth 6 Muris of rice drove me out
empty handed at this old age. Now I have nothing".
Such Halis are believed to have been living also
in other parts of Dhading.

II

The condition of the Tamangs and the Chepangs
who have been inhabiting the northern part i.e.
Area No.1 of this district and the southern part
along the highway is very pathetic. They do not
have agro-produce enough even for two months.
The Chepangs who do not have enough clothes
to wear, sleep around the fire-place in winter.
Most of the time they survive by consuming
Chyuri, Giulia, yam and nettle. Corruption is
also seen in the Government grants allocated for
these people's development. But the innocent
Chepangs are not aware of it. No student among
such ethnic people seems fit to study above Class
X to the eyes of the privileged.

II
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2.17 Sindhupalchowk
Population

: 260,972

Literacy

: 29.3%

Women Literacy : 14.5%
Area

: 2,542 sq.km.

Sindhupalchowk, a remote and difficult district
of Bagmati zone is notorious for women
trafficking and famous for availability of cheap
Chinese goods. The illegal trade of goods has
flourished in the area because of the permission
given to the people living within 30 km of the
border area to do the business in Tibetan territory,
an autonomous region of China. Human rights
violations seem to have taken place in cases such
as: political revenge, murder, rape, smuggling,
women trafficking etc.

murdered on April 8, 1992 in Fulpingkot VDC,
Adammara. They were earning their livelihood
by trading Chinese goods. After the murder
people had compelled the police to carry the
dead bodies to Chu n tara, the district headquarters.
The next day people became agitated and
surrounded the district police office and the
police opened fire with blanks to disperse the
mob.

The well-known Piskor Massacre occurred in
1983 in this district. In 1987 B it Bahadur Gurung
was killed by the-then pro-government hooligans
at Bhotenamlang VDC.

The jail constructed in 1927 AD is old and worn
out. The prisoners are deprived of skill-oriented
industry, entertainment, reading materials etc.
Similarly there is shortage of water, soap, garden
and other toilet facilities. The jail looks rather
like a torture house than a reform house. Due to
lack of medical service Heera Bahadur Baniya,
70 with pain in his stomach is counting the days
for his death. The jail which has a capacity for 35
prisoners has housed 46 males and 3 females
making a total of 49.

1. Right to Life
Though the constitution has provided every
Nepalese with the right to live respectfully
because of political bias, women trafficking and
smuggling, the people of this district have been
living in an environment of fear.

1.2 Jail

1.3 Arrest / Torture
1.1 Killing / Firing
Gopal Chaulagain of Sanu Sirubari VDC, and
Krishna B ahadur Vohara of Tekanpur VDC were
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This year nothing was heard as regards arrest
and torture in this district.
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2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association

Phulpingkati, Marming, Sanu Sirubari VDCs
could not have peaceful and fair elections. Many
voters could not get a chance to vote.

In this district teachers with different political
ideologies have been mentally tortured. Teachers
affiliated to NNTA have been asked for
clarifications, demoted and transferred to
inconvenient and remote areas. Padam Prasad
Parajuli, Bholanath Sapkota, Babulal Parajuly
are such sufferers. The constitution has guaranteed
the above rights but because of lack of education,
knowledge and awareness people have not been
able to have access to the right.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

2.2 Religious Freedom

This kind of problem has not been seen in this
district.

No untoward incident has yet occurred in
connection with religion i.e. religions are tolerated
in this district.
2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election
Political rights granted by the constitution have
been infringed. The local elections are rarely
found to have taken place impartially. Each
political party has manipulated the election
whenever it has its own stronghold. Kiul,

Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to have access to the above rights.
This year a total of 1076 cases, 469 civil and 607
criminal were filed in the district court.
3.

4.

Landless / Squatters

Women's Rights

The news, that CPN(UML) MP Krishna Raj
Shrestha of Area No.2 of this district had
impregnated an unmarried but dumb girl named
Anita Pradhan, had been published in newspapers
in July/August 1991. Anita had given birth to a
son in a maternity hospital in Kathmandu on
September 1, 1991. After that, the issue became
larger and was put up to the court.
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
Women trafficking or flesh-trade is the main
problem in this district. Ichowk, Mahakal,
Melam chi, Tabamarong, Bhotasipa, Banskharka,
Helambu in the western part are the center of
women trafficking.

Padant B. Khadka of Phulping : Injured

Women between 12 and 35 years of age take
pride in being traded. The women who dream of
returning from their sojourn in foreign brothels
with handsome amounts are found to have been
sold for a maximum Irs 25,000. There are more
than two thousand women going across the border
for the purpose. The women have already adopted
the style of going abroad (or big village, which
they prefer to call). This is a part of economic
perversion and the attitude of the locals admiring
the foreign returnees.
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There are also the cases of rapes. On July 11,
1992 Krishna Bahadur, 19, of Tekanpur VDC
raped a child Bhavana Bohara, 10. The accused
is absconding.
4.2 .Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Jari, Devaki and Badi systems are not found
practiced here. Similarly polygamy is also rarely
heard of.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
This is not seen as a problem in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Most of the local events are politicalised. A
concerned officer of DPO said, "When we are
investigating, party workers come to plead that
their men are of good character and innocent and
request to release them. If we do not agree with
them and take the necessary action, we are
demoralized or defamed through publicity in
papers".
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Sitaram Bohara of Tekanpur VDC-6 : The Rapist
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2.18 Nuwakot

Population

: 245,645

Literacy

: 31.7%

Women Literacy : 18.5%
Area

In Nuwakot district of Bagmati Zone political
revenge, beating, murder, rape and women
trafficking are the main incidents related to the
violation of human rights. Since this district has
been inhabited by the Tamang community in
majority, on one hand, there has been waste and
misuse of food grains following their tradition
which involves a lot of wine and Jand (Nepali
ale) made up of grains in the name of their
religion and culture, on the other, social crimes
such as quarrels and restlessness have had the
shelter in their society.
1.

Right to Life

Though the constitution has a provision for all
Nepalese to live with respect because of political
revenge, the people of this district are not found
to have been free from mental terror.
1.1 Killing / Firing
On February 27, 1992 Police Hawaldar Ram
Krishna Uprety, a resident of Kharanitar VDC
was killed in the house of Gyan Bahadur Thakuri,
a resident of Chaughada VDC, ward No.9. After
the killing, those who were accused were
politicalised and the innocent people were
severely tortured to confess.

: 1,121 sq.km

On May 6, 1992 wife of Narayan Gurung of
Kakani VDC, ward No.7, Simle had left home
early in the morning. Since she did not come
back in time, people began to look for her. On
May 7, 1992 she was found drowned in the
Thatkhola at ward No.7 of the same VDC.
On July 3, 1992 when Chandra Bahadur Tamang
of Shikharbesi VDC, ward No.9 reached the
house of Jillap Tamang of the same place, he had
a tussle with Jillap's son Min Bahadur Tamang.
Min Bahadur wounded Chandra with a stroke of
his khukuri. When the wounded Chandra could
not be given treatment at Trishuli hospital, he
was taken to Bir hospital in Kathmandu where he
died while under treatmenton October 12, 1992.
1.2 Jail
The jail of this district was built 40 years ago as
a torture house at BidurMunicipality, ward No.2.
Even today the torture house has remained as it
is as District jail. Not only the jail building but
also the facilities provided in the jail seem to be
very much critical. As a result of which a prisoner
had died in the jail for lack of proper treatment.
At present there are 42 prisoners in this jail.
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1.3 Arrest / Torture

2.3 Political Freedom/ Free and Fair Election

Especially dissenters have been arrested and
become the victims of torture. There are many
other incidents in which dissenters have been
falsely accused, sued and arrested in this district.

In this district the political freedom as enshrined
in the constitution seems to be ridiculed. Parties
were found to have corrupted, brought about
irregularities and prevented people from the
right to freely casting votes by creating
environment of autocracy in areas of their hold
and majority. The election in Rautbesi, Betini,
Kharanitar, Kakani, Belkot, Jiling, Shikharbesi,
Bhadrutar VDCs seems to have been held in an
irregular, restless and autocratic manner.

2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
Though the constitution has guaranteed the right
to free expression, gathering and organizing, the
dissenters have to he the victims of the concerned
authorities' outrage if they are found involved in
such activities.
Last year because of their involvement in the
employees agitation and affiliation to Nepal Civil
Servants Association, Punta Singh Tandon, Ram
Kumar Dahal, Shiva Adhikari, Sushil Suhedi
were dismissed from their service and Nagendra
Raj Pathak, Yadav Gajurel, Mahendra Khanal,
Ramsharan Pyakurel had to undergo mental
torture in police custody. Only because of their
involvement in the agitation, some employees
were deprived of their grades and transferred to
far distant and remote places.
Not only the civil servants but also the teachers
have been mentally tortured in this district.
On December 19, 1992 Gokarna Raj Pathak, the
Headmaster of Sudhara Secondary School of
Satbise, who was going somewhere was arrested
by the police. He was not only tortured but also
placed in such an awkward position that he was
to resign from his service.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
It is difficult for ordinary people to have an
access to right to free and fair trial. 70% people
are illiterate in this district and Mukhiya, Kaji
are still powerful in villages. Justice in villages
depends on the will and direction of Mukhiya
and Kaji. How can these innocent people who
are compelled to regard their leaders as Raja
(king) and unable even to speak in front of CDO
and police, expect right to fair and free trial? On
what basis can we believe that the innocent
people in places of whom the district
administration carries out its assignment under
the telephonic direction of the leader coming
from Kathmandu can enjoy their right to fair and
free trial?
312 cases of different kinds have been registered
here this year.
3. Landless / Squatters

2.2 Religious Freedom

The squatter problem has been rapidly increasing
in this district. In the meantime the squatters of
this district were agitated when they were
politically used during the election but their
demands were not entertained after the election.

There is religious tolerance in this district.
Because of widespread poverty and
backwardness, the disciples of neo-christian
religion are seen increasing rapidly nowadays.
Consequently some people were wounded in a
clash among the disciples at Gogane of Devrali
VDC and Panchaling of Kahule VDC.

In 1966 nettles were felled to let a site for
Trishuli Electricity project at BidurMunicipality
ward No.10. Workers especially Kami,
Nagarkote and Damai from Dhading, Nuwakot
and Rasuwa were brought for the project. 13 huts
of the squatters have been seen there for the last
3 decades.
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60 squatters comprising 18 households coming
from Kalyanpur, Gerkhu, East No.1 Chautara
have settled down in Bidur Municipality ward
No.1. They had reached there because they did
not have their ancestral property and were looking
for jobs.
In 1945 the people victimized by the flood and
landslide at Fikuri VDC were forced to be landless
and the then District Panchayat had settled them
at Batter, ward No.4. The people of the S ukumbasi
Tole have still been living as squatters.
90 Tibetan refugees of 17 households from Tibet
Autonomous Region of China who had entered
Nepal have settled down at Chandipokhari ward
No.6. In 1958 the Home Minister of the Panchayat
period had laid a foundation stone for central jail
at Chandi-pokhari. After the Jail Reforms
Committee during the Interim Government
submitted a report on building a central jail in the
same plaáe, the Tibetan refugees have thought
that they will be there in the darkness again.
4. Women's Rights
Women have been very much exploited and done
injustice following illiteracy, orthodox and
backward mentality. In villages untouchability
and partiality are still of much concern whenever
the underprivileged communities such as Damai,
Kami, Pode and Sarki are to be dealt with. In the
meantime because of prejudice, jealousy etc.
dissident women are called witches and
humiliated.

her way back home from the field, was raped by
Army lance-corporal B hu van Raj Pande of No.6
battalion a resident of Bidur Municipality, ward
No.2 and Hawaldar Jaganath Pande of Taradal
platoon.
On November 7, 1992 28 year old Jitendra
Tamang alias Jitram of Bidur Municipality, ward
No.4 tempted 10 year old Puma Maya Tamang
of the same village for Rs 20 and raped her in a
thatch-grown-land nearby.
On November 21, 1991, Gore Shrestha ofTaruka
VDC, ward No.5 threatened 10 year old Om
Maya Shrestha and raped her in an enclosure for
goats.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Though the Jari system is widespread in villages,
it is felt that it is going out of fashion in markets
and towns. Polygamy is another problem in this
district.
Tej Man Tamang of Than Singh VDC, ward
No.9, even when Surya Maya his wife was at
home, married another woman on February 13,
1992.
Navaraj Nepal of Jhildung VDC, ward No.3 also
had Radha Nepal as his wife but married another
woman on March 29, 1992.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
This district is very notorious for women
trafficking. About 3,141 women especially from
Betini, Bal Kumari, Shikarbesi, Ghyangfedi,
Samundratar and GaonKharka VDCs of this
district where 85% Tamang people live, have
been living dramatically in various cities of India.
On August 16, 1992, 17 year old Sudha Adhikari
of Bidur Municipality, ward No.3, who was on

AI

It is impossible for the people of this place to
survive even for two months with the help of
their produce, Due to excessive interest rate, the
helpless people have not been able to obtain
loans for their livelihood though they want to
live in their own villages. Women trafficking is,
therefore, the only easy and available means to
meet their need.
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2.19 Rasuwa

Population

: 36,768

Literacy

: 24.2%

Women Literacy : 11.2%
Area

Rasuwa is one of the eight districts of Bagmati
Zone. Though this district's headquarters has
transportation facility, keeping in view the other
areas the district has to he considered remote.
Since this district is on the lap of famous
mountains such as Lantang and Ganesh and of
low population density, incidents such as quarrels,
legal cases, political unrest and revenge for social,
political and other reasons like in other districts
of Terai and inner Terai are rarely found.
1. Right to Life

The constitution brought to public after the
political change in the country has guaranteed
people's fundamental rights, natural rights such
human rights for the well being and betterment
of people. But because of the country's social,
economic, educational handicaps, Nepalese
people have not been able to enjoy their rights.
Even Rasuwa district has not been able to escape
the stroke of the country's absurdity and
abnormality. 2 murder, 1 rape and 1 attempted
murder are the main incidents in this district this
year.
1.1 Killing / Firing

On February 25, 1992 Narhu Singhe Tamang of
Ramche VDC, Ward No. 4 killed his wife Mrs
Nemsang Tamang with the stroke of a Khukuri.
1 74

: 1,544 sq.lcm.

In this way on October 11, 1992 when Dewan
Singh Tamang, a resident of Bhorle VDC, Ward
No. 5, called in Dhami Kaj iman Lama for healing
his sick wife and when the Dhami did not turn
up, Devan Singh Tamang went to his house and
in a rage killed the Dhami with one stroke of a
khukuri. At present the case of both the accused
are ongoing at the district court. At the time
when Pasang Tamang of Bidim VDC, Ward No.
6, attempted to kill Tashi Tamangni of the same
VDC with a khukuri, Mingtnar Tsering Tamang
saved her and the accused has been arrested and
legal action has been initiated against him.
1.2 Jail

The jail constructed during the Panchayat period
has been renovated now. As Rasuwa is a hilly
district and the ethnic groups inhabiting this
district are comparatively straight and peace
loving, there are no complaints and problems
regarding the jail. There are 14 prisoners in this
jail. Of them, 12 have been sentenced and two
are in custody. Though they do not complain
vehemently against the facilities provided in the
jail, they opine that they have been deprived of
the right to being well-infonned as guaranteed
by the constitution as there is no arrangement for
reading materials. Until now there are 14
prisoners in this jail who have been accused of
killing, theft, gold-smuggling, etc.
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1.3 Arrest / Torture
The structure of this district is different from that
of others. Apart from the 14 prisoners, no one has
been arrested without any reason. Because of
illiteracy, ignorance and poverty, quarrels and
encounters with each other have become common,
and there is no evidence regarding torture.
2.

Fundamental Rights

keep track of squatters. So there is no problem as
regards squatters.
4.

Women's Rights

Though this district falls in Bagmati Zone, it is a
remote district and so knowledge and information
regarding women rights and welfare are rarely
available.

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

Since there is no organization such as Bar
Association and Human Rights Organizations in
this district people are not aware of their rights in
practice.

Though propaganda is sometimes heard regarding
the women trafficking in this district, it has not
been exposed openly. However, since use of
alcoholic drinks is widespread in this district, illtreatment of women and rape have been growing.
Incidents regarding group rapes are also found
here. On July 5, 1992 Subhadra Acharya, a
resident of Ward No. 2, Laharepauwa VDC of
the district who had gone to a health-post situated
in the same VDC was raped by Ram Kewal
Mahatto and Satrudhan Mandal, health workers
of the health post. The local people opine that the
convicts have been released after the ruling party
exerted pressure on the local authority.

2.2 Religious Freedom
There is strong religious tolerance in this district
which has Buddhist and Hindus.
2.3 Political Freedom / Free and Fair Election
Though the constitution and political system
allow political freedom, because of poverty,
illiteracy, and ignorance, political parties seek to
maintain their monopoly in areas of their influence
and majority and tempt people by showing their
money, status and such. As for example, NC
candidate Chhuwang Dindup Tamang stated after
elections that he had asked 2 persons to refund Rs
10,000 of the total which he had distributed in the
election for DDC president.

4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Bad i System
Since this district has been a shelter for illiteracy,
ignorance and social evils, it cannot be said that
these problems are not prevalent but they are not
seen openly in practice.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

5.

The people in disagreement with the opinion of
the ruling party are found to have been taken care
of one way or the other in this district.
Consequently some teachers including
Maheshwor Ghimire, Mrs Uma Koirala and
Gajendra have been dismissed from their services
without any apparent reasons. In this way people
from other parties have expressed their views
over political revenge in employment, bank-loan
and other cases.

5.1 Slavery

3.

Landless / Squatters

Since this district falls in Himalayan region and
has lowest population density it is very easy to

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

This system has not posed as a problem here.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
There exist absurdities, abnormalities and social
evils because of illiteracy and ignorance. There
is almost zero knowledge of the rights that have
been bestowed on people after the political change
in the country. All the political parties including
the district administrators do not have two
different opinions that various programs mustbe
implemented in order to make the people aware.
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Gandaki Zone
3.1

Tanahu

3.2

Gorakha

3.3

Lamjung

3.4

Syangja

3.5

Kaski

3.6

Manang

Lumbini Zone
3.7

Nawalparasi

3.8

Rupandehi

3.9

Palpa

3.10

Kapilvastu

3.11

Arghakhanchi

3.12 Gulmi

Dhawalagiri Zone
3.13

Baglung

3.14 Parvat
3.15 Myagdi
3.16

Mustang

3.1 Tanahun

Population

: 266,766

Literacy

: 52.8%

Women Literacy : 38.8%
Area

: 1,546 sq.km .

Keeping in mind various activities in Tanahun
which is one of the 6 districts of Gandaki Zone,
there are comparatively few incidents of human
rights violation. Irregularities by various political
parties in areas of their hold during the local
election, enmity among various political parties,
women trafficking, food grain theft etc. are among
the main problems of the district.

taken to Pokhara. There are very few complaints
regarding the behavior of the jail employees and
the privileges for prisoners. Prisoners are not
found to have been tortured and harassed here.
Because of limited space, this jail lacks other
facilities.

1. Right to Life

A massive arrest was carried out due to the
dispute created by the local election. Some of the
people arrested have been released on the
condition that they be present as and when
required and some are still in the jail. Because of
political prejudice conspiracies for arrest are
prevalent in this district.

1.1 Killing / Firing
Incidents such as killing and firing are almost
zero because the people living in this district are
comparatively learned and conscious. Incidents
related to killing are not seen much in this district.
This year before Dashain, a cobbler at Anbu
Khaireni killed his wife as he could not get the
money he had asked her for.
1.2 Jail
The condition of the jail is not that much worse
in this district. The jail has a capacity of 25
prisoners. At present there are 24 prisoners in the
jail. Since there is no room for women, they are

1.3 Arrest / Torture

Based on political prejudice, false criminal
charges to political activists are common in this
district. In April 1992, Bhiman VDC's Chetman
Shrestha was falsely accused of felling trees, and
arrested. However, the court had issued an order
to release him on bail.
When Surya Kumar Shrestha of Bhagawatipur7 went to District Police Station to inform of a
theft in his shop on September 7, 1992 the police
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violation. The dispute erupted out of the
reprocessing of voters' list on May 15, 1992 at
Janjyoti Secondary School Ward No. 1 of B himad
VDC for local election continued until the
election day. Thus, during the local election on
May 28, 1992, the vote cast by proxy in favor of
an old blind man in Sepa Bagaincha booth of
Barbhayang VDC created a clash in which Arj un
Bahadur Adhikari was badly wounded and a
murder case has been lodged against some people
in this connection. Irregularities and chaos were
observed in local elections in Mirlung, Purkot,
Chhang, Mankot VDCs. Even a 70 year old man
of Bhimad VDC could not escape the rush and
ragging between the ruling party and the
opposition. Member of Upper House Capt. Nar
Bahadur Gurung who had arrived at Chhiring
Sundhara VDC in connection with the local
election could not remain aloof from the mob.
The administrators are not found to have
conducted peaceful, safe and free election with
honesty and fairness in this district.

station detained himself. Later a suit was lodged
at the court and he was released only after the
order from the court.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The country's constitution has guaranteed all the
above-mentioned rights. But influenced by
political prejudice the local administration closed
down a local club called Sangam Club established,
situated and operating in Damauli.
Though the court pointed out this illegaldecision
of the administration, with intent of political
revenge the local administration issued a letter
of closure on August 13, 1991.
2.2 Religious Freedom
The Tahanun district where learned and conscious
people have a majority (in the context of Nepal),
nothing has yet been heard regarding religious
riots. But the notice prohibiting the untouchable
castes to enter the Chhabdi Barahi temple in this
district seems to have ridiculed the constitution
of the country.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

•

It is essential to make people aware of their
rights and to carry on consistently with the rights
provided by the constitution without any
intervention.

2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election
The funlunental ideal of democracy is freedom.
Looking deeply at the country's situation,,
structure and convention, many activities and
mass-awareness to this effect are felt necessary.
Disturbances, intervention in local
administration, different political prejudices in
various areas are the bases related to the violation
of human rights.
Especially the irregularities during the local
election are the incidents related to human rights
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Until now there are 56 public crimes registered
in the DAO.
3.

Landless / Squatters

Though there is no problem of any kind as
regards squatters in this district, the question of
squatters has been politicalised. The attempt to
encroach the private land in Ward No. 1 of
Bhimad VDC by creating artificial squatters is a
burning example.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
Incidents such as abortion and women trafficking
have started to occur in this district. A legal
action has been taken against Gauri Kumari Sahi,
Shrukra Bahadur Damai, Gopal Pariyar and
Kamala Shrestha after Sapana Kumal, a resident
of Gaunda, who had come back from Bombay in
the month of January this year, reported to the
police that they had sold her including Sita Kumar
Khadka, Dev Maya Pariyar, Minu Maya Kumal
out in Bombay.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

resident of Ward No. 4, Bandipur VDC of the
same district claims that, in spite of her utmost
mental and physical devotion, her husband
divorced her and married another woman.
Similarly, Ramjakot VDC's 50 year old Lalhari
Ranabhat, who had 2 wives, established an illicit
relationship with a 14 year old girl Mitthu Subedi
of the house in which he was a tenant, eloped
with her.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
Problem regarding slavery has not yet been
encountered.
MI

Jari is deep-rooted in this district. Mrs Sushil
Shrestha, wife of Surya Kumar Shrestha, a

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

MI
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3.2 Gorkha

Population

: 251,750

Literacy

: 43.6%

Women Literacy : 30.2%
Area

Gorkha, one of the six districts in Gandaki Zone,
is of historical importance. Apart from the district
center and a few parts of southern region, all the
areas of this district are difficult and remote.
Backwardness, superstitions, traditional beliefs,
ignorance, illiteracy have caused women
victimization. Agricultural labor is mainly done
by women, with subsidiary role in other
production activities. Agricultural production is
thus dependent on ox and women. Hence the
popular adage "Don't give a daughter and an ox
the Gorkhali people". Human rights violations
have emanated from theft, public offence, looting
and beating, suicide, murder cases, etc. The
district judge was asked by a local VDC chairman,
" What is the meaning of Communist and
Congress?". This demonstrates the level of
ignorance of the local people.
1. Right to Life
The right to live freely, though guaranteed by
constitution, is not enjoyed by people. There
seems to be an environment of fear.
1.1 Killing / Firing
On October 30, 1992 a theft occurred in the
house of Tej Bahadur Gurung, a foreign returnee
of Thalajung VDC-6. Accused of theft Puma
1 82

: 3,610 sq.km.

Bahadur Biswakarma, 61 of Lamjung including
Sanu Maya Biswakarma, Pratap Sunar, Bhim
BahadurGurung, Devan Singh Gurung and Surya
Bahadur Rana were severely tortured in police
custody. Puma Bahadur Biswakarma who
remained in police custody from November 319, 1992 and was brutally tortured, and died
after 3 days of his release.
1.2 Jail
The Jailer himself agrees that Gorkha Jail is like
hell. Ever increasing price rise has made the
provided facilities simply insufficient. Toilet,
entertainment, reading and accommodation are
not proper. There are 24 prisoners convicted in
murder, theft, strike, attempted murder, vehicle
borne murder cases. This year there were a total
of 62 cases comprising of suicide, intent to
murder, murder, public offence, attempted
murder cases.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
There are cases of being tortured when exerting
rights granted by the constitution. The police
interferes even when gathering and procession
are carried out peacefully. Some political activists
had shown black flag against Girija Prasad
Koirala, the Prime Minister, on his visit to the

Facts on Human Rights Violations

district last year. Due to political prejudice local
administration had arrested many people. On
April 6, 1992 Nepal Bandh was marked by police
patrolling to suppress the demonstration on the
advice of local political leaders.

distribution is not secured for women despite the
court's decision. Women are used as a means of
production in farms. Polygamy has been common
practice. Women are suppressed not by male
alone, but also by their in-laws and other women.

2.

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

Fundamental Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not been able to have
access to the above rights.

This year this kind of incident did not occur in
this district.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
These systems have not been noticed in this
district.

2.2 Religious Freedom
5.
No untoward incident has occurred in connection
with religions i.e. there religions tolerance here.
2.3 Political Freedom / Free and Fair Election
By looking at the background and situation, one
can doubt on the free and fair conduction of local
election. But the cases of violence, murder,
fighting have not yet been reported.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness and
lack of awareness people have not been able to
have access to the above rights. This year 62
cases including suicide, murder, public offence,
attempted murder have been registered in the
court of this district.
3.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

There are many remote places where the district
center is meant to be a place where citizenship
certificate can be secured and rice can be
purchased. There are extremely difficult terrains
like Ksyekampar, Sirdibas, Chuchet, Prok,
Lahare, Gunda etc. Due to lack of proper facilities
human being is nothing more than two footed
animal with a mouth to speak. In some Lama
majority areas, traditional belief and superstition
are deep-rooted.
The Tamangs in Rakchhain and Mugu
monasteries have the tradition to offer a second
son and daughter to the Lama of the monastery
along with all the property. They have thus
disturbed the y matrimonial and personal freedom.
This has violated the personal freedom underlaid
in the human rights.

Landless / Squatters
5.1 Slavery

This problem is not serious in this district.
This system is not in practice in this district.
4. Women's Rights
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Women in this district have been socially and
culturally cheated. Legal right on property
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3.3 Lamjung

Population

: 153,786

Literacy

: 48.7%

Women Literacy : 34.8%
Area

Lamjung, one of the districts of Gandaki Zone, is
in the lap of Lamjung I Iimal. A modestly remote
terrain, Lamjung has the cases of murder,
polygamy, false cases influenced by political
revenge and illegal arrests.
1. Right to Life
In spite of the rights guaranteed under the
constitution, the life of honor and dignity has
been made difficult by backwardness,
superstitions, poverty and illiteracy amongst the
people.
1.1 Killing / Firing
On May 11, 1992, Hari Babu Pandey was found
dead hanging on to a tree in the forest of Chid
VDC-3. He was tied with a Dhoti to be worn by
males. The nature of the dead body suggests
murder rather than suicide.
On March 10, 1992 a policeman was scolding a
child in the local Besishahar market. Ek Bahadur
Dixit of the same Besishahar VDC-9, Ghatchaur
tried to convince the policeman not to do so. The
policeman then attacked Ek Bahadur. When an
innocent person was attacked, all the local people
protested the police excesses. The police resorted
to blank firing as a result of which Chandrika
Gurung, Laxmi Banal and Santa Baral were
slightly wounded.
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Political activist Krishna Prasad Adhikari of
Bharte VDC, was found dead in suspicious way.
1.2 Jail
The condition of jail in Lamjung is not quite
unsatisfactory. There are 29 prisoners who are
not getting even paper to read. Suitable toilet is
also not available. Some looms for weaving
have been installed in order to enable theprisoners
to develop skills.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
On April 6, 1991, a political worker D.B. Karki
of Besishahar VDC-1 was sipping a cup of tea in
a tea stall in local Narayan Mandir Tole.
Suddenly a group of people called him outside
and was criminally assaulted. Being in a serious
condition, he was flown to Kathmandu under the
initiative of the district administration.
Govinda Bahadur BK of Tarkughat VDC-1, was
earning means of his livelihood from a Parti
(unregistered land). Local Lamichhane family
beat and accused him of stealing and was
remanded to police custody. He was released on
bail but beaten badly. on October 27, 1992. He
had to leave the place out of fear.
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2.

Fundamental Rights

4.

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not been able to have full
access to the rights.
Teachers who are not affiliated to the ruling party
and are members of NNTA are facing mental
tortures. They are transferred to remote,
inconvenient places and some are already
terminated from their services.
Similarly the employees affiliated to Nepal Civil
Servants Association who had participates in the
employees agitation conducted in a peaceful way
last year were also mentally tortured.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No untoward incident has occurred in connection
with religious i.e. there is religious tolerance here
in this district.
2.3 Political Freedom / Free and Fair Election
Nepali people are not enjoying the rights granted
under the constitution. The right of freedom and
of free election is not realized simply because the
place where a certain party has stronger hold, is
inclined to make irregularity and manipulation.
In this district, the people responsible for free and
fair election are also involved in taking sides.

Women's Rights

On May 15, 1992, Sita Tiwari was assaulted
badly by her husband. She used to go to fetch
water for her family. Her mother-in-law doubted
her chastity and provoked her son (Sita's husband).
Sita could not bear the excesses of her husband
and mother-in-law. She was not given her share
in property. Ultimately she was compelled to go
to her parent's house.
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
There are excesses and exploitation on women in
this district. At first there were no incidents
related to women trafficking but now this kind of
incident has begun to occur sometimes because
of excessive poverty. In the meantime rape case
seems to have been deep-rooted in this district.
20 year old Buddha Ram. Shrestha of Sunder
Bazaar VDC, ward No.6 had raped 10 year old
Tamasyu Gurung when she was out in his house.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Jariand polygamy systems are widespread here
in this district. Hari Bahadur BK of Bhote Odar
VDC, ward No.6 (Pokhara) had married Kamal
BK in spite of his wife Kumari BK at home.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
This has not posed as a serious problem here.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

Because of excessive poverty, backwardness and
lack of awareness people have not been able to
have access to the above rights.

The love-tie between Ram Devi Parajuli and Raj
Kumar Shrestha of Chakratirtha VDC, Alkatar
had been broken because of caste system and the
gap between the rich and poor.

This year 196 civil cases and 24 criminal cases
are found to have been registered in the district
court.
3.

Landless / Squatters

This problem is not serious in this district.

In this district ignorance and poverty seem to be
increasing day by day. As a result, dowry system,
prostitution, women-trafficking, theft are on the
increase. Lack of education and awareness is
causing exploitation. The poor people are
compelled to borrow loan on 24 to 30 percent
annual interest.
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3.4 Syangja

Population

: 292,014

Literacy

: 52.6%

Women Literacy : 38.3%
Area

Disputes out of political revenge, quarrel,
polygamy, jari, untouchability are the main
incidents of human right violation in Syangja
district of Gandaki Zone.
1. Right to Life
Though the constitution has provided all the
Nepalese with right to live with dignity, because
of political and some other reasons there is still
reign of terror in the district.
1.1 Killing / Firing
Kehar Sink Gurung of Shirshekot VDC, ward
No.6 committed suicide on October 5, 1992 by
hanging himself onto a tree as he could not
tolerate the mental torture caused by the threat
from Bhim Lal Dumre who had accused Kehar
Singh that he had hidden some people of the
same VDC accused of being involved in
murderous activities.
1.2 Jail
The condition of jail looks worst. Local
administration is not found to have taken any
interest in and information on the facilities to be
given to prisoners in accordance with the rules
and regulations. The administration of this place
which showsbudget deficit even for the provision
of minimum facility for the prisoners has not
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maintained even a record of how many prisoners
exactly are in the jail.
Man Bahadur Thapa detained in this jail was
accused of murder/theft and arrest on August
23, 1986. The court decision of 1989 was since
October 2, 1986 had to give writ-petition again
in 1989 and he was preparing for that. But the
very time his advocate Tej Prasad Kadel was
jailed in connection with mass-movement. So
the date line for his petition expired. At present
he says that he is innocent, but the validityfor the
hearing of his statement has already been over.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
Especially for political revenge, most of the
people are arrested and fall victim of torture in
this district.
On October 17, 1992 police had arrested Yam
Bahadur Mahat of Ratnapur VDC, ward No.7
for a quarrel among children. Ratnapur VDC
Chairman Badri Prasad Bhattarai with the help
of policemen had beaten Mahat in custody saying
that Mahat was Badri's laborer and he could do
whatever he liked, and burnt his body with
burning cigarettes.
In November 1992 Sanjaya Shrestha of Putali
Bazaar VDC, ward No.9 stabbed at the
examination center superintendent Padam Prasad
Pandey who had very strictly conducted the SLC
test examination at Adarsha Secondary School.
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2.

Fundamental Rights

3.

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
_ but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not been able to have full
access to the rights.
2.2 Religious Freedom

Landless / Squatters

This problem has not been seen in this district.
4.

Women's Rights

The women right in this district looks quite
disappointing.

No untoward incident has occurred in connection
with religions i.e. there is religious tolerance in
this district.

21 year old P.N. Campus student Durga Kumari
of Fedi Khola VDC, ward No.2 was sued against
thuggery by her own father Puma Bahadur Khatri
as being angered by her love-marriage with the
man she loved.

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

Fundamental rights guaranteed by the constitution
are found to have been ridiculed in this district.

This year this kind of incident did not occur in
this district.

During the last local election an environment of
irregularity and chaos was brought about by the
political parties themselves.

4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

The polling officer on powerful political party
leader's directive had postponed the election
which had been going on peacefully atTribhuvan
Adarsha Secondary School of Putali Bazaar VDC
on May 31, 1992.

5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights

On May 31, 1992 ballot boxes were thrown when
there occurred a dispute between two parties in
connection with vote counting after the election
at Shivalaya VDC was over. In this connection
11 people were accused and sued under election
crime and punishment act.

In this district political leaders themselves are
found to have violated the law and order and
defamed court. As for example in a suit against
maize theft between HMG as plaintiff and
Khadanand as defendant, when defendant
Khadanand involved political leader Tarapati
Subedi as a witness, the court ordered to produce
witness and asked to sign the document
demanding his presence as and when required.
Subedi angrily condemned it in his remark as
delay and negligence in action and behavior and
added that such judge and employees of the court
had to be strangled and driven out. He threatened
that he'd send the letter of statement from his
home itself and asked who would not accept the
letter for evidence. Considering it as defamation
to court and a matter of public importance Nepal
Bar Association, District Unit President Durga
Dhakal and Secretary Bishnu Dhungana have
sued Tarapati Subedi.

In this way the local election at Kalikot, Jagatra
Devi, Putali Bazaar VDCs could not be held
satisfactorily and smoothly.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness and
lack of awareness people have not been able to
have access to the above rights.
This year 220 cases including 196 civil and 24
Government have been registered at the court of
this district.

Polygamy is common in this district.

5.1 Slavery
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
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3.5 Kaski

Population

: 293,009

Literacy

: 58.1%

Women Literacy : 44.5%
Area

Firing, killing, beating following political revenge
have become common in Pokhara which is known
as a beautiful and panoramic city in the Kingdom
of Nepal.
1. Right to Life
It seems that the powerful, having put aside rules
and regulations, have prevented the powerless
from the right to live with dignity.
1.1 Killing / Firing
HafishchandraDhungana was seriously wounded
and some other students were slightly wounded
in a police firing during the clash between the
two groups of students at Prithvi Narayan Campus
in connection with Nepal Bandh on April 7,
1992.
Political worker Tulraj Acharya was killed by
some people when a protest was lodged against
the inclusion of even 10 year old children for
local election held at Saraswoti Secondary School
of Bharatpokhari VDC, ward No.3 on May 10,
1992. 7 people were wounded in a firing opened
by Raj endra Koirala from Baser Saree Stores and
more than 50 people were wounded in the police
lathi-charge in a demonstration procession in
protest to the killing on May 18, 1992 in Pokhara.
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The students who were sitting for examination
were wounded when police, having entered the
school premises, suddenly used teargas on
November 20 and November 5, 1992 in a dispute
in connection with the selection of members to
the managing committee of Tal B arahi Secondary
School situated at Pokhara municipality, ward
No.6. After this, local administration took
complete control of the place in which Dhannaraj
Pahadi's head was cracked and Ganga Baral's
hand was fractured. In this incident police arrested
11 people and tortured them severely. After this
incident, Ramraj Regmi, the headmaster of the
school had been suspended.
1.2 Jail
The condition of the jail built in an area of 19
ropanis is very critical and looks time-worn.
When there is a problem of drinking water and
toilet, there are 127 prisoners in the jail which
has a capacity of only 60 prisoners.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
Nothing could be heard about arrest and torture.
2. Fundamental Rights
Fundamental rights and political freedom of
people seem to have been suppressed in this
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district. It means projects and programs in areas
where opposition parties have won the election
are being brought to a standstill by allocating no
budget to such areas. Sarangkot and Kaskikot
VDCs are the instances of this kind.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness'
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to enjoy the rights. This year 37 cases of various
crimes have been registered at the district court.

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
3.
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not been able to have full
access to the rights.

This kind of problem does not exist in this
district.
4.

Terror is widespread especially among teachers
and civil servants who are politically dissident.
Teachers affiliated to NNTA and civil servants
have been dismissed from their services and
those against whom such action cannot be taken
have been transferred to remote places.
Shashidhar Adhikari, a teacher of Bhumeswor
Primary School, was transferred to three different
places within a month.

Landless / Squatters

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
This year this kind of incident did not occur here.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
There are no Jari, Devaki and Badi systems in
Kaski. Similarly polygamy also is not a
problematic case.

2.2 Religious Freedom
5.
Nothing has occurred untoward as regards religion
i.e. there is religious tolerance in this district.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
This is not much of a problem in this district.

2.3 Political Freedom / Free and Fair Election
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Religious freedom does not look openly
frustrating. Elections also have not been much.
intervened.
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3.6 Manang

Population

: 5,369

Literacy

: 47.1%

Women Literacy : 23.0%
Area

: 2,246 sq.lcm.

Manang is one of the remote and difficult districts
of Gandaki Zone. Manang, a district with lowest
population in the kingdom, is in the lap of
Himalayas. In this remote Himalayan region
with low population and no political awareness,
there are not miraculous cases of human rights
violation. Small conflicts arisen are solved
through mutual understanding and arbitration of
local Thakali (leaders). No serious cases are filed
to the police or the district court. Since the judge
is absent, the subordinate clerk (B ichari) is acting
as a district judge.

On December 24, 1992 Maila Gurung, 7, of
Dharapani VDC was killed in a fire.

1. Right to Life

1.3 Arrest / Torture

Though the fundamental rights guaranteed by
the constitution have not been brought in practice
no incidents have occurred violating human rights
here.

This year nothing could be heard about arrest
and torture.

In this sparsely populated district, there are cases
of death due to natural disaster or clashes. A
porter Lok Bahadur Rai of Baglung VDC,
Sankhuwasabha was dead after falling sick in
Yak Kharka on July 11, 1992.

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association

1.1 Killing / Firing
This year nothing could be heard as regards
killing and firing.
1.2 Jail
The jail is in a house which had been rented since
1981. There is not a single prisoner in the jail.

2. Fundamental Rights

The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not been able to have full
access to the rights.

On November 10, 1992 a resident of Chame,
having house in Tipling VDC, Dhading had died
after falling sick.
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2.2 Religious Freedom

4.

Incidents such as religious riots or disputes have
not occurred here i.e. there is religious tolerance
here.

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

Women's Rights

This year this kind of incident did not occur in
this district.

2.3 Polit ical Freedom /Free and Fair Election
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Beating is during local election is the only case of
restlessness. Different political parties had,
earlier, understanding not to shout slogans
whatever the result would be. On May 30, 1992
after the election results were announced, slogans
were shouted, stones were thrown on the house
of a defeated candidate Jumali Punel. Windows
of his house were smashed. Some people were
arrested and released after 11 days.

Jari, Devaki and Badi systems are not in practice
in this district. Similarly polygamy also is not
problematic here.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
This is also not much of a problem here.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness and
lack of awareness people have not been able to
enjoy the above rights.
3. Landless / Squatters
This is not a problematic case in this district.
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3.7 Navalparasi

Population

: 435,256

Literacy

: 41.2%

Women Literacy : 25.8%
Area

The reasons as to why human rights are violated
in Navalparasi arc not different from that in other
districts. Political rivalry, quarrels, fires, women
trafficking and rape are the causes of human
right violation in this district.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing

The arrest of the 13 member cycle rally organized
by S AVE MAI IAKALI CAMPAIGN with intent
to submit a protest letter in connection with the
most disputed Tanakpur issue to Indian Prime
Minister P.V. Narasimharao and the firing in a
demonstration protest against the arrest are wellknown and remarkable incidents.
On October 15, 1992 at 11 am the cycle rally
bound east from Chonnara was arrested at Ganda
Command Areas in Simari within a distance of
40 kilometers. The people awaiting at Kavasoti
to welcome the rally were agitated at the arrest
and started blocking transportation. At about 2
pin the blockade paved the way for a slight
argument with police.
The situation was normal even if transportation
had been blocked since the day time. At 2:30 am
CDO, DSP and armed police came from Parasi.
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The demonstrators were thinking of having a
talk with the CDO on his arrival but the CDO
ordered the firing as soon as he arrived at
Kavasoti. Firing was at random at 2:30 at Savapati
Chowk without any warning. Even after the
dispersal in the dark, the police went from one
house to another and opened fire. The people
who had fled to escape the bullet and teargas
were terrorized by the policemen running after
them.
When Mohan Bahadur Panta, Damodar
Dhungana, Dol Bahadur Poudel, Bandhu
Shrestha, Ras Bahadur Gurung, Man Bahadur
Tamang and Nar Bahadur Thapa Magar were
seriously wounded by the police firing, 15-20
people sustained light injuries. In this firing 31
year old Dol Prasad Poudel sustained a bullet
injury in his head. After the firing 45 year old
Mohan Bahu Panta had gone to the spot in order
to collect information on the wounded. At 3 am
he had a bullet injury in the thigh of his right leg
and he has been under treatment in Delhi. While
going by a car to hide with a man who had been
a victim of the first bullet, Nar Bahadur Thapa of
Agauli 7 sustained a bullet injury in his left
chest. The bullet had penetrated his chest and
emerged at the back. When the firing was in
progress, 30 year old Bandhu Bahadur Shrestha
of Shiva Mandir VDC 3 started fleeing and was
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about to enter a home, when a bullet hit him on
his right wrist. A bullet hit Damodar Dhungana
of the same VDC in his left leg.
CPN (UML), Sadhavana and National
Democracy Party denounced the Kavasoti firing
as human right violation by administrative wing
and have demanded formation of a commission
to look into the incident and action against the
accused but the administration claims 12
policemen wounded and firing was opened only
after the agitators made an alined assault.
Though 11 murder cases have been registered in
Navalparasi District Police Station, besides the
Kavasoti firing, other killings or firings are not
found to he of much account.
1.2 Jail
Built in 1942 in an area of 5 Kattha, 10 Dhuri the
Navalparasi jail has a capacity of 40 prisoners
including 35 men and 5 women. At present there
are 77 prisoners including 70 men, 6 women and
1 child. The condition of Navalparasi jail having
male prisoners in 2 out of 3 rooms and females in
the rest is really pathetic and it is about to collapse.
Prisoners sleep turn by turn because of narrow
space and lack of enough space to sleep in. The_
narrow jail is dirty because of too many prisoners.
Diarrhoea and other epidemic diseases often
spread from one person to another but there is no
proper management for treatment. Since there is
no place for cooking inside the jail, prisoners
cook outside and they cannot cook their food on
rainy and stormy days. As the jail is very dirty
and without sewage, even people in the vicinity
have been effected by the stench. The local
people have sent delegations from time to time
and complained against the garbage. Though
there is a toilet near the dormitory, the toilet
stinks because of constant use by many people.
About the jail there were not two different
reactions from Krishna Nepali of NC, Baijanath
Chaudhari of CPN(UML), Arjun Pradhan of
NDP and Mahatam Prasad Yadav of Nepal

Sadhhavana Party. They all say that the condition
of Navalparasi jail is critical. They further say
that they all have put up the demand to the
Government from their respective parties for the
improvement of the jail condition.
Though a toilet is inside the jail complex, at night
prisoners find it difficult as the toilet is separate
from the rooms. Women are detained in a room
of 12 x 8 feet in size. There is a toilet in the same
room. The toilet is on a small raised place. If one
squats, only 10" of height is hidden from any
corner. There is a kitchen near the toilet. The
female ward never sees the sun's rays. A2 year
old child in the female ward was seen to have
been scared and stuck to a comer when he/she
was observed from outside.
Even the toilet for the men is open. They have
calculated the space at the rate of 6" per person
and they sleep sideways in cramped positions at
night.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
On July 19, 1992 Lumbini Sugar Factory lodged
a complaint against the fire set on to its godown
on July 12, 1992. In connection with the fire
which was intentionally set on after taking all the
sugar out of the godown, the factory peons
Krishna Bahadur JC, Satdan Kumar Chaudhary
and Lekh Nath Poudel have been imprisoned.
Though investigation into the cause of the fire
has been demanded since the day the fire was on,
nothing has been done to this effect.
While trying to meet the three accused, even the
CDO did not allow anyone to meet them.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
As has been mentioned in the caption firing, the
right to gathering and organizing provided by the
constitution has been violated.
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2.2 Religious Freedom

4. Women's Rights

Nothing has been heard untoward in connection
with religion i.e. there is religious tolerance here.

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
Kopila Baniya, who knew a little Saraswoti
Ghimire of Sunwal VDC, ward No.6, Sukumbasi
Tole, had tried to meet Saraswoti on June 23,
1992. Since she could not meet her that day,
Saraswoti met Kopila on the 24th June. Sarswoti
went to meet Kopila again on the 25th and since
that day Saraswoti has been missing. On the 26th
Sarswoti's mother as she could not find out her
daughter and heard that Saraswoti was sold out,
sued Kopila on the 9th July. Kopilabeing accused
of selling Saraswoti at Nautanua on the 11th has
been jailed, and her 7 year old son is with his
grand-mother in her natal home. Kopila's home
is in Nautuna of India.

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
Almost all the parties say in their own ways that
they had disordered the constitutional provision
for the right to cast votes during the elections
held on May 28 and 31. CPN(UML) worker had
thrown stones at and beat on the walls of the
house of NC candidate Arju Pokhrel at Sunwal
VDC and police had arrested one person. For the
fear of CPN(UML) worker, Vice-President
Candidate Raghubir Gurung and Ward member
candidate Naresh Sharma along with their
families had to leave for the district headquarters
and stay there.
Opposition parties complain that there had
occurred incidents like threatening and beating
among NDP, NC and CPN workers in
Mithukaram and other hilly VDCs in connection
with local election and the authorized person had
worked in favor of NC during the election.
About 300 people were deprived of their right to
cast votes because of the hue and cry among the
people in the queue in the election center of
Banjariya VDC.

On January 29, 1992 Dil Maya Biswokarma of
Rupendehi, Tahera, having tempted Raj Kumari
B K of Makar VDC, Tikisara BK of Panchanagar
and Ek Maya Nepali of Daunedevi that she could
manage jobs at Butwal Spinning Factory, took
them all from Kukurmara and sold them for IRs.
57,000 to Moti Tamangni at Ilawaj Khapada
Building in front of Alankar Cinema Hall on
Ground Rose in Bombay. Later the guardians of
the three women met Dil Maya at Khaireni. She
was handed over to the police station but the
three women have not yet been traced out even
after a long search in different places with the
help of the address given by Dil Maya.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
People & political parties feel deprived of their
fundamental right to justice because of the
decisions made on cases by semi legal authorities
and say that semi legal process is against the
principle of natural justice.
3.

Landless / Squatters

The squatter problem in this district is as much
grave as in other districts situated in Terai. Though
the squatters' lives are difficult, facts and figures
are not available to determine as to how many of
them and their families are all over this district.
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In the meantime an organization named Dalit
Panther India was found to have written to HMG
and Home Minister protesting that the sold
women have not been rescued even after the
arrest of the women indulged in women
trafficking. It has written that only the convicts
have been detained.
On June 15, 1992, 12 year old girl who along
with her aunt, sister and some other people was
out to hunt for mushrooms in a forest was raped
by Surya Narayan Chaudhary in a lonely place at
Hirua. A case has been going on at the court
against Chaudhary who is, by relation, a paternal
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uncle of the raped girl. The rapist has been
absconding since that day.
A 17 year old girl of Amarapuri VDC, ward No.1
while on her way to buy salt at Chaite Dashain (a
Hindu festival) fair was raped by Bodhraj Parajuli,
Hari Thakuri, Gyanendra Hamal, and Shanker
Thapa of the same VDC. Out of the four, two
including Bodhraj Parajuli and Khanker Thapa
are in jail and Hari Thakuri and Gyanendra
Hamal have absconded.
On September 6, 1992 JTA Sanjaya Gopal
Chaudhary, who had gone to treat a sick buffalo
in a house at ward No.3 raped a dumb girl of the
same house in which he had stayed over night.
On February 1, 1992,11 year old innocent girl of
Adarsha VDC, ward No.7, who left her father in
the jungle and was on her way back home, when
she was raped by 24 year old Lok Nath Kadel of
ward No.8 in a small gorge of the forest. On his
return her father came to know all about the
incident. The people of the village arrested Kadel
and handed him over to the police. He has been
sued.

A 9 year old girl of Adarsha VDC, ward No.1,
Gaidakot was raped by Sher Bahadur Pariyar of
the same village at 8 pm on September 23, 1992.
He told her that her father and mother were
quarrelling with each other, when Sher persuaded
her to a cowshed and raped her there. Her parents
and the people of her village arrested Pariyar and
handed him over to police.
4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Jari, Devaki and Badi systems have not been
seen here. Polygamy also is not a problematic
case here.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
This is not a problematic case in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

A Scene of Cooking food outside due to Insufficient Space inside the Nawalparasi Jail
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3.8 Rupendehi

Population

: 507,689

Literacy

: 40.2%

Women Literacy : 25,1%
Area

The southern part of Rupendehi district of WDR
has been connected with Utter Pradesh of India.
The open border itself is what the criminals of
both India and Nepal find advantageous. In
Rupendehi incidents such as murder and
manhandling occur to a large extent. But for fear
of veiy notorious criminals people are reluctant
even to mention about such incidents.

: 1,360 sq.bn.

fire from a place 10 meters away. Keeping this
in view it is seen that there is no truth in police
claims.
On May 29, 1992 there occurred an encounter
between the NC workers and the NDP workers
in connection with a local election at Sipawa
VDC. Om Prakash Yadav died on the spot in the
police firing on that day.

1. Right to Life
A man was killed in a police firing in an election
conflict at Sipawa VDC on May 31, 1992.

1.1 Killing / Firing
From January to December 1992, fifty-five
murder cases have been registered in Rupendehi
District Court. On April 5 and 6, 1992 the situation
of Butwal Municipality was very tense. On April
6 UPF and CPN(UML) had called upon for
Nepal Bandh. In connection with the same
program local administration had imposed curfew
in order to control the people out in the street for
demonstration protest. That day police had
opened fire and the bullet had hit Bishnu Bahadur
Darlami in his right thigh. Even on April 5 fire
was opened. According to police they had opened
fire on April 6 because the demonstrators having
burnt a tire had garlanded the statue of late King
Mahendra and attempted to loot a bank. But,
though places nearby were set on fire, there was
not considerable damage and police had opened
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On December 13, 1992 local businessman Dev
Kumar Amatya was found dead in his own shop
situated at Ama►path, Ward No. 6 of Butwal
Municipality. He was seen alive at 7 o'clock in
the evening the day before. The dead Amatya's
attain apple was cut with a sharp knife and the
dead body was upside down. Dev Kumar, the
elder brother of the deceased, says that Amatya's
Rs 38,500 was also looted in that incident. Dev
Kumar says that concrete investigation has not
yet been carried out in connection with the
murder.
1.2 Jail
There are various problems in the Rupendehi jail
as the number of prisoners detained in the jail is
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beyond its capacity. Though all the prisoners
have often raised the question of the stinking
environment of the jail, the concerned authority
has not taken any interest. There are about 200
prisoners in the jail which has a capacity of 60
prisoners.

world outside. That is why they torture a little",
says a man related to a local legal authority.

The toilet in the jail is stinking. The prisoners
find it difficult even to sleep and sit as the number
of prisoners detained is more than its capacity.
Because of lack of space prisoners cook and eat
their food out in the courtyard.

The constitution has guaranteed the above rights.
However, because of lack of education,
knowledge and awareness, the people of this
place have not been able to enjoy any right fully.

2.

Fundamental Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association

2.2 Religious Freedom
1.3 Arrest / Torture
According to the Civic Investigation Commission
of April 6, 1992 kerosene was found being mixed
up with petrol at Butwal petrol-diesel center,
Karna Bahadur, the Editor of the Lumbini Daily,
requested police to arrest the pump-owner. ASI
Ghimire and other policemen did not care. So the
people gathering there become agitated. They
coated his face with soot and cut all his hair and
took him around the town. But soon after that,
NSPMPs Shy= Prasad Gupta and Shant Prasad
Chaudhari including their supporters came from
Siddarthanagar to Butwal in three vehicles. They
demanded the release of the pump owner and
action on those who coated his face with soot.
When the MPs raised the question of people of
hills and people of Terai, people and police had
been very much agitated. Police controlled the
pump owner, Editor Kama Bahadur and MPs.
Acting CDO Puma Bahadur Karki and SP Gaya
Prasad, having arrested Karna Bahadur and Bin
Bahadur Kunwar without warrant, attempted to
trap them under public offence. The people present
there demanded the release of Karna Bahadur.
There had been a telephonic talk between Area
Police Station and Home Ministry for 45 minutes
for his release. B ut at last decision was reached to
arrest Karna Bahadur Karki and Bin Bahadur
Kunwar.
"Somehow or other policemen torture convicts
after arrest. Policemen are put on a track. They
have not got any opportunity to mix up with the

Riots and disputes related to religion are not seen
in this district.
2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
The CPN (UML) workers complain that Ama
VDC chairman Rabindra Nath Shukla has
violated political freedom by prohibiting
communists from entering his VDC. According
to CPN (UML) workers, on January 12, 1993
they had submitted a memorandum to the CDO
but were not heard.
During the elections held at Ward No. 4, 8, 9 of
Bhairawa Municipality on May 28, 1992 after
the untoward activity by NC workers, there had
occurred a quarrel between the NC workers and
the NSP workers. NC workers burnt down a
vehicle belonging to NSP there. Election was
held again in those two wards. The NC workers
had intervened in the election held the same day
in Motiha, Amawa, Manpakadi, Bagaha, Karhiya
etc.
On May 31 the NC workers had beaten the
CPN(UML) workers at Semlar. Ram Prasad
Regmi, Shakti Sapkota etc. had been wounded in
the incident. About 50 cycles were missing in the
same incident.
It is said that on 31st election was interfered by
deploying army. That day there was firing. The
same day untoward incidents had taken place in
the election held in Butwal. Election was held
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A Scene of Bhairahawa Jail

again there. The same day when there occurred
an encounter between the NC workers and the
NDP workers in connection with the election
held at Sipwa VDC, a NSP worker was killed in
a police firing.
According to NC District Working Committee
the elections held on May 28 and 31, 1992 in
various municipalities and VDCs of the district
had been interfered with to a great extent. The
NC accepts the truth that there had been many
untoward happenings such as dispersing election,
detracting voters, threatening etc. But according
to the party there had been an excess by
independent and NSP workers on Abadhrain
Yadav elected to the post of Chairman of Sipwa
VDC and his supporter. According to NC, after
the result of the election ballot box and papers
had been snatched by NSP workers at gun-point.

to suppress individual freedom is still in real
sense not based on conscience. Court is not free
from the wrong motive to detain at a guess using
rights in an egoistic manner on the basis of the
confession made by force by police". Some
political workers say that court's role towards
protection and promotion of human rights is not
positive.
3.

Landless / Squatters

This problem is not serious in this district.
4.

Women's Rights

According to DAO this year altogether 23 cases
including prostitution, polygamy and rape have
been registered at the court.
4.1 Trafficking / Rape

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
The political workers of this place express their
grievances, "The constitution has handed all the
rights to protect citizens' rights over to the court.
But as long as implementation is concerned, it is
found that coordination among rights to
judgement bestowed upon judges or judicial
authorities of judicial or semi-judicial bodies
enacted during the Panchayat period with intent
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In April 1992 Ram Prasad Tharu and his wife of
Gajedi VDC, Ward No. 3 had sold B hi m B ahadur
BK's wife Sani and his sister Kanchhi BK of
B utwal Municipality, Ward No. 14 for Irs 20,000
in Bombay, India. In May 10 Bhim Bahadur has
sued Ram Prasad Tharu.
On January 16, 1992 Ratan Thakuri including
others of Siddarthanagar Mu nicipality had sold
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13 year old Tuku Maya Acharya of Devdah
VDC, Muluhiki in Bombay. Tuku Maya who had
come to her sister and brother-in-law was taken
across the border on the 17th of January.

Bahadur Kumal had kidnapped 40 year old Barsati
Tharuni from traffic chowk at about 10 o'clock at
night. After that they took her behind the Butwal
cinema hall and raped her collectively.

Kamala Nepali, 16, of Syangja staying in a
rented house in Butwal who was sold in Bombay
on December 7, 1990 was enticed for marriage.
Ful Kumari alias Sunrat residing at Butwal hat
Bazaar, assured Kamala of a job and persuaded
her to marry Lal Bahadur Thapa of Nepalgunj.
After that she was taken to Bombay and sold for
Rs 30,000. In 1992 March Kamala had returned.

On May 12, 1992 Raja Ram Baniya of Butwal
Municipality, had taken Nilam Baniya of the
same place to a hotel at Barmetole and raped her.
Similarly on August 16, 1992 Rita Thapa of
Siddarthanagar, Ward No. 13, was raped by
Harihar Mahat of Bara district, Simraungad.
Gudhur Chamar of Jiru VDC, Ward No. 4, also
has been accused of raping 5 year old Gorakh
Chamar of the same place and jailed.

On June 24, 1991 Devi Thapa, 15 and Manu
Rana, 13, of Butwal Municipality, Ward No. 6,
Sidd ha rt hana ga r were taken to Bombay and sold
out. In the same place two girls sold by Tara
Thapa had been successful in returning home
after 6 months.
According to the information received from the
district court, Satish Chandra Upadhyay has been
sued for women trafficking following Manisha
Jain's petition in which HMG was a plaintiff on
June 23, 1992. In this way Indian citizen Manoj
Kumar Shreevastava has been sued for women
trafficking following Goma BK's petition on
June 30, 1992 in which HMG was plaintiff and
Manoj was a defendant. In this way Gharti
Magarni of Butwal Municipality, Ward No. 4 has
been sued for women trafficking following Ganga
Pun's petition on October 22, 1992 in which
HMG was a plaintiff and Gharti Magarni was a
defendant. But the defendant has not yet been
arrested.
On January 15, 1992 local youths Rajesh Acharya,
Bal Bahadur Acharya, Anil Thapa and Vishnu

The incident that. Shanti Thapa, 9, of Butwal
Municipality, Ward No. 9, was cruelly raped is
rather pathetic. Known as Karma in her school
Shanti while sleeping with her mother and
brothers was kidnapped by Om Bahadur Gautam
including two others at about 2 pm on March 29,
1992. Sleeping in a but without a door Shanti
with her mouth shut was taken to a jungle. She
says that even her vagina was cut open with a
blade. Action on such animalistic treaunent has
been delayed.
4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Jari, Devaki and Badi systems have not been
noticed here. Polygamy also is not much
encouraged.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery
This is not a problematic case in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

MI
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3.9 Palpa

Population

: 236,238

'-iteracy

: 51.0%

Women Literacy : 36.5%
krea

Among the six districts of Lumbini Zone, Palpa
is famous for its natural beauty and historical
importance. In this district human rights have
been violated by incidents especially because of
difference in opinions, and problems are seen
related to suicide, killing, theft, polygamy, women
trafficking, motor accidents etc.
I. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
In January 1992, when there was a clash among
political workers including NC's Rain Prasad
Khanal and Beni Madhav Acharya of CPN
(UML) after having alcoholic drinks at Kusum
Khola of this district and local administration
arrested Beni Madhav Acharya. In order to release
Beni Madhav, CPN (UML) workers had started
a strike at the DAO since January 2, 1992. When
the problem could not be solved by means of a
peaceful strike, the workers did not allow anyone
to enter the office. When there occurred a dispute
and hue and cry out of this situation, on January
6, 1992 the local administration fired 40 rounds
of tear-gas and 30-40 rounds of blank bullets in
order to pacify the situation. 6 women have been
wounded during this incident. In this way, on
April 18, 1992, the prisoners of the Palpa jail
shouted slogans and initiated a hunger strike
200
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demanding various privileges. When the
prisoners did not agree to go into the cells even
after it was night, the policemen fired blankly.
The following day the prisoners were beaten by
temporary policemen. In April 1992 a national
level martial artist who was accused of having
trained opposition party workers, was assaulted
on his way to Tansen through Burtung at Jaisi
Chant ari
Teacher Devi Prasad Subedi was shot to death
on his way to school on April 15, 1992. The
killing was all because of communal feeling but
not political reason.
1.2 Jail
Though the jail condition of this district is not
that much worse, it cannot be said that it is very
good. There are 174 prisoners in this jail. Among
them, 134 are men, 34 women and 6 children.
There is a cotton weaving factory in the jail. In
the meantime a school called Brahma Vishnu
Secondary School has been established here.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
Because of political revenge the number of arrests
has been increasing here. On April 6, 1992 UPF
workers have been arrested without reason in
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connection with Nepal Bandh but no one was
tortured.

in practice they are not looked at equally and
there are exploitation and injustice on women.

2.

4.1 Traffickiqg / Rape

Fundamental Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
Apart from trifle disputes, rights provided by
constitution seem to have been duly entertained
in this district.
2.2 Religious Freedom
This district is almost free from religious riots.

At . first there was no problem regarding women
trafficking and rape in this district. In the month
of November 1991, Mrs Battai Kumalni and her
husband of Chirtung residing in India were
apprehended on the suspicion that they had
taken Ganga and Kisni Kumalni to India selling
into the for flesh-trade. In this way there is an
incident that Ganga Pandey was raped by Bal
Bahadur BK, a resident of Dharmpani, Ward
No. 2, of Tansen Municipality.

2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election
4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Midi System
In the name of political freedom the political
parties are found to have been monopolizing in
areas of their hold and influence. Thus, in the
name of free and fair election one man is found
to have cast his vote 10-12 times. There were a
number irregularities in local elections of Ward
Nos. 4, 7, 13 and 15 of Tansen Municipality.

Though there are no Jari, Devaki, Badini systems
there, polygamy is seen to have been practiced in
this district. On June 8, 1992, a married Hum
Bahadur Nepali of Kushum Khola married
Bimala. On July 5, 1992 Chandra Bahadur
Mahaijan of Ward No. 11 of Tansen Municipality
married Saraswoti.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
It seems that every citizen is to be made aware of
the rights enshrined in the constitution in order to
strengthen and develop democracy and human
rights in an institutionalized manner.
Among the cases registered, 2 are killings, 9
suicides, 1 rape, 5 thefts, 2 abortions, 16 public
crimes, 19 accidents, 3 polygamy and 14 others.
3.

Landless / Squatters

This problem has not been seen in this district.

5.1 Slavery
This has not posed as a problem in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
After the mass-movement in 1990 though
democratic system has been installed in the
country people have not been able to enjoy in
practice the rights enshrined in the constitution
because of lack of mass-awareness.

4. Women's Rights
Though the constitution and political system
have provided men and women with equal rights,
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3.10 Kapilvastu

Population

: 372,205

Literacy

: 30.8%

Women Literacy : 15.9%
: 1,738 sq

Area

Situated in Lumbini Zone, Kapilvastu being a
bordering district has many problems like animaltheft, murder, weapon-smuggling, cow-slaughter,
suicide etc like in other districts on the border.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
On August 7, 1991 Hira Prasad Gyawali, a
student of Kapilvastu Multiple Campus died for
lack of proper care in his treatment. A procession
of students had given a menwrandum to the local
administration against negligence in treatment.
During the discussion over the memorandum the
police suddenly lathi-charged, fired tear-gas
and bullets blankly. In the incident some students
were wounded and some students had to put up
with inhuman treatment and suffering.
1.2 Jail
The jail in Kapilvastu does not look bad. Built in
1937 the jail has a capacity of 100 prisoners. At
present there are 82 prisoners including 2 women
and one child. The rooms for women are a little
worse than the room for men. The prisoners
having contagious diseases and the mentally
abnormal prisoners seem to have been put together
in one room.
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1.3 Arrest / Torture
Political prejudice is the root-cause of restlessness
in this district. In a cultural program organized
on the occasion of Vijaya Dashami on October
16, 1992 in Sivagadi VDC, Ward No. 7, of
Bhagwanpur village 15 people including 11 year
old Raj Maya BK were wounded in mob and
assault by the dissenters.
In revenge for the case registered against their
group, the dissenters in March 1992 sued Chakra
Bahadur Chant', Tula Ram Gharti Magar, Megh
Bahadur Thapa and Kosh Bahadur Mall of
Sivagdi VDC, Ward No. 7, Bhagwanpur for
public offence.
2.

Fundamental Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
Though the constitution has guaranteed the above
rights because of lack of education, knowledge
and awareness people have not been able to have
full access to the above rights.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No riot or dispute has ever occu rred in connection
with religion i.e. there is religious tolerance
here.
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a.

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
Political freedom does not look openly frustrating
here. Elections also are not seen to have been
interfered with.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness and
lack of awareness people have not been able to
enjoy the above rights.
Over this year 1354 cases involved in various
crimes have been registered in the district court
of this place.
3.

manhandling the police, was put in police custody
for 5 days and severely tortured.
In Halpausa VDC, Ward No. 8, Barawa, the
refugees from Meghalaya who did not agree with
the forest authorities were terrorized and blamed
for forest encroachment. A ranger did not hesitate
in attempting to rape a woman who had given
birth just 3 days before.
The gang-rape that had occurred at Bhatani
Danda on August 1990 cannot be forgotten.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Radi System
After the political change, though Jari system
and polygamy do not exist much in cities, they
have become very serious problems in villages.

Landless / Squatters

Though the problem regarding squatters is not
complicated, the defeated are the ones existing as
squatters. In this way the refugees deported from
Meghalaya of India have settled down as squatters
in Halpausa VDC, Ward No. 8 in Barawa.

Though the constitution has guaranteed women
right, in practice ill-treatment by malechauvinistic society has not come to an end.

Though it has been almost a century since a
slavery system was abolished in the country, this
problem is still existent in the form of Harwa
system in the district. There is no uniformity in
wages to be given to these Harawas. Apart from
the food that keeps their body and soul together,
they are given nothing -- neither medicines nor
education. If they ever speak against it, their
masters terrorize and threaten them. Harawas
occupy 7% of the total population of this district.

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights

In this district where women trafficking and
flesh-trade are not problems in a serious stage,
rape has reached its climax.

5.1 Slavery

4.

Women's Rights

A local policeman, in the pretext of asking for
fire to light his cigarette, attempted to rape a
fifteen year old Radhika Kumari Chaudhari of
Shivagadi, VDC, Ward No. 1. When the girl
shouted for help, her 25 old brother Prahlad
Chaudhari caught the policeman. Consequently,
Prahalad Chaudhari, being accused of

This problem has been seen in the form of some
other systems in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
There is an acute problem regarding citizenship
in this district and transaction of forged citizenship
is seen coming in practice in this district.
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3.11 Arghakhanchi
Population

: 180,406

Literacy

: 47.4%

Women Literacy : 32.0%
Area

: 1,193 sq.kin

Of the 6 districts of Lumbini Zone, Arghakhanchi
is also taken as a politically conscious district.
That is why perhaps political incidents often take
place there. The incidents related whether to
Tank Bhusal murder during Panchayat period or
BasirMiyaduring multiparty system are political.

No jail has been built in this district and the
prisoners of this district are jailed in Gulmi.

1. Right to Life

Due to political revenge and the ruling party
pressure, political workers of this district have
been accused of public offenses without any
reason.

Hideous incidents occur because of political
reasons in the district being politically well-off
and conscious.
1.1 Killing / Firing

1.2 Jail

1.3 Arrest / Torture

In this district employees' human rights have
also been violated. In local Jaluke VDC when
two Nayab Subbas from district administration

On June 5, 1991, keeping in mind the political
unrest in Pali village police pretended to calm
the situation. In the incident localpolitical leader
Basir Miya was shot to death by the police.
On July 28, 1991 some people pretending that
they had some special work told Dhikura VDC's
Bal Bahadur Bankawal to accompany them. Bal
Bahadur's wife being suspicious went out to look
for him. His dead body was found in a gorge
nearby. According to the postnwrtem report, Bal
Bahadur Bankawal was beaten and killed.
Shankutala Chundali, 12, a resident of
Sandhikharka VDC, Ward No. 6, and a student
of Class V, was raped and strangled by Bhim
Bahadur Kumal of the same village.
Basir Miya : Killed by Police Firing
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and one ranger from forest were assigned to carry
out forest related inspection, they were beaten
and illegally detained for a night.
2.

Fundamental Rights

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to enjoy the rights.

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association

3.

Though the constitution has guaranteed the above
rights people have not been able to have full
access to the above rights because of lack of
education, knowledge and awareness.

This has not posed any problem in this district.

2.2 Religious Freedom
No riot or dispute has ever occurred in connection
with religion i.e. there is religious tolerance here.
2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election
On May 23, 1992 when Prime Minister Girija P.
Koirala arrived at this district to address a mass
gathering in connection with local election
campaign, the opposition parties had shown black
flags against him and carried out many activities
in protest to the mass gathering. The clash between
the two parties made the situation very tense. In
order to calm down the situation, local
administration ordered the firing of 8 rounds of
blank bullets, two rounds of tear-gas, lathicharged and imposed curfew from 5 to 7 o'clock.
Many political workers including Pradip Gyawali,
Guna Nidhi Bhusal, Prakash Ghimire, Maniraj
Gautam, Hum Bahadur Chauhan, Gyanendra
Khanal, Madhu Swornakar were wounded in the
clash.
During the last local election more restlessness
and quarrels had occurred in this district in
comparison to other districts. Disturbances had
to be borne in some areas in the process of
inserting voters' names. In some areas the
employees assigned for the inclusion of voters'
names were compelled to include in the list the
names of those who were not of age. In this way
in Arghakhanchi and Thulo Pokhari VDCs the
dissident candidates were not allowed to file
their nominations. There were complaints against
the unfair means adopted in casting votes in areas
like Chidika, Dibharwa, Bangi etc. The election
officers of Khan and Khan Daha VDCs were
manhandled.

4.

Landless / Squatters

Women's Rights

Though there is ample provision for women right
and equality in the constitution, the women whom,
if they are not liked, are called witches and
disgraced in this district. Even after working
round the year, the people of the district are not
able to manage with their production their handto-mouth problem even for three months.
Consequently the people of this district, because
of unemployment problems and other
compulsions, have migrated to Terai. Though
not in markets, in villages Jan, polygamy,
traditional healers, spirits, untouchability are still
prevalent and in practice.
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
News that women have been often raped in this
district is heard. On June 17, 1992 a gang of
people under the leadership of Savin alias Navin
Kumar Lama went to the house of Bande Pun, a
resident of Siddara VDC, Ward No. 6, Jamune.
Ratan B uda and Navin raped his daughter Kumari
Pun, 12, studying in class IV, in a forest behind
the house. The other people left behind had
looted Bande Pun's house.
4 of the accused in this incident were handed
over to police with the help of the villagers and
the main convicts are absconding.
4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
These systems are rarely seen here.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery
This is not a problematic case in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
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3.12 Gulmi

Population

: 265,707

Literacy

: 48.7%

Women Literacy : 33.0%
Area

Of the 6 districts of Lumbini Zope, Gulmi is
considered to be politically and educationally
conscious district. Human rights have been
violated in this district especially because of
conflicts among political parties.
1. Right to Life
Though the constitution has provided all the
Nepalese with right to equality the people of this
district have been living in terror because of
political revenge.
1.1 Killing / Firing
Though incidents related to murder do not occur
in this district, the Naya Gaon firing, the Digam
incident, the Ghurkot incident are the incidents
of human rights violation.
In October 1990 political party leader Jaya
Pratap Malla of Naya Gaon VDC, Ward No. 3,
transferred the ownership of 223 Ropanis of
public land into his own name and a dispute
erupted out of it. On November 6, 1992, in order
to pacify the dispute and to root out the existence
ofdissident political workers, Jaya Pratap Malla,
having involved in the destruction of public and
personal properties, shot at Bhakta Bahadur VC
and Binod Gyawali. The following day when
there was protest against the firing, there
occurred a clash between both the parties and
many people including Lila Bahadur BK and
Hari Gyawali were wounded.
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On December 16, 1990 the girls returning from
their school situated at Digam VDC were teased.
The dispute emerging out of the teasing came to
became terrible and in the incident political
worker Kamal Shrestha was stabbed and beaten
into an unconscious condition and almost to
death. Dozens of workers were wounded in this
incident.
On January 3, 1992, in Himalaya Secondary
School situated in Ghurkot VDC there occurred
an argument among the students from both the
parties resulting in beating among themselves.
Hearing the news a group under the leadership of
an MP of the concerned area assaulted Jaisithok
VDC Chairman Thakur Pokhrel and his brother
Tanka Pokhrel, broke into Pokhrel's house and
manhandled his family. In the incident Ward
member Krishna Pokhrel, teacher Laxman
Pokhrel of the same VDC were seriously
wounded. Due to political pressure DSP Tej
Prasad Sharma put Yagya Prasad Pokhrel in
custody and tortured him. At the same time the
local administration sued Krishna Plkhrel, Gyan
Bahadur Khatri and Moti Bahadur Pokhrel for
public offence.
1.2 Jail
The physical condition of the jail in this district
is very critical. The jail building is old and
cracked. There are altogether 20 prisoners in this
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jail. There are no facilities for prisoners in this
jail. The prisoners demand the facilities such as
cottage industry, adult education, TV, games and
sports in the jail.

2.2 Religious Freedom

1.3 Arrest / Torture

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election

Political revenge is the main cause of arrest and
torture in this district. On January 6, 1992 a group
of hooligans coming by tractor from Tamghas
assaulted the Sirseni VDC chairman Surya
Bahadur GC, Gyan Bahadur Chhetri, Mani Ram
Bhandari, and left them on the threshold of death.
Thus, because of political prejudice on November
8, 1992 political worker Bom Bahadur Pradesh
of Jaisithok was man handled and scolded by a
group of people. On November 8, 1992 some
political workers including Jaisithok VDC ViceChairman Lum Bahadur Gharti Magar were
wounded.

Political freedom does not look openly frustrating
here. Similarly elections have been held in a free
and fair manner.

On September 10, 1992 due to political pressure
Police Inspector Chiranjivi Devkota arrested,
beat and tortured J umung VDC Chairman Puma
Bahadur Ghatri Magar without any apparent
reason. On September 14, 1992 Arveni VDC
Chairman Devi Prasad Neupane, Paudha VDC
Secretary Jiv Narayan Neupane were detained
for 7 days without any reason and they were sued
for public offence.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not been able to enjoy the
above rights.
The teachers affiliated to NNTA have been
mentally tortured in this district and they have
been transferred to inaccessible places. Some
temporary teachers have been dismissed from
their services and some teachers have been
demoted to lower their morale.
In 1992 after the peaceful movement for various
demands, 13 employees affiliated to NCSO, were
terminated from their services for no reason.

No riot or dispute has ever occurred in connection
with religion.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to enjoy the above rights.
This year cases including 29 (government
offence), 148 (public offence) and 245 (civil
offence) have been registered in the district court.
3.

Landless / Squatters

4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
Women trafficking and rapes have not been seen
directly in this district.
4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Jari and polygamy are widespread in this district.
Only this-year 11 eases related to Jari and 4 cases
of polygamy have been registered in the district
court.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
This has not yet been identified as a problem.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
• To restore the human rights guaranteed by the
constitution after the political change in the
country, all the political organizations,
administration, police do not have two different
opinions on the fact that efficiency to make use
of human rights will increase if political parties,
administration, police are trained by human rights
related organizations.
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3.13 Baglung

Population

: 232,737

Literacy

: 43.2%

Women Literacy : 27.4%
Area

In comparison with other districts of Dhaulagiri
Zone, this district is to be considered accessible.
In this zone which is one of the backward zones
of the country the people are not aware of even
the rights provided by the constitution because
of illiteracy, poverty and ignorance.
1. Right to Life
It seems impossible for a backward, orthodox
and poverty-stricken society to enjoy the rightS
provided by the constitution.
1.1 Killing / Firing
In a cultural program organized by political party
workers on the occasion Maghe Sankranti on
January 15, 1992 there occurred a conflict at
Jyamire village of thisdistrict and police Inspector
Gyaneswor Baidya was stabbed to death by
some unidentified people. Until now no one has
been found guilty but those against whom action
was initiated were tortured cruelly and inhumanly.
Because of prejudice feelings, the police beat
them on the soles so much that they fell
unconscious. Policemen urinated in their mouths
when they asked for water to drink. Sometimes
they pricked them in their nails with pins.
Sometimes they dropped things so as to burn
their eyes, sometimes they burnt their skins and
208

: 1,784 sq.km .

sometimes they kicked them carelessly in their
sensitive parts.
All the political parties have unitedly expressed
their protest against such torture.
Krishna Prasad Shrestha, 47, of Kalika VDC
has been working as a scribe in the office and
court for the last 20 years. He who used to drink
a little was found dead in an unidentifiable
condition on October 12, 1990, down the slope
below an old hoarding house at Ward No. 3 of
the same village. The investigation and
postmortem reports show that he was killed. The
administration remained silent about the
murderer and took no necessary action. So
various political parties, organizations etc. took
out a protest procession demanding immediate
action against the criminals but the district
police office threw stones at the procession, used
tear-gas and fired 28 rounds of blank bullets.
1.2 Jail
The jail in this district has a capacity of 25
prisoners but at present there are 29 prisoners
including 4 women and 25 men in this jail. Most
of the prisoners have been accused of murder
and theft. In the name of skill development there
is only one cottage industry for weaving flaunt°

Facts on Human Rights Violations

(a jute thump line for carrying loads) in the jail.
The prisoners do not express very negative feeling
towards the facilities available in the jail.

Some local people were prohibited from casting
votes due to uncontrollable disturbances in local
elections at Hariya, Hilner, Thoti and Galkot.

1.3 Arrest / Torture
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
At the time when Prime Minister Girija P. Koirala
arrived in this district in connection with the local
election on May 23, 1992, some political party
workers demonstrated a protest by showing him
black flags. Though the protest was done within
the provision of the constitution, the procession
was accused of having thrown stones as a political
revenge and 24 local political workers have been
sued for public offence.

Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to enjoy the above rights.
3.

Landless / Squatters

This kind of problem has not been identified as
serious here.
Women's Rights

2. Fundamental Rights

4.

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not had full access to the
above rights.

This year this kind of problem could not be
heard.

2.2 Religious Freedom

Jari, Devaki and Badi systems have not been
seen. Similarly polygamy also does not pose as a
serious problem.

No riot or dispute has ever occurred in connection
with religion.

4.2 ,f a r i, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
5.1 Slavery
During the local election some people were
wounded in a firing following an argument
between the ruling and the opposition at Rajkut
VDC.

This is not a big problem in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
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3.14 Parbat

Population

: 143,753

Literacy

: 52.1c§

Women Literacy : 38.3%
Area

: 494 sq. km .

Situated in the Western Development Region,
Parhat is one of the smallest districts of Nepal.
Parbat that falls in the hilly region has not
politically come into the limelight.

Devkota including 3 others at Naya Pul of
Khurkot on the way to Baglung. Following writ
petition received in connection with the incident,
the convict has been detained and sued.

1. Right to Life

1.2 Jail

Most of the people of this district have understood
nothing about the right to life as bestowed upon
every citizen by the constitution. Since this district
is an amalgam of remote and difficult villages,
education and awareness are minimal. However,
the political activists over the past few years are
felt to have helped minimize the lack. Even in
this district like in other districts vengeful
attitudes, killings, firings, arrests, tortures,
beatings and quarrels are the main incidents
violating human rights.

Like the jails in other districts, the jail of this
district was seen as a reflection of inconvenience
and insufficiency. Though there is a separate
room for women, space is very narrow in female
ward and it was said that men are put in the same
room in case women are not there. The sun rays
enter the male ward only in the morning and the
female ward in the afternoon. Until some time
earlier the jail was stinking due to an absence of
a septic tank but now there is no problem like that
there. In the jail there are prisoners suffering
from scabies, gastric and boils etc. but there is no
provision for treatment. The prisoners say that
they have not been provided with any journal
except those provided by INSEC. All the
prisoners whether suffering from contagious
diseases or those mentally unstable or underaged including ordinary prisoners or the adults
committing huge crimes were found to have
been cramped together in one room. In this
connection, Jailer Shobhakanta Khanal says, "It
is not in accordance with the situation but the
mutual understanding that they have been kept".

1.1 Killing / Firing
50 year old Hari Prasad B K of Lirnithana VDC,
Ward No. 6 was seriously wounded by Dil
Bahadur including 9 others by striking him with
sticks and fists on October 10, 1992 in connection
with the quarrel while chopping meat. Hari Prasad
died the following day on October 11, 1992.
On October 20, 1992 at 7:00 pin around 23 year
old Babu Ram Roka Chhetri of Khurkot VDC,
Ward No. 2 was stabbed to death by Tika Rain
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Facts on Human Rights Violations

There is no provision for cottage industry and
skill-oriented training in the jail. According to
the Jailer, the concerned authority had already
been written to for the provision of the same but
approval had not yet been received.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
Many examples such as arresting Opposition
party workers under false and fabricated
accusation on the gesture and pressure of ruling
party for political revenge are found in this district.
The people arrested so were found to have been
generally tortured. Even now many people have
been trapped by the Public Offenses Act for
violations.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The fundamental rights enshrined in the
constitution were not seen to have been translated
into practice in this district. On one hand illiteracy
and ignorance of the people are the main reasons
for this, on the other, so-called clever people
were seen to have falsely enticed them into their
party organization. Incidents of partiality among
the citizens involved in the party of their interest,
belief and will are also found in this district.
2.2 Religious Freedom
This district has been inhabited by Brahmin,
Chhetri, Guru ng, Magar, Kami, Damai and others.
Though there is a tradition of untouchability and
caste-system, no untoward incidents in the form
of religious clashes. Though the people of the
district have not understood the constitutional
provision for religious freedom, religious
tolerance has been maintained among the people
of the district.

been registered in connection with election itself
makes it clear that elections were not fair in some
places of this district.
In a local election in a booth at Khurkot VDC
ruling party workers, had driven the CPN(UML)
and NDP candidates and voters and gathered
people from other villages at about 12:30 pin,
had cast one-sided votes. In the meantime ballot
boxes of the booth were taken to Chhatra Raj
Regmi's house where votes were counted and the
result was declared. In that booth not only voters
but also candidates themselves had been deprived
of the right to vote. The petition of Rudra Prasad
Suhedi including 11 other candidates has been
registered but no action has yet been initiated.
While election was going on peacefully in a
booth installed in a school building at Pang
VDC, at about 12:30 a group of about 150-200
people under the leadership of pro-ruling party
District Chairman Arjun Joshi came and drove
away candidates and voters affiliated to
opposition parties by hustling and jostling them.
After the booth was captured in this way, the proruling party candidates were declared winners. It
is said that a case is in process even in connection
with this incident.
When election was going on peacefully in a
booth at Sarraun Khola VDC, a man called
Mukti picked up a ballot box from among the
people putting up CPN(LIML)'s election sign
and threw into the crowd, and election was held
up.
Because of the unhealthy strain such as beatings,
hustling and jostling among ruling and opposition
party workers, some voters had returned home
without casting votes. Lok Bahadur Kumar
including 10 others had been wounded in the
incident.

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

The process of free and fair election is the strong
aspect of political freedom. If it is looked at
keeping this in mind, the fact that 8 cases have

Even in this district like in other hilly districts
people have not been able to enjoy their judicial
rights in a quick and fair manner.
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This year 3 murders, 2 abortions, 18 defamations,
6 beatings, 3 child-marriages and 8 cases related
to election have been registered at the Parbat
District Court.
3.

Landless / Squatters

This problem is not seen as much as it is seen in
some districts of Terai. Some families have lived
scattered in some villages of this district. Factual
information on them was not found.
4.

Prem Singh Ale Magar of Pakha Pani VDC,
Ward No. 8, Prem Singh including others had
broken his house. I,ater on, it was said that a
petition was handed to the CDO and a case is in
process.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
Most of the women of this district lack awareness
and education and they are not aware of their
rights and welfare. Mrs Sita Kuintiri is also an
example of such women who have been exploited
in their families and compelled to live in
adversities. Her husband had cut off both her
hands. Though women trafficking is not seen
here, attempts to rape are sometimes recorded.

Similarly, 21 year old Damber Singh Gurung of
Kurgha VDC, Ward No. 7 Duktan had married
13 year old Man Maya Gurung studying at Class
V at Saraswoti Secondary School at Duktan on
December 22, 1992. It is said that even Man
KumarGurung had helped in this illegal marriage.
The marriage had taken place at the time when
Man Maya's father Jit Bahadur Gurung was
abroad and after his ret urn he registered a case at
the court. The case is in process.
Many cases related to polygamy are also found
in this district. Even this year on the 20th of
September 27 year old Kama Bahadur Kunwar
working in Royal Nepalese Army had married
Puma Kumasi Kitimat- of Kaski Gandruk VDC,
Ward No. 9, in spite of having a wife at home.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights

17 year old Dhari Kumasi Shrestha, wife of Hom
Bahadur Shrestha of Nanglivang VDC, ward
No. 9, Forse while collecting grass and firew m1
at Satle Bethane Bhir was attempted to he raped
by 20 year old Dhruha Chhetri of the same VDC
on August 27, 1992.
4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
There are no Devaki and Badi systems in this
district but problems related to child-marriage
and polygaMy are found here and there. Under
the accusation that younger brother of Manrupa
Magarni had eloped with the wife of 19 year old
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5.1 Slavery
Slavery problem is insignificant in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Defaming women, accusing them of witchcraft
under the instigation of faith healers like Dhami
and Jhakri, gap between upper caste and lower
caste and bonded labor in the form of cattleherds are among the incidents violating human
rights in this district.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

3.15 Myagdi
Population

: 100,918

Literacy

: 43.3%

Women Literacy : 27.3%
Area

Myagdi is a name which has been coming into
political gossip since the Panchayat period. The
people of this hilly district of Western
Development Region also have not been able to
enjoy the rights guaranteed by the constitution.
I. Right to Life

: 2,297 sq. km .

there is a shortage of clothes among the prisoners.
Prisoners are compelled to have their meals
within 7 to 8 o'clock in the morning and before 2
o'clock in the afternoon. The prisoners have to
empty their bowels in a pot in the room itself at
night. Most of the prisoners in the Myagdi jail
have been suffering from gastric or other diseases
related to the stomach.

1.1 Killing / Firing
1.3 Arrest / Torture
On December 21, 1992 Surat Bahadur Khatri, a
youth of Sikh VDC, Pokhare was killed in a fight.
But the incident came to be known only on the
23rd of December. His dead body was lying
unnoticed on the bank of the Kali Gandaki river.
He was seen last alive on the 21st of December at
night in an inn of Dhan Kumari and Kamala
Garbuja at Dova VDC, Bhirkot Odar. That time
he was returning home after his work in the field
was over. At present Buddhi Bahadur Pun of the
same village has been detained under the
accusation of his murder.
1.2 Jail
Even air does not blow properly into the jail
being run in a rented house in this district. In the
jail which does not have even windows is a room
not enough even for 3-4 people. But at present
there are 12 prisoners in the jail. It is seen that

It is said that during the local election at Mudi
VDC situated at Mudi in June 1992 Pahal Man
Gharti and student Ram Bahadur Purja of NDP
were arrested under pressure from NC workers.
Later Gharti was released on a bail of Rs 4,250.
At present he has been attending the court under
the Public Offence Act.
It is also said that there has been administrative
pressure on the suppressed Viswokarmas of
Baranja VDC, Satbise as they are pro-opposition.
Puma Bahadur and Tek Bahadur Viswokarma
including 4 others were arrested on November 1,
1992 as they had protested against even the
excessive interest charged by the businessmen of
that area. The arrested Viswokarma friends are
said to have been severely tortured. In custody
they were forced to sign a blank paper and action
is said to have been initiated against other 22
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people on the basis of the same. According to the
local people they were undressed, wrapped in a
rug and beaten with sticks.

brought back and put in the right place. But at
last when the dispute intensified, the election
was notified to have been held up.

2. Fundamental Rights

No action has been taken against Riddhiman
including others who had come with Nanchakus
(A pair of short sticks joined by a chain and used
in martial arts) and knives to throw the ballot box
but Pahal Man who had come to lodge a complaint
against them was sued for public offence.

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
At the time when PM Girija Prasad Koirala
arrived in Myagdi on May 22, 1992, CPN(UML)
andUPF and CPN(Masal) workers had organized
a protest program. But the procession with black
flags which had been advancing in a disciplined
manner had to encounter a random lathi-charge
before reaching Birendra Chowk to the north of
DSP office. 30-32 demonstrators including Som
Bahadur Bogate and Man Bahadur Chhetri were
wounded in the incident. Govind Poudel and
Yam Bahadur Thapa also were wounded in the
lathi-charge. Dhruba Lal Sharma, a teacher of
Prakash Secondary School was asked to give an
explanation for his participation in the procession.
At present he has been transferred to Gulmi as a
punishment.
At the time of PM's arrival there had been a fight
with slogans among those to welcome or to
protest the PM's arrival. Local human rights
workers say that a lathi-charge was ordered
without warning.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No religious riot and dispute has been seen.
There is religious tolerance in this district.
2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
On May 31, 1992 there had been much disturbing
activity in connection with a local election at
Much VDC. At the time when the election was
being held peacefully at the polling center, at
about 12:30 PM Riddhiman Ghantyal, the
Chairman of Puija VDC arrived there. Stating
that the voters of his party were blocked on the
way he threw the ballot box away. The more he
threw the ballot box, the more the ballot box was
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2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to make use of the above right.
3.

Landless / Squatters

7-8 squatters have been living in hovels at
Jyamrukot VDC in this district. A few squatters
are said to have been living in other parts of the
district. There are altogether 104 hovels all over
the district.
4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
A girl staying in a rented house at Beni Bazaar,
Ward No. 3, Bairagi Tole is said to have been
abducted and raped.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Jai, Devaki and Badi system are not seen in this
district but the polygamy is seen as a problem in
this district.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery
Slavery is not much of a problem in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

Facts on Human Rights Violations

3.16 Mustang

Population

: 14,319

Literacy

: 45.4%

Women Literacy : 31.4%
Area

Mustang, a difficult hilly district, is far from the
awareness of human rights. In 10 out of 16 VDCs
everything is found to be depending upon the
decision made by so-called local King Jigme
Parbal Bista. The people of this district kneel
down and start either scratching hair or pushing
their tongues out as soon as they see Bista. In
accordance with the local tradition that kind of
action is regarded to be the indicator of high
esteem.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
There had been a quarrel between Suk Bahadur
Viswokarma of Tukuche VDC, Ward No. 2 and
Dhundul Bhote Gurung of the same village in
connection with water by the April 1992. In the
long run S uk Bahadur's blow on Gw-ung's stomach
came to be the reason of Gurung's death. Even in
the investigation carriedLout in July 1992 Suk
Bahadur was accused. At present he is in Mustang
jail.
1.2 Jail
There are 2 male prisoners in the jail which has
a capacity of 18 prisoners. There are water and
electricity facilities in the jail. But other things
are as same the in other jails of Nepal.

: 3,573 sq.lan.

1.3 Arrest / Torture
This year this kind of incident did not occur in
this district.
2. Fundamental Rights
The people of backward Mustang have not
received an opportunity to understand what
fundamental rights are. The people of this place
pay respect more to their village heads (Mukhiya)
than to the elected office-holders. The Mukhiya
chosen on the advice of the villagers themselves
is more powerful than the elected office-holders
at local level.
2.1- Freedom of Expression / Association
There had been a big intervention in the local election held in May/June last. People were seen
distributing the election sign and money among
voters here. Written in a brief report on the local
election prepared by the Nepal Human Rights
Organization was -- It looked clear from the
election of the DDC held this time that the
principle of secret ballot could not be safeguarded.
There were many signs on ballot paper and the
ballot paper which was wrapped in a paper note
or some other things was put in the box. It would
notbe otherwise to say that all the votes were cast
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either under the enticement of wealth or under
fear and threat". Also written in the report is -- "In
the DDC election this time candidates workers
were seen to have obstructed the voters from
coining to headquarters by staying at entrances".

by the eldest brother must be accepted as wife by
all his younger brothers. Since any one who
seeks to go against such matrimonial taboo is to
be deprived of his ancestral property, no one
easily dares revolt.

An opposition party worker says, "NC workers
did not hesitate even to shut the opposition party
voters in a room during the DDC election held in
June 27, 1992".

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
Nothing is known in public of any incidents
related to women trafficking and rape in this
district this year.

2.2 Religious Freedom
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
No riot or dispute has ever occurred in connection
with religion.
No incident of any particular type is seen to have
occurred in connection with religion and religious
tolerance is high here.
2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
Political freedom does not look openly frustrating
here. Elections have also been held without
interference at places.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness the people of this place
have not been able to make use of the above
rights.
3.

Landless / Squatters

This problem is not found in a serious stage in
this district.

Jari, Devaki and Badi systems have not been
seen in the district. Similarly, polygamy also has
not come to be a considerable problem.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
In Mustang there has been a tradition of offering
the second son and daughter to a monastery. The
girl and the boy so offered are never allowed to
marry. The boy so offered is called Monk (Lama)
and the girl a nun (Jhooma). Jhoomas are said to
have been staying also in the famous temple of
Muktinath here.
The local people hardly go to the administrative
or judicial or semi judicial authorities in
connection with disputes that occur in villages
including many other types of cases. Mukhiya of
the village has the right even to punish and fine.
The people of this place perhaps do not know
about the King of this country but they think that
they cannot live forgetting the King of Mustang.
5.1 Slavery

4.

Women's Rights

The women of this place do not think that
polyandry which has been a tradition in this
district will effect women right. Mrs Palmu
Gurung was the President of Class Organization
(Women Organization) sometime in Panchayat
period. But she herself has two husbands. There
has been a tradition here that a woman married
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This problem is not found to be worth any
mention here.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Opposition party workers say that freedom and
fundamental rights have been violated in the
same nature.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

Rapti Zone

4.8

Surkhet

4.1

Dang

4.9

Jajarkot

4,2

Pyuthan

4.10

Dailekh

4.3

Rolpa

Karnali Zone

4.4

Salyan

4.11

4.5

Rukum

4.12 Jumla

Dolpa

Bheri Zone

4.13 Kaliko

4.6

Banke

4.14 Mugu

4.7

Bardiya

4,15

Humla

4.1 Dang

Population

: 352,237

Literacy

: 40.60%

Women Literacy : 24.90%
Area

Situated in Rapti Zone, Dang district falls in the
Inner Terai. Political revenge, communal conflict,
manhandling, theft, murder etc are the main
incidents violating human rights here.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
On July 24, 1992 Ganesh Nepali and Krishna
Nepali of Dharna VDC had gone to attack Karam
Kami of Ward No. 2 of the same VDC. Ganesh
Nepali and Krishna Nepali were killed when
Karam Kami sought to retaliate in defence.
The day after the local election held at Manpur
VDC, Ward No. 4 on June 1, 1992 political
workers Giriraj KC, Topendra KC and some
others had made a fatal assault on the elected
candidate Ganesh Chaudhari including others of
Ward No. 4. As a result of which an agitated
crowd is said to have broken down the houses of
Giriraj and Topendra and thrown a bomb.

: 2,955 sq. km .

The Tulsipur jail situated in Dang-Tulsipur
municipality was built in 1978. There are
altogether 72 prisoners consisting 67 men and 5
women in the jail. It seems that there is no good
facility provided to the prisoners such as journals,
sports materials and such within the jail. In this
jail chronic patients, patients suffering from
contagious diseases and people mentally
imbalanced have been detained together with
other prisoners. Similarly prisoners have to sit
idle for lack of skill-oriented industry.
The Ghorahi jail was built in 1964. Since the jail
is very old, water drips through the root in the
monsoon. Similarly, the condition of the toilet is
not good in the jail. There is no provision for
studies, sports and skill-oriented industry in the
jail. In the jail where there are 40 (more than its
capacity) prisoners, sick prisoners and mentally
imbalanced prisoners have been put together.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
Besides tortures inflicted by police for squeezing
confessions and digging out evidence no
remarkable torture incident was found to exist.

1.2 Jail
There are two jails in Dang district, one in Tulsipur
and the other in Ghorahi.
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2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association

This year altogether 839 cases concerning various
crimes have been registered here in the district
court.
3.

Landless / Squatters

The constitution has guaranteed the above rights.
However, because of lack of education,
knowledge, awareness etc. the people of this
place have not been able to make full use of any
of the rights.

This problem does not exist in this district.

2.2 Religious Freedom

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

The communal procession taken out shouting
different slogans in the name of the Hindus at
Tulsipur on October 26, 1992 had broken down
the Muslims' mosques. Local administration lathicharged and used tear-gas on the procession.
They arrested 15 people and sued them for treason.

Though the constitution has provided women
with equal rights, in practice problems such as
polygamy, women trafficking, rape etc are seen
still existing. On May 6, 1992 eight year old
Shila Kumari Sharma studying in Class III at
Saudiyar VDC, Ward No. 1, Pathraiya Bagar on
the bank of Katuwa Khola, was raped by 21 year
old Khimanand Sharma of Laxmipur VDC, Ward
No. 2, Khola Bagar when she was seen alone.
When the girl fell unconscious, he thought that
she had died and he ran away leaving her alone.
But, when a complaint was lodged to the
concerned authority, the convict was arrested
and action was taken.

Apart from the above, no religious riot or dispute
is seen to have occurred in this district. On the
average there is religious tolerance here.
2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election
Ramesh Bhandari of Urhari VDC, Ward No. 9
fired his weapon in a quarrel between ward No.
5 and Ward No. 7 when Pradip Devkota of the
same VDC was returning home at about 1 o'clock
in the morning after campaigning for local
election on May 30, 1992. The bullet struck
Pradip Devkota in his leg.
Political freedom does not look suppressed in
this district. Apart from political parties' crowd
and power demonstration and attempts to
terrorize, elections were held in a free and fair
manner.

Women's Rights

4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Jari, Devaki system have not been seen in this
district. Similarly, polygamy does not seem to
be a serious problem but Badi system is rampant
here.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery
This problem is not found to be serious in this
district.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of widespread backwardness and lack
of awareness people of this district have not been
able to enjoy these rights.
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4.

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

Facts on Human Rights Violations

4.2 Pyuthan

Population

: 173,893

Literacy

: 34.8%

Women Literacy : 17.4%
Area

False accusation on innocent people, murder,
abortion etc. are the main incidents violating
human rights in Pyuthan of Rapti zone.
1. Right to Life
Though the constitution has provided all the
Nepalese with the right to live with dignity,
because of excessive illiteracy, ignorance and
poverty etc. people have not been able to enjoy
their rights in reality.
1.1 Killing / Firing
On March 15, 1991 a political worker Shamser
Bahadr KC of Puja VDC, Ward No. 6 was killed
in connection with the dispute which erupted out
of the accounts of local Gaumukhi Secondary
School. After that killing, 100 people from Puja,
Narikot, Okharkot, Badikot, Tokhang, Tusara
VDCs were sued for murder in order to take
political revenge. Out of them 9 people are still
in prison.
On March 26, 1991 after Jaisara Sarki of
Udaypurkot VDC, Ward No. 2, Vedabari died in
the fire that caught her house suddenly, in
conspiracy of their own , family her daughter Lali
Sarki and son-in-law were accused of the murder.
The accused couple was cruelly and severely
tortured while in policy custody. Out of4 children
staying with them in the jail, one son died in the
jail itself for lack of proper medical service.

: 1,309 sq.km.

Abortion and infanticide are another problem of
this district. When Rain Bahadur KC of Lung
VDC, enquired of the baby that his wife Jiba KC
had given birth to at her elder sister's home in
Tusara VDC, Kuta on September 29, 1992, Jiba
KC admitted that she had killed the baby since
the baby was not horn from her husband Ram
Bahadur KC but from another man called Hukum
Bahadur GC.
1.2 Jail
The condition of the jail in this district is worse.
The jail was built long before renovation was
seen essential. There are 42 prisoners in the jail
which has a capacity of 15 prisoners. There is
nothing except very essential physical support in
the jail in which there are 5 women, 3 children
and 34 men as prisoners. There is a common
toilet for both men and women and prisoners
suffering from various diseases have been put
together in a hall. Recently the prisoners in the
jail have submitted a letter to the concerned
authority demanding physical facilities,
vocational skill, medical facilities, price-control,
health and physical fitness, clothing etc. A library
in collaboration has been established in this jail.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
At the time of NC General Secretary Girija
Prasad Koirala's arrival at Pyuthan Ratanwta
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of this district on March 9, 1991 an untoward
incident had occurred against him. As a result of
which several dissident political workers of this
place were detained and sued.

2.2 Religious Freedom

9 political workers of Danwang VDC were
detained and sued by accusing them of throwing
ballot boxes and boycotting the election held at
the VDC in 1991.

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election

On July 18, 1991 Karna Dhwoj KC including
some political workers was sent to jail for public
offence as they supported the employees agitation
launched peacefully in this district in July 1991.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

When Karna Dhwoj KC, Chop Lal Acharya,
Guru PrasadAcharya, Tara Belbase and Mahesh
Thapa peacefully voiced their demands in
accordance with the jail rules and regulations in
August 1991, they were taken into police custody
and beaten fromAugust 25 to September 2, 1991.
Police Hawaldar Netra Bahadur Adhikari died at
a place called Jaluki between Ward No. 3 and 4
of Bhingri VDC on October 21, 1992. After his
sudden death, 38 people were taken to custody.
DS P Bijaya Raj Bhatta sought to make the accused
confess by torturing them cruelly and inhumanly.
2. Fundamental Rights
In this district the fundamental rights guaranteed
by the constitution are found to have been
ridiculed. Though the constitution has provided
the right to organize, the teachers and the
employees connected with dissident
organizations have been victimized. Similarly,
people were found to have been deprived of their
rights to vote in the local election last year when
political parties involved in irregularities and
corruption in areas of their hold and majority.

No incident concerning religious riot or dispute
is seen in this district.

Political freedom is not openly hard-hit. Elections
were held freely and fairly.

Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness the people of this place
have not been able to enjoy the above rights.
From July 16, 1992 until the end of 1992
altogether 88 cases of various natures have been
registered at the court of this district.
3.

Landless / Squatters

This problem is not serious in this district.
4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
No incident concerning women trafficking and
rape has come off this year.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Jari, Devaki and Badi systems have not been

seen in this district. Similarly, polygamy also
has not come out to be worth much mention.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery
Slavery is not found to be a serious problem in
this district.

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

The constitution of the country has guaranteed
the above rights. However, because of lack of
education, knowledge and awareness the people
of this place have not been able to make full use
of any of the rights.

To look at the education provided to the children
here it seems their education rights have been
violated. Instead of providing students with
healthy competitive, balanced and practical
education, students in some schools here are
politically trained.
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Facts on Human Rights Violations

4.3 Rolpa

Population

: 179,904

Literacy

: 29.8%

Women Literacy : 10.2%
Area

Rolpa is one of the remote and difficult districts
in Rapti Zone. Because of geographical difficulty,
illiteracy, ignorance etc. every aspect of human
right has been violated here in this district. This
district where 75% people are illiterate has been
inhabited mostly by the Magar community.
1. Right to Life
Though the constitution of the country has
guaranteed all the Nepalese right to live
respectfully, political powers seem to have created
environment of terror in areas where they have
their holds.
1.1 Killing / Firing
On April 19, 1991 Aita Bahadur Pun, 18, lokhi
Lal Bista, 45, Ravi Rawal, 33, Begum Bahadur
Bista, 20, Narsingh. Bista, 22, of Libang VDC
Ward No. 8 who were building the house of
Gajadhar Acharya of the same VDC, Ward No.
6, Mukhiya tole, fell unconscious on their way
home after consuming wine and green vegetables
in the residence of the house-owner. They all
died near Dhasi Khola the same day. The local
administration gave the families of the deceased
Rs 1,000 as financial help, but no action has yet
been taken against the convict.

: 1,879 sq.km .

On July 7, 1992 Hari Kala Khatri of Rasi VDC
under Malepari village mixed metacid with curd.
She herself drank and fed her son also. Harikala
survived but her son died.
On September 26, 1992 Balaram Gharti, 55, of
Jinawang VDC, Ward No. 1 was killed. But the
investigation was made to reveal that he had died
of a fall, for political reasons and the dead body
was burnt. Birkha Bahadur Gharti, son of the
deceased, has lodged a complaint at DSP and
Administration Office. However, no action was
found to have been taken.
On November 9, 1992 Lok Bahadur Pun had
killed Hari Prasad Roka of Rasi VDC, Ward No.
2, Chaudhara by striking him with a large peg
used to tie.
1.2 Jail
The condition of the jail of this district is very
patpetic. In the jail prisoners are not allowed to
walk around and meet political workers. In the
meantime there is no provision for toilet, medical
treatment etc.
In the jail where there are altogether 56 prisoners
consisting of 52 men and 4 women, various
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contagious and chronic diseases are rampant. It
is only because of lack of proper treatment, a
chronic patient Saman Roka of Harijan VDC
committed suicide. Police Inspector Radha
Krishna Bedari put Dal Bahadur Khatri, Tara
Bahadur Pun, Harkaman Roka and Jaya Bahadur
Batha, in police custody on November 18, 1992
and severely tortured them with intent to take
political revenge and cool his envy. At the same
time, in connection with the above mentioned
suicide, the Police Inspector had threatened to
kill them on the pretext of shifting them to
another jail.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
In this district political workers, employees and
teachers have been the victims of arrest and
torture because of political revenge.
Teachers Parsuram Pan thi, Rajesh Subedi
including dozens of teachers affiliated to NNTA
have been sued for public offence. Mental terror
has been created among Govind Sharma and 30
other teachers.
On April 25, 1992 Prime Minister Girija Prasad
Koirala had arrived to address a mass meeting
organized at Liwang, the headquarters of this
district. At that time, dissident political workers
with intent not to let the mass meeting take place
had wounded political workers Dev Bahadur
Bista and Top Lal Sharma and several workers
from various VDCs.
On November 16, 1992 a program addressed by
political leader Chitra Bahadur KC had been
carried out in protest against the government in
Liwang. In connection with the same program
the local administration arrested Raj Kumar
Kakchhapati, Bhesh Bahadur KC of Liwang
VDC, Ward No. 6, Jitendra Singh of Khongi
VDC, Ward No. 4, Narayan Yogi of Dang
Khukuri residing at Chailadi VDC, Ganesh Buda
of Rukum district, Mahat VDC, Gunain, Tanka
Bahadur Pun and political leader Chitra Bahadur
KC ofJubra VDC Ward No. 1, Bakul and tortured
some of them cruelly. In the meantime speeches,
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procession and mass meeting had been prohibited
in that area. There are many incidents that political
parties with support from the ruling power had
taken political revenge in this district.
On September 3, 1992 Kavirami Dangi of
Davidanda VDC, Ward No. 4, Jaspur, having
persuaded the concerned employee, had
registered 84 Ropanis of public land in his name.
Tek Bahadur Viswokarma and Lal Bahadur
Malla, who had protested saying that was not
supposed to be done, were arrested by the police.
Police SP Madan Bahadur Khadka and Inspector
Radha Krishna B kiwi tortured them cruelly and
they were forced to sign a paper declaring that
they had entered the ruling political party.
On October 4, 1992 Rudra Kumar Bali ofJ inwang
VDC, Ward No. 7, Ghoraneti under the influence
of alcohol had left his own relative Nar Bahadur
Khadka of Talawang VDC, Ward No. 2, Kharsu
in a stage of life and death with a slash of a
Khukuri only because of his personal envy. No
action has yet been taken against Bali.
On October 27, 1992 Ram Prasad Kami alias
Gamale of Kotgaun VDC had attempted to
murder Gauri Prasad Bali of the same VDC at
both of his eyes.
Tukman Mehara, Ganga Bahadur BK and Hari
Prasad KC became victims of a dreadful attack
by the police and other people in connection
with the ill-treatment Meted out to women in a
festive gathering at Devpujya at Liwang VDC,
Ward No. 6 on December 9, 1992. Tukman's leg
was fractured following the attack.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
In this district it is useless for one to call for the
above rights where others have hold and
influence. The prohibitory decree itself makes it
clear that mass meetings have been prohibited in
this area.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

2.2 Religious Freedom
No incident has yet been found to he disputed in
connection with religion in this district.
2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
Political freedom is found to have been violated
in this district. Local administration had issued
an order to Shanker Gautam, a Kharidar of DEO
to leave the district within 24 hours only because
his talk with political leader.
Local election was held in a one-sided manner in
this district. In Rangsi, Rangkot, Jelwang,
Jaimakasala, Gunchal, Rangsi, Iriwang VDCs,
candidates of other political parties were not
allowed to file their nominations and candidates
were declared winners in one-sided way.
Similarly, when defeat was evident in Kureli
Dubidanda Ami VDC, the election which had
been going on peacefully and smoothly was
canceled and election was held again.
Damber Rawat, Lal Bahadur Rawat, Panchakapur
Gharti including dozens of others had attempted
to disrupt, by throwing stones, the cultural
program organized by political party in connection
with election campaign at Dubidanda VDC,
Dhawalawang on June 13, 1992.

This year 41 cases of various crimes have been
registered in the district court.

Jai system is widespread here. There is a custom
of giving or taking Rs 1,000 to 50,000 as a fine
for Jari. On November 11, 1992 Sarbajit
Viswokarma of Masina VDC, Ward No. 5,
Maichale, in spite of having his first wife Banisara
Viswokanna, had married Pabitra Viswokarma
of the same VDC, Ward No. 4. Sarbajit
Viswokarma had paid up Rs 2,000 as a fine
against polygamy.
There is still a tradition of marriage by kidnap in
remote areas such as Gam, Uwa, Siuri, Serum
VDCs of this district. On June 10, 1992 Tek
Bahadur Buda of Gam VDC, Ward No. 5, Gajuga
had abducted Akhiri Gharti of the same VDC,
Ward No. 7, Dandagaun while in her bed at night
and married her.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights

This problem is not serious in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

Landless / Squatters

Punta Bahadur Viswokarma who had been
staying at Jaspur, Ward No. 4, Dubidanda VDC
of this district since 1975 has been deprived of his
right to citizenship by local administration. At
present he has lived in that district as a landless
squatter.
4.

4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

5.1 Slavery

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

3.

Dal Jit Gharti of Kurchawang VDC, Ward No. 8,
Richa had mentally tortured his wife Naumati
Gharti whom he had married 2 years ago so much
that it was impossible for her to stay at home and
he divorced her on November 10, 1992 after
taking Rs 3,000.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

Especially political workers and district
administrators are found to have violated human
rights in this district. Local administration is
found to have arrested and tortured dissident
people for political revenge in order to make the
ruling party happy. In this way local
administration itself is understood to have violated
the natural rights such as political freedom,
fundamental rights etc. enshrined in the
constitution.

On November 12, 1992 Man Bahadur Bhandari
of Ghoda VDC, Ward No. 9, Thumpaki had
forcibly raped his own daughter.
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4.4 Salyan

Population

: 182,145

Literacy

: 32.8%

Women Literacy : 13.1%
Area

In Salyan district of Rapti Zone it is not only
because of illiteracy and lack of mass-awareness
but also because of party-wise conflict, evilintention of big parties to uproot the existence of
other small parties and dissenters has become the
main cause of human rights violation.

: 1,462 sq.lun.

prisoners looks pathetic. In the meantime there
is no provision for reading materials,
entertainment and sports goods in the jail. At
present there are 27 prisoners serving sentences
for rape, drugs and murder etc.
1.3 Arrest / Torture

Though the constitution has provision for the
right to live equally, to organize, to protest
peacefully and to express freely, in practice only
the powerful parties have been enjoying this
right.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
On October 13, 1992 Dhakane Kami of Kupinde
VDC, ward No.3, Kauchhe, while on his way to
settle the loan that he had taken two years ago,
was killed in a mysterious way. The body was
cremated without a postmortem.
1.2 Jail
The condition of the Jail is critical here. Since the
prisoners in this jail are not given medical
treatment from time to time, the health of some
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Dissenters are usually arrested and tortured under
false allegations of many kinds.
On the sixth day of Bhai Tika (brothers day
according to the Hindu religion) Janga Bahadur
Khatry of Dannakot VDC, ward No.6, Kauchhe
was beaten to an inch of death by some hooligans
in a fair at Fasala Chaur of Bhalchaur VDC. In
the fair at Darmakot VDC Janga B ahadur Khatry
and Biswo Bahadur KC of Bhalchaur VDC were
stabbed and wounded by some terrorists and the
house of Janga Bahadur Khatry's uncle was set
on fire.
In the SLC examination last year high ranking
people themselves were seen to create
irregularities and disorder. While lodging a
protest against the irregularity and disorder, Prem
Prasad Sharma and Savin Shi-estha were arrested
and tortured by the local administration.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

2.

Fundamental Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not had full access to the
rights.
This district was also influenced by the employees
movement launched country wide putting forward
various demands. Under the accusation of their
involvement in the movement, Harisaran
Acharya, an accountant of Kosh Tatha Lekha
office was dismissed from service, the validity of
Asst. Agriculture Officer Madhav Wag le's service
was not extended, Damodar Aryal, Amar Raj
Sharma and Ramesh }Chatty were demoted and
other employees were transferred to inaccessible
and remote areas.
In this way because of prejudice, when teachers
Damber Bali and Basant Sharma affiliated to
NNTA were terminated, more than 50 other
teachers affiliated to the association were
demoted, degraded and transferred to unsuitable
places.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No riot or dispute has occurred in connection
with religion.
2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
In this district maximum corruption, terrorism
and irregularity are seen to have occurred
especially during the local election. During the
local election many people were wounded in a
clash between the ruling party and the opposition.
In some VDCs when dissenters were not allowed
to fill in electoral rolls, in Bami including other
VDCs the election was canceled and election
was held again unopposed.
In VDCs such as Harmakot, Swikot, Khalanga,
Devsthal, Mulkhola, Triveni, Majhkanda and

Kotmaula, dissenters were not allowed to file
their nominations. Though they were allowed in
some VDCs, the candidates were conspiratorially
defeated. Elections in Danda Gaon, Dharmare,
Bada Gaon VDCs were held in a tenor filled and
irregular environment.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not had access
to the above rights.
This year from July 16, 1992 until now 204 cases
have been registered at the District Court.
3.

Landless / Squatters

The landless or the squatter problems occur
sometimes in this district. 20% farmers of the
total population of this district which depends on
agricultural occupation are landless. Very few
people have become self-reliant on the
agricultural produce in this district. Thus the
shortage of food-grain produce has rendered the
people of this district to be as squatters in Banke
and Bardiya for their survival. Moreover 25
households having political support have felled
the trees and settled down at Devasthal VDC.
4.

Women's Rights

Though the constitution of the country has
guaranteed equality for women, in practice there
are maximum exploitation and injustice on
women.
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
On August 24, 1992, 5 year old Kali of Sivang
VDC, ward No.3, Kholi Village was raped by 18
year old Chhabilal Bali of the same VDC.
On May 9, 1991 Arjun KC of Sejwal Tatakura
VDC raped his own niece 13 year old Kamala
Bista of KajeriVDC, ward No.6 while on her way
to an informal education class (Chelibeti
Kakchhya) and robbed her of earring worth 4
Anas and nose-ring worth 5 Lal.
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In September 1992 Thuman Rawat of Mulkhola
VDC, ward No.8 had raped his own daughter-inlaw Kali Rawat in his son's absence.
Dhanbir Bista of Mulkhola VDC, ward No.5,
having promised to marry, had a sexual
intercourse with Tirthi Sunarni of the same village
and had her undergone abortion.

livelihood. Victimized by the sexual urge of the
so-called affluent people the Badinis have
nowadays adopted prostitution as their main
occupation.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery

4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

This has not posed as a serious problem.

Jari, polygamy and Badi systems are beyond
control in this district. The adultery charge ranges
from Rs.500 to Rs.20,000. Because of polygamy
system the women in this district are helpless. If
husbands do not like wives, if dowry is less, if
wives are sick, if wives cannot give birth to sons,
men marry other women. The so-called
respectable and rich people of this place seen to
have regarded such marriage as a matter of
prestige in this district. Some helpless women
being deeply saddened by family attitude abandon
their houses as nuns (Mata) and live as Yogi
begging for alms in temples and inns. The Badini
system is the most serious problem of this district.
Many Badinis of this place go begging, dancing
and singing from one village to another for their

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
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There has been too much of exploitation and
injusticeon the poverty-stricken backward people
of this place. Though slavery system had been
rooted out of the country long before, the Mali
system and Gothalo system in this district can be
taken as the repetition of slavery system.
Because of poverty the children of this district
have been bound to look after their cattle instead
of going to school. The children are compelled to
become cattle-herders because of their parents'
inability to settle their debts or loans and are
treated as slaves by their masters, the so-called
affluent, respectable and rich people.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

4.5 Rukum

Population

: 155,017

Literacy

: 30.7%

Women Literacy : 11.0%
Area

Rukum, one of the remote districts in this country,
has been embedded in superstitions and traditional
beliefs. Political revenge, child marriages,
polygamy, Jari system and feudal system are the
problems impeding human rights record in the
district.
1. Right to Life
In spite of the constitutional guarantee for people
to have equal and free life, political prejudice and
revenge have caused fear and terror among many
political workers and innocent people.
1.1 Killing / Firing
On August 25, 1992 Puma Bahadur K.C. of
Banfikot VDC-9 assisted by Janak Kami and
Mahavir Khatri, poisoned Hike Kami of the same
place to death. Puma Bahadur had doubt that his
wife had secret affair with Hike Kami. The dead
body was then thrown in the field of Baljeet
Khatri. Baljeet Khatri and I like Kami had quarrel
on the boundary issue and on harvesting. The
dead body of Hike was found on August 27,
1992. According to the postmortem of the already
decayed body, the death was found to be due to
poisoning. To take political revenge Baljeet
Khatri, Dharamjeet Khatri, Dipendra Devkota,
Nanda Rain Khatri and Khambe kami were taken
into custody and were tortured. The actual culprits
Puma Bahadur K.C., Janak Kami and Mahaveer

: 2,877 sq.km.

Khatri, who had opted to join the ruling party
were released immediately under political
pressure.
Bir Bahadur of Hukam VDC was collecting
royalty from villages for hunting, land revenue
and festival taxes even after political change. On
November 22, 1992 local people revolted against
such feudal system and staged a protest rally.
Suddenly the procession was fired at from the
house of Bir Bahadur Buda. But the local
administration, instead of accusing Bir Bahadur
, filed a case against Om Prasad Gharti, member
of District development committee and 27 others
under the public offence act. Undisputed Pradhan
Pancha during the past regime, Bir Bahadur
Buda has now been in the ruling party. The local
people and employees charge that his affiliation
to the ruling party is the reason for such behavior
and has become "genuine"
1.2 Jail
The local jail is in deplorable condition. The
physically worn-out jail has water leakage during
rainy season. There are no newspaper, no medical
examination facility, no adequate water supply,
no proper toilet and no skill development activity.
There is not a single female in the prison. Prisoners
are leg-cuffed for 24 hours. There is a 79 year old
man imprisoned for dacoity.
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Some one other than the actual convict was heard
to have been jailed here. In 1989 a murder case
was filed against Dal Prasad Pun of Morwang
VDC. He died the same year but his younger
brother Bal Prasad Pun has been detained in his
place since 1989. Similarly Hari Prasad Pun of
the same VDC has been detained for murder in
place of Prasad Pun. The prisoners complain
that, though they have been assured of j u stice, no
action has been taken.

2.3 Political Freedom / Free and Fair Election

1.3 Arrest / Torture

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

Mohmed Hasrat Ali, Supervisor of District
Education Office was attacked by 3 masked men
in a forest in the Kholagaun VDC-5 Sarkena on
January 8, 1992. None was directly accused but
teacher Sashi Ram Karki, Lokendra Bista,
Udayaram Buda, Dharma Prasad Regmi, Jit
Bahadur Shah all affiliated to the Nepal National
teachers Organization were accused of the attack.
Some teachers absconded due to fear of the
torture after arrest. Here the human rights of the
supervisor have been violated and more than that
the innocent teachers were brutally tortured.
On April 25, 1992 upon arrival of the Prune
Minister Girija Prasad Koirala in the district
headquarters M u sikot, a rally led by local member
of parliament had shown protest and black flag
against the PM. The local administration and the
ruling party arrested 27 people and political
workers. Shyam Bahadur Bohara and Puma
Gharti were charged of violating the Public
Offence Act.
2.

Fundamental Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not been able to enjoy the
above rights.

Political freedom does not look openly
frustrating. Elections also were held in a free and
fair environment.
This year the local court received 214 civil cases,
129 people plaintiff criminal offenses, 26
government initiated criminal cases making a
total of more than 369 cases.

Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to enjoy the rights.
3.

Landless / Squatters

This problem is not serious in this district.
4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
This year this kind of problem could not be heard
in this district.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Women in this district are suffering from
exploitation, injustice and discrimination. Jari
system and multi-marriage which are very
common in this district which has also cases of
child marriages. Durga Lal Upadhyaya of Jumli
Khalanga VDC-4 Koltakura, arranged the
marriage of his 13 year old son Jhakku Prasad
Sharma with a 13 year old child of Peua VDC on
May 5, 1992.
Brijalal Oli of Simli VDC-3 Jaigan arranged
marriage of his 7 year old son studying in class
2 with 7 year old Keshu Khatri, of ward no. 7 of
the same village. The marriage was held on
February 1992.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights

2.2 Religious Freedom

5.1 Slavery

No riot or dispute has occurred in connection
with religion.

This has not been found as a serious problem.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
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Facts on Human Rights Violations

4.6 Banke

Population

: 284,430

Literacy

: 34.6%

Women Literacy : 21.9%
Area

: 2,337 sq.lan.

1. Right to Life

and 4 children with their mothers in the jail. The
condition of the jail is nei tiler bad nor satisfactory.
All the prisoners charged of various cases have
been put together. The head watchman seems to
have suppressed the prisoners. There area primary
school and provision for games and sports in the
jail. The jail employees' attitude towards the
political change and facilities were found positive.

1.1 Killing / Firing

1.3 Arrest / Torture

On October 26, 1992 in a procession of the
Muslims taken out against the ill-treatment on
the Muslim community in Dang, when there
occurred a hot argument, Mohmed Harung, Safid
Ahmed Siddique, Ali Siddique, Moulana Amir
Ullah Liaquat were arrested and later released.
To disperse the procession taken out by the
Hindus on November 3 in protest against the
above incident the local administration had used
tear-gas and lathi -charged. 18 people were
wounded in this incident.

OnAugust 13, 1991, Tei Bahadur Dangi accused
Indra Bahadur Khatri, a resident of Khoriya
village, Ward No. 7, of Kanchanpur VDC, of a
theft of Rs 1,500 which Tej Bahadur Dangi had
lost in a gambling, had him arrested and tortured
by police.

Banke is the most accessible of all the five
districts of B heri Zone. Though incidents related
to human rights violations are rare in this district,
especially the communal conflict between the
Hindus and the Muslims has begun to take a very
dangerous shape.

1.2 Jail
There are 171 prisoners in the jail situated in
Nepalgunj, the headquarters of Banke district.
Of the prisoners, there are 156 men, 11 women

On December 22, 1991, when the workers of
Gajanand Textile in Nepalgunj Industrial Area
intimated the local administration of their
demand, the administration, on the contrary,
arrested 13 people including workers'
representatives Rant Thapa, Krishna Shrestha,
Anil Kumar Sharma, Ayum Ansari, MudarakAli,
Sakil Ahmed, Sarita Gurung, Rupa Thapa, Maya
Radha Kurmi by charging themqfpublic offence.
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2. Fundamental Rights

4. Women's Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association

Even in this district, women have been deprived
of rights provided by the constitution owing to
the lack of mass-awareness, knowledge and
education.

The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not been able to enjoy the
rights.
2.2 Religious Freedom
Communal conflict has begun to take dangerous
shape. The incident of October/November 1992
proves it.
2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
Political freedom does not look openly frustrating
in this district. Elections also were held freely
and fairly.

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
Though there is no women trafficking, women
have become victims of rape in this district. On
October 18, 1992 when Dilip Joshi and his wife
Krishna Maya were going to see the elder sister
of their mother, at Kirannala near Khaj ura bazaar,
Yum Bahadur Gurung and Raj Kumar Khatri
wounded Dilip Joshi and raped his wife. The
police arrested Raj Kumar Khatri, Bir Bahadur
Khatri and Hari Karki, and the others have
absconded.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to enjoy the above rights.

Jari system is sometimes heard but there is a
dense population of Badis in Nepalgunj and
other places.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights

3.

Landless / Squatters
5.1 Slavery

Though there is no considerable problem
concerning squatters in this district like in Bardiya
district, a few problems have, of course, been
seen. On August 11, 1992 the forest employees,
having accused the farmers of Binona Behapur
VDCs of forest encroachment, set on fire and
destroyed their houses. Time and again, .first
time on May 16, 1990, second time on July 12,
1991, the forest office, having accused of forest
encroachment, has sued some squatters such as
Yagya
Lal Bahadur Bali, Kale Damai, Kalu
Giri, Tek Bahadur Hamal, Ganashyam Giri,
Dev Raj Hamal and Chandra Bahadur of Kamdi
VDC, Ward No. 9.
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Kamaiya and B andhuwa laborers (bonded
laborers) are seen in this district. There is a
tradition of keeping many bonded laborers under
Kamaiya system in Binauna VDC. Even ordinary
middle class people also are found to have kept
bonded laborers and they say that they have not
exploited the laborers so far.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

Facts on Human Rights Violations

4.7 Bardiya

Population

: 289,840

Literacy

: 29.9%

Women Literacy : 17.2%
Area

: 2,025 sq.km.

Out of 5 districts of Bheri Zone, Bardiya, though
it falls in Terai, is backward and difficult in every
aspect. Apart from the squatters problems,
murder, suicide, cattle-theft, dacoity, polygyny,
manhandling etc. are also equally serious
problems in this district.

been paid to the prisoners' education, health
including other facilities. Cases of 43 prisoners
of this jail have been decided, action has been
initiated against 46 in the jail and out of them all,
17 prisoners have been sued for forest offence.
There are 86 prisoners including 3 women.

1. Right to Life

1.3 Arrest / Torture

Looking at the constitution and the ruling system,
though there is a provision for every Nepalese to
live respectfully, it seems very difficult to translate
it into practice..

MP Khagaraj Sharma of this district had been
attacked when there was a clash with another
party in a victory procession taken out on June 1,
1992 after the result of the election held at
Sanoshree VDC was out.

1.1 Killing / Firing
In accordance with the conclusion reached by the
all-parties commission formed to solve the
squatters problem, the squatters living at Kanara
on the bank of Bahi river had grown crops and
raised cattle but the forest employees suppressed
and beat the squatters in connection with the
crops and cattle-grazing. Consequently on
December 16, 1992 at about 6 o'clock in the
morning Runche Tharu died and others were
wounded.

3 women including 5 others were wounded in a
police intervention in a children rally taken out at
Kakaura in connection with local election
campaign.
While seeking to remove the squatters living at
Shivapur VDC on June 20, 1992 when Sarbanath
Kunwar and some others objected saying that
human rights were violated, they were accused
of forest destruction and arrested.
In this district dissenters have been sued for

1.2 Jail
The condition of the jail in this district is not
much satisfactory. No attention is seen to have

forest destruction and public crimes with a view
to have political revenge. One man is seen to
have been sued for 6 public offenses in one day.
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2. Fundamental Rights

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

Though the constitution has guaranteed the
fundamental rights, they are not practiced.

Cases erupted out of political dissidence and
local administration's prejudice are seen to have
been decided with fairness and neutrality.

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
Because of social and economic absurdities of
the country people have not been able to enjoy
the above rights.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No communal feeling has yet cropped up in this
district.
2.3 Political Freedom/ Free and Fair Election
Like in other districts even in this district
evidences of irregularities and corruption in
parliamentary and local elections have come to
light.

Out of 82 cases registered this year, 35 cases
have been decided.
3. Landless / Squatters
Though slavery system had been abolished 81
years ago in the country, slavery in the form of
Kamaiya system is still in practice in this district.
The incident of November 10 where about 19,000
squatters living in Kanrafata who, throwing their
landlords' ploughs, had set out to struggle against
the Kamaiya system had been inhumanly
suppressed and the movement interfered with, is
a memory Mat exhibits the situation of human
rights.
Squatters problem has seriously affected this
district. Especially, after the mass-revolution of

Runche Tharu : Killed by Forest Security Personnel in Kanara
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Kamaiyas (Bonded Labourers) of Bardiya District

1990, the Kamaiyas of this place have started
felling trees collectively and living as squatters
in order to be emancipated from slavery. At
present the number of squatters is more than
65,000 in the district. Though the concerned
authority occasionally appealed, informed,
frightened and threatened at Thulo Kanara Bash
at about 8:30 am on November 10, 1992 to
remove the uncontrolled squatters, nothing was
seen to have left any impact, and eventually bulldozers, royal hunting security guards, police and
intoxicated elephants were used and
consequently, squatters were killed and wounded
and their properties were destroyed. In protest
against such animalistic, tyrannical suppression
they shouted slogans and took out a procession
on November 12, 1992 in the headquarters of
Bardiya and sat in front of DAO on November
13. On November 17, 1992 a relay fasting started
in order to solve this problem. In this very incident
Bardiya DDC President Deep Bahadur Rana was
lathi-charged by local administration as he had
protested against the local administration on
behalf of the squatters.
4. Women's Rights
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
This year, nothing as regards women trafficking
and rape has come to public notice in this district.

4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Jari, polygamy, Devaki and Badi systems are
rarely seen in this district. Similarly, polygamy
has not revealed as remarkable too.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery
This problem is very serious in this district as
mentioned in No. 3.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Fundamental rights are seen to have been violated
in this district. An evidence that Prem Bahadur
Malla of Beluwa VDC, Ward No. 7, had fallen a
victim of a fraud of Rs 1,000 as being under the
false accusation that he had an immoral
relationship with another man's wife who had 2
children, is found. Similarly, a man called Aite of
Kalikapur VDC, Ward No. 8, Kathpur, having
persuaded 12 year old Hikmat VK that he would
find him a job in India, had taken him and
involved him in illegal activities. Because of
excessive poverty, babies are born deformed for
want of necessary food and some parents are
seen to have been violating child-right by making
such children a basis through which they beg.
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4.8 Surkhet

Population

: 225,296

Literacy

: 42.8%

Women Literacy : 24.4%
Area

Surkhet also is one of the comparatively
accessible districts situated in the Western
Development Region. In this district of Bheri
Zone there is a municipality as well. But even
here people do not have the awareness of what
violates human rights.

: 2,451 sq .km

VDC, Ward No. 5, were arrested following a
petition of Mansari Budha of Maintada VDC,
Ward No. 4 of Surkhet. Dhan Bahadur and Ram
Bahadur accused of stealing Rs 217,000 were
given warrant only on June 14. Even Banwari
Sarki of Dugdha VDC, Bardiya was arrested
under the same accusation.

1. Right to Life
After it was proved that they were beaten to
confess by police, Surkhet District Court had
released these three on February 23, 1993.

1.1 Killing / Firing
This year, in 1992, no incidents such as killing
and firing occurred to a remarkable extent in this
district.
1.2 Jail
There are 31 prisoners in the jail which has a
capacity of 25 prisoners. Condition of prisoners'
clothing looks very poor.
When it is night, prisoners have to empty their
bowels in a pot inside the jail. Prisoners are seen
having no proper medical facilities here. There is
no provision for reading, sports, recreation etc.
Local human rights workers look worried about
the dirty environment inside the jail.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
On June 13, 1992 Dhan Bahadur Kami of
Maintada VDC and Rain Bahadur of Deuthakla
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When their health was checked in police custody
as per the court directive on July 15, 1992, some
bruises were seen on the bodies of Ram Bahadur
and Banwari Lal. Police had shown the goods
confiscated from them. The court had made the
document on which the date i.e. May 9, 1992
was rewritten as February 24 as a basis for the
decision.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
On April 24, 1992, Prime Minister Girija Prasad
Koirala had come to inaugurate the medium
wave transmission cen ter of Radio Nepal situated
at Tinkune, Ward No. 3 of Birendranagar
Municipality. On the occasion CPN(UML), UPF,
CPN (Masal) and NWPP had submitted a
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memorandum by showing black flags in protest
against the Prime Minister. After that the
procession had peacefully headed towards
Birendranagar bazaar. But when the procession
reached the petrol pump to the east of Khokai
Khola on Ratna highway, the Prime Minister's
car including the vehicles of other security officers
sought to go through the crowd. At the same time
someone threw stone from somewhere, some
panes of the vehicles were smashed but nobody
was hurt. After the incident that occurred at about
2 o'clock, following the petition of Dinesh
Amatya, the-then Inspector, Hem Prakash Bhusal,
the Principal of local Eager Bridge Boarding
School, Han Prasad S hrestha of Laxmi Stationary
Stores, Balkrishna Bhandari and Nayab Subba of
DAO, S urkhet were accused of public offence
and sued. Out of them Hari Prasad and Balkrishna
Bhandari were arrested in their own shop and
office in April at 10 am. Similarly, Hem Prakash
Bhusal was arrested in his own school on April
29. They all were arrested without warrant and
detained in DSP office. On April 28, 1992 Laxmi
Devi, wife of Hari Prasad, had a writ registered at
the court of appeal calling for reason of detaining
in favor of Balkrishna and Hari Prasad. After that
the court, in response to the call for written
explanation in connection with them, informed
her that they were detained by district office for
public investigation. They three were issued
warrants hack dated May 26 on May 29. At
present their cases of public offence are under
consideration in DAO. But Hem Prakash had
been released on May 16, 1992 and Hari Prasad
on May 17 on the condition that they be present
as and when necessary. Present CDO Dilliraj
Joshi says that the case will be decided only after
studying evidence in a new way. He says that
case is to be decided within 2 years as per law.
When Balkrishna among others implicated in the
case is affiliated to NCSO Hari Prasad and Hem
Prakash are involved in communist politics.

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
Political freedom does not look openly frustrating
in this district. Elections also were not intervened.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Local human rights activists say, "One is rarely
found to have been arrested as per legal process
here. Legal process is seen to have been followed
up only after convict is arrested so as not to let
him or her escape". But most of them are found
to have had positive attitude towards the judicial
situation of the district. The concerned authority
denies that there is political or any other pressure
on the court.
Police source says, "There comes pressure from
all political parties when there arises a question
taking action on convicts. Usually there comes
more pressure from the ruling party."
A police officer says, "Most of the people are
arrested only after accomplishing legal process
but sometimes concerned people are arrested
once or twice, warned and released convinced
with a view to checking social crimes. Sometimes
they are detained in custody for one or two days"
3. Landless / Squatters
During the Panchayat period even the people
possessing land had taken advantage in the name
of squatters in this district. Koldanda of local
Uttarganga VDC can be taken as its immediate
example. The squatters living unorganized at
Chisapani Bhutepokhari, Ward No. 5 of
Birendranagar Municipality are said to have
been settled down in an organized way. But the
hovels are enough only for hiding their heads.
During the Panchayat period itself Rapti Zone
Settlement Office had surveyed the Ailani land
being used by the actual squatters in different
parts of this district in order to provide them with
land-ownership certificate.

2.2 Religious Freedom
No incident is marked as religious riot or dispute
in this district.
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4. Women's Rights

5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

5.1 Slavery

This year women trafficking and rape did not
occur in this district.

The problem is not serious in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Even in Surkhet Jari and polygamy are
widespread. While giving and taking fine against
adultery, takers are asked to sign that he had
realized ornaments and property instead of
money. In this district sum of rupees one thousand
to ten or fifteen thousand is found to have been
given or taken as adultery fine. Last year only 5
cases related to polygamy had reached the court
but there are many polygamy cases which do not
reach the door of court.
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On August 14, 1992 at about 4 o'clock Laxmi
KC of SOS village, Surkhet, who had come to R.
B . Medical Hall situated at B irendranagar Bazaar
for treatment, died there. It is said that Laxmi had
died when R.B. (Ras Bihar° of Mahottari Bad iya
Banchauri VDC, Ward No. 7, attempted abortion
for her. It was mentioned in the postmortem
report that she had died because of the damage
on her womb and some drugs. R.B. who was not
legally authorized to practice medicine, has been
detained in Surkhet jail for interrogation.
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4.9 Jajarkot

Population

: 114,267

Literacy

: 22.4%

Women Literacy : 8.5%
Area

Situated to the north-east of Bheri Zone, Jajarkot
is a hilly district. It, being geographically illfated and remote, is far also from the national
politics. Even the senior officials of administration
admit that lack of awareness has led human rights
to a critical, rather unsatisfactory situation.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
According to District Administration Office and
District Police Station, only 5 murder cases have
been registered here for action this year.
Among the cases registered, at District
Administration Office and District Police Station,
only the complaint lodged on May 4, 1991 was
registered at the court. The rest i.e. the murder
case of December 28, 1991, the accidental case
of April 5, 1992, the suicide of May 11, 1992 and
again the murder case of November 11 were not
found to be registered at the court.
1.2 Jail
Local administrator, leaders and others do not
have two different opinions on the critical
condition of the Jajarkot jail. Two small rooms
and so-called rooms are always dark and have

: 2,230 sq.km.

nothing to ventilate fresh air in. In the godownlike jail prisoners are hand-cuffed for 24 hours.
Since the jail's latrine is on the other side of the
road, at night the prisoners are forced to discharge
their mine and stool inside the room.
Khadki Shahi of Majhkot VDC, who had been
imprisoned under the accusation of having
murdered her husband's co-wife, had her whole
body swollen and nearly died in the month of
Bhadra last. The pathetic condition of Sahi, a
chronic patient of ulcer, itself reflects the
condition of the jail. The environment inside the
jail is suffocating.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
The arrest of Bijay Bikram Shah on September
18, 1992 by the police from Khalanga VDC,
ward No.3 of the district came out to be excessive
to the people. That day at 9 o'clock at night Bijay
Bikram Shah was arrested from a room of Hari
Prasad Sharma alias Kanchha Baje who used to
live by renting a room in the house of a DDC
member. Bijay Bikram was suddenly arrested
without a warrant. There was no reason revealed
as to why he was arrested. While arresting him,
he was jostled and beaten. He was released the
following day after a big crowd of local people
thronged the police station.
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Later due to public pressure the then DSP Nanda
Ram Shrestha, Inspector and other policemen
were transferred.
Many people are of the opinion that the police
has committed excesses. People concerned with
law agree to this too. A police officer says,
"There is a necessity of hwnan right education
also for the police personnel."
Local people take as an excess the police's illtreatment towards DDC member Bharat Bahadur
Batala on August 27, 1992. Bharat. Bahadur
Batala, a resident of Jaratipur VDC, Kudu had a
family confrontation with his neighbor Gopal
Bahadur Batala and Aushe Batala. There was a
quarrel between both the parties and Bharat
Bahadur went to the District Police Inspector to
complain. But the District Police Inspector beat
both the parties and sent them back humiliated.
2.

Fundamental Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
People from the administration, political leaders
and others all admit that fundamental rights have
not been properly used due to the lack of massawareness in this district. People say straight that
political parties shout slogans for human rights
only to have their upper hands. But the parties
other than the ruling party complain that the
administration has been very much influenced
by the ruling party. That is why administration is
found to have violated human rights sometimes.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No riot or dispute has ever occurred in connection
with religion.
2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election
Political freedom does not look openly frustrating.
Elections also were not intervened.
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2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
In this district the court has been running without
a judge since February 1992. After the transfer
of the then District Judge, Dhruba Kumar Shah
has been assigned to function as the acting
District Judge. Many cases are still pending.
28 year old Prithvi Bahadur Shahi of Archhani
VDC, ward No.7, Falfule, under the accusation
of transaction of alcoholic drinks has been
spending his days in the jail. The cases like his
are still awaiting the presence of District Judge.
"It is necessary for police to take steps towards
making the stone-hearted people of
professionally criminal mentality confess the
truth because our crime scrutiny method itself
begins from the defendant's statement." says a
lawyer who is responsible for free and fair trial.
Some political workers say that political pressure
is exerted on the enactment of law in this place.
3. Landless / Squatters
This is not a serious problem in this district.
4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
15 year old Dil Bahadur Buda of Puma VDC,
ward No.9 and 9 year old Ramkali Wali of Bhur
VDC, ward No.9 disappeared on July 13, 1992.
After that the girl's elder brother Sarjan Wali
sued Dil Bahadur under the accusation of selling
his sister. After some days both the girl and the
boy appeared in the village. After that, Sarjan
Bali sued for a rape case. At present, because of
the fear of the case concerning child-marriage,
the girl and the boy have divorced. Rainkali has
been staying in her natal home and Dil Bahadur
has been dealing with the case against woman
trafficking.

Two, 27 and 48 year old women of Sera VDC,
ward No.9 and Danda VDC, ward No.4
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respectively were raped on August 11 and 25 in
connection of which reports were recorded at
Jajarkot District Police Station and District
hospital.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
The cases regarding polygamy registered at the
courts show clearly the practice ofJari system in
this district. Here, Jari charge ranging from
Rs.2,000 to Rs.40,000 depending upon one's
capability is found to have taken or given. But the
process of giving and taking the adultery charge
is kept confidential. That is why people are sued
against polygamy in order to pave the way for
adultery charge.
On September, 29, 1991 a case for adultery was
lodged at the District Court, for which Mrs.
Pyuri, wife of Man Bahadur Khatri of Jhapra

VDC, ward No.8, Aunla Katiya and Ratne
Adhikari of Dasharo VDC, ward No.7, Leva
village, had eloped together in early 1991. The
case mentioned that the said Pyuri was married
to Man Bahadur Khatry in April 1989. But later
there was a dismissal petition against the case at
the court. That the problem of give and take of
adultery charge may have been solved can be
imagined from this petition.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery

Bandha Pratha (slavery) is still found to be in
practice in some villages like Nayak, Bada, Junga
Thapa Chaur etc. of this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
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4.10 Dailekh

Population

:187,820

Literacy

: 31.4%

Women Literacy : 13.3%
Area

Dailekh District of Bheri Zone is one of the most
backward districts in the Kingdom of Nepal.
Confrontation erupted out of political revenge,
child exploitation, child marriage, Jari system,
economic and social problems related to Guthi
land etc. are instances of human right violation.

: 1,502 sq.lan.

In April 1992 Dhane Kami died on the spot in a
clash under the alcoholic influence when there
was a Jatra (fair) at Jaganath VDC, ward No.7.
Bharat Thapa and Gopi Thapa accused of the
beating have absconded.
1.2 Jail

1. Right to Life
The right to live with respect enshrined in the
constitution has not been translated into practice
in this district being backward and remote.
1.1 Killing / Firing
On July 25, 1991, Tek Raj Giri, teacher of Nepal
National Primary School of Kusapani VDC,
Ghumnekhani, while coming towards Surkhet,
lost his way in a forest between Gaibanna and
Dabal Gaira. After 33 days the remains of his
body along with his belongings were found.
Brisk Bahadur Lama of the same village was
accused of the mysterious death of Tek Raj Giri.
But because of local political leaders' pressure
and lack of necessary evidence, he was ordered
to be present as and when required by the court
and no action is seen to have been taken against
him.
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The condition of the Dailekh DistrictJail is very
critical. There is rarely anything of physical
facility in the jail which is situated in a narrow
place of the market. There are 16 prisoners
including 1 girl. Chronic patient including 70
year old blind woman, accused of having killed
her husband, has also been imprisoned in the jail.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
Most of the people are arrested and fall victims
of torture because of political revenge here.
On June 19, 1992 Khagendra Bahadur Malla,
the Chairman of Nepal Human Rights
Organization, Dailekh and also the Headmaster
of Tribhuvan Secondary School of Narayan
VDC, ward No.8, while returning home from the
market was beaten by some hooligans for political
revenge.
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On November 14, 1992 in response to the report
based on politiCal revenge submitted at the District
Police Station by Kapendra BC, Dhirendra Kumar
BC and Mahav Bahadur BC of Pidali VDC, the
District Police Station cruelly tortured Padam
Bahadur Khadka, a resident of Lalidanda VDC,
ward No.3. Padam Bahaclur Khadka has claimed
that he was forced to sign a document
incriminating Suresh Khadka, Karna Bahadur
Khadka and Binod BC. Even if local leaders are
requested for something positive on issue of
justification, the employees who serve for the
nation are not free from partiality and prejudice.
Everybody knows that I Iis Majesty's Govt. has
prohibited smoking in public places and Govt.
Offices. But local leader Kishore KC had entered
smoking into ,a doctor's room in the District
hospital of the district and Dr. Shambhu Prasad
Neupane had requested him not to smoke in the
hospital premises. Being furious at what an
ordinary employee like a doctor had said, Kishore
had threatened the doctor that he could dismiss
him from his service. As a result of which the
doctor was accused of forcibly having had sexual
intercourse with a VD patient Prem Kumari
Thapa, arrested him without a warrant and sued
for rape

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to enjoy the rights.
3.

Landless / Squatters

This is not a serious problem in this district.
4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
This year this kind of incident did not occur in
this district.
4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Child marriage, polygamy and Jul. system have
been deep-rooted in villages of this district.
Polygamy has become a matter of fun to the socalled great, respectable and rich people of this
district and thus if someone else's wife is married,
there is a tradition of settling the case by providing
Jari charges quietly without officially declaring.
Some people are found to have married 6 to 7
times.

2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not had access to the
above rights.

As for example, teacher Amrit Prasad Regmi of
Belaspur VDC, married a girl whom he was
tutoring and took her home. In turn his wife
eloped with another man. Teacher Amrit Prasad
Regmi seems to have married six times including
the present one.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

2.2 Religious Freedom
5.1 Slavery
No riot or dispute has ever occurred in connection
with religion.

This is not a problem case in this district.

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

Political freedom does not look openly frustrating.
Elections also were not intervened.

Child exploitation and monopoly on Guthi land
are the other incidents of human right violation
in this district.
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Remainder of Dead Body and Clothes of Tekraj Giri, Killed in Dabal Gaura, Dailekh

Child-labor is very much in practice as it is
difficult for people to make body and soul together
in this backward and barren district. Children of
4-12 years of age carry loads from Surkhet to
Dailekh and vice versa instead of going to schools.
Similarly it is the children who are mostly found
to have been working in tea stalls and collecting
grass and fuel wood.
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Mahantas (abbots of Nath Cult) are found to
have monopolistically occupied and used a huge
portion of land-mass belonging to Guthi under
religious Math (monastery-like) situated in this
district. It has been felt necessary to change the
Guthi land into Raikar (personal ownership)
land in order to increase the productivity.
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4.11 Dolpa

Population

: 25,075

Literacy

: 25.8%

Women Literacy : 9.4%
Area

Dolpa situated in Karnali Zone is the biggest
district in the kingdom of Nepal. In this district
which has mostly difficult and remote terrain, the
agricultural produce of the district is not enough
even for three months. Since there are no
communication and other facilities, incidents
violating human rights rarely come to light and
those that come to the notice are also insignificant.

: 7,889 sq.km .

spout. Bijaya Bahadur was badly beaten in the
incident and died while undergoing treatment in
between Dashain and Tihar in 1991. After his
death the incident had been politicalised. In
connection with the case there had been a
pleading between plaintiff and defendant for the
first time at Dolpa District Court. The people of
Dolpa came to know for the first time that even
the defendant had the right to hire an advocate.

1. Right to Life
How many people, who do not know even the
political change that has been recently brought
about in the country, have the knowledge of the
constitution and the right to live respectfully as
guaranteed by the constitution ? This question
itself is a matter of thought.
1.1 Killing / Firing
After the political change in the country Laxmi
Buda was chosen as Katuwal in place of Tika
Bahadur Singh of Tripurakot VDC, Rassi village
who had been Katuwal during the whole
Panchayat period. But Tika Bahadur Singh's son
BO), Bahadur Singh did not agree to the
nomination of Laxmi Buda as Katuwal. As a
result of which they conceived a feeling of revenge
and as the feeling went on growing the re occurred
a quarrel between them in connection with a

Sotam Dukpe Gurung of Tinje VDC was killed
on June 11, 1992. Police says that investigation
of the murder has not been carried out until now
(February 1993) because of unfavorable weather.
1.2 Jail
The condition of Dolpa jail does not look bad in
comparison to the jails of other districts. There
are altogether 6 prisoners of whom 2 are accused
of theft, 2 of murder, 1 of revenue embezzlement
and 1 policeman accused of helping a convict to
escape from the jail.
Though local administration, police and political
leaders inspect the jail sometimes, the concerned
authority or the judge who is to be abreast of the
actual situation of the jail is not seen to have
inspected the jail even once after 1990.
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Landless / Squatters

1.3 Arrest / Torture

3.

Because of geographical difficulty and lack of
education and awareness local political leaders
themselves are seen to have grabbed local
administration in their hands. That is why
employees seem to have been always obsessed
with fear of the local political leaders. As for
example in May 1992 local political leader Ashok
Hamal under the influence of alcohol had beaten
his own relative in front of the court. At the same
time he had abused the DSP who had gone there
to settle with the incident. Because of political
pressure no action had been taken against him
and local administration and police were
compelled to remain silent in connection with
this incident.

This problem does not exist much in this district.

2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution of the country has guaranteed
the above rights. However, because of lack of
education, knowledge and awareness the people
this place have not been able to enjoy any of the
above rights.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No riot ordispute has ever occurred in connection
with religion in this district. i.e. there is religious
tolerance here.
2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election

4.

Women's Rights

To talk about women right in this district where
no one knows what constitution and laws are
seems something like telling a legendary story
of a certain country.
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
Though incidents related to women trafficking
and rape are not seen in this district, fathers are
found to have used their daughters as a medium
of business. In accordance with the culture and
tradition of this district the boy who is going to
marry has to make a vow of giving a churn of
curd, wheat meal fried in ghee, sugar and banana
including money to the father of the girl whom
he is going to marry. There is a tradition of
giving away a daughter only after taking from
groom Rs 3,000 to Rs 20,000 depending upon
his economic and social status.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Jai and child marriage are rampant in this district.
Among Buda and Rokaya communities
daughters are married at the age of 10. Since they
are married at the age of 10, when they grow
young sometimes they are found to have marry
other males of their own free will. Consequently
Jai system has been encouraged in this district.
Other Issues Related to Human Rights

Political freedom has not been openly violated in
this district. Elections also have not been
intervened much here.

5.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

This has not became a serious problem in this
district.

Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness the people of this district
have not been able to have access to the above
rights in this district.
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5.1 Slavery

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

Facts on Human Rights Violations

4.12 Jumla

Population

: 76,305

Literacy

: 26.3%

Women Literacy : 8.2%
Area

In Jumla district which is considered to be a welloff place of letters in Karnali Zone when human
rights are found to have been violated because of
political rivalry, minor quarrels in villages and
pressure from administration, traditional values
of this place being contrary to human rights.

: 2,531 sq.lun.

of Tila river the jail building which has acapacity
of 62 prisoners looks almost ruined from outside.
At present there are 7 prisoners in the jail. There
are 2 women accused of theft and murder and 2
children in the jail also.
Though arrangement had been made for water
only recently, prisoners have been suffering from
diseases caused by cold because of geographical
condition and the pathetic condition of the jail.

1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
The firing by administration in 1992 or quarrels
in villages and murder following jealousy and
enmity could not be proved by anyone.
During the interim government on the day of Tika
at Dashain of 1990 two people were killed because
of the Royal Nepalese Army personals had gone
to drink wine in an inn. After the dispute with Lal
Bahadur Shahi while drinking wine in the inn of
Police Halwaldar's wife, there erupted a quarrel
among the soldiers in plain dress and the local
people in which Lal Bahadur Shahi died on the
spot and Raj Kumar Shrestha died while under
treatment at the Army Hospital.
1.2 Jail
The condition of Jumla jail is not much different
from the jails of other districts. Built on the bank

1.3 Arrest / Torture
On March 17, 1992 local administration arrested
RSS representative Ratnakar Devkota of
Tilachaur, put him in custody and sued him for
corruption. The case of Devkota who had been
released on April 5, 1992 on a bail of Rs 52,000
has not yet been decided. Local people say that
administration under someone's pressure had
taken action against Chimara Forest Users
Committee Secretary Devkota who had prevented
some people from felling trees.
The motive to accuse political workers of public
offenses is very much prevalent in this district.
Complaint has it that CPN (UML) worker Devilal
Thapa who had shown a black flag to the PM on
May 6, 1992 was hand-cuffed and taken around
in the market, opposition party workers were
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Women's Rights

made victims of false accusation and suffering.
The tradition of torturing the arrested people in
police custody is as it is even today.

4.

2.

This year this kind of incident did not occur in
this district.

Fundamental Rights

As the motive to detain the workers of the party
that criticizes the ruling party and the government
under Public Offence and Punishment Act is on
the increase, those who have trust in opposition
politics look frightened. Out of 25 cases registered
at DAO only in 1992, 19 cases are related to
public offence and in almost all the cases
Communist workers have been made defendants.
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
When some teachers were seen involved in a
protest demonstration during PM's visit to
Chhinasim on May 7, 1991, 142 teachers
including NNTA authorities, well-wishers and
supporters were transferred to inaccessible and
difficult places.

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
The condition of women in Jumla district is
pathetic. The condition of women has been
made pathetic following the fact that most of the
men in the district are busy drinking wine,
gambling and gossiping for 24 hours and it is
women who have to do all the household work
including the work in the fields and in addition
they are beaten, humiliated and divorced anytime
by their husbands.
From December 26, 1991 to July 10, 1992, alone
10 cases including 5 Jari cases and 5 divorce
cases have been registered at the District Court
but these cases were brought to the court only
because they were not settled in the villages.

2.2 Religious Freedom
Because of religious tolerance and excessive
poverty and backwardness followers of neochristian religion have come to be seen nowadays.
2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
Political freedom has not been openly violated in
this district. Elections also have not intervened
so far.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

On an average 60 percent of the men of this
district go to India to work as coolies and to the
Terai to do business. Women are deceived by
their husbands in their homes and as the arranged
child-marriage is still prevalent in villages, Jari
system has become very strong.
Polygamy is also a big problem in the district.
Because of feudal thinking trend and life-style,
women have been so much suppressed that they,
though they hate polygamy, hesitate even to
challenge it at the court.

Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to enjoy the above rights.

5.

3.

This has not posed as a serious problem in this
district.

Landless / Squatters

This has not posed as a serious problem in this
district.
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Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

Facts on Human Rights Violations

4.13 Kalikot

Population

: 88,781

Literacy

: 20.5%

Women Literacy : 4.7%
Area

Ignorance of one's own rights, illiteracy, political
rivalry and quarrel with each other are the main
reasons violating human rights here.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
The blank firing during the appointment of
temporary policemen for local election has
become a remarkable incident. When 60
temporary policemen were to be appointed, 500
people had submitted applications, but, since
only 60 people were appointed the remaining
candidates had thrown stones at the police station
from the top of the hill. The police had fired 7
rounds of blank bullets to discourage the brick
batters.
Though there were some incidents of killing in
1992, no incidents have been found to have
politically occurred or even the incident of firing
has not been heard.
1.2 jail
There are 9 prisoners in the Kalikot jail which has
a capacity of 22 prisoners. The condition of toilet
is not good and there are no facilities for prisoners

: 1,741 sq.km.

to play and entertain. Since the annual budget for
medical treatment is only Rs 2000, the budget is
found to have not met the expenditure when
prisoners are sick. The prisoners complain that
they have not been able to have enough food as
they are supplied with only 700 grams of rice and
Rs 6 a day and the district itself is very expensive.
Since there is no accommodation for 20 policemen
and 7 jail-employees, the policemen have been
compelled to stay in the jail itself and the old
house controlling the jail compound has not yet
been renovated. There is no urinal at night and
toilet is outside the jail.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
To arrest people by bringing about revengeful
cases for one's image and contest has become
common in this district. On October 6, 1992 a
policeman called Keshav S ingh Karki kicked the
door of the house of Tulraj Bista, the vicechairman of NWPS and scolded him. When
Bista went to complain against the policeman at
DPS, he was put in custody. Only after 7 days he
was taken to DAO and action under public offence
and punishment act was initiated. After he was
produced at DAO at about 6 o'clock he had been
in custody again until October 23, 1992 and was
released on bail later.
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Since the restoration of democracy in 1990 the
tendency of arresting people without any reason
and warrant and of not taking them to the court
has still been unchanged.

3.

This has not posed serious problem here.
4.

Mohan Bahadur Shahi, 43, who had been once
jailed in connection with murder case and released
had been imprisoned for the same murder case in
1990. Stating that it was the sentence of the
Supreme Court in 1981 he was arrested again in
1990 in connection with the same case. Though
Shahi who had been arrested twice in connection
with the same case has submitted a petition
mentioning that he has been done injustice, he
has not been granted opportunity of being heard
by the concerned authorities.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not had access to the
above rights.

Landless / Squatters

Women's Rights

Situation of women in all the districts of Karnali
is worse than that in the districts of other zones.
On one hand, it is the women who have to do
everything at home and outside, on the other,
they have to fall victims of rapes at times.
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
On November 13, 1992 when policeman Shiva
Prasad Dhakal attempted to rape Kela Shahi
who used to earn her living by selling tea in a
market, while she was in her bed. When she
shouted, her neighbors, caught Dhakal and
handed him over to the police station. He has
been dismissed from his service now. Kela S hahi
was married and now she has left that place.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

No dispute has ever occurred in connection with
religious in this district.

Jari which has been a tradition in this district has
still been going on as a problem related to human
rights. The incidents of Jari which have been
found in almost all the villages have sometimes
even reached the court.

2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election

5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights

Political freedom has not been openly violated
here. Elections also were found non-intervened.

5.1 Slavery

2.2 Religious Freedom

This has not posed serious problem in this district.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to enjoy the rights.
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Facts on Human Rights Violations

4.14 Mugu

Population

: 36,445

Literacy

: 21.80%

Women Literacy : 5.90%
Area

All the districts of Karnali Zone are backward
from every angle. Of them Mugu is known as the
most difficult district. At a glance human rights
are not seen to have been violated by anyone. But
when it is looked at deeply, everyone's human
rights are seen to have been traditionally violated.
Gripped by scarcity, poverty and illiteracy the
people of this place are, as a matter of fact,
completely ignorant of human rights. Mugu
cannot be reached by any means of transportation.
One has to trek steep ascent and descent for about
three days in order to reach Mugu from any
district.
1. Right to Life
According to Mugu District Court no case related
to murder and rape has been registered at the
court this year.
A senior officer of DPS while talking to a
volunteer of this Year Book said, "Here, cases
related to only ordinary quarrels come up and
most of them are immediately settled by making
a compromise. This year no incidents like murder,
rape, firing, police pressure, administrative
pressure etc. have occurred here. No incident like
that occurs here. We have become almost jobless
here".

: 3,535 sq.lon

1.1 Killing / Firing
1.2 Jail
It is difficult to believe that it is a jail when the jail
of Mugu is looked at from outside. There is a
signboard with "DISTRICT JAIL BUILDING"
written on it hung onto a two storeyed house
having 5 small rooms. Roof of the house has been
thatched and at present there is no prisoner in the
jail here.
The jail building is rented. According to an
employee of DAO, prisoners of this place are
sent to Jumla. According to the employee as far
as his knowledge is concerned convicts related to
murder and rape have not been seen in this
district.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
Local political workers opine, "Police may have
tortured while interrogating in some cases but no
case in which police has done excesses to make
one confess has yet been registered here".
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution of the country has guaranteed
the above rights. However, because of lack of
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education, knowledge and awareness, the people
of this place have not been able to have full
access to any of the rights.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No incident has occurred in connection with
religion in this district, i.e. there is religious
tolerance.
2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
Political freedom is not seen to have been openly
violated in this district. Elections also are
understood to have been held non-intervened.

4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Polygamy, child-marriage and Jari are rampant
in Mugu, but such cases are not registered at the
court. So-called distinguished people of this
district are found to have married for 5-6 times.
At present a sum of Rs 10,000 to 50,000 is found
to have been given or taken as a fine for Jari.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
This has not posed as a serious problem in this
district.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
From January to December 1992 Mugu District
Court had decided a total of ten cases. According
to the court source, serious types of cases are not
registered here. Almost all the intellectuals opine
that decisions are delayed because of geographical
difficulty here.
3.

Landless / Squatters

This problem is not serious in this district.
4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
This year no incident related to women trafficking
and rape has come to be heard.

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Like in other backward societies even here
orthodoxy has been deep-rooted. The people of
this place have cherished an illusion that their
lives are in the hands of Gods and Goddesses.
Untouchability has posed as a serious problem
among them. Practice of making innocent women
suffer in the name of witches is also seen here
sometimes.
Local intellectuals opine that there has been an
exploitation in the name of religion. The people
of this place believe more in faith healers (DhamiJhankri) and Gods and Goddesses than in courts,
laws, police and government.

Mugu Jail
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4,15 Humla

Population

: 34,640

Literacy

: 20.9%

Women Literacy : 4.8%
Area

: 5,655 sq.km .

Of the four districts of Karnali Zone, Humla is
geographically, economically, socially and
educationally backward. Of the 14 Zones of the
country, Karnali is physically and geographically
backward and difficult. Most of the people of
Jumla do not know what human rights are because
of illiteracy, ignorance and poverty. That is why
violation of human rights is natural here and
people's silence even if their rights are violated is
also not unnatural.

request of Namdol whom he wanted to make his
wife. In this connection Tatok and Namdol were
detained in custody for one week. But people
complain that during the investigation the-then
CDO Krishna Prasad Regmi, DSP Chandra
Kumar Singh Chhetri and government advocate
were offered a bribe of Rs 54,000 and both the
convicts were released after having a document
singed by them mentioning that Talik Lama was
not killed but died a natural death.

1. Right to Life

1.2 Jail

1.1 Killing / Firing

The Simikot jail which is situated on the height
of 9,500' is the highest jail in the country There
are 9 male prisoners in the jail now. When
Dhanman Singh Bohara, yam Narayan
Upadhyaya and B al Dainai have been imprisoned
for rape, murder and theft respectively, Gorkha
Bahadur Shahi and Kala Thakuri have been
jailed for theft, Rajendra Karki and Amber Singh
Dewan for corruption and Tsering Palden Lama
and Tsering Samdul Lama have been detained
for interrogation in connection with idol theft.

After the restoration of democracy there is no
incident related to police firing and killing in this
district.
In April 1991 at the time of the Prime Minister's
visit to Simikot, the district headquarters, police
had lathi-charged on the people participating in
the peaceful protest demonstration taken out by
pro-communist parties. People including Raniraj
Shahi and Lanka Bahadur Shahi had been
wounded in the incident.
There was a petition in the DPS some time ago
mentioning that Tatok Lama of Hepka VDC,
Hepka had killed his own wife Talik Lama at the

The prisoners in the jail say that they have a
problem regarding their toilet at night as they are
not allowed to go to toilet at night. They have to
empty their bowels in a pot in the dormitory
itself.
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They complain that there is no proper medical
treatment there. Since there is no separate room
for women there is a big problem when women
are to be detained.

the Panchayat period. In Gothi the people who
are not willing to support NC are still under
various kinds of pressure and suppression.
2.2 Religious Freedom

There is injustice as regards equal treatment to
prisoners of a jail of a very backward area like
Juinla and those of a jail at an accessible place of
the country as long as jail facilities are concerned.
In this remote area civil servants are paid 100
percent allowance, but prisoners receive only
700 grams of rice and Rs 6 a day like the prisoners
in other accessible places.

No riot or dispute has ever occurred in connection
with religion here.
2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
Political freedom does not look openly violated
and elections also were not held non-intervened.

1.3 Arrest / Torture

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

Bahadur Lama and his wife of Hepka VDC had
a slight argument with police at first in Simikot
and later manhandled each other. In connection
with the same incident the Lama couple was put
in police custody for one week and a half and
tortured in an inhuman manner. Later the Lama
couple was accused of public offence and released
on bail of Rs 4000 each. They have been dealing
with the case until now.

Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness people have not been able
to enjoy the rights.

A quarrel in connection with grass had occurred
among villagers in places called Burause and
Hildam of Simikot VDC. In connection with the
same incident, police had detained UPF
supporters Angel Lama and Tsering Dorje Lama
and freed them after beating them.

54 cases have been registered at this district's
court from January to December 1992.
Until October 1992, 16 out of 54 cases had been
decided and the rest had been pending even until
March 1993 owing to the absence of District
Judge. Gopal Prasad Guragain who had been on
deputation in Dhanusha for a long time. At
present there is an acting judge who has no right
to decide any case and neither is he authorized to
process a case.
3.

2.

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
During the local election in Gothi booth NC
candidate Chakra Bahadur Shahi had prevented
others from casting votes. His supporters had
socially boycotted the anti-Congress people by
prohibiting them from having their corns ground
at the water-mill and worshipping at temples.
Shahi's wife had prohibited the village women
from drinking water from the tap which she
claimed to have been built by her husband during
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Landless / Squatters

Fundamental Rights
There are no landless people in this district, but
most of the people of this district are able to
manage their meal with much difficulty only for
3-4 months with the produce they harvest from
their land.
4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
This year this kind of incident did not occur in
this district.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System 5.2 Other Inhuman Behavior,.
Child-marriage, polygamy, polyandry are still
prevalent here. Though there are many cases
concerning child-marriage and polygamy, there
is rarely any protest because of social
circumstances and ignorance. Three cases of
polygamy have been going on at the District
Court here.
Polyandry is prevalent in the Lama community
of this place. Though the tradition of having one
wife for two or more than two brothers has
received social recognition, this has led women
Lobe exploited. Because of prej udicial convention,
illiteracy and ignorance these women have not
been able to protest against this system. On the
contrary, if any of her husbands marries another
women she feels that her right has been snatched
away.

When political revenge, prestige-fight,
manhandling for grass and pasture, mutual
jealousy are seen regularly here like in other
parts of the country, social evils such as
untouchability, witchcraft, Jari and Mukhiya
system are also still in practice here. The
Mukhiyas (village heads) of this place are still as
much powerful as judges and have a monopolistic
hold in the buying and selling of ownership of the
land. Here minimum Rs 10,000, maximum Rs
50,000 to 60,000 are found to have been charged
for Jai.
Intensive awareness campaign for human rights
is necessary in this district. The opposition party
people say that freedom and fundamental rights
also have been violated in the same manner here.

5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery
This has not posed as a serious problem here.
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5.3

Doti

5.8

Baitadi

5.4

Bajura

5.9

Darchula

5.5

Bajhang

5.1 Kailali

Population

: 420,035

Literacy

: 31.2%

Women Literacy : 15.7%
: 3,235 sq.km .

Area

Kailali district situated in Seti Zone has been
inhabited mostly by Tharu community. Since the
Tharus are almost uneducated, the so-called great
people of the village have been exploiting them
to a large extent.

1.2 Jail
The jail situation is normal in this district.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
For political revenge innocent people are found
to have been tortured to make them confess.
Dhani Ram Chaudhari of Basauti VDC working
in DEO was, accused of murder for no reason.

1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
On April 6, 1992 on the day of Nepal Bandh
Local Development Minister Ram Chandra
Poudyal had reached Valka bazaar (Baliya) of
Kailali. On his return some people carrying flag
and banner erected an obstacle. The Minister
himself abused them and Devendra Bahadur
Singh, having snatched a gun from Police
Inspector, started firing at random. Around 12
rounds were fired. Tika Ram Joshi and Hari
Prasad Gyawali were taken to Kathmandu for
treatment when they were seriously wounded in
the firing and Mangal Prasad Chaudhari and
Hikmat Bahadur Bam were arrested and cruelly
tortured. They were sued for public offence.
On June 18, 1992 six rounds of blank bullets
were fired in a clash between police and people
in connection with an ordinary issue. There were
no casualties.

2.

Fundamental Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution of the country has guaranteed
the above rights. However, because of lack of
education, knowledge and awareness, the people
of this place have not been able to enjoy any of
the rights.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No incident is seen to have occurred in connection
with religion i.e. there is religious tolerance here.
2.3 Political Freedom/ Free and Fair Election
Political freedom does not look openly frustrating
in this district. Elections also are understood to
have not been intervened here.
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2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness the people of this district
have not been able to have access to their judicial
rights.
This year altogether 319 cases have been
registered at the court of this district.
3.

Landless / Squatters

people make save simple. Tharu marry them.
This practice is widespread here. Even though
these Tharus see that they have been cheated,
they are seen to tolerate such inhuman and
animalistic mental torture inflicted upon them as
they are but synonymous to poverty, illiteracy
and backwardness.
4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

The Kamaiya system reflects the problem
concerning squatters or landless.

There are also Devakis and Badinis in this district.
They are found stating that they are compelled to
mortgage their chastity and existence for want of
employment and other means of livelihood.

4.

5.

Women's Rights

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

5.1 Slavery

So-called respectable and rich people are found
to have raped Tharunis (women of Tharu
community) here in villages. For fear of blockade
of their food and shelter, the raped women do not
dare complain. At the same time if the women
raped become pregnant the so-called respectable

This has posed as a serious problem here and this
is in practice in the name of Kamaiya system.
People along with their families are bought and
sold.
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5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

Facts on Human Rights Violations

5.2 Achham

Population

: 197,888

Literacy

: 25.0%

Women Literacy : 6.4%
Area

Achham, a remote district of Seti Zone, has been
backward also in view of education and
awareness. While writing about Achham what
must be mentioned is that the local people have
completely prohibited alcohol within the
boundary of this district. Those who drink alcohol
are sued for Public Offence here.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
On July 10, 1992 Mina Shahi of Binayak VDC
had died after being hit by a stone on a slope
called Dhungekharmela. Tika Kadyat was
accused and arrested in connection with the
incident. He was released for 6 days but later he
was rearrested. There are many opinions as
regards this incident. According to one section of
people he has been made a scapegoat for political
revenge and that he is innocent. But the other
section says that Mina must be killed after she
refused when Kadayat attempted to rape.
Tika Kadyat now in Accham jail says, "I did not
even know Mina had died. She might have died
of the stone pushed by my cattle, but the NC
people framed me accusing that I had killed her.
I was neither asked to produce a statement nor
allowed to hire an advocate."

: 1,680 sq.lon.

On December 24, 1992 a dead body was found in
an unidentified condition at Sanfebagar, the
headquarters of this district. The VDC Chairman
including many others said that they could not
recognize the dead body. A man who was about
to say, "This is Prem Raut", was chased off by a
local leader present there. Later it came to be
known that it was Prem Raut's corpse. Raut had
disappeared from his house at Siddeswor VDC
Dikryahani, Siyat since December 7, 1992 night.
His wife had been under the belief for many days
that her husband had left for Bombay. But after
she came to know of her husband's death she
pressed not to sue. The elder brother of the
deceased has registered a case and two people
have been put in police custody for interrogation.
1.2 Jail
There are 17 prisoners in the small jail of this
place. According to police and administration
the condition of the jail is good. Even an
opposition political worker said, "The jail's
condition is good". The political workers were
found unconcerned with the jail. More reforms
have been brought about in the Achham jail
while comparing the jail during the Panchayat
period. But while looking at it from the angle of
human rights, the condition inside the jail is very
pathetic. Prisoners are deprived of water facility.
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If water is supplied one day, it is not supplied for
another four days. There is no proper medical
treatment. At night prisoners have to empty their
bowels in the room itself.
There is no provision for recreation and incomegenerating occupation in the jail.

It is already two years but no action has been
taken against public offence. Even opposition
party workers do not find any place where the
fairness of judicial authority can be doubted
here. B ut quick trail seems to be still a distant cry
for the people of Achham.
3.

Landless / Squatters

1.3 Arrest / Torture
This problem is not serious in the district.
Even in this district people are arrested without
warrant and ton ured.

4.

2. Fundamental Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association

No incident related to women trafficking and
rape has been heard this year.

Because of lack of mass-awareness the people of
this place have not been able to understand what
human rights are. The society of this place is not
aware of even some rights guaranteed by the
constitution. That is why there is no situation in
which any political worker can say that situation
of human rights is good in Achham. Opposition
party workers say that government employees
are always compelled to work under pressure
from ruling party.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No incident is seen to have occurred concerning
religion in this district, i.e. there is religious
tolerance here.
2.3 Political Freedom /Free and Fair Election
Political freedom does not seem to be openly
frustrating in this district. Elections also are
understood to have not been intervened.

Women's Rights

4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Recognition is much stronger than act or law in
remote rural areas of Achham. Jari system is also
a recognized institution too. Some people are
found to have paid so much as a fine thathe finds
himself with nothing left. At present the sum of
Rs 15,000 to Rs 50,000 is seen to have been
given or taken as a fine for Jan.
Like the Badi women of Bardiya and Kailali, the
Badi women of this place are not found involved
in the flesh-trade. But it is heard that the young
girls of the Badi community are raped. There are
5-6 Badi households in Chandika VDC Bayalpata
including other places. They live a nomadic life
And they earn their livelihood by singing and
dancing. They make small balls of tobacco and
clay pipes for smoking, sell them, dance and sing
in wedding parties.
Even in Achham women who are disliked are
framed as witches and forced, to suffer.

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

A

The political workers of this place say, "Whatever
may have been done by the district court, there is
a provision for lodging a writ to the Supreme
Court. But there is no room for satisfaction
because of delay in court and administration".
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5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery
This problem is not found to be serious in this
district.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Untouchability is rampant even in this district.
The people belonging to lower caste are prohibited
from touching public places such as wells, hotels,
temples, etc. Though these lower caste people
are also Hindus, they are not allowed to participate
in worships, rites and rituals falling within the
Hindu religion.
The life-style of this district is hooked onto
orthodoxy, superstition and belief in faith healers.
Any man or woman who marries under intercaste system may fall victim to social boycott and
ostracism.
Another problem related to human rights seen in
Achham is connected with the army personnel.
Local people express that army personals are
seen moving around since no border has been
properly demarcated in the Khaptad Wildlife
Sanctuary. Where the women who go to collect
grass and firewood have to suffer ill-treatment at
the hands of these people.
On July 22, 1991 the army of Bhaskun post tied
the hands and legs of the people of Patal VDC
and made them stand on their knees on a stony
road. The villagers had obtained permits to graze
their cattle in the sanctuary. But the then

Hawaldar Chandra Singh Saud humiliated the
people though he was not empowered to do so.
The army had arrested the people of Patal VDC,
Ward No. 7, even though they were collecting
grass and firewood in their own private forest
and orchard. It is said that the pigs being raised by
the army are left free in the field of the people.
Local people say, "The army is there where there
is a woman. They patrol around a place I_ hour
walk from the old border of the sanctuary". The
political workers say that the army under the
influence of alcohol create problems and do
whatever they like in fairs and festivals of this
area. An old man's words make it clear how
frightened the people are with the army. -- He
says, The army is the government for the people
of this place".
The people of this place do not want to comment
on the army's suppression. Even the women who
have fallen victims to the army personnel hesitate
to say anything negative for fear and social
prestige.
Grievances are widespread that women are
forcibly abducted and released after one day or
so. Sometimes organized protests of the local
people was found to have given birth to untoward
situations.
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5.3 Doti

Population

: 167,469

Literacy

: 29.9%

Women Literacy : 10.9
Area

: 2,025 sq.km .

Doti is one of the remote districts of Far-Western
Development Region. Though in Doti, situated
in geographically remote place, incidents directly,
violating human rights are not heard, the old
traditional values and norms of this place are
seen to have been enormously violating human
rights. Untouchability system has been deeprooted here.

arrested were cruelly killed. The throat was
hacked off and the dead body of the woman was
face down. Both the ears of the woman were cut
off and the dead body of the baby was lying face
up. Around the spot of the murders there were
bloody prints of feet wearing socks. The report
of postmortem mentioned that the murders were
committed with a sharp weapon.

1. Right to Life

A Damai is said to have been killed during the
election. It is understood that police
administration did not have time enough to pay
attention regarding investigation into the incident.
But it is heard that local people know the criminal,
and nobody dares open his or her mouth because
of fear.

1.1 Killing / Firing
From January to December 1992, 8 cases related
to murder and one case related to accidental
death have been registered at District Police
Station here.

1.2 Jail
On July 7, 1992 in a house situated at a lonely
place called Chisapani on Silgadi-Dipayal route
a policeman under the heavy influence of alcohol
enquired of the way. The policeman had a quarrel
with local youths at the same place. The youths
caught the policeman and took him to the police
post in Dipayal. But the youths themselves were
arrested in the post and they were sent overnight
in care of 16-17 policeman to District Police
Station in Silgadi.
The same night, the wife and 1 1/2 month old
baby of Tuia Ram Bhandari from among those
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The jail in Doti also is not different from jails in
other parts of the country. Local authorities
claim that the jail of this place is better than the
jails in other places.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
Police released Tula Ram immediately after a
gossip spread in connection with the murder of
one woman and a recently horn baby at Chi sapani
on July 7, 1992. Police did a lot to find out the
criminal. Even relatives of the deceased, people

Facts on Human Rights Violations

of the neighborhood, laborers of road construction
were arrested. Most of them were cruelly tortured.
Because of the torture laborers could not work
for 15-20 days. The wife of the elder brother-inlaw of the deceased Laxmi Bhandari and her
husband Amrit Bahadur Bhandari are said to
have suffered maximum torture.
Now Laxmi Bhandari but being frightened says,
"My son, my husband and I were taken on the
condition that we would be sent back soon but we
were detained for 14 days. I was pricked with
nettle, beaten and kicked. They even kicked my
child. Male police used to instruct and the female
police used to beat. They used to tape my mouth
so my screams would not be heard and then beat
me."
She further says, "I was asked to say that I had
thrown the ornament into the river after I killed
them and after the investigation report was
received. They used to coax me and say that I
would be awarded. How could I say I had done
something which I had actually not done?"
Laxmi Bhandari mentioning the police excess
says, "I was at home at the time I was arrested.
Three policemen came and took me for
interrogation. But there came many on the way.
Wire was brought to use electric shock on my
tongue. My finger was pricked with pins. They
put me in a barrel of water and used nettle on my
body saying that I did not know of the man who
died at my home and forcing me either to show
the man who killed the woman or to admit that I
had killed the woman. They tore off all my
clothes. They pulled my hair. The Inspector
himself told them not to do so. But a I lawaldar
called Bhim Bahadur forced me to admit that I
had put on socks and killed her saying that they
were there to settle the case or their service would
be terminated".
According to the father-in-law of the deceased,
Laxmi had been swollen for another three months
after she was released by the police. For 2-3
months she had been afraid even to face a man.
The leg of the brother-in-law of the deceased is
still paining and it is said that his leg must be
warmed every night.

Police had arrested the mother-in-law and 5 year
old nephew of the deceased together and taken
them out. Similarly, during the investigation the
father-in-law of the deceased was sought to sign
the paper mentioning that he was the murderer
but it could not happen. Child Dinesh Bhandari
expressing his experience said, "I was abused
very much -- so much that I could not walk
around. Now I am afraid when I see police. A
policeman snatched my earring and put it in his
pocket. I cried and even my grandmother cried
but the earring was not given back". Ramesh
Bhandari, 22, a neighbor of the deceased says,
"Weeping sound of the relatives of the deceased
could be heard from the houses nearby, the
woman was unclothed, even her baby was
together with her, even its forehead was kicked
with a boot, there is a bruise still. No legal
process was accomplished -- even a warrant was
not issued, there is nothing to talk of others".
Investigation in connection with the above
incident has not yet been over and the murderer
has not been identified so far. Local people
suspect the involvement of some policemen
themselves in the murder. In connection with the
same incident villagers mention also the
nameplate with C.P. Jora written on it found near
the spot. But police sources suspect that the
nameplate was left near a well by a certain
policeman while he was out for drinking water.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
There occurred a minor quarrel in a traditional
fair-festival of Mahadev organized like in
previous years in Shaileswori temple of district
headquarters on the day of Krishna Asthami on
August 21, 1992. As the quarrel broke out, local
youths and police started arguing and throwing
stones at each other. After that there occurred not
only a lathi-charge but also banging on the doors
closed by the police.
A little before the local election was held the
youths of Dipayal had called for Bazaar Bandh in
connection with the dispute over the municipality.
Police had even lathi charged during the
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restlessness following the dispute over naming
the municipality whether as Dipayal-Silgadi or
Silgadi-Dipayal. When there was an attempt to
obstruct transportation bound for Silgadi, police
had used tear-gas and there was blank bullet fired
in the incident. At first it was Dipayal Town
Panchayat, after the restoration of democracy it
was named Silgadi-Dipayal Municipality but the
people of Dipayal had strongly protested soon
after it was declared. After these protests, S ilgadi,
Dipayal and some villages was confirmed as
Dipayal-Silgadi Municipality.

S ome election-employees are said to have directly
helped NC. Even in Bayal and Sayal, political
parties took the advantage of the ignorance of
naive people. A Hindu priest in Rankot and
Markot of Lana Kedareswor was quoted saying,
"If you cast vote in favor of NC, I will allow you
to worship, otherwise I will not attend even
marriage procession".

2.2 Religious Freedom

There had been some quarrels even in the booth
of Ward No. 5 and 6 of Dipayal-Silgudhi
Municipality. CPN (UML) worker Madan
Bahadur Bhandari is said to have been beaten
there.

No particular incident is seen to have occurred
concerning religion in this district, i.e. there is
religious tolerance here.

Political freedom does not look openly frustrating
in this district. Elections also are understood to
have not been intervened.

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

Assigned to Doti in connection with the last local
election an employee who wanted to he
anonymous said, "We do not recognize all the
people of the village, so we do not know who
corrupted how much. B ut even some authoritative
people of NC had told that they would not spare
any employee assigned to the booth if they
would be lost.

Because of excessive poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness the people of this district
have not able to have an access to the above
rights.

In connection with the local election a leader of
CPN(UML) said, "People were afraid of going to
Kani village being a military area. NC workers
pointing to a police from a distant place were
heard to have said that the police was going to cut
those other than NC"
NC workers are said to have detained overnight
a worker of NDP at Gadsera. Similarly
CPN(UML) agents looked frightened in front of
NC workers even at Bayal and Loli. The NC
workers of this place have been blamed of
dispersing meeting and program of the opposition.
The local election at Toleni and Daud VDCs is
said to have been intervened by NC. Most of the
men of Girichauka have left their villages to look
for employment in India. But even there 100%
votes had been cast and NC majority was found
to have been considered an intervention.
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3.

Landless / Squatters

Many people of lower caste living in hovels in
the land of the landowner and working for the
masters have no future. According to 50 year old
man in Kalena VDC, his grandfather himself
had come to live with the master with whom he
has been living. Living on their masters'
judgement and mercy and doing accordingly to
what their masters tell them to do, these landless
are called Ktunin here. There are many Haliya
families earning their livelihood by ploughing or
tilling land belonging to others.
4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
A 58 year old man of Chhapali VDC accused his
52 year old younger brother of raping his 48 year
old wife and sued him. But he is said to have
accused his younger brother to evade the
repayment of one Tola of gold that he owed his
younger brother.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

Women from so-called lower caste are said to
have been sexually exploited sometimes in rural
areas of Doti. There is an army barrack at Ward
No. 4 of Dipayal-Silgadi Municipality and also
No. 5 battalion at Ward No. 7. The army has been
deployed even at Khaptad for wildlife
preservation. In Sahal area and Rikhada Gad
women are said to have been sexually molested
by army personnel. Brothers, uncles, who go to
look for those who have disappeared for long
periods in the pursuit of grass and firewood
collection, are seen to have been beaten many
times.
Rajpur, Kumalkot, Salena, Chaud, Faleni etc.
situated in the vicinity of No. 5 battalion are also
said to have been terrorized by the army. The
following story of a woman from the same area
represents many such stories:
"A girl of this place has been pregnant for the last
5 months. But the police who had made a vow to
marry her has disappeared since three months
after he came to know of it. When enquiries were
made in the battalion it is said that there is no one
called B him Bahadur".
"By February last a woman is said to have been
surrounded by three policemen in a hill forest.
The woman could be free ‘only because of the
arrival of some 2-4 men at the place on their
way", says a woman belonging to so-called lower
caste.
Local youths had been launching a crusade
following the ill-treatment meted out to women
by army personnel on the sixth day celebration of
birth of Thaman Singh Dura's son at Ward No. 4
of Dipayal Municipality. The youths could not
help without transferring the barrack in-charge
Lt. Rajendra Gongoju. In this connection the
youths had undergone fasting until life and death
condition.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Superstition and orthodoxy have been badly
rooted in Doti. Here, some widows and unmarried
women are called witches and made to suffer. A
newly married daughter - in - law is seen also
boycotted by her family in case of death of any

member of family within a few days after the
marriage.
People of Badi or Bhand community are found
normally in all parts of Doti. Though their actual
occupation is pottery making, singing and
dancing, they are seen to have been sexually
exploited by so-called respectable people of the
society. Women of Badi community are said to
have been compelled to take to prostitution from
a tender age of 15-16 years.
In Doti there is not only Jari system but also a
tradition of paying money to the girl's side. Some
people from the groom's side are seen to have
been compelled to sell their land for performing
their marriage.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery
Slavery problem is not seen serious in this district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
I Jntouchahility problem is so serious in Doti that
the people from caste called lower are as same as
second class citizens. In the eastern part of the
district, people from the so-called upper caste
being drunken are said to have chopped up with
a curved knife a man from lower caste when he
addressed them as 'Tan' (Slang word).
The people of lower caste of this place had even
taken out a procession, but untouchability has
been so widespread and deep rooted as a custom
that the people from lower caste are asked to
clean glasses in which they drink tea in any hotel.
People from lower caste have been prohibited in
public places such as temples, water spouts,
wells etc. Though the people from lower caste
are literate or educated and efficient, they are
humiliated. According to a teacher from the socalled lower caste in Silgadi the students who
greet him will be scolded by their parents. The
simple people of this place have been suffering
also from the scourge of usurers. There are many
people who have been rendered homeless in
course of time after they take loan from there
usurers.
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5.4 Bajura

Population

: 92,083

Literacy

: 27.2%

Women Literacy : 9.1%
: 2,188 sq.km.

Area

This district, one of the five in Seti Zone, is in the
partly remote region. This district has slightly
more aware population. Thus the cases of human
rights violations are not heard much.
1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
This year this kind of incident did not occur in
this district.

was held in the premises of the police station
where police came upon the protestors with
lathi. Many were wounded and some including
Karma Bahadur Thapa were taken into police
custody. Drunk policeman brutally assaulted
them, their tongues were burnt by lighted
cigarette, their feet pierced with sharp pin. They
were inhumanly tortured. They were accused
under Public Offence Act and later released on
bail.
2.

Fundamental Rights

1.2 Jail
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
Jail, in this district, is in very deplorable situation.
There are now 14 prisoners. 16 prisoners can be
accommodated in this jail. But the physical
facilities are inadequate, room for women is
lacking. Majority of prisoners are charged with
murder cases.
1.3 Arrest / Torture
A quarrel broke out between Prem Bahadur Shah
of Barhabise VDC and workers employed by
him. It was because the workers did not receive
the timely payment of their wages for their work.
They had worked by carrying fertilizers from
Dipayal to Bajura when Prem Bahadur was a
contractor. On January 23, 1992, a protest rally
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The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not been able to enjoy the
rights.
For political revenge, more than 110 teachers
have been transferred to places inconvenient and
remote to each of them. Teachers affiliated to the
NNTA are sometimes mentally tortured.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No riot or dispute has ever occurred in connection
with religion.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
Political freedom have not been openly violated
here. Elections also were found non-intervened.

Because of excessive poverty, backwardness and
lack of awareness people have not had access to
such rights.
This year 27 cases of criminal offenses with
people as plaintiff, 10 cases of criminal offenses
with government as plaintiff, civil cases 29 and 9
cases of rape, polygamy and cheating have been
filed in the district court.

Jari system is widespread in this district. Since
this system has taken a business shape,
innumerable incidents related to Jari have taken
place here but Devaki and Badi systems have not
been seen here. Similarly polygamy also has not
posed as a serious problem.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery

Landless / Squatters

There is a serious problem regarding the homeless.
People of Brahma Tole VDC, Ward No. 9, Tampra
were asked to abandon their homes by showing
various legal weaknesses.
4.

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi and
Jari System

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial

3.

day playing cards and gambling, but the women
work all through the day.

This has not yet posed as a serious problem in this
district.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors

Women's Rights

Rights guaranteed by constitution have not been
enjoyed by women. Majority of males spend the
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5.5 Bajhang

Population

: 139,178

Literacy

: 27.2%

Women Literacy : 7.4%
Area

: 3,422 sq.lan.

Bajhang, a remote district in Seti Zone, has been
unabated in poverty, backwardness and different
superstitions. So it is natural for the cases of
human rights violations to appear.

of the case suggests that it should be under
Public Offence Act. It is done so under the
pressure from the local leader. The accused Ram
Chandra Thapa, 14, is still in jail.

1. Right to Life

Police seems to have tortured the accused in
order to extract a confession from the accused.
Once the prisoner is in jail, serious torturing is
not noticed.

1.1 Killing / Firing
This year this kind of incident did not occur here.

2. Fundamental Rights
1.2 Jail
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The jail has a capacity for 28 people. There are 19
prisoners at present. Physical facilities in the jail
are not satisfactory. The major problem is lack of
female section. Among the cases attempted
murder, rape, polygamy, public offence make
the majority.

The constitution has guaranteed the above rights
but because of lack of education, knowledge and
awareness people have not been able to enjoy the
rights.
2.2 Religious Freedom

1.3 Arrest / Torture
Generally such events happen out of the will of
taking political revenge. In December 1992,
Phunge Khadka of Chainpur VDC-4, filed a case
in the court against Gorkha Bahadur Thapa,
Krishna Bahadur Thapa and Ramchandra Thapa,
the residents of Sukot VDC-2, accusing them of
attempted murder by using Khukuri. The nature
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No riot or dispute has ever occurred in connection
with religion.
2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
Political freedom has not been violated openly
and elections also were found non-intervened.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of excessive poverty, backwardness and
lack of awareness people have not had full access
to the rights. This year 308 cases including murder,
rape, polygamy and public offence have been
registered.
3.

Landless / Squatters

4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

This year land was surveyed in this district. As a
result a number of cases filed for ownership
disputes on the surveyed land has increased.
4.

of Sainpal VDC-3 is seriously taken. Similarly a
case of abortion of Kohali Kameni of Lapta
VDC-4 is noticeable. Similarly in Bajhang there
is a tradition of taking Rs 10,000 to 25,000 for
giving a daughter for marriage and a daughter is
given to the man who is the highest bidder. In this
way daughters are auctioned in Bajhang.

Women's Rights

Jari, Devaki and Badi systems have not been
noticed. Similarly polygamy also is not that
much serious as a problem.
5.

Despite that women have equal rights as conferred
by the constitution, for lack of education and
awareness and mass ignorance the women are
much behind in the society. Males, spend the day
mostly by drinking and gambling. Even because
of this, women have to work more.
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
There are some rape cases in the district. On
September 25, 1992, rape of Jamkala Japrel, 12,

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
This has not posed as a serious problem here.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Majority of the people accused of murder and
attempted murder seem to be absconding. It is
pathetic to note that a more than 60 percent of
population in this district is in the dearth of food.
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5.6 Kanchanpur

Population

: 258,508

Literacy

: 44.1%

Women Literacy : 25.1%
Area

In Kanchanpur, situated in Far-Western
Development Region, bonded labor system is
still widespread. In this district where there is
lack of awareness people are very ignorant of
human rights.

: 1,610 sq.km .

are 111 prisoners at present. Prisoners are asked
to work in the field belonging to the jail without
remuneration. Even in this jail prisoners are
often cramped beyond its capacity.
1.3 Arrest / Torture

1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
A hue and cry suddenly broke out among the
people looking at a play of Lov-Kush in a
secondary school premises situated at Krishnapur
VDC, Ward No. 4, at night on April 18, 1992. As
a tractor came amidst the crowd and stopped
striking against bench. The people requested
ASI Tek Bahadur Chand to take the tractor and
its drive) to the police post, but the ASI himself
drove th 2. tractor and parked it somewhere. The
people present there launched a protest against
that and a procession headed towards Krishnapur
Police post. As soon as ASI Tek Bahadur Chand
saw the procession, police under his leadership
fired 7 rounds of blank bullets.

On April 18, 1992 Red Cross volunteer students
Narendra Oli and Kama Hamal, who had
provided the people wounded in tractor accident
with first aid at night, had later reached the
police post along with a group of people. After
they both asked the police what to do to the
wounded, no question was raised as regards
treatments of the wounded but the police accused
them both of their arrival to break the police post
and they were arrested. Immediately after that, a
jeep was sent for and they were both hand-cuffed
and sent to headquarters in Mahendranagar. At
that time 3 people were wounded but 4 people
were arrested. The people arrested were issued
warrants only three days after their arrest. They
were sued for public offence and the CDO,
having taken Rs 1,500 from each of them, had
released them on the 19th day.

1.2 Jail
No political or social workers express satisfaction
at the situation of Kanchanpur jail. There is no
good medical treatment in the jail where there
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Of the people arrested, Narendra Oli was beaten
to unconscious stage by the ASI in the presence
of DS P. The thumb of Sher Bahadur Bharati was
pricked with pin.

Facts on Human Rights Violations

In cases where government is plaintiff almost all
the people are tortured. Beating, pricking nails
are practiced. The police officers of this place
say, "Normally people are scolded but some
people must be beaten in order to frighten them".
On August 27, 1992 when an ASI under heavy
alcoholic influence beat a shopkeeper's son in his
tea-shop situated at Ward No. 9 of Mahendranagar
Municipality, other customers became furious.
They beat the ASI a little and having tied him,
started taking him towards Mahendranagar. They
left him only after he apologized. But the
following day, at 6 o'clock in the morning the
ASI along with Inspector arrived and started
arresting villagers. The 7 people arrested were
accused of extremism and severely beaten. They

were detained under public offence act. At present
they have been released on the condition that
they be present as and when necessary.
2.

Fundamental Rights

2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution of the country has guaranteed
the above rights. However, because of lack of
education, knowledge and awareness the people
of this place have not been able to have full
access to any of the rights.
2.2 Religious Freedom
No incident is seen to have occurred concerning
religion in this district, i.e. there is religious
tolerance here.
2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
Political freedom is not seen to have been openly
frustrating in this district. Elections are also
understood to have not been intervened here.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
The lawyers of this place who claim that there is
no pressure while practicing law say, "While
practicing law there are a tradition and legal
obligation to practice it on the basis of evidences
available. But clever people are able to provide
evidences. They are well-versed even at hiding
the evidences that let them in difficulties but
straight, helpless and weak people do not know
how to produce evidence and are Vi Wished".
According to police source, there is pressure
from both NC and CPN (UML) on the process of
deciding as to whether or not to take action.
3.

Katnaiyas of Kanchanpur District

Landless / Squatters

In accordance with the survey of INSEC, Kamaiya
system (bonded labor) is widely in practice in
this district. There are a large number of bonded
laborers in this district. Among them 30%
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Kamaiyas have taken loan. Those who have
taken such loan are compelled to live 1 ike animals.
14 percent of the Kamaiyas of Kanchan pur cannot
tell for how many generations they have been
Kamaiyas. About 48% Kamaiyas are Tharus.

living in Ihalari VDC, Arjuni. But they say that
they have given up their previous occupation of
prostitution.

4. Women's Rights

5.1 Slavery

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

Raju Dangaura, 12, and his younger brother
Raja Ram, 10, were found to have been working
from 7 am to 9 pm in the house of a teacher of
Ultakham, Ward No. 2, Mahendranagar
Municipality. Their father also had worked there
until his death. They also came to be Kamaiyas
there. There are many Sahus (businessmen) who
enslave the poor by forging debts taken in times
of need. There are many simple Tharus like Raju
Dangaura who have been putting up with such
inhuman behavior daily.

Rust= Dangaura of Bais Bachuwa VDC sold
out his daughter Rikki or Rithiya Dangaura for
Rs 3,000 and one kilo of meat. Selling a daughter
for marriage is widespread in Tharu community.
9 year old Rikki was married to 12 year old
Dakku Dangaura. Now Rikki's mother-in-law
says, "I bought this girl for my son to get my
money hack. If he returns my money, I will send
this girl back to her own house"

5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System 5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Polygamy does not exist much in this district.
Sometimes Badin is are seen to have been partially
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5.7 Dadeldhura

Population

: 104,449

Literacy

: 38.9%

Women Literacy : 14.4%
Area

Dadeldhura situated in Mahakali Zone is one of
the most difficult districts in Nepal. Because of
backward and orthodox society and excessive
consumption of alcoholic drinks there occur
quarrel and beating as the main reason for violation
of human rights.

: 1,538 sq.lun.

from this district. Since the concerned authority
inspects the jail regularly, the prisoners have an
access to the facilities as per rules.
1.3 Arrest / Torture

Though the constitution has guaranteed
everyone's right to live respectfully, because of
widespread illiteracy, ignorance and exploitation
by so-called elite, rich and respectable and feudal
people, these rights are not seen to have been
fearlessly brought into practice.

In this district especially those who drink alcohol
are arrested for theft and tortured cruelly. Those
arrested are seen also cleaning the jail and washing
clothes for the police. This year a plain dress
policeman had arrested and tortured Yagya Nath
Kaphley including some laborers at Asigram
VDC, Ward No. 6, Matakada market while on
their way back to work at Shambhu Construction
Co. Ltd. after Vijayadashami and Tihar festivals.

1.1 Killing / Firing

2.

Since, on one hand, there is very low population
density and on the other, the society is full of ageold prejudice, orthodoxy and superstition, there
is nothing of political consciousness. That is why
incidents like firing and killing do not occur here.

Political freedom is almost zero in this district.
There is a compulsion for villagers to go the way
the so-called great people of the village like.

1. Right to Life

1.2 Jail
The condition of jail in this district looks alright.
Since prisoners are brought also from its
neighboring district Baitadi, there are altogether
20 prisoners including 8 from Baitadi and 12

Fundamental Rights

The role of money is found to be a matter of more
pride than that of political party principle and
opinion in the name of free and fair election here.
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights.
However, because of lack of education,
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knowledge and awareness etc. the people of this
place have not been able to have full access to
any of the rights.

district. Incidents related to rape do not occur
publicly here.
4.2 Jail, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System

2.2 Religious Freedom
There has not occurred any particular incident
like religious riot or dispute in this district.
2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election
Political freedom does not look openly frustrating
in this district. Elections also are understood to
have not been intervened.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Because of widespread poverty, backwardness
and lack of awareness the people of this district
have not been able to enjoy the above right.
This year altogether 70 cases including civil,
criminal, government and cases from special
court have been registered at the court of this
district.

Jari system is neither more nor less here. Jan is
in practice more in Palgadi in the southern part
of this district. Polygamy also does not exist
much. In this district especially employees are
found to have been married for more than once.
Consequently this system is found to be
encouraged here. Devaki system is equally
rampant here. There are 12 households of Devakis
at Deval VDC, Ward No. 2, Sujraul. Tradition of
making Devaki by offering girls to Gods is
declining now. Devaki families write Khadka
for themselves. According to Rain Chandra
Devka, Devakis are looked down upon in this
area which has been inhabited by mostly Rawal
families. According to Ram Chandra Devka
(Khadka), all the conscious Devakas have been
unitedly trying to abolish the Devaki system.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery

3.

Landless / Squatters
This has not posed as a serious problem here.

5 families at Ampani, Jogbudha, 1 family at Bag
Bazaar Khalango have been living as squatters
for years. They have not obtained any document
concerning the ownership of land.
4.

Women's Rights

In this district women rights are seen to have
been limited within the boundary of slogans and
speeches of demagogues.
4.1 Trafficking / Rape
There is a tradition of selling girls around the
hill-forest of Samayal in the eastern part of this
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5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
The Raute community which has been vanishing
from the map of Nepal is found to have been
living in this district. There are 10 Raute families
at Jogbudha VDC, Ward No. 1, Ampani.
Similarly, there are 20 Raute families at Shirsha
VDC. They introduce themselves as Rajwars.
These people who live on roots, yam and other
wild fruits run into the forest when they see
people in colorful dress. Opinions do not differ
regarding the fact that this community will
gradually vanish if the concerned authority does
not provide timely support for their survival.
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5.8 Baitadi

Population

: 200,229

Literacy

: 38.3%

Women Literacy : 15.1%
Area

Baitadi is known as a difficult and remote district.
This district which is full of hills has been badly
victimized by superstition and orthodoxy. Years
ago Dasharath Chand of this district had sacrificed
his life in a revolution against the Ranas. But
Baitadi is still far from the awareness of human
rights. This district where there is not even a
single campus under Tribhu van University is in
the lead as long as Devaki system is concerned in
Nepal.

: 1,519 sq.lan.

1.2 Jail

1. Right to Life

All the people including administration and
opposition party politicians have one opinion
that the condition of the jail here is quite pathetic.
At present there are 42 prisoners in the jail which
has a capacity of 25 prisoners. Dinesh Neupane,
the author, himself had distributed his books
entitled SENTIMENTAL CHANGE IN CRIME
among the prisoners. But later the books were
confiscated back telling that a directive to this
effect has been received from the Home Ministry.

1.1 Killing / Firing

1.3 Arrest / Torture

This year altogether 16 murder cases have been
registered at the court of this district. According
to a court source, it is difficult to say without
hesitation even about the incidents seen of suicidal
nature. A legal specialist says, "How can it be
called a suicide when there is no wound on any
part of the body, when there is no deep bruise on
the throat and the legs of the deceased are touching
the ground'?"

The police administration here denies that they
have tortured the people arrested. But there are
leaders who say that torture is not unnatural as
there is not any means of investigation.

According to the District Police Station, quarrels
following use of intoxicating drinks are frequently
seen here. Sometimes killing takes place right on
the spot where the quarrel has occurred.

On June 19, 1991 Chandra Singh Karki, 39, was
arrested under the accusation of murdering a
student. He says, "I had been beaten consecutively
for 4 days and was asked to sign the statement of
confession on June 23. 1 was given a backdated
warrant but handed over only on the 19th of
June. Karki says that he was not only beaten with
nettle, bamboo and boots but his finger also was
pricked with pins. According to Karki, he was
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hung upside down and beaten. Karki who claims
that his mustache and hair were picked off and
was tortured by inserting a stick into his anus
says, "They used to beat me from 8 pm until 2-3
o'clock in the morning". At present he is in
Baitadi jail, and he, claiming himself innocent,
has gone on hunger strikes occasionally for 44
days. He, claiming there is someone to commit
the crime, demands action on the criminal.
Kisan Singh Bohara, a peon of Nepal
Telecommunication, Baitadi had been arrested
without a warrant and detained in custody along
with his brother from May 4, 1992 to May 12,
1992. It is said that both the brothers with
handcuffs in their hands were severely beaten in
custody. Kisan Singh says, "We used to be beaten
continuously from 8 pm to 12 mid-night.
It is said that Karunakar Pant who had been
detained in Baitadi jail under the accusation of
killing his own wife who was found dead in a
field near his house situated at Lamakhel on
October 20, 1992 was severely tortured. He says,
"They beat me as much as they could in the police
station. They hung me upside down, rubbed red
pepper on my body and beat me with nettle and
long sticks". He says that even his nails were
pricked with pin. According to him, he had been
tortured for one week.
Ratan Singh Mahara, 36, who had admitted that
he had killed his own wife is now in Baitadi jail.
Mahara, who says that he was issued a warrant
only 5-6 days after he was arrested, says, "I was
beaten mostly by an Inspector and my body still
shivers when I recall him".
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights.
However, because of lack of education,
knowledge, awareness etc. the people of this
place have not been able to enjoy any of the
rights.
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2.2 Religious Freedom
No riot or dispute has ever occurred in connection
with religion here.
2.3 Political Freedom/ Free and Fair Election
Political freedom does not look openly frustrating
in this district. Elections also are understood to
have not been intervened.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Some opposition party political workers of
Baitadi say, "The judiciary in a democratic
country is free but there is not even this much
here". Many people agree that there is pressure
from ruling party on matters of public interest
and semi-judicial authorities. Local
administration and police say that they have to
digest pressure from political party on the move
for any action. A local law professional expresses,
"Even the judicial sector of this place cannot
remain untouched by the process of unnecessary
delaying being prevalent in courts all over the
country".
3.

Landless / Squatters

This problem is not serious in this district.
4.

Women's Rights

4.1 Trafficking / Rape
Selling or buying daughters is seen prevailing in
the Purchaudi area of B aitadi. There is a tradition
of buying daughters of others in order to make
them work in the field, to cause them to give
birth to son and to become proud of marrying
even another one. The girls so bought are found
to have been asked to brew wine and to work as
prostitutes by some people. Until now 5-6 to 20
thousand girls are seen to have been sold or
bought. Though the tradition of selling girls is
seen especially in Chhetry community, in some
places people of other communities are also seen
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to have been influenced by this tradition. While
selling or buying girls, monetary matters are kept
confidential. Some people give their daughters
even to show themselves off.
4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Jari system is still in practice in Baitadi. This
system has been deep-rooted especially among
Chhetri.
Most of the men of the district are seen to be
influenced by the traditional adage 'Ten for the
manly males' (Mardki Dashauti). Some are found
to have married twice and thrice in order to make
the girls work for them.
Baitadi is probably a district where proliferation
of Devaki system in Nepal is the largest. The
tradition of offering virgin girls to serve Goddess
Bhagawati by placing them in front of fire as
witness is seen in many Bhagawati temples.
While offering girls, oil is used on the hair of the
girl and there is vermillion powder right on the
forehead of the girl as if married. Such innocent
girls offered to Gods, as they grow younger, will
fall victim to sexual abuse. Sexual intercourse
with Devaki has been recognized in the society of
this place as a common practice. But the off
spring of such liaisons will be nobody's business
to rear.
Even today it is said that Devakis are offered
during the night in the temples. The local people
say that even today rich people buy others'
daughters and sell them to temples.
During the Panchayat period a cottage industry
was established at Melauli village which has a
dense population of Devakis. But the industry
used to he called also 'a place to choose beautiful
girls in'. At that time the Devakis of Baitadi fell

victims of government employees' sexual
exploitation. Even in programs conducted to
rescue them they had been exploited in the same
way. But the people of this place remember also
that some Devakis were absorbed by the police,
collective marriage was organized for some
Devakis and children of some Devakis were sent
to study in boarding schools in Kathmandu at
that time. Now all those programs have been
brought to an end. Even today the Devaki system
is still secretly in practice. The innocent girl so
offered does not know that she is offered as
Devaki until she matures. Tripura Sundari,
Nigalasaini, Melauli, Dilasaini, Udaydev
Bathayo, Kedareswor etc. are the main temples
where Devakis are offered.
5. Other Issues Related to Human Rights
5.1 Slavery
Haliya (ploughman/woman) system is
widespread in Baitadi. The Brahmins and the
Chheuis of this place do not plough by themselves.
For years they have been taking such work from
people of so-called lower caste. These Haliyas
are hired on contract binding them to get corn
and money only for the day they work. If they
leave the work, they will have to refund the
money. Such Haliyas are compelled to work on
very low wages.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
The women of this place work as much as men
do. But they will have to be satisfied with Rs 20
to Rs 30 whereas men get Rs 60 a day.
Here children from eight years of their age start
working hard. Children of tender age go even to
India to work as laborers there.
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5.9 Darchula

Population

: 101,614

Literacy

: 41.9%

Women Literacy : 18.5%
Area

The people of Darchula, a small hilly district
situated in Far Western Development Region,
are much less aware of human rights. Maximum
man-power of this district which is connected
with the border of India seems to have been
heading towards India. Local administration here
is not found to have given any importance to
human rights even after the changed situation.
Police administration of Darchula seems to have
been running on its own will rather than rules and
regulations.

: 2,322 sq.km

1.3 Arrest / Torture
Nain Singh Naari, 51, of Dattu VDC, Ward No.
7 and 4, was arrested by Darchula District
Police Station on May 19, 1991. Naari says that
the-then DSP had tortured him by hurting his
testicles. He claims that he had recorded a
statement in this connection also at the court on
June 17, 1991. Naari, who claims that he could
not get justice even from the court, says, "Police
heat me so much that my leg was broken and I
could not walk around for months".

1. Right to Life
1.1 Killing / Firing
According to District Police Station there
occurred 10 murder cases in Darchula. The police
source says that citizens from 24 to 52 years of
age have been implicated in such incidents
influenced by personal jealousy.
1.2 Jail
There are 21 prisoners in Darchula jail which is
one of the small jails of Nepal. The jail source
claims, "Prisoners have been given all the facilities
provided by the government". But the prisoners
say that there is not any provision for sports and
recreation in the jail. According to a prisoner, the
jail administration does not provide necessary
things even if they want to buy from the market.
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Legal professionals including intellectuals of
Darchula say that the police of this place is on
the lead in case oftortu re. It is said that sometime
Pradhan Pancha and a bus inessmanWaj it Singh
ofRawala VDC were rendered to life and death
condition in police custody and released. Both
the sufferers had appealed to the district court
and others, but it is said that they have not been
heard so far.
2. Fundamental Rights
2.1 Freedom of Expression / Association
The constitution has guaranteed the above rights.
However, because of lack of education,
knowledge and awareness the people of this
place have not been able to enjoy fully any of the
rights.
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Women's Rights

2.2 Religious Freedom

4.

There has not occurred any particular incident
like religious riot or dispute in this district.

4.1 Trafficking / Rape

2.3 Political Freedom/Free and Fair Election

3 people accused of rape have been detained in
Darchula jail now. But out of the three Bahadur
Singh Dhami says that he is innocent. He says, "I,
with intent to marry, had persuaded her to go to
Kharka and had sexual relationship with her on
her will. B ut her father had threatened her not to
tell that she had agreed to do so". Bahadur Singh
who had sexual relationship with an innocent girl
has not appealed against the decision of the
district court which accused him of rape.

Political freedom does not look openly frustrating
in this district. Elections also are understood to
have not been intervened.
2.4 Quick and Fair Trial
Quick and fair trial is said to have been paralysed
sometimes in Darchula. Ravi Thagunna of Khar
VDC had been detained without proper action in
connection with a Jari case.

4.2 Jari, Polygamy, Devaki and Badi System
Some intellectuals of this place comment,
"Jurisdiction has been demarcated to sue in
accordance with various acts and laws but people
from opposition parties have been falsely accused
and tortured by the police and administration on
the verbal recommendation of the ruling party."
The opposition party workers express that their
freedom and fundamental rights have been
violated in the same manner.
Dhanpati Kunwar has been accused of murder.
At present he is in Darchula jail. He has been
accused of killing a man. But he says that he is
innocent. He claims that he has been accused by
some people because of personaljealousy. Under
the accusation of the murder, he, along with an
Indian citizen called Hunya and Bir Singh Kunwar
was arrested on December 24, 1989. But it is
mentioned in the paper related to this case that
they were arrested only on January 24, 1990.
Dhanpati, telling that they were beaten in custody,
says, "I have been detained in accordance with
the decision reached in May 1991. But evidence
has been produced to prove right the punishment
inflicted upon me". Bir Singh who had been
released on bail by the Darchula District Court
has not been traced so far.
3.

Landless / Squatters

Pratap Singh Thaguna born at Murma VDC of
this district has been temporarily living at Tinker
Tole of headquarters now. There are many
squatters who have no even hovels of their own
but were born in the same district once.

Jan system is in practice even in this district.
Wife of Lalbire Kothari eloped with Faraka Dolo
of Shreri VDC. After that Lalbire and his elder
brother collected Rs 14,000 as a fine against Jari
from Dola. After some time someone took the
matter to the administration and both the brothers
were arrested. But the gossip that some gentlemen
among both the parties had distributed the amount
among themselves is still fresh among villagers.
There are 10-12 Devaki families at Malikarjan
VDC, Gwani of this district.
Some Devaki families are said to have been
living also in some other parts of Darchula.
5.

Other Issues Related to Human Rights

5.1 Slavery
Even in Darchula there is a tradition of living as
bondsmen in houses of others. Even here some
landless Kamaiya people have been earning their
livelihood as Haliyas.
5.2 Other Inhuman Behaviors
Darchula district has been very much affected by
excessive use of alcoholic drinks. The CDO of
this district comments, "Half the problem of
peace and security of this district would have
been solve if legal provision could be made to
declare Nepal an alcohol free zone and the
provision be strictly brought into effect."
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Chapter - 9
OBJECTIVES OF THIS YEAR BOOK AND PROBLEMS
FACED IN COURSE OF ITS PREPARATION

Human rights is not a utopian thinking. This is
the main essence of the efforts made by all peaceloving people of the world to be free from
imperialism, exploitation, excesses and war. This
is the lesson learned by the human community of
the world from the experiences of torture and
suppression of a human being by others.
People are now conscious of their inalienable
rights due to internal feudalism, exploitation,
despotism and outside hegemonism, imperialism
and the scourge of war.
The earth is becoming perilous for human beings
because of wanton destruction of nature and
environment carried out in the name of
development. The South Asian countries,
backward among the already backward continent
from the point of physical development, have to
learn from the experiences of the developed part
of the world. We have to preserve our resources
and culture. Prakash Kaphley said: "New concept
on human rights should be developed from the
South Asia itself'. He further defined human
rights and said: "Human rights are not just these
rights to freedom of assembly, association and
expression, they are also the rights of people to
social justice and development, with the vison
that the people are real masters of their nation's
wealth and resources".
To realize his concept, we concentrated our efforts
and energy and converted the idea into these
pages of the year book.

The democratic movement in our country has
always been interrelated with human rights from
the very beginning. Mr Lakhan Thapa of Gorkha
district had demanded civil rights in the regime
of Jang Bahadur and was martyred. Here the
political parties, Congress and Communists, had
demanded human rights seeking civil, political
and economic rights in the people's movement.
Regarding human rights issues both forces
concurred to emerge victorious and subsequently
an open society with a multiparty system of
government, full political freedom and
commitment to human rights were incorporated
into the constitution.
We have witnessed, from the events in the world,
political movements can succeed even within a
few days bringing drastic changes in the system.
Similarly incredible economic progress can be
made within a few decades. But changes in
cultural value or "to achieve fairness in thought
and behavior and to develop a sense to use one
own's right without depriving the right of other's"
could not be developed even in centuries, not to
mention in decades. In this sense we are striving
to develop and preserve a human right culture.
We have to face challenge to protect and promote
the democratic rights gained through decades of
struggle and sacrifices of thousands of people
and also move forward to gain human rights.
Objectives
To fulfil this task, this work has been undertaken
with the following objectives:
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a.

To make people aware at the base level in
order to prevent human rights violations and
also to collect events of human rights
violation through the institutions and workers
working among grass-roots people.

b.

To maintain information of the events and
record of the events and also to preserve it
for reference in future.

c.

To analyze the events and facilitate to bring
the issues to the concerned sectors for
discussion and debate.

d.

To develop a strategy to fight against the
violation of human rights.

e. To publish updated records on the violation
and achievement of human right and to give
continuity to such publications in future.

district was done and also the report writings and
editing responsibility was distributed among the
committee members. Written notice was issued.
The committee members visited fields covering
41 districts. By April 2, 1993 we had already
received reports from 61 districts and also
completed editing reports of 40 districts.
We had to wait to our third attempt in order to
reach Ilumla and Mugu districts which are in
difficult geographical locations and often access
is blocked due to snow-fall. It was only towards
the beginning of May that we received the last
report on Mugu district.
Problems
We had to face several problems during
information collection. The important ones are
described below:

Methodology
We formed Human Rights Year B ook Comm ittee
on Nov 16, 1992 in order to accomplish this task.
This committee made decision on the content to
be included in this book. The task was divided
among the committee members. Till Dec 31,
1992, guidelines, questionnaire, etc were
distributed to collect information at the local
level. Volunteers were selected to collect the
records and data to be included in the year hook.
The volunteers were sent to the fields after giving
them general orientation. Mainly the leading
social workers, local leaders of political parties,
social institutions and local units of human rights
related institutions were contacted to collect and
inform about the events. Further, in order to
increase the authenticity of the events
administration, policemen and judicial unit were
also contacted and discussed with. Basically
district courts, district offices, police offices,
jails and other quasi-judicial institutions were
contacted. Direct contact was made with the
witness or victim of the events by reaching them
at the earliest. By Feb 23, 1993 majority of the
volunteers were already in their assigned district.
The selection of volunteers for the few remaining
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We had to face problems to reach the
destination in time due to lack of
transportation and communication facilities.
Due to lack of roads in some districts, no
proper trackway and also communication
source, reaching and communicating was
difficult.
2.

Due to difficult terrain and time constraints,
it was difficult to directly visit the eyewitnesses or victims. It took many days to
go from one place to another within a district.

3.

We had planned to visit all 75 districts by
committee members and discuss with
prominent people who were aware of human
rights issues, administration, police and
judges, but this could not he fulfilled due to
difficult terrain and time constraints. Thus,
this book is not a comprehensive but a
preliminary account of human rights
situation in Nepal.

4. There is a need of local units to record the
events of the violations of human rights and
to increase people's awareness regarding
such events. Due to lack of local sources we

Objectives and Problems

had to work hard in order to collect
information.

10. Police custody is no better than the Panchayat
torture chambers. Perhaps due to this reason
visits to such places was not allowed. Human
Rights activists could visit only a few such
places.

5. The records of complaints should be in police
office and courts. Many police offices did
not cooperate us and even the courts did not
permit us to have an access to documents 11. Most of the cases of human rights violations
with excesses indicating that they were busy.
have occurred under political influence and
In remote districts absence of judges was the
administrative patronage. Those influential
problem.
people provide loans to poor subsistence
farmers at high to exorbitant interest rates.
These farmers usually do not have enough
6. The administration and police of some
food for half a year: thus they are compelled
districts were not only non-cooperative but
also obstructed our functioning. Andul Rais
to borrow. In such situations the expression
Khan, CDO of Rolpa District and Madan
of the degree of suffering is not possible and
Bahadur Khadka, DSP, did not permit our
even if expressed they cannot specify the
volunteers to visit jails and also snatched
cause.
away the written records of interview
conducted with the prisoners. Bijay Raj 12. The victims of the military and Zamindars
Bhattarai, CDO of Nawalparasi district and
(land lords) did not speak due to suppression.
others did not allow us to visit jails. Later on
Many volunteers had to escape overnight.
when executive members requested, these
officials permitted but in their own presence. 13. Many jailers were sensitive to the problems
They did not permi t photographs to be taken.
of prisoners and conscious of human rights,
e.g. Jailers of Central jail of Kathmandu,
Initially, the police themselves had created
Lalitpur, Morang and Jhapa, whereas some
problems in Pyuthan.
were found to be wicked, e.g. Saptari.
7. At some places it was seen that administrators
14. We could not even cover ten percent of the
and police too were aware of human rights.
They disclosed information and allowed the
rape cases. They talked about these cases
with hushed voices. The victims and their
team to visit jails. They talked openly and
families did not want to publicize such events
their activities showed logic and a sense of
due to fear of losing prestige, marriage
responsibility.
problems and fear of being ostracized. In
certain cases, we had to contact the raped
8. In other districts, the tendency observed was
the assumption that the version of the ruling
girls in the absence of their parents.
party was the only authentic one.
15. We were new to this kind of job. Our
volunteers had enough enthusiasm but lacked
9. In the course of our study, we observed the
of experience. We had problems in recording
tendency to await directions prior to making
any decision and to shift responsibility to
important points and scenes due to lack of
others, although accepted theoretically and
equipment like camera, cassette players,
etc. The main sources of information were,
verbally. Many CDOs asked us to contact
the jails for our requirements, but the jailers
naturally, the administration, the police and
the court. It was difficult to collect
asked us to present letters from CDO who
information immediately. Our on-the-spot
gave instruction by telephone wherever there
existed this facility.
visits to many places revealed the fact that
people concealed the cases because of fear
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of the locally powerful people, who, in many
cases, were also the human rights violators.
Many victims had already left the villages.
16. We went through a lot of trouble by earning
the enmity of the political group whose
opposition's report we collected. In a majority
of districts the ruling party wanted to see the
report to contain the full guarantee of human
rights and an excellent peace and order
situation, whereas the opposition wanted
the report to show the problems and
violations too. The administrators were also
more interested in a favorable report as their
evaluation. Some political parties
commented that this book was meant to
serve the objectives of Nepali Congress and
Nepal Communist Party (UML). We were
unable to receive any comment from Rastmiya
Prajatantra Party despite our repeated written
requests to their central office.

secretary. In the beginning he asked us to
wait for a few days. Then we were directed
to the spokesman of the Home Ministry.
Where we were repeatedly told that they
were preparing the statistics. We also
requested the police department for statisti cs
on relevant events. The Home secretary
directed us to contact Moti Lal Bohara, thethen DIG, who said that he would ask the
IGP prior to releasing the data. Within this
period DIG was promoted to IGP, but again
we were directed to the Home Ministry for
our statistics. Finally, we asked for acopy of
the statement, the Home Ministry had issued
on the widely concerned cases of the national
importance as the loss of life and property.
Sometimes we were asked to see the official
media -- the Gorkhapatra Daily -- and
sometimes were questioned about a list of
such events. We were thus compelled not to
waste more time on official statistics of
such events.

17. Our volunteers and executive members were
asked to which political party or to which
human rights organization they were
affiliated.

19. Even the CDO of Kathmandu district did
not respond to our query. Besides, we were
not allowed to visit the jails too.

18. The Home Ministry had done a wonderful
job by issuing letters asking the CDOs to
provide us the required assistance. We were
thus encouraged and asked for views and
comments from the government on human
rights situation during the final year of the
Panchayat and in the year after the advent of
democracy. We repeatedly contacted the

20. When we started making queries about
human rights issues and started discussing
on events from the viewpoint of human
rights and the spirit of the constitution, we
observed a distinct change in behavior of
the CDOs, police officers and other
administrators invariably throughout the
country.
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Chapter - 10
1

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusion

Though the common people were somewhat
aware of civil and political rights during the
30 years of the Panchayat, they were almost
totally unaware of their cultural, economic
and social rights.

1. Despite the rhetoric statements made by
people in the government, their commitment
to human rights is limited to "lip service"
only. They have developed the feeling that
they are guardians of police/administration,
rather than representatives of the people.
This has caused neglect and mean behavior
towards the people at grassroots level. The
people, who live in rural areas and are poor,
think of administration as something distant
and that which rules them.

If people have understood human rights to
mean deprivation of all of their rights, the
police have understood it to mean that they
become more spectators during violent
activities and the unaware rural people have
taken it to mean that no one can suppress
another person and if done, they themselves
would have to retaliate (giving punishment).
This shows that the real meaning of human
rights has not been understood by the people
at the grassroots level.

We have presented below the summary of
problems related to human rights and
recommendations for their solutions.

2.

Political parties are not sufficiently aware of
human rights. They are not clear about the
interdependence of democracy and human
rights.

3. It could be felt that awareness on human
rights is lacking in almost every sphere in
Nepal. Mainly, owing to the prevailing feudal
and traditional thinking in the rural
community, a favorable environment in
teaching and understanding of human rights
concept is yet to be developed.
Human rights have been mainly violated by
the so-called influential and elite people in
villages, by the wealthy in towns and the law
enforcing agencies. In many cases, only the
state may not be a violator. However, the
violators in rural areas gain support from the
local state units.

4.

5.

Democratic culture has not fully developed
within the police administration. Many cases
have been seen politicized by the
administration. Some criminals have not
been arrested because of their affiliation to
political party in spite of orders issued by the
court. Instead, they are set free from the
sentences and the cases are also withdrawn.

6. In order to improve the human rights situation
and to contribute to stabilize democracy, all
human rights violators should be brought to
trial according to the law. By not doing so,
people are demoralized. For example, no
action was initiated on the basis of the Mallik
Commission report. This may ultimately
have a negative impact on the human rights
movement.
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In many cases the policemen have committed
excesses to violate human rights and the
government has opted to release distorted
information in order to conceal those
excesses. There have been police
interference in peaceful processions and
demonstration and there are also cases of
firings without prior warning.
7.

8.

9.

No work has been done according to the
spirit and objective of the people's
movement. The culprits involved in the
repression of the people's movement have
been awarded and honored.
A feeling is increasing among people that
the legislators themselves violate the law.
People have cited examples of
parliamentarians practicing polygamy or
producing bastard children or showing
maximum cruelty towards women. Rape
cases have been occurring through out the
country and the public's grievances are that
the policy against controlling rape is soft.
Many lawyers feel that the law dealing rape
cases is incomplete and weak which has
caused gross violation of human rights.
Human rights organizations and workers
have not yet reached the grassroots level.
People look them as representatives of
foreign concepts and behavior, rather than
indigenous service-oriented agencies.

10. The government and public media have not
made adequate publicity on human rights
and the curriculum and textbooks of schools
do not include human rights education.
11. Many laws against human rights have been
intensified, rather than abrogated.
Administrators have been given judicial
rights.

mutual confidence does not exist. The
government has not shown a favorable
attitude towards h uman rights organizations.
13. The backward traditional practices like Jari,
Devaki, Jhuma and Polyandry have
contributed to the violation of human rights.
The belief in witch-doctors, witch craft,
gods and goddesses have provided impetus
to the proliferation of human rights
violations.
14. The multiparty system and open political
environment achieved after the people's
movement of 1990 has caused a rapid
political polarization. In the absence of a
proper political culture, there is lack of
liberal politics. Even a small event leads to
political confrontation which is derogatory
to the human rights campaign.
15. The political forces/parties have issued
directives or provided training to their
workers not to help the opposition parties,
rather than promoting political culture by
making their workers aware of their
responsibilities.
16. The law of the land is a medium to create a
respectable society but the present society
seems to have lagged behind in respect of
law. The law, in many cases, is explained
according to convenience but not according
to spirit. It is seen that many high level
bureaucrats, ministers and leaders of political
parties have circumvented the law instead
of following its tenets. This has added to the
frustration of the people not only against the
law but also against the fate of democracy
and human rights.
17. A national level independent Human Rights
Commission is a direly need. Moreover,
there is the urgent need of having such a
commission at the district level as well.

12. The government's contribution in the field
of human rights is very marginal. The human
rights organizations and government are not 18. The government has not adopted any sectoral
ready for discussions and an environment of
policy and has not made efforts to check
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trafficking of women and children, rape,
prostitution, etc. This has caused suppression
and discrimination against women.
Similarly, child labor appears to have
received an extensive level of exploitation.
19. The government has done a commendable
job by signing many human rights
conventions and treaties, but the national
laws and policies are yet to be framed and
the government has not attempted sincerely
to remain within the limits prescribed under
the signed international codes.
20. Different talks are held regarding the
indigenous people but the policy of the
government regarding them is still unclear.
The government has not come out with any
explicit move on how to avoid discrimination
against them. Above all, the government has
not specifically mentioned who exactly fall
in the category of the indigenous people in
Nepal.
Recommendations
We make the following recommendations to
Consolidate human rights.
To the Government
1. Administration and police should be made
aware of human rights. Authorities of law
enforcement, quasi-judicial and security
agencies should be educated on human rights.
Environment should be created for their
unbiased functioning.
2.

Human rights education should be
incorporated into the school and college
level curriculum.

3.

Non-formal education should be launched
in rural areas by incorporating human rights
education. For this purpose NGOs and human
rights-related institutions/organizations
should be involved.

4.

All the legal provisions against human rights
should be abrogated.

5.

Laws should be enacted to incorporate
international treaties and conventions. The
laws functioning as barriers against the
exercise of human rights should be repealed.

6.

The reports of Commissions formed from
ti me to time including the Mallik
Commission report and Commission to
Investigate Abducted and Lost People should
be made public. Legal proceedings should
be initiated based on their findings.

7.

There should be fair investigation of the
cases of of human rights violations.

8.

A free and fair human rights commission at
the national level should be formed by
involving well-known human rights activists
and organizations.

9.

International instruments on human rights
which are yet to be ratified or incorporated
should be done so and laws should be enacted
accordingly.

10. Some of the laws have been enacted in order
to comply with the civil and political rights
but laws to safeguard social, economic and
cultural rights are yet to be legislated.
11. Public media should be given full autonomy
and entrusted with the responsibility to
publicize human right education.
12. There should be an alert effort to protect the
interests of women, children and indigenous
people and take measures for their
development. There should be new laws and
refinement on the related existing laws so as
to prevent women trafficking, rape and
prostitution.
13. Among the many laws yet to be legislated,
Act for the Abolition of Bonded Labor should
be enacted urgently. Special campaigns
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should be launched to liberate Kamaiyas
from the bonded labor system prevailing in
Nepal.
14. Long-term programs should be launched to
ensure security and welfare of communities
involved in socially dishonorable profession,
e.g. Badi, Bhand, etc. Similarly, programs
should be launched to liberate the victims of
Devaki and Jhuma systems.

completed long prison terms and are
aged should be considered for liberal
release on parole.
c.

Minimum facilities to be given in jails
should be specified. Those requiring
clear specifications are on education,
health and games.

d.

15. There should be a nationwide program
through non-formal education and formal
program/plans to fight against superstition
and evil traditions.

There should at least be one jail in each
development region equipped with its
own health facilities for chronic,
transmittable and mental diseases.

e.

The Government sector and NGOs should
initiate the launching of a nationwide
campaign in order to eradicate the evil
traditions like witchcraft, Jhuma, Devaki,
Jan, polygyny and child marriage.

The jail reformation should be started
at the earliest based on the report of the
commission formed under the
chairmanship of Badri Ram Bhandari
and other commissions.

f.

There is no uniformity regarding the
facilities to he provided to a prisoner
just entering the jail. One has to stay in
queue in most of the jails to receive
bedding and clothing. Bedding is
provided only once in two years.
Bedding, clothing and slippers should
be provided to prisoners at the time of
their entry into the jail.

16. Provisions should he made to allow regional
and international human rights organization
to be registered in Nepal.
17. Human rights organizations and NGOs
should he encouraged to work in remote
regions. The government policy in this regard
must be clarified.
18.
a.

b.
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A fixed design should be worked out
for construction of jails within the
Kingdom. Minimum area of the rooms,
number and size of windows and doors
should be fixed. Minimum area per
person per floor, provision of latrine
and water supply should he prescribed.
Many people were sent to prison by
implicating them in false cases during
the Panchayat period; so an independent
commission should be formed to reexamine their cases. It is desirable to
launch a campaign to reduce the number
of prisoners. The diseased who have

19. Nepal is known to have defaulted in the
submission of implementation reports to
the United Nations according to the
provisions of treaties signed by Nepal. The
government should be aware of this issue
and be serious about submitting such reports
in time.
To the Parliament

1. There should be a special human rights
committee in the parliament. This committee
and the parliament should monitor and
evaluate human rights status within the
country, discuss and finalize annual reports
in cooperation with Human .Rights
Commission and initiate a tradition of
publicizing the findings to the public.

Conclusion and Recommendations

2.

3.

An ideal precedence should be established
to deal with the issues coming before the
parliament, by avoiding any political rivalry.
The parliament should hold discussions with
the Human Right Commission and other
human rights organizations to reach a
conclusion and initiate implementation.

To the Political Parties
1.

All political parties have to disseminate all
and updated information on human rights
amongst their workers and pursue activities
accordingly.

2.

They have to clearly spell out their views on
the security and welfare of backward classes,
indigenous people, natives, women, children
and other destitute persons.

3.

Codes should be developed with the
agreement of all concerned parties to strictly
adhere to the general agreement of avoiding
violence, terrorism, buying and selling of
votes during elections and also endeavor at
peaceful and fair election.

4.

The tendency to politicize every event should
be discouraged from the grassroots to the
highest level.

5.

Each party should mobilize its units and
members to fight against the evil traditions
which also jeopardize human rights.

6.

All political parties should cooperate with
institutions or persons working in the field
of human rights.

7.

All parties should clearly present their views
and programs regarding women, labor and
children in human rights-related aspects.

8.

Political parties should not provoke human
rights violators within the party.

To the NGOs
1. After the advent of democracy social
organizations have been established at an
accelerated rate. Most of the NGOs are
working in urban sectors; that too, mostly in
Kathmandu. The rural population, thus, have
not benefitted from the operation of these
NGOs, which have to extend their operations
to different areas and focus on the poor and
disadvantaged people in particular.
2.

The open environment today has witnessed
the mushroom-growth of many NGOs
working in diverse human rights fields. This
has, on the one hand, contributed to protect
and promote human rights, whereas, on the
other, they have caused duplication of
activities. It will be in the interest of these
organization to have coordination and mutual
cooperation among themselves. For this an
institutional mechanism should be formed.

3.

There should be made concerted effort to
launch activities aimed at villages and to
fight against evil traditions existing in rural
areas.

4.

There should be a continuous effort to record
the events of human rights violation and to
publicize these at the concerned levels and
areas.

5. On the one hand, the functioning of social
and other human rights organizations has
made positive contributions to safeguard
the rights and welfare of the people, whereas,
on the other, precedence is being setup to
give political color/labels to each one of
these organization. In reality, these NGOs
are not established for fulfilling the objectives
of any particular political party but are
people-oriented. Thus these organizations
should remain aloof from the party level and
carry on their activities accordingly.
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6.

To earn credibility and generate confidence
of people, the NGOs have to make their
activities transparent. Thus the NGOs
working in the field of human rights must
develop a code of mutual consent and act
accordingly.

7.

Many social organizations are doing
development works making them effective
in reaching grassroots people. But unless
people are aware of their rights, there can be
no sustainable development. Thus these
institutions should carry awareness
campaigns or human rights education
campaigns together with other development
efforts.

have long-lasting impact on human rights.
So they have to bear the professional
responsibility where media should be the
"fourth state" or play the role of "watch
dog". When they publicize while remaining
with one faction, the other factions' human
rights should not be violated.
To the INGOs
1.

INGOs have long been contributing to the
welfare and development of the people.
After the advent of democracy, they have
extended their activities in the field of human
rights too. They still have not adequately
given importance to the human rights
activities. The INGOs have to assist the
institutions/organizations responsible for
lifting the people's standard of living and, at
the same time, motivate the institutions
responsible for launching human rights
education and awareness program.

2.

In the light of the various comments that a
large amount of financial assistance of the
INGOs is spent in the urban areas and to
meet administrative expenses, it is felt that
such imbalances should be gradually
discouraged by increasing the assistance to
the NGO's working at the grassroots level.

To the Public Media
1.

Both private and Government sectors media
should focus their activities on the publicity
of human rights issues.

2.

They should analyze the events fairly, with
proper assessment of long and short-term
implications in the field of human rights.

3. While presenting the cases of human rights
violation, the victim should be contacted
and the real facts should he published.
4.

Our feudal community has inherited many 3. It has been observed that there is duplication
traditions that go against human rights. The
of activities of INGO' s in various areas too.
public media should publicize in-depth
So it is recommended to have coordination
materials on such evil traditions. The media
among themselves.
have the duty not only to report on lathicharges, firings, and beatings but also to To the Regional Organizations
make people aware of the age-old eviltraditions and superstitions prevailing in the 1. Many regional organizations have
country. The public media should coordinate
contributed to the enhancement of the human
among themselves in order to reach remote
rights movement. These regional
and difficult regions and analyze these
organization are intergovernmental and
traditions from the view point of human
many are NGOs. A system should be
rights and publicize them accordingly.
developed so that any of the regional
organizations can work closely with the
5. The people working with the public media
national human rights organizations within
should be aware of their responsibility. Their
the region.
impatience, negligence and selfishness may
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2.

3.

4.

5.

The South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation (SAARC) should also invite
regional and national human rights
organizations in its regular meetings and
participation
and
their
seek
recommendations.
The regional organizations like SAARC
should have provision of making regular
monitoring and follow-up and also publish
updated report on human rights.
Efforts must be made at the regional level to
solve the increasing refugee problems. The
tendency of avoiding the refugees problems
by labelling it as a bilateral problem should
be replaced by regional initiation to resolve
the problem.
A regional charter on human rights should
be developed and executed with binding
effect on the SAARC countries.

To the United Nations
1. The United Nations has been continuously
involved in providing impetus to the human
rights movement. There is still a lot to be
done. Basically in the third world countries
like Nepal, the UN has to increase its

involvement in order to providehuman rights
education to the people.
2.

There exists an indifferent attitude towards
implementing the provisions of the Human
Rights Charter and international codes. In
this case the UN should take initiative for
the strict enforcement of the UN provisions
on human rights.

3.

The United Nations should broaden the
participation of other international bodies in
its assembly/meetings to include the
representation of regional NGOs in order to
receive suggestions on regional issues.

4.

The United Nations should provide
assistance to train law-enforcing agencies
of Nepal like police, personnel Home
Ministry and Jail administrators.

5.

The United Nations should strengthen and
activate its information and publicity
sections.

6. It is necessary that the United Nations should
pay attention to the reports on human rights
violations published by various nongovernment organizations.
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ANNEXURE

Annex - 1

EMPLOYEES AGITATION AND HUMAN RIGHTS

A total of 137,000 Government employees in the
country had participated in the revolution making
various professional demands within the period
ofJune 30, 1991 and August 25, 1991. Employees
of different parts of the country were victimized
by the Government's suppression in the course of
the agitation.
After the restoration of multiparty democracy, a
new hope was cherished among the employees
who had been crushed under the Panchayat rule
for 30 years. The employees working in various
positions and bodies of HMG establishedthe
NCSO on Apri120, 1990 soon after the restoration
of democracy. The organization was legally
registered on November 5, 1990.
After the establishment of the organization during
the interim Government period in 1990 the
employees put forward some professional
demands before HMG. They had demanded not
only tobring about revision on salary and facilities
but also to take action against corrupted
employees. They demanded timely simplification
and change in the rules and regulations that
caused people to have a lot of difficulties.
On January 3, 1991, the interim Government
formed an Advisory Pay Commission which
mentioned in its report the necessity of revision
in employees' fifth allowance, house rent,
dearness allowance and education allowance,
etc. As per the report employees' salaries had to
he revised from July/August 1990.
Though the interim Government resorted to
postponing the enforcement of the report, the

employees did not immediately commence their
protests. When the-then Government called upon
all to hold general election undisturbed for the
strengthening of democracy, the employees also
kept their problem pending for the time being.
Even after the elected Government was formed
the employees began their protests in a legal way
on June 30, 1991 by showing the cause that their
professional problems had not been solved.
The employees movement received support from
opposition parties and people from different walks
of life. But the Government used suppressive
methods to crush the movement, by the end of
movement more that 100 employees were
terminated from their jobs and about 5,000
employees suspended. A large number of
employees from various levels were asked for
explanation. More than 2,000 employees had
been placed in police custody in connection with
the movement. The employees arrested were
given lower level treatment in jails.
Nepal Civil Servants Organization issuing a
communique on June 30 said, "We had been
assured in writing of the right to open this
organization for the class benefit of the civil
servants including financial aid by the interim
Government formed under popular-mandate after
the inception of democratic environment in the
country. Following the magnanimity of the
interim Government it was hoped that the other
problems of employees would also be solved and
so efforts were made to draw the attention of
HMG. In this connection, though efforts were
being made to solve the problem through dialogue
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with HMG, but it turned out to be of no avail and
consequently the organization had been
compelled to organize various protest
programmes since June 30." The employees had
used warning procedures prior to the beginning
of the movement as it is the legal procedure.

building, the students gathered at a hclipad
situated in a raised spot became furious and
started throwing stones, the police gradually
retreated. 4 policemen suddenly began to open
fire from the administration building. They had
fired 5-9 rounds of bullets."

Even in the sit-in programme organized on July
15, 1991 in connection with the movement, 26
employees including 6 central office-holders of
the employees organization were arrested from
the General Administration Ministry situated in
Lalitpur. The employees arrested were detained
for 24-26 days in a small room of the police
station of Jawalakhel and were issued arrest
warrants only after 4-5 days in jail. Prem Dangol,
the-then Chairman of Nepal Civil Servants
Organization, and Shova Gautam, a woman
employee, were also arrested. The arrested
employees were showed a warrant where if they
were sued according to the Public Offence Act
for public offence.

In order to show unified commitment towards
the employees Deepak Devkota, Prem Parajuli,
Gajadku Yadav and Shovakant Neupane began
fasting into death at Bhadrakali, Kathmandu
from August 14, 1991. Progressive poets and
writers had also joined the fasting.

On July 31, 1991 a student was killed in a police
firing at Diktel bazaar in connection with the
56-day-long agitation. According to the
investigation a team of an NGO which had
reached there for investigation after the firing, it
was not necessary to open fire there. According
to the team, tear gas was not used prior to the
firing. The first round of fire opened by police
had made a way from the left armpit of local
student Manoj Joshi through above his chest. He
was shot when he sought to run away seeing
policemen aiming at him.
10-12 minutes after Manoj Joshi fell to the ground
two rounds were fired again at the gathering in a
temple about 30 metres away from the
administration building. A bullet deflected from
the wall and struck a point above the ankle of
Parshuram Acharya's leg.
Eyewitnesses in the firing say, "When Geh
Kumar, Chij Kumar and Narayan Joshi were
wounded with charging batons on the employees
peacefully sitting-in in front of the administration
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The employees took out a candle-lit procession
all over the country from August 4, 1991 whereas
Samyukta Bam Morcha organized a
mass-meeting in Tundikhel, Kathmandu on July
27 in support of the employees. In spite of all
these, the Government left no stone unturned to
suppress the agitation. Even Amnesty
International warned the Government of the
suppression and arrest of the employees. From
the 26th day of the agitation a dialogue began
between the Government and the main opposition
party CPN(UML). But therehad been suspension,
transfers and demands of explanation among the
employees from the Government side. During
the last period of the agitation the employees
were found to be very much terrorized.
When the employees who had been fasting-todeath in Bhadrakali were taken to TU Teaching
hospital forcibly on Aug 13, 1991, police resorted
to lathi-charge and arrests were made there. The
policemen deployed in each storey of the hospital
and its main door had manhandled even the
hospital employees and nurses. Special rights of
the parliament were violated as the main
opposition party leader MP Man Mohan
Adhikari, main opposition party leader of Upper
House Madhav Nepal and MP Pradeep Nepal
were arrested on the same night.
There was firing even in Jumla on August 12,
1991 in connection with the employees agitation.
2 employees were wounded in this firing.

Employees Agitation and Human Rights

On August 25, 1991, Nepal Civil Servants
Organization declared the withdrawal of the
agitation by organizing a press conference at
Teaching Hospital in Maharajgunj. On July 30
there had been a dialogue between the agitating
employees and the Goverment. The employees
informed that they had withdrawn the agitation
keeping in view with hope and trust that all the
problems would be solved after the withdrawal
and intended not to let the lives of those fasting
go unhonored, to check the possible loss of life
and property and the inconvenience caused to the
general public by the agitation.
The suppressive policy of the Government during
the employees agitation, biggest ever in the history
of Nepal, was not in tune with the democratic
Government. Even after the withdrawal of the
agitation, there had been dismissals, demotions,
transfers, etc. of the employees. According to the
employees' source, the employees who had
participated in the agitation had become, in one
way or the other, the victims. Of them, 500
employees were dismissed and thousands of
employees were transferred to remote places.
Hundreds of employees were degraded for their
involvement in the agitation in spite of the fact
that the Government had declared that a step in
fulfilling the demands would be taken in case of
the withdrawal of the agitation.
Even the history of Nepal Rastra Bank Employees
Organization which had been registered in
accordance with the law on March 31, 1991 in
connection with the employees agitation is
significant. The organization registered after the
expiry of one year adhoc period began to revolt
in later days. The Government formed a study
committee in connection with the employees
organization honoring the voices that employees
must have the right to be organized in order to
sustain their rights and duties in a dignified way
in the country where there is competitive political
system as the employees are also a part of society.
On the basis of the report of the same committee
NCSO was registered and even corporations'
employees registered a national level organization
and held elections. But afterwards the

Government's functioning style did not fit the
organization formed in accordance with the will
of all the employees. The Government prohibited
the officer level employees from being affiliated
to the organization . The government's intention
was to paralyse the organization. In this context
there had been maximum effort from the
Government's side to restrict the natural right to
be organized and to weaken the employees
organization.
In the process of organizing employees, even the
employees of Nepal Rastra Bank, on the basis of
the legislature approved by the concerned
authority of HMG, was organized and elections
were held for it. The bank management took the
organization, which had strong support from
employees, as a challenge. The Bank Employees
Organization, which was prepared to raise its
voice as per its rules and regulations, especially
against the irregularities in the bank, began to
point out the management's weaknesses as regards
irregularity and corruption that had been taking
place for years. Later, the bank management not
only withdrew its support to the organization but
also obstructed its functioning. The Bankers
Club Hall was permitted for the use of a private
sector film company to carry out its shooting, but
it was not allowed for a formal meeting of the
employees of the same bank. Not only that but
also the employees discussing within the bank
premises were thrown out of the premises by
security guards.

In spite of the provisions in the report prepared
by the government in connection with the
employees organization, the central office-bearers
of the organization shall not be transferred during
their tenure., However, two of the central
office-bearers of the organization of the bank
were transferred to WDR. There were maximum
efforts from the management to sabotage the
organization's activities. A delegation,
comprising Pramila Ghimire, the organization's
President Deependra Bahadur Chhetri,
Vice-Chairman Prem Prasad Pande, Treasurer
Chandra Man Maleku, members Moti Man
Shakya, Basudev Adhikari, Raman Nepal and
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Badri Prasad Adhikari, which had gone to press
the management for the nullification of its
decision, was accused of breaching security in
the vault and without being granted any
opportunity to explain, and all the members of
delegation were suspended on August 30, 1991.
The day after the suspension the organization
chairman went to submit the explanation called
for by the bank, but the security guards did not
allow him entry as per orders from high level
official of the bank. As per law, employees
suspended are entitled to receive 1/4 of their
salaries which they have to draw from the bank.
After the suspension the temporary security
guards of the hank were given unnecessary
pressure to create a fabricated disturbance on the
day the delegation had gone there. A forged
document was prepared against the suspended
employees and they were terminated on the basis
of the same. Prior to this the-then organization
chairman Tulasi Ghimire of Ilam branch was
terminated from his service.
Kalyan Bhandh u Aryal, who had been transferred,
was terminated on the pretext of his absence
consecutively for 6 days even when he had
produced evidence that he had been hospitalized
for 5 days.
After the restoration of multiparty system
Inter-Corporation Employees organization was
established on May 16, 1990 with a view to
protecting and promoting the professional rights
of all the employees of corporations. The
organization was registered on December 12 the
same year. After the establishment of the
organization, the employees began to raise their
voices against the irregularities and corruption in
the corporations and in connection with the
facilities to be enjoyed by the employees. The
organization had assembled all the employees by
organizing meetings, processions, etc. for an
understanding of a clear-cut definition of human
rights and sovereignty in the constitution. Though
the problems faced by the employees of
corporations had been solved to some extent, the
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problems of civil servants existed earlier. In this
connection the NCSO put forward its professional
demands before HMG and declared that it would
keep up with its struggle phasewise if its demands
were not met.
Expressing its support to the demands of NCSO,
Inter-Corporation Employees Organization
issued a communique on June 16 and 17, 1991.
On July 14, 1991 all the office-hearers of
Inter-Corporation Employees Organization, in
black armbands, submitted a protest letter to
General Administration Minister in support of
the NCSO. The gathering of July 15, 1991
attended by representatives of the central
committee, employees organizations of various
corporations in response to the call of Inter
Corporation Employees Organization central
committee, decided to actively support the
struggle launched by the NCSO.
A "Chain of Unified Commitments" programme
was organized for the first time in Nepal from
5:15 to 6:15 on July 18, 1991 at the call of
Inter-Corporation Employees Organization.
About 40,000 employees holding each others
hands were present in the programme held in the
main areas of the capital such as Ratna Park, Bus
Park, Bhadrakali martyrs gate, RNAC and Bir
Hospital pavements on the right hand side.
District level "Chain of unity" demonstrations
were held in about 42 districts on July 19 and 20,
1991. On July 19, 1991 national office-bearers
of Inter-Corporation Employees Organization
and all the office-bearers of central committees
of all the corporations presented a prime protest
letter to the General Administration Minister
calling for the solution to the problem through
dialogue. The same day a prayer meeting was
held in front of Singh Durbar. On July 20, 1991
members of national committee and
office-bearers of central committee of
corporations tied black armbands and worked in
the office in support of the organization under
the call from central committee of the
organization. In this way a Professional Unity
Group was formed under the coordination of
Inter-Corporation Employees Organization

Employees Agitation and Human Rights

Central Committee Chairman Sunil Pokhrel in
the presence of various professional organizations
such as TU Employees Organization, Nepal
National Teachers Association, Para-Medical
Association, Nursing Organization, etc. On
August 12 and 13, 1991 about 200 employees
took relay fast for 12 hours at the call of
Professional Unity Group.
Apart from participating in the programmes called
upon by NCSO, the Inter-Corporation Employees
Organization organized different programmes
on its own initiative and coordination.
The Government took various actions against the
office-bearers of the organization and the
employees of various corporations by accusing
them of their support and help and showing
professional unity towards the just demands of
the NCSO. Under the accusation of helping Civil
Servants Inter-Corporation Employees
Organization Central Committee ViceChairwoman Miss Shanta Shrestha was
terminated from her 34-year-long wage-basis
service. Under the accusation of participating in

the protest programme called by the organization
Chairman of Central Committee of NCCN
Employees Organization (RSS Representative)
was dismissed from his service. 6 employees of
Nepal Oil Corporation were terminated on the
charge of their involvement in politics whereas
they had participated only in the 12-hour-long
relay fast. General Secretary of Central
Committee of Inter-Corporation Employees
Organization, an employee of Nepal
Telecommunication branch, was transferred and
compelled to resign from his job.
Transferring and harassing employees of various
corporations are still continuing.
All these facts mentioned above are only a few
examples. In course of time, organizations of
various levels have been established. The Minister
and the Chairman of Nepal Trade Union Congress
affiliated to Nepali Congress have been calling
upon the employees organizations of Government
corporations to join their hands with the Trade
Union.

Demonstration Organized by Civil Servants in Rajbiraj during their Movement
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Annex - 2

COMMENTS OF DIFFERENT POLITICAL PARTIES
ON HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION IN 1992
Communist Party of Nepal (UML)
The mass revolution of 1990 was inspired with
the firm determination to bring into principle and
practice the valuable recognition of human rights.
Inspired by this very feeling during the proposal
of the new constitution itself the fundamental
human rights of Nepalese citizens were declared
to be protected. But can it be so in days after the
change? Can human rights be honored in
principles and practice during the period the
question is raised? Naturally the questions arising
at present are important and they can be seen to
form various perspectives.

Four sessions of parliament have been over but
the process to amend the weak aspects including
the above has not yet begun. Sincere efforts had
not yet been made to this effect. The amendment
bill calling for a secular state by bringing about
appropriate amendment in the constitution
presented by V ikt su Ashwoghosh of CPN (UML)
at the National Assembly was not brought in for
discussion and refused by a majority of the
parliament.
2.

Laws Violating I 'Liman Rights

Questions Related to the Constitution

Though the country has availed itself of a new
constitution, the laws violating human rights
have not been amended. The discriminating legal
system against women can be taken as an example.
Though the constitution has prohibited
discrimination on the basis of sex, the
discriminating legal system concerning property
is still existing. Nothing has been done in this
direction until the fourth session of parliament.

Since the promulgation of the new constitution
CPN (UML) has been taking its stand in public
that there are some provisions to change/modify
it in favor of the country and the people. There are
some questions concerning peoples human rights
in these provisions. Religious freedom, protection
and promotion of different languages and cultures,
right to work including economic rights and
rights to health can be taken as examples. The
new constitution has not taken these important
issues into account.

The legal system that empowered the CDO to
handle the cases under Public Crime and
Punishment Act is still in rogue. The amendment
bill presented at the National Assembly by MP
Subash Nebang on behalf of CPN (UML), calling
for the inclusion of such cases under the
jurisdiction the district court, was not put forward
even for discussion. However, many bills have
been presented and passed by a majority in the
parliament, empowering the administrative
authority with judicial right.

The Condition of Human Rights
After the change, the condition of human rights
can he considered from the following
perspectives:
1.
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3.

Laws 1 hider I:.nactmcnt

The government has failed to present many bills
directly concerned with human rights in the
parliament in spite of the public's firm
determination. The two year tenure of the elected
government and four sessions of the parliament
have been completed but the acts such as Act
against Torture, Compensation Act, Act for Right
to Being Well-Informed and Free Legal Service
Act,which are related to human rights, are still d.
not enacted.
4.

Incidents Violating I I uman Rights

The activities against the spirit of constitution
and law have been violating the human rights in
practice. Unfortunately, the numbers of such
incident have been increasing. Some of them are
mentioned below for reference:
a.

The concept of punishing those who violate
human rights has been recognized even in
the international level but the people accused
by the Mallik Commission have been
appointed even to the royal council and
rewarded.

b.

The incidents related to torture under police
custody are being brought to the knowledge
of the people through publications and
authorized investigation. There is a proof
that the people arrested in connection with e.
the murder of police inspector Gyaneswor
Baidya in Baglung and those arrested in
connection with the murder in Sindhuli
were cruelly tortured under police custody.
These incidents have already been
publicized. The government source itself
admitted that Manikala Rai was physically
tortured under police custody at
Budhanilkantha. According to the concerned
sector, she was raped in the police custory.
She is passing her days at semi-conscious f.
stage.

has been used as a weapon against political
opposition all over the country. For example,
the person, who photographed Manikala
Rai in a dress torn off in the Budhanilkantha
incident and, the villagers, who enquired of
her, have been arrested and charged under
Public Crime and Punishment Act. At
present, such examples have exceeded
hundreds in number all over the country.
According to the Mallik Commission report
activities including firing which come within
the Abuse of Local Administration Act were
carried out during the mass-revolution of
1990. Even now such incidents have been
occurring. Murder of Manoj Joshi and Basir
Miya and firing of Kawasoti are such
examples. The firing in the Kathmandu
valley on April 6, 1992 is a serious incident
violating human rights. The activity at
Singhadurbar gate during the fourth session
of parliament, and the death of Samjhana
Dahal in Sindhuli are black spots on the
elected government. On the one hand, the
government has ignored the public demand
to form an impartial investigation
commission into the incident, while, on the
other, is silent at the Sindhuli murder on the
one hand, but it is busy in taking political
revenge autocratically by making Bharat
Devkota's murder an issue.
There has been an attack on peaceful protest
demonstrations. The activities such as
arresting people, including Prem Singh
Dhami while on the way to hand over a
memorandum to the Prime Minister,
arresting the MPs of the UPF during the
Indian Prime Minister's arrival in
Kathmandu and arresting MP Krishna
Gopal at the while the parliament session
was in progress can be taken as examples.
The action taken against some journalists
under Treason Act is the climax of human
right violation.

c. The Public Crime and Punishment Act has
still been used to suppress the opposition. It
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g. The proposal put forward by MP Suhash
Nembang of CPN (UML) at the National
Assembly demanding immediate
establishment of National Commission to
recommend necessary action in the field of
human rights, to constant assess and evaluate
the situation of the country, has been rejected
by the ruling party. This can be taken as a
sign which indicates firm conviction in
human rights in principle and, to adopt
autocracy, in practice. This incident will
remain memorable as a vengeance ever taken
by an elected government in the field of
human rights.
is
The condition of human rights is not satisfactory
even after the political change in the country.
Keeping this very reality in mind, CPN (UML),
as a main opposition party, has been seriously
shouldering its responsibility in the field of
human rights. When the ruling party is advancing
towards tyranny and carrying out activities
against human rights, CPN (UML) has carried
out its responsibility ranging from parliament to
the street. It has not only made the government
aware of the questions presented at the parliament
through public proposal, attention, determination,
questions of short information and various
proposals but also presented private bills. At the
same time, CPN (UML) has been seriously
engrossed in educating and organizing the people
so as to create pressure on the government.
Creation of wide-spread mass pressure is
necessary to guarantee human rights, both in
principle and practice.
Iswar Pokhrel
Office Secretary

in the context of Nepal. There exist some
provisions in the constitution and laws as well,
which segment and curtail human rights. It is
clear that an undeclared ban has been imposed on
employees issues, ranging from appointments to
promotions, which can he taken as a naked form
of human right violations. The situation and
activities like the issue of national identity;
undeclared prohibition to work for the safeguard
of motherhood cherished in one's holy spirit; and
communal influence on appointments, transfers,
promotions, etc. have clearly violated democratic
rights. The state rule has been based on lame
thinking, not involving other communities in an
organized way in the task of nation-building. All
these activities are the direct violation of human
rights in a civilized society today. When these
issues are brought into mind, there arises a
question of how far human rights was necessary
in this county, rather than what the human right
situation was in 1992. The answer to this question
would be clear, if the people working in human
rights organizations asked it to their own souls
consciences.
It has been felt necessary for the organizations
related to human rights to keep up with more
practical viewpoints than the sheer ideal; to study
more in the field than in files; to go ahead with
peace, instead of prejudice; otherwise, the
question may arise on the relevance of the sacred
word "human rights". Since no organizations or
people related to human rights have formally
protested against the partiality forging ahead in
Nepal and have not even admitted that it is true,
doubts have begun to crop up in people's mind
whether these organizations or people concerned
are humanists.
Rarneswar Raya Yadav
Joint General Secretary and MP, NSP

Nepal Sadbhavana Party
Nepal Worker's Peasants Party
In the context of Nepal the holy word "human
rights" has not been clearly used. In the today's
world, where organizations related to human
rights have been working tirelessly, there is a
necessity for the word "human" to be interpreted

We are very happy to hear that you are going to
publish the Human Rights Year Book 1992. We
wish you a success. We thank you for your call to
NWPP's opinion to make the book factual.
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The period from January to December 1992 did
not look satisfactory in view of human rights
abuses. We say that evaluation of human rights
should not be carried out on the basis of the
situation in which only the people near and dear
to the ruling party can enjoy human rights. If
evaluation is carried out in this way, the incidents
violating human rights during the Ranacracy and
Panchayat system will have to be forgotten. Our
party is and will he in favor of complete human
rights for exploited and backward people in
majority to have an access to all-round
development as human beings.
After restoration of multiparty democracy in the
country, in the by-election and local elections in
1992, the fundamental rights of one single party
has been violated as against the natural set-up of
party system. In the by-election in area no 5. of
Kathmandu district the authorized candidate of
NWPP was prohibited from contesting the
election in the party's name. We take it as a
forced violation of natural right of not only an
individual but also one single national party. In
this connection our party made a writ petition
demanding constitutional remedy against this.
The court made a verdict on the provision to fight
election on partywise basis. But the Election
Commission denounced the verdict of the local
election held in May 1992. In some places NWPP
was allowed to offer candidature on a partywise
basis but it was prohibited from doing so in most
of places. Consequently, NWPP had to use its
political right in the multiparty system and asked
its candidates in districts like Jumla, Humla,
Kalikot, Dailekh, Kavre, Banke, Bardiya and
Kathmandu and in Village Development
Committees of Bhaktapur to contest elections as
an independent. The Election Commission
exercised its power in an undemocratic way.
Consent to Madal as the election sign was not
given. Since the NWPP candidates could not use
the election sign, it lodged a complaint against
the anti-party system activities. It can easily be
imagined what a pathetic situation of human
rights of an individual exists when the
constitutional body is found to be involved in the
violation of the human rights.
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Thus, the NC by abusing its power has emerged
as the main obstacle against the people's political
right. NC Government had made the situation of
human rights worse by launching its election
campaign with national revenues, influencing
voters in its favor and detaining the opposition
party workers under false allegations.
The constitution of the kingdom of Nepal has
provided the Nepalese people with the right to
demand and obtain infonnation on issues of
public importance. But the country's legislature
has suppressed the Nepali people's right to being
well informed on issues like that of the water
resource of the bordering river Mahakali and the
Tanakpur barrage. It has thus directly violated
human rights and committed crimes by
disseminating more illusionary information. In
a country where the legislature itself is held
responsible for the violation of human rights, it
is not difficult for anyone to imagine the situation
of human rights.
Apart from this, the situation of human rights in
1992 is clear where people feel insecure; service
of employees is not guaranteed; women in prison
cannot protect themselves from sexual
harassment; child labour is increasing; news on
torture inflicted on prisoners comes'regular to
light; suppression on peaceful protest and
demonstration continues and indiscriminate
suppression on landless people in different parts
of the country, instead of guaranting alternative
livelihood.
After the NC came to power, the use of lathi and
bullets has extremely increased as in a tyrannical
government and enough attention is not seen to
have been paid to jail reforms. We see the
necessity of the constant efforts of people and
organizations related to human rights to make
the ruling government realize that protection
and promotion of human rights cannot be done
with the lathi and bullets. We, therefore, hope for
the improvement in the situation of human rights
in 1993, though it was not satisfactory in 1992.
Preni Subal, Secretary
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Nepali Congress
We are generally satisfied with the situation of
human rights in the country. Steps required for
the protection and promotion of human rights
have been carried out. The oppositions have
claomed that human rights have been violated in
some places. The Government is considered to
be the biggest violator of human rights all over
the world. But only one party is not responsible
for the violation. As for example, if an accident
occurs somewhere, only the one who is crushed
is not responsible. Accidents do not occur because
of only one reason. Two different forces have
worked there. Only the one who is more
responsible for causing the accident is brought to
notice.
Over the past one year, firings occurred in some
places. Other incidents such as lathi charge were
also observed. But, we have to find out the
responsible sector. On the basis of the clue to
differentiate whether or not human rights have
been violated, we say that human rights have not
been violated. When we say so, you perhaps say
that we always support or work as we are in the
treasury bench. But we are also the people who
had been struggling until yesterday. We are also
the people who had been raising our voices for
human rights. It is not good to hold only the
government responsible for human rights
violations, because the opposition or the other
factors are also equally responsible. In
parliamentary practice the opposition is a strong
basis for running a nation. When the treasury
bench is on one side, the opposition is on the
other. Democracy will live long, if both go hand
in hand. But, if anything goes wrong anywhere in
these bases, democracy cannot go ahead.
Generally, both factors are responsible in some
accidents, but it really matters as to what extent
one is responsible. Now there is a drastic change;
more expectation has been cherished in people
who want to practice democracy even more. But
sometimes there can arise difficulties from people
themselves. There may be something wrong as
the government also is less experienced or has
not completed learning the working style or has
no knowledge of or experience in how peace can

be maintained in a open society or it is technically
not efficient. But in the past the way we used to
be involved in the revolution for the establishment
and strengthening of democracy and the pressure
that used to be exerted in a manner that political
ideals were stamped out is not in existent today.
We do not mean that violence has not increased,
but there was more violence before. The only
thing you can see is that we have far-sightedness
in many things. You can see what is happening in
which village. None of us knew that Tanakpur
barrage had begun to be built in 1983. B ut now all
the people from Mechi to Mahakali know what
is there in the agreement reached by the
government. Ordinarily literate people als o know
what is there too. Now the society is completely
open.
We keep as many reports and documents
concerning human rights as we come by. We
inform the government of the thing that we do
not understand. We saw the new report of
Amnesty International as well. But that, too, is
hyperbolic.
It is not reasonable to say that human rights have
been violated in case of a fight that occurred
between you and some other while walking on
the road. That kind of thing does not fall within
human rights violation. They are criminal
offences. If I beat or kill anyone, it is not a
violation of human rights, it is a plain murder. I
must be punished as a criminal. And criminal
offences have occurred in many places.
We see reports of international human rights
organizations and accept them. We analyze those
kinds of reports. After that we understand what
exactly is or is not and we have maintained the
order. We do as much as our capability allows us
to do in this connection.
A commission was formed in connection with
the jail reforms during the interim government
and, prior to this, a commission had been formed
even during the Panchayat period. I do not know
whether you have visited jail or not. Look at the
jail, now. You will find a vast difference between
today's jail and the jail in which I was before. But
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there are jails which are not good and some of
them are small. There must be a lot of things like
money in order to solve these kinds of problems.
There is a difference perhaps only in the view
point, but many changes have taken place in jail.
In 1965/66 I was in Rajbiraj jail. At that time my
leg was chained and I was placed near a toilet. I
was not allowed to meet anyone. I have suffered
all these things.
Nowadays those who have faith in political
principles are not chained. If a criminal flees, he
or she must be chained. We have the desire not to
let even this happen as much as possible.
You mentioned that an NC worker was chained
in Jajarkot jail during the last local election. If a
party which is ruling inflicts that much
punishment on its own worker for his wrong
doing, what great example is needed to prove the
government's commitment? He was jailed
perhaps not because he had become a
congressman. He committed a crime. After
committing crime, if he is punished that much,
then it proves that Nepali Congress punishes
criminals irrespective of their party affiliation
when human rights is concerned. What we say is
that if a criminal comes out of jail and attacks and
tries to finish you off again, that kind of man or
woman is to he chained to prevent you from
being harmed.
NC has not worked for violating human rights.
Of course, there have occurred some violent
incidents. Some died of bullets and some were
wounded. But, is NC alone responsible for the
wound or the bullet or is there another party's
hand in causing the accident to happen or not?
Accidents do not take place only for one party's
cause. It is good, if you ever see these things.
A policeman beats a man walking with a chicken
in his hand. Suppose the man dies. Now isn't it
better to find out whether he is a criminal or not
than to think that government killed the man? A
policeman is enrolled to maintain peace and
security. If he himself does some wrong, he is a
criminal. If a policeman walks in uniform and
kills a man, he is a criminal.
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If a policeman while walking on the road beats
someone or eats in a restaurant and walks out
without paying bill, it is not sensible to say that
government did that as well.
Rights to express one's feelings and to live
peacefully are the basic philosophy. When we
ask who the barriers are against these all, we
have a concept that government is the biggest
one to do so and that is true. In order to check the
same and the excess of the system, the world has
adopted the farsighted policy in democracy. In
this case, if anybody does anything going down
below, it is not good to say that government did
it. Look, I do not think that is the violation of
human rights. If a policeman beats someone, the
policeman has to be taken to the court; he must
be sentenced to life imprisonment.
There must be no child labour. Child labour is
against human principle. It is against the
philosophy of life. But, when a government is
firmly determined to free children from labour
or has accepted it in policies, in the process of
implementation, it may he sooner or later. But
we have been advancing in the same direction.
We may not he going in the speed that we were
supposed to go. But there must not be child
labour; childhood is the age to study; it is the
stage to do everything. But the government has
not been able to educate everyone. The
government is certainly responsible for being
unable to do that. But it takes some time.
Nothing is complete and right in itself. But
human rights have not been violated now.
Something may have gone wrong in maintaining
peace and security hut, if someone kills another
anywhere, it is not that human rights have been
violated; human rights will not be violated if a
policeman steals and kills. It is not reasonable to
say that human rights have been violated if a man
heats a man and steals.
Thenation has now many people who have been
living and suffering in jails. They, therefore.
have the hope, promise and duty not to let that
happen again. But I say that, in the process of
implementation and the attainment of our
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objectives, that kind of thing may have happened
due to lack of efficiency in some thing or weakness
of means in others. But there is no intention to
bind your thinking and violate your freedom. I
assure you, at least, in that case.
We wish all the people of our country would be
able to feed themselves, every corner of the
country would be developed. But it takes time. I
had net thought of the long strike only a few days
after the first parliamentary met, the day just
after the establishment of democracy and the
issue like Tanakpur would come. We may have
perhaps slowed down somewhere, or our steps
may have come to a standstill somewhere but we
are going ahead in the right direction.
Please publish the Year Book in the best possible
form and state the real facts. May the responsibility
shouldered by you contribute something towards
the protection of human rights.
(Based on the talk between NC Central Office
Secretary Kaushal Raj Regmi and Dr Rajesh
Gautan and Kundan Aryal on behalf of the Year
Book on Chait 28, 2049 (April 1993) at NC
Central Office, Baneswor).

United People's Front (UPF)
We are happy to know that this organization is
preparing the Human Rights Year Book 1992.
We express our gratitude for calling for ever our
party's saying while preparing such an important
book.
During the 30 years long tyrannical and autocratic
Panchayat system, due to the ban on political
parties and activities, the violation of human
rights were the fundamental characteristics of
the system. The history of hundreds of the sons
who sacrificed their lives for the achievement of
political freedom and human rights during the
tyrannical system which exerted pressure; and
where autocratic regime opened fire on thousands
of citizens to suppress the their voice, is clearly
before us and these very reasons made the end of
the autocratic system inevitable.

After the historical people's revolution of 1990,
through the restoration of multiparty system and
the constitution enacted accordingly, a limited
kind of democracy and human rights are available
to people. According to the constitution, the
general election was held in the country and the
NC formed a government. But it has been
experienced that the expectation with which the
NC came to power did not materialize; on the
contrary the people's faith has been chilled by
frost. People are far from enjoying even their
fundamental rights provided by the constitution.
The government has shadowed the 30 year long
Panchayat system in exerting pressure with the
use of the boot, the lathi and bullets on peaceful
processions, meetings and demonstrations in
connection with the demands put forward to the
government by the people on the basis of their
constitutional rights.
Even the judiciary like the Supreme Court of the
country has proved that the government has
involved itself in treasonous act by handing the
country's natural heritage and water-resources
over to India which has violated the country's
constitution and laws. On the one hand, people's
right to life is at the mercy, while, on the other,
protection is given to black marketing, corruption
and price hike. Taking these different issues in
account, Central Struggle Committee including
UPF submitted its 14-point demands to the
government last year, but the government did not
take any steps. On the contrary, the government
became tyrannical by suppressing the movement
launched in a peaceful manner. During the Nepal
Bandh on April 6, 1992, the armed suppression,
killing of 12 and wounding hundreds of people,
firing on people staying inside their homes and
torture inflicted on thousands in jail which
occurred within one day, have even crossed the
record of suppression in Panchayat system. At
that time, the constitution and law existed only in
the form of a paper. The Nepal Bandh programme
of May 3, 1992 protesting the violation of
constitution and human rights with a 19-point
demand was an unprecedented success. But the
government, which strangled the constitution
and law, did not have any sense of morality. It
did not think of fulfilling any of the demands put
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forward by the agitators and kept maintaining its
tyrannical activities. On the contrary, by
maintaining this political vendetta, the
government charged false cases against the
political workers of opposition parties including
the UPF. Many workers were abducted and
murdered. The following are some of these
examples:
Ramechhap: 468 workers including MP Kamal
Chaulagain was falsely accused of public offence,
dacoity and murder. The dead body of UPF
worker Bhuvan Thapa, who was abducted during
the last local election, has not yet been found.
Political revenge has been taken by filing
a case against 500 party workers under false
allegations.
Sindhuli: On May 21, 1992, in an incident at
Amale VDC of Sindhuli, when UPF worker
Dhruba Devkota could not be arrested, his father
Khadak Bahadur Devkota was detained instead.
Does it not ridicule the human rights in the
country? At the same time, 50 people have been
falsely accused and locked up.
Thousands of workers including 20 in Kailali, 30
in Tanahu, 5 in Dhanusha, 50 in Bardiya, 13 in
Siraha, 70 in Kavre, 100 in Rukum, 60 in Gorkha
and others in Kapilvastu, Chitwan and Jumla
have been jailed on false allegations.
In this way in July last year a UPF worker
Mukund Chokhal was murdered at Galkot in
Baglung and Ram Sagar in Dhanusha.
Communist candidate Pashu Danuwar of
Sindhuli Tadiguras VDC was also murdered by
a district level worker of the NC.
The cruel police suppression on the masses
including MPs while surrounding Singhadurbar
on March 5, under the peaceful programme
initiated by 4 political parties including UPF,
after the treasonous Tanakpur agreement was
reconfirmed as a treaty by the Supreme Court;
the murder of Samjana Dahal the same day; and
the false allegation on hundreds of workers
themselves speak of the situation of human rights
in the country.
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The series of incidents has proved that there is
certainly a political interest behind the killing,
terrorism, hooliganism and false allegation and
where criminals have been protected and
encouraged by the ruling party. The NC has
exposed its real face by glorifying the multiparty
system as an ideal system, while continuing
tyranny, and at tacking the constitution and human
rights, by involving itself in homicidal and
treasonous activities. We condemn these criminal
activities outright.
Some human rights organizations existing in the
country have shouldered the praiseworthy
responsibility to put forward to the people the
truth of such incidents occurring in the country
at present.
The inclusion of representatives from various
organizations related to human rights protection
in the Civil Investigation Commission formed to
investigate homicide committed by the
government during the Nepal Bandit on April 6,
1992 and preparation of a report makes it clear.
But the government is prepared neither to form
a legal or a judiciary commission nor to
implement the report of the commission. Even
Amnesty International's report on Nepal has
mentioned maximum violation of human rights
in Nepal. But the government side is not in a
position to accept it. Similarly, your organization
also is involved in carrying out a heavy work as
an additional dimension to this area by bringing
out the Human Rights Year Book 1992. We
wish you a success in this endeavor.
Pampha Bhusal
Secretary
United People's Front
Patan Dhoka, Lalitpur.

Nepal Communist Party (Masai)
human rights related organizations have been
telling us that no man has to be compelled to
work against his will under pressure. Human
rights are found to have been clearly defined
even in the UN Charter, but human rights has
been severely violated allover the world. Seeing
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the violation of the human rights by ruling agents
and the excess being continued, the slogans of
human rights related organizations and people
have only been a paper-work.
The shameful actions of the human rights related
organizations, which advocated the crimes
committed by the Panchayat rulers as correct
during the 30-year-long darkness of the Panchayat
system in Nepal, are in front of us. Even today the
same organizations, calling themselves the
protectors of human rights, are found to be
digesting the funds received from international
donor agencies.
The incidents occurring all over the country and
the activities carried out by ruling agents against
human rights over the past 3 years, after the
restoration of multiparty system, have made it
clear that Nepalese people have not achieved
human rights even years after unveiling the 30
years long darkness in the country. Nepalese
people thought that they would not have to work
against their wills after the multiparty system
was installed, but even in this multiparty system,
the goVernment is in the hands of a handful of
suppressors, feudalists and broker capitalists,
who are the ones who enjoy human rights in
Nepal. For ordinary people, though there is
something as compared to the Panchayat system,
there is nothing special. It is more than clear that
people will not get any kind of opportunity if
principle, politics and organization of the ruling
party of the country are not accepted. The fact
that human rights have been violated can be
found from the incidents occurring after the
installation of multiparty system. Murder of
Bhumi Raj Sapkota in Burtiwang of Baglung,
Puja scandal of Pyuthan, police excesses on
innocent people in Jyamirghat scandal, Manoj
Joshi killing and inhuman treatment meted out
by police to people including Raj u Poudel in Tij
scandal are still fresh. The open massacre
committed by the NC on April 6, 1992 clearly
proves that human rights have been widely
violated in Nepal.
Incidents such as forcing political prisoners, with
no reasons, to sign a paper under police custocly;
taking photographs of prisoners with posters on

their bodies inscribed with: 'I am a criminal',
beating; pouring kerosene on the body and setting
on fire; banning mass-meetings in Rolpa; false
allegations, looting property and houses if not
connected with the NC, breaking into their houses;
slaughtering buffaloes in their sheds and
consuming the meat all prove that human rights
have been directly violated.
About 2 dozens organizations have been opened
in the name of human rights but, those which
have helped the sufferers by raising their voices
in these cases, in a geographically difficult country
like ours, excess especially on dissident
employees and people outside the capital has
been so much that perhaps it did not happen even
during the dark days of the Panchayat. When
Panchayat rulers used to murder, loot and rape
secretly, the NC has been doing it openly. It is
necessary for human rights related organizations
to bring to the public and the victims the true,
factual incidents violating human rights in a true
manner but not to be a broker and a sycophant of
the ruling party.
Chitra Bahadur KC
Central Office

Nepal Communist Party (United)

The constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal 1990
achieved after half a century long political
struggle by Nepalese people has guaranteed
human rights for Nepalese citizens. This
constitution is the reflection of the national
situation of Nepal, power balance and
international condition. Nepal has signed 14
different UN instruments on human rights and
the present constitution is the concrete
achievement of Nepalese people in the field of
human rights.
The 3rd part of the constitution has given Nepalese
citizens the right to equality, freedom of press,
publication, information, property, culture,
education, religion, against exploitation, against
deportation and rights to secrecy and
constitutional treatment under fundamental
rights.
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The 4th part of the constitution has accepted the
policies such as establishment of lawful and
public welfare system in the country, not allowing
economic source and instruments to be limited to
a few sections of people, justifiable distribution
of economic achievement on the basis of social
law thereby allowing no section of people or
individuals to be economically exploited and
making the national economic machinery selfreliant as the state's directive principles. Part 4
clause 25 of the constitution has mentioned that
social purpose of the state will be to establish and
develop healthy social life based on law and
morality by establishing equality among various
castes, religious, languages, complexions and
communities by removing economic and social
inequalities of all kinds.
Whatever may be written in the 3rd anu the 4th
parts of the constitution, NC, over the past 2
years, has frequently violated the fundamental
and human rights bestowed upon Nepali people.
Whatever may be the directive principles and
policies of this party, it has done such work
which increases social-economic inequality,
injustice and immortality.
Congressization of administration and random
sacking of employees to fulfil vested interest
have violated constitutional rights to equality.
The use of government-controlled mass media
in favor of NC's interest, has violated people's
right to being well-informed.
The Girija government has been trying to
challenge, through police terrorism, the
increasing public protest borne out of the
consequences of his anti-public, wrong economic
and social policies; as a result of which efforts
are being made by the police administration to
obstruct people's rights to meetings, organizing,
procession, demonstrations, etc.
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People are being shot to death even in as much
small an agitation as possible. It has become
common now for police to arrest without warrant,
to torture under custody, to charge anti-Congress
were with false accusation of theft, murder and
dacoity.
Public Crime and Punishment Act has been
excessively abused by the Government. In all
such activities local administrations have
received full support from congress leadership.
NC leaders and workers have been very much
involved in financial corruption and
commissionism. Because of all these factors,
fundamental rights have been massively violated.
The NC Government has also directly violated
the constitution by calling the Tanakpur treaty
an "understanding".
Nationwide violence, corruption and ballot paper
theft in parliamentary and local elections were
the beginnings of the anti-human rights actions
of the Nepali Congress government.
The constitution has guaranteed the state's
advancement towards the creation of public
welfare-oriented, lawful, exploitation-free
society but the NC Government is inclined
towards the creation of a capitalistic society
based on anti-worker activities, injustice and
exploitation.
Thus it is clear that the present government of the
NC, having violated the part 3rd and 4th of the
constitution 1990 deliverately, has violated the
fundtunental, human rights of Nepalese people.
Vishnu Bahadur Manandhar
NCP (United)
Dillibazar
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Annex - 3

1992 AND RIGHTS OF CHILDREN OF NEPAL

1.

Introduction

In Nepal, children comprise about half of the
total population. On account of the low standard
of life and deprivation of the people of our
country, most of the children are living in a state
of darkness. Nowadays the question of rights and
development of children has been raised, on the
one hand, while, on the other, our children are
still compelled to live in poverty, scarcity and
deprivation.
Campaign for the child rights has begun at
grassroots level for the last few years. Questions
of child right, child development and exploitation
of children have been raised in accordance with
the change in society. After the adoption of the
Convention on the Rights of the Child, it has
considerable impact on many countries of the
world. Nepal also has made it a point to stand in
the line of pro-convention states by expressing
its commiunent, in the very beginning, while
supporting and approving the above convention.
After the approval of the convention, and in the
process of its execution, various Government
and Non-Governmental Organizations of Nepal
are active. Yet, child rights have been violated
and many untoward activities have been occurring
against child development. Here, the activities in
connection with development and protection of
child rights in the 1992 are briefly stated.
2.

Actual situation of children

As in other countries of South Asia, in Nepal, too,
the number of children is high. According to the
census of 1991, the number of children below 14

years of age alone is about 42.3% of the total
population. Of them, 37.3% children live in
urban area and the rest live in rural areas. Though
most of the children are seen to have been admitted
to school in government statistics, these children
have been compelled to drop out of their schools
in reality. Most of the children born and brought
up in poor rural and urban settlements have not
received any opportunity even to step inside a
school. On the one hand, they have been growing
up amidstpoverty, insufficiency and malnutrition,
while, on the other, they have been compelled to
work by mortgaging their childhood for survival.
It is extremely necessary to know in what situation
the children of a country actually are in order to
understand the nature and activities of child right
movement of a country.

(a) Children and their social situation
Millions of children are born in our country
every year; of them, 107 children per thousand
die before they are 6 months old and 165 children
per thousand die before they are 5 years of age.
Even of those who escape the epidemic of child
mortality, very few will have an opportunity of
enjoying their childhood; instead, most of the
children are compelled to live their lives amidst
squalor and distress. While there is no social
practice to give high priority to nourishment,
health and education of children in our country,
evil customs, convictions and superstition
prevalent in our society, have obstructed child
development. Apart from this, because of diseases
such as malnourishment, diarrhoea, pneumonia,
tetanus and TB, our children are deprived of their
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right to life. Because of economic deprivation
and social complexity including growing family
break-up and divorces, nowadays many children
have to live their lives in darkness and insecurity.
Consequently, children become helpless orphans
in families; the number of street children increases
and children are often pushed into risky
circumstances. Child-marriage and other cul tural
evil customs such as Devaki, Jhuma and Badi in
our society have created social obstacles,
especially for the development of children and
women. Besides, child-labour; bonded
child-labour; and children and women trafficking
prevalent for years have made the trend of child
rights movement problematic. In order to have
more detailed information, factors related to
children are described as follows.
(b) Children and their economic condition
More than 2/3 of children of Nepal are lx)rn in
very deprived families. Because of economic
deprivation, illiteracy and lack of awareness
prevalent in society, these children not only lead
their childhood painfully but are also compelled
to extend financial support to their families.
According to the statistics of Central Bureau of
Statistics, 57% children of 10-14 years age-group
have been involved in income generating
activities. According to the survey conducted by
some NGOs including CWIN, even 7-8 year old
children have been compelled to be involved in
labour in Nepal. Though there is no complete
statistics on how many children are involved in
income generating activities, millions of children
below 16 years of age are found to have been
involved in hard labour. As shown in an
authoritative statistics related to child labour,
though both boys and girls are involved in labour,
girls were found to have worked 3 to 5 hours
every day more than boys. Growing
unemployment, scarcity, price hike, drought and
heavy rain fall have left a very had impact on the
economy in rural areas. This has resulted in
children having to earn a livelihood by being
involved in labour as much as possible. The
children entering cities and towns in search of
means of livelihood have come out to be the
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source of low-paid and reasonable labour but
their rate of economic exploitation has been
regularly increasing. Exploitation of the child
labour, especially in carpets, garments and
brick-kilns industries, has become an example
of child slavery. On the one hand, several children
have been still found as bonded laborers under
Kamaiya system as a tradition, while, on the
other, new forms of child-slavery and
child-exploitation have been observed in some
income-generating activities. Besides, the
practice of taking children to India and selling
them in labour markets and brothels has been a
regularl phenomenon.
Child labour is legally prohibitedbut the presence
of child labour in production activities has
become a socio-economic reality. Perhaps, there
is hardly any production area in Nepal which is
not, directly or indirectly, involving child labour.
Child-lat)our has been exploited to the remarkable
extent in the national industries like carpets and
tourism, which are known as the sources of
earning foreign currency. Hundreds and
thousands of street children, living in garbage
dumps in towns and cities, have become a partof
city-life now. Similarly, children in rural areas
carry water from remote wells and spring water
and collect grass, litterand firewood in the fOrest
and it is their daily routine to look after their
brothers and sisters.
(c) Children and their educational condition
As compared to the past, the number of schoolgoing children is gradually increasing. It is
natural, but the number of children admitted at
the beginning of an academic year will be reduced
to only 50% at the end of the year. Besides, there
are millions of children who have not seen even
the shadow of a school. Millions of these children
who should go to school with exercise books and
pencils in their hands are busy in grazing cattle
and breaking clumps of hard soil in the field in
reality. Though primary education has been
declared free in 1975, it has not yet been
completely translated into practice. As per
Government, statistics literacy of girls is 50%
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less than that of boys. Similarly, when 64% of the
total number of children admitted repeat their
classes and the rest 36% will drop out of their
Government and
school.
Various
Non-Government Organizations have conducted
non-formal education programmes such as Girl
and Children Literacy. Though this has been
popular in rural areas and poor settlements of
cities, such programmes have not been able to
reach the places as required.
Nowadays there has been a regular campaign
regarding education for children through GOs
and NGOs. However, there has not been as much
development of education for children as
expected. In this connection, several weaknesses
have been observed in national education system.
Besides, the other evil customs social awareness
and insufficient socio-economic circumstances
prevalent in the society have obstructed
development of child education.
3. Legal provisions for child right
There was no complete act related to children in
Nepal prior to the enactment of Children Act in
1992. However, it does not mean that this Act is
complete. Even in the above Act there are many
weaknesses in the direction of protection and
promotion of child rights. Moreover, in some
cases, the language of law is vague and
contradictory. However, this Act is, to a large
extent, positive in the way of child rights
movement. Prior to this, the issues related to
children had been included in the provisions of
various acts and most of these provisions exist in
their earlier form.
In the constitution 1962 of Nepal (including first
amendment 1966, second amendment 1975 and
third amendment 1980) fundamental rights and
duty, right to equality and constitutional
provisions for adults and children as in the clauses
related to right to equality have been mentioned.
Similarly, special provisions for children have
been mentioned even in various sub-clauses of
the law of Nepal. Even in Muluki Ain (Civil
Code) 1963 (including ninth amendment 1986)

there are provisions like parts. No. 11, 12, 24, 43,
83 and 118 to give priority to cases and preserve
documents related to children and their legal
capacity.
Similarly in punishment No.1, bailor's No.8, the
bankrupt Nos.1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10 child
delinquency, prohibiting children to act as bailors,
protection of children, legal relationship between
children and their mothers who marry other men,
relation between state and weak children, rationprovision for physically disable children,
opportunity for education and provision for the
compensation of the loss of property of children
accrued in course of legal action have been
mentioned. Similarly, in No.3 of part 3 clause 12
of husband and wife being divorced, it has been
mentioned that the child born within 272 days
from the date of divorce will be illicit.
In 7, 8, 10, 10 Kha, 11, 17, 32 of share-distribution
of part 3 clause 13 rights of children born prior to
manage, father's duty to rear children, equal/
right to share for a son born of a co-wife, marriage
expense for children or unmarried family member
while distributing property will receive share of
marriage, are mentioned. Similarly in 1, 2, 3, 4,
4Ka, 5, 7, 8, 9, 9Ka, 9Kha, 9Ga, 10, 11, 12, 12Ka,
13 of part 3 clause 15 of adopted son, it has been
mentioned that one has to adopt a son in
compliance with hereditary relationship; no one
can adopt a son in spite of his own at home; even
an adopted son has equal right to property share;
any son that has been thrown can be adopted,
adopted son is legalized; even daughters Can be
adopted; if such daughters are unable to give
birth, their property can be transferred to their
husbands; such daughters can have access to
right as adopted sons; there should be written
procedure for adopting children below 10 years
of age, age difference between the man and the
girl so adopted should a 25 year; right of adopted
daughter should be as much as that of an adopted
son; foreigners can adopt Nepali sons and adopted
son can be legalized by the court. Similarly in
part 3 clause 16 of children and part 3 c1Suse 17
of give-and-take transaction, children are
considered unable to participate in this give-and-
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take transaction. There are provisions in part 3
clause 21 of registration, part 4 clause 4 of theft,
part 4 clause 10 of murder, part 4 clause 11 of
trafficking, part 4 clause 14 of rape and part 4
clause 15 of sexual intercourse within hereditary
relations. Apart from this, provisions related to
child have been mentioned in Nepal Legal
Profession Act, 1964. Brief Working Procedure
Act 1971, Evidence Act 1974, Jail Act 1962,
Nepal Citizenship Act 1963, Employees
Providen t Fund Act 1962, National Service Group
Act 1970, Income Tax Act 1974, Nepal Factory
and Factory Workers Act 1959, Civil Right Act
1955, Marriage Registration Act 1971, Boys
(Army Enrollment Service Condition) Rules 1971
and Police Rules and Regulations 1976. In this
way in connection with protection and promotion
of children rights "Children Rights Related
Proposed Bill 1982" had been drafted but the bill
was not consented to.
4. Children Related Act 1992 and the
i mportant provisions for children
rights inherent in this Act.
A bill was put forward keeping in mind the rights
of children in 1982, ire. during the reign of
Panchayat system but it could not be complete.
Discussion and debate on children rights were
initiated in Nepal as in other countries only after
drafting of the Convention on the Rights of the
Child. Issues related to the Convention begun to
he taken as a social movement. In the meantime
HMG formally endorsed its commitment to the
Convention. The Government expressed its full
support and approval to the goals of the "World
• brrunit on Child" under the initiative of the
UNO to bring the spirit of the Convention in
practice. In the meantime, efforts from GOs and
NGOs levels began to be made to make Child
Right Act in Nepal as well. Eventually, in 1992,
Child Act-1992 was enacted. Even after the act.
was endorsed by I lis Majesty the King, the Act
could not be implemented for various reasons.
The above "Child Act 1992" is a positive step in
the process of child right movement. It had
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widened the path of child right revolution. On
the one hand, the above law has made an attempt
to protect children, their social security and
educational facilities from the difficult
circumstances, while, on the other, it has protected
them from child labour, sexual exploitation,
flesh trade and slavery. At the same time, there
is a provision for child court, child reform home,
child home in order to decrease or uproot
ill-treatment of children and to deal with cases
related to children in a special way. Besides,
welfare-oriented and human issues like child
nourishment, rehabilitation of orphans and
abandoned children, protection from torture and
suffering have also been included. This Act has
also made provisions to control, uproot and stop
offering girls in the name of Gods and Goddesses
in some places of Nepal, stringent punishment to
those practising child trafficking and rape, and
practice of making children work as hard as
possible. Similarly, provisions for equal
opportunity - and remuneration for children
irrespective of their religion, sex, caste and
complexion have also been mentioned. In this
way, the Act has made provisions for the social
security and health recovery of orphans, disabled
and mentally retarded children. Besides,
provisions have been made to form central and
district. child welfare committees as separate
body to deal at national and district levels, with
the issues regarding child development and child
welfare. However, HMG has not yet brought the
above welfare-oriented provision into practice,
by publishing notice in the royal gazette.
5. The child right situation in
1992 - some examples
Like in the past measures taken for the child
development are not encouraging. However, the
"Child Act 1992", which resulted from the effort,
work and commitment of many years, is a positive
step. But, it is regreting that the Act, which has
been unanimously adopted by the parliament
and endorsed - by His Majesty the King
(Endorsement dated May 20, 1992), has not yet
been brought into force. The Nepalese people
looked delighted at the time the Act was
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promulgated; however, were saddened when there
could not be any effective measures from HMG
to implement it.
If something is evaluated and analyzed, we find
both positive and negative aspects. The same
thing applies to child rights. Innumerable activities
have been carried out in order to institutionalize
the matter concerning child right and child
development and take them up to the grassroots
level. At the same time, incidents violating the
rights of the child to great extant in various parts
of the country, have also been published. Though
there are no authentic facts and figures as to how
the actual situation of child right movement
remained all round the year 1992. However,
condition of children in Nepal -1992 can be
mentioned as follows:
(a) "Child Related Bill - 1991" adopted
unanimously by Parliament
The elected legislature (parliament) under the
Constitution of Nepal 1990 discussed and debated
"Children Related Bill-1990" and unanimously
adopted a resolution. The above law is the first
separate children-related law for the protection
and promotion of child rights. Different people
and institutions involved in human rights, child
rights and development of society heartily
welcomed the step taken by HMG and requested
the concerned authority to enact the above law as
soon as possible. However, HMG could not be
successful in bringing the above law into force.
(b) Publication of extensive reports on child
labour exploitation and child slavery in
carpet factories
CWIN has been making public, from the last few
years, on the basis of research and survey, the
painful stories of exploitation and suffering of
child laborers in various areas of economic
production. In this connection the facts and
figures, based on the survey entitled as "Child
laborers" and "situation and problem in carpet
factories" have revealed the exploitation and

excess meted to children. According to the
available statistics, there are 50,000 child laborers
of below 16 years of age in carpet factories and
the children have been compelled to work in an
average of 15 hours a day. Similarly the survey
has revealed the fact that the children get an
average of Rs 396 per month and about 8%
children have been working following their family
debt. Apart from this, it has been mentioned that
some carpet-weaving children have been the
victims of immoral and defaming activities such
as sexual exploitation, rape and flesh trade.
In connection with the implementation of "Labour
Act 1991" HMG fined 23 factories and initiated
action against them under the accusation that
they had employed child laborers (below 14
years of age) but not provided facilities as per
law. The action taken by HMG looked aimless in
view of the absence of effective body to supervise
exploitation and excess of child laborers in
factories and alternative means of their livelihood.
Besides, nothing was found as regards to
mobilization of people's participation for the
solution of such grave problem like exploitation
of child laborers.
(b) Firing of April 6 and infanticide
(child killing)

The incident of April 6, 1992 is a tragic incident
from the viewpoint of violation of human rights.
Catastrophic incidents took place in different
parts of the country because of the tension between
the ruling party and opposition parties and thethen police suppression. The firing in the capital
city, among all the incidents, resulted in a very
painful scenario. Until then many demonstrators
fell victims of police excess. What was painful is
that the small children, who were not concerned
with any of those demonstrations, encounter and
stone throwing, had also fallen victims to police
bullets. 8 year old Anish Shakya had to lose his
life and several others had their bodies battered
into pieces. The ruling party and the opposition
parties blamed each other for these incidents but
no justice was done to the victimized children.
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Firing of April 6, 1992 and
Victimised Children
Name

situation may naturally foster a criminal attitude
in the minds of those children and leave a negative
impact on their psychology and perception.

Age (Year)
A list of some children in jails

1. Anish Shakya (dead)
2. Sanjita Shakya
3. Tawan Rana
4. Shreya Rana
5. Pushker Parajuli
6. Kanchha Tamang
7. Mahesh Kumar Rana
8. Kabindra Shrestha
9. Ramesh M ahari an
10. Milan Kapali
11. Sovendra Tandukar
12. Manoj Saiii

8
2
2
8
10
12
13
13
14
15
15
17

Bhadra Bandi Jail
Name
I. Binod Kumar Budhathoki (10)
2. Copal Bahadur Tamang (10)
3. Bikas Bahadur Tamang (8)
4. Bikas Lama (6)
5. Suhash Bhujel (8)
6. Raj Kumar Pariyar (2 1/2)
7. Mingwar Dorje Lama (9)

Sex Father's Name
M Suhash Budhathoki
M Puma B. Tamang
M Puma B. Tamang
M Ram Bahadur Lama
M Jhari Lal Bhujel
M Ramji Pariyar
M Lakpa Sitar Lama

Central Jail
(c) Arrest of children and children in jails

As per law, no children below 10 years of age can
be sentenced for any kind of punishment. It has
been mentioned in the law that children of 10-14
years of age should be persuaded and convinced
and they can be imprisoned for maximum 2
months for their reformation. Similarly, children
of 14-16 years of age can be given 50% of the
punishment, in comparison to the adults.
However, many children in various jails of Nepal
were found illegally imprisoned in the same way
as adults are. Some of them were found detained
by sueing them against theft, begging in public
places, drug addiction, prostitution, etc. At the
same time, more than 150 street children were
found illegally arrested, tortured and detained
amongst dangerous prisoners. Though there are
provisions for child court (children reform home)
as per child related laws„ these have not yet been
brought into practice.
Detention on infant children in jails with adults
is another crucial question in connection with
children and jails. These children have been
detained not because of their own crimes but
because of the crimes committed by their parents.
According to a survey statistics of 1992, more
than 100 infant children have been living in jails
where notorious criminals are detained. This
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I. Umesh Thapa (3)
2. Deepak Shrestha (9)
3. Jeevan Rai (7)
4. Govind Nepali (7)
5. Man Bahadur Tamang (8)
6. Nava Raj Dahal (7)
7. Nave Biswokarma (5)
8. Kishore Lama (6)
9. Ram Hari Chaulagai (8)
10. Lopsang Tamang (6)
11. Gyan Bahadur Tamang (6)
12. Gokul Pode (5)
13. Kailash Pun (6)
14. Santosh Kumar Raut (10)
15. Mohan Singh Chain (9)

M Ram Thapa
M Amrit Shrestha
M Mohan Rai
M Kumar Nepali
M Singhe Tamang
M Rudra Prasad Dahal
M Lala B. Biswokanna
M Rishi Lama
M Gopal Chaulagai
M Sufat Singh Tamang
M Suk Bahadur Thing
M Akkal Bahadur Pode
M Lal Bahadur Pun
M Bira Raun Kann
M Krishna B. Ghalan

Women Jail
Name
1. Manisha Tamang (3)
2. Mingmar Sherpa (4)
3. Dawa Tsering Sherpa (3)
4. Radhika Tamang (10 months)
5. Wangju Lama (4)
6. Raju Lama (1)
7. Sirjana Pariyar (2)

Sex Mother's Name
F
M
F
F
M
M
F

Laxmi Tamang
Dolma Sherpa
Dolma Sherpa
Chyma Maya Tamang
Dalchini Tamang
Dalchini Tamang
Shanti Pariyar

Source: PRACHI, Samchetan hi-monthly Year
1, Issue 2, February 1993.
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(d) Illegal traffic of children and
incidents of child-rape
News on child trafficking and their forced
involvement in immoral and socially low level
occupations like prostitution and bonded labour
has been published. This process has been
increasing day by day.
Though there are no authentic statistics in this
connection, according to the news published in
various papers and journals, about 200,000
women have been sold out in brothels of
metropolitan citicies and cities of India. It has
come to our notice that 20% of the girls sold are
below 16 years of age. Some of the women are
exported across the border by attracting their
attention with various temptations. Some of them
are either terrorized, threatened, kidnapped or
assured of fake marriages.
Report on "Survey of news in papers and journals1992" carried out by CWIN in this connection is
as follows:
Newspaper survey about flesh trade
Nepali newspapers and journals have been
publishing news about flesh-trade from time to
time. However, in comparison to the number of
the incidents of flesh trade that have taken place,
the number of news brought to light by newspapers
and journals is not enough. Though in small
number, the newspapers and journals have
brought the news of the incidents of flesh trade
and are being able to reach the mass-reader.
From 1989 to Aug/Sept 1990, 37 items of news
on flesh trade of Nepalese women in India have
been published in Nepali newspapers and journals.
Gorkhapatra, Bartalap, Janta, Dristi, Nepali Patra,
Naya Kiran, Chhahara, Matri Bhumi, Deshantar,
Chitran, Sam ikchhya, Chhalfal, Mahima, B iplav,
Bimarsha and Pristhabhumi are among the
newspapers and journals to publish news of this
nature.
According to the news published from 1990 to

Aug/Sept 1991, most of the women sold out are

from Kathmandu. The number of women coming
from Biratnagar, Jhapa, Nuwakot, Makwanpur
and Morang is second to that of Kathmandu. Age
of most of the women ranges from 15 to 20 years.
From 1991 Aug/Sept to 1992 Aug/Sept 29 items
of news have been published. Punarjagaran,
Mahima, Deshantar, Gorkhapatra, Dristi, Janta,
Suruchi, Chhalfal, Swotantra Rashtra, Prayas,
Nepali Awaj, Hindu, Dainik, Janbal, Bimarsha
and Pratipakchhya are the newspapers and
journals to publish news on flesh trade occurring
within this year. According to the news published
in the journals, 19 out of the total number of
women sold were below 16 years of age. 8 girls
were only 13 years old. 3 girls were 14 years old
and 4 were 15 years old. Of them, the oldest
women was 22 years old.
As per the newspapers and journals, all the girls/
women have been sold out in India. Number of
women/girls sold in Bombay of India is the
biggest. Most of the women/girls sold were lured
through various temptations. Only one incident
is concerned with forced trafficking. Most of
them were assured of jobs and taken to India.
Some of them were assured of marriage by
pimps. Only a few were taken and sold in the
pretext of taking them around and making them
actresses. Most of the women traffickers have
been found to be from nearby villages. Some are
from remote villages and some are unknown.
According to the news published in the
Gorkhapatra dated June 20, 1991, a girl called
Geeta was sold out by her own paternal uncle.
The Prayas in its December issue of 1991 has
published a news on the girl who was taken under
the temptation of making her a cine actress and
sold out. News of Nepal ese women sold in various
cities of India under the fake assurance of maniage
has also been published in various newspapers
and journals.
As per the news published on May 21, 1992,
Sabha Bahadur Ghalan of Makwanpur Churemai
ward No.1 had taken his own wife Mrs Kanchhi
Maya Dong at the pretext of medical treatment
and sold her in Bombay of India. At present, he
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is a prisoner in jail. Those involved in flesh trade
from Aug/Sept 1991 to Aug/Sept 1992 according
to the mass media have been printed on the
following page.
As per the news published in newspapers and
journals, only a few criminals implicated in the
flesh trade have been punished. Most of the
criminals have been successful in their escape.
On the country, girls/women, who being
successful in escaping at their own effort from
the dramatic lives of brothels of India, have been
imprisoned at the pretext of investigation.
Needless to mention, the number of news-items
published in connection with flesh trade is very
limited. The true stories of flesh trade which
have been lying unpublished are a thousand
times more painful than the news published. It
may be because the criminals involved in the
flesh trade, being cleverer than the police
administration, the incidents have not come near
the source of newspapers and journals so far. Let
us hope that newspapers and journals will be
successful in revealing the incidents in the days
to come.

Similarly, incidents of rape endangering the
chastity of women have been constantly
increasing in our society. 7 year old Meera
Gurung, who had been watching games at
Dasharath Rangashala; 8 year old Laxmi, who
had been playing with her sister and brother; 12
year old Fusori, who had gone with her mother
to check up with a bya.Thankri in Kathmandu; 12
year old Shakuntala of Arghakanchi, who was
on her way to school; and 8 year old Tara Gurung
of Pokhara and 13 year old Geeta of Jhapa are the
examples reflecting the victimization of children
by the sex-maniacs assault. Among those
sex-maniacs, some are professional hooligans,
some Jhankris, some teachers, some adults and
some are relatives. Many incidents of child-rape
occurred in the months of June, July and August
of 1992. Cases related to 28 raped children of 5
to 12 years of age have been registered at police
station. As a matter of fact, some heart-breaking
stories of such incidents are actually suppressed
and whatever has been revealed is only a small
part of reality. Involvement of people from
prestigious professions such as teachers, doctors,
policemen, politicians and government
employees in incidents of rape is, in fact, a
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metier of concern. Constant occurrence of such
evil incidents has threatened the society.
Apart from this, the ever increasing rate of child
prostitution or use of children for prostitution has
posed a serious social problem in our society and
has directly violated the children rights. Similarly,
the Devaki system established as a social norm
and flesh trade among Badis have not only
exploited children but also forced society towards
decadence.
Various sections of people of society expressed
their wrath, lodged demonstration protests for
the social security of citizens and appealed to the
government for paying serious attention to this
issue child rape and prostitution. Women Security
Pressure Group was established in collaboration
with people and organizations working in various
areas of the society. Under the leadership of the
Group, MP Sabana Pradhan presented a resolution
against child rape and flesh trade in the parliament.
The resolution was unanimously adopted. Women
MPs such as Mina Pande, Uma Adhikari, Tham
Maya Thapa, Maiya Devi, and Astha Laxmi
Shakya Bohara played important roles in this
connection. However, neither any decision could
be reached to do anything nor any law was
enacted in this regard.
6.

Conclusion

After the restoration of multi-party democracy,
Nepal has signed and endorsed 14UN instruments
on human rights. In this regard, Nepal has
expressed its commitment to the international
community for the protection and promotion of
human rights, child rights and women rights.
Besides, efforts made for the achievement of the
goals are praiseworthy. However, there have
been many shortcomings and criticism-prone
activities from the concerned sector in the process
of bringing the commitments into practice. The
shortcomings must be removed and tackled, if

the issues of child right and development are
really to be brought into practice in Nepalese
soil.
Adoption of "Child-Related Act-1992" is a
positive aspect in connection with child rights.
However, it is a long way to materialize it into
practice.
But the problems such as child labour,
exploitation, child marriage, child prostitution
and child trafficking; which are rampant in our
society, cannot be solved only by making laws.
Political commitment, social awareness and
mobilization and development of active
participation of people are essential to translate it
into practice in a concrete way.
While keeping in view the present situation of
child right and child development in Nepal, there
are two main hurdles against transforming them
into reality. They are — the Government sector
easily endorses international instruments to show
itself as democratic and human rights oriented,
but it does not show enough political commitment
to enforce it. Secondly, though the Government
shows itself as much democratic as people expect
it to be, the state machinery is neither working in
this direction nor committed. When parts of the
state machinery are set to enforce the policies
and programmes of the Government; which are
not efficient, active and honest, how can human
rights, social justice and norms and values of
democracy be well-established? Even today, most
of the Nepalese do not know what their civic
rights and duties are. This issue is connected not
only with their social unawareness but also with
the commitment of the organizations and
communities working for human rights, social
justice, freedom and development. That is why it
is urgent for those concerned to review these
issues properly and undertake measures for the
promotion of their duties.
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Table : 1
False Assurance to the Victims

News Published in

Culprit

Type of Crime

Dristi
Sept 4, 1991

Rain K. Thapa

False assuarance of marriage,
brought to Bombay

Swatantra Rastra

Basanta Manandhar

It

Gorkhapatra
Mar 17, 1992

Man B. Kunwar Yogi
Phulmaya Kunwar Yogi

Culprit

Address

Condition of Culprit

Rajani Shakya
Sanjaya Shrestha
Kamal Shrestha
Talchini Maya Tamang
Ramkrishna Wagle
Sante Lama
Binod Suhedi
Iswor Tiwari
Shyam Shahi
Basanta Manandhar
Shyam Kumar
Nara B. Lama
Shankar Thapa
Ratan llama!
P. Maya llama!
Manhahadur
Kunwar Yogi
l'hulmaya Yogi
Sabhabahalur Dhalan
Bisnuhahadur Nepali
Sanjaya Tamang
Puma B. Limbu
Ramhari Thapa
Bhaganban Basnet
Shyam Tamang
Ganesh B. Shrestha
Raj K. Maharjan
Ramnarayan
Taradevi
Manoj K. Shrivastava
Pawan Thapa
Sher B. Tamang
Ram B. Chhctri

Lanagkhel, Lalitpur
Pyutha

-

"
Dapcha, Kavre
Kathmandu

-
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"
Bhaktapur
Janakpur
Kathmandu
Kakani, Kathmandu
Makanwanpur
Tanahu

Detained

Tanahu

-

Udayapur
Makanwanpur
Gorkha
Nuwakot

10 years imprisonment
4 years imprisonment
-

Nuwakot
Kirtipur, Kathmandu
-

-
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News Published in

Description of Work

Culprit

Punarjagaran - Oct 26, 1991

Any kind of job

Rajani Shakya, Lalitpur

Deshantar
Nov 17, 1991

To have a job in Hong Kong,
but brought to Bombay

Arthaman Tamang
Dalchini Maya Tamang

Nepali Awaj
Jan 24, 1992

To have a job in Narayangarh,
but arrested on the way to India

Narabahadur Lama

Nepali Awaj
June 19, 1992

To have a job on clothes
shop but brought to Bombay

Ganesh B. Shrestha
Raj K. Maharjan

Vimarsha

To give a house-work

Ram Narayan, Manoj K. Shrivastava

Source : CWIN
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Annex - 4

POLICE TORTURE AND NEPAL

Though the ill-treatment meted out to or the
torture inflicted upon man by man is considered
to be the token of uncivilization, torture was
rampant in the ancient Government legislation
and punishment system in Nepal. Because of the
narrow form of style of ancient government and
administrative machinery, torture was perhaps
necessary for the period. But even today many
forms of torture are found in Nepal. After the
question of human rights began to arise time and
again, especially when the reign by law was
adopted in Nepal, torture upon individuals by the
organized power of the state was commonplace
until the end of Panchayat government. During
the Panchayat period people used to be tortured
with an objective to weaken their faith. Torture
used to be both physical and mental.
Many feel giddy when they hear about the torture
inflicted upon the prisoners arrested after the
Jhapa revolution in 1971 and the students and
political leaders arrested after the mass revolution
in 1979 with the intent to weaken their faith and
hope. But the more pathetic fact is that such cruel
and inhuman behavior is still practiced in spite of
widespread awareness of human rights. Torture
has still remained as an illegal punishment to be
inflicted upon the individuals under police
custody.
Most of the people arrested during the mass
revolution in 1990 have lived with bruises caused
by torture under police custody. Some have been
made mentally imbalanced, while others have
been compelled to live as invalids.

The Panchayat constitution and Acts did not
spare torturing or inflicting inhuman and
humiliating behavior against anyone either under
custody or in any other place. No action has yet
been taken against the authorities who imposed
such heartless torture during the people's
revolution.
During the interim government formed after the
people's revolution, praiseworthy efforts were
made in connection with preventing torture. The
Article 14(4) of the Constitution of the Kingdom
of Nepal, 1990, has clearly mentioned that: "No
person who is detained during investigation or
for trial or for any other reason shall be subjected
to physical or mental torture, nor shall be given
any cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. Any
person so treated shall be compensated in a
manner as Octal]) ined by law."
During the period of interim government, Nepal
has signed.the Convention against Torture and
Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment
or Punishment. This convention has been in
force in Nepal since June 13, 1991. The
convention and the constitution of Nepal have
provided every citizen the right to go to the
international court and the court of Nepal in case
of violation, respectively.
But the commitment shown by the government
in these documents has not been observed in
practice. During the period of the elected
government, many incidents such as police torture
inflicted in an inhuman way upon people arrested
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for interrogation have come to light. Ever since,
the torture on people put under custody for
interrogation, has drawn attention of many
Nepalese human rights organizations and
Amnesty International as well. It cannot be
forgotten that AI, for the first time, has brought
to light a separate report on Nepal in connection
with torture.
The grave incidents related to torture after the
mass-revolution and the achievement of
democracy in 1990 are follows:

pierced; they were strung onto a special type of
torture frame; kicked with boots; hit with lathis
and were not given food, but forced to sign the
document prepared by the advocate.
Among these arrested and tortured, one of them
was arrested prior to the murder of the police
inspector and two of them were ignorant of the
incidents. According to the arrested persons
they were tortured because they were CPN
(Masai) supporters.
Sindhuli Murder Case

Baglung
After Inspector Gyaneswor Vaidya was stabbed
to death on Jan 15, 1,992 at Jyaininighat of
Baglung, the local administration launched a
mass-arrest campaign in order to find out the
culprit. About 500 people were arrested in this
connection. Except 10, other people were released
after ordinary interrogation. One of the 10 was
released on bail and the remaining 9 people were
detained for 30 to 55 days and were tortured
cruelly. All the people, who were tortured in this
way, belonged to CPN (Masai), a political party.
A police SSP and Inspector, after having wrapped
32 year old Ram Paudel in a blanket, beat him in
the presence of a government advocate. He was
beaten in an inhuman way and his moustache
was burnt. His soles were burnt. When he asked
for water to drink, two policemen poured urine in
his mouth and his nail was pierced with a needle.
Ram Paudel was not present at the spot where
Inspector Vaidya was killed.
When 22 year old student Dal Bahadur VK, 28
year old B him Bahadur Thapa, 24 year old Prem
Rana Magar, 29 year old .Tit Bahadur Rana, 19
year old Gir Bahadur, 30 year old Kapil Malla,
23 year old ram Bahadur Chapagain, 23 year old
Himal Sharma and 33 year old Kisan Narayan
Hamal were placed under custody and were
beaten on their soles with sticks wrapped with
cotton soaked in Kerosene, their nails were
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On October 27, 1992, as in other places in the
kingdom, there was a festive environment on the
occasion of the festival of brothers in Bhiman.
But the festive mood turned into a horrible
incident by the evening. In a dispute following
the issue that his sister was teased in the morning,
Ratna Bahadur Sarki stabbed 17 year old Rekh
Bahadur Thakuri and 21 year old Dhruba Raj
Dotel to death.
The police arrested 7 men and 1 woman without
warrant and put them under custody for
interrogation. 6 out of 8 people arrested were
tortured in a merciless manner. At the time when
these 8 people were arrested, they were beaten
with fists, kicks and stones by the NC supporters
and were dragged along the ground.
51 year old Badri Nath Devkota, the Coordinator
of the District Advisory Committee of CPN
(UML), was also arrested. When the incident
occurred, he was near the police station and he
came to know about the murder two hours after
the incident.
Bhiman VDC member Chhaitu Lama was an
CPN (UML) worker. While he was talking to his
friend Durga Shrestha, a group of NC supporters
caught and beat him and took him to the police
station. On October 29 he was put under custody
consecutively for 15 hours and tortured. Even on
30th and 31st he was beaten in an inhuman way.
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During his unconscious state, the statement
prepared by police was signed with his thumb
impression. He was tortured so as to make him
sign the statement in which he had to confess that
it was he who had ordered the killing. Since his
body was full of bruises caused by the torture, he
had to be put under medical treatment in the
district hospital.
39 year old employee Durga Shrestha, who was
with Chhaitu Lama, was also arrested and tortured.
Among the arrested, Bharat Bahadur Bishankhe,
Tul Bahadur Sarki, Subba Sarki and Gyan
Bahadur Bhujel while under custody were tied
with ropes and beaten with bamboo strips, told to
do sit-ups continuously while carrying chairs on
their heads. They were beaten with fists, kicks,
hands, legs and sticks in their arms, calves, joints,
hacks and other parts of their bodies and severely
tortured.
The Theft Case of Gorkha
On October 30, 1992 the house of Tej Bahadur
Gurung of Thalajung was robbed at night. By the
evening on the November 1, 1992, 61 year old
Puma Bahadur Viswokarama was arrested in
connection with the case. When he was beaten,
he implicated some five other persons. On this
basis, the police arrested these five persons. The
arrested persons, namely, Dewan Singh Gurung,
B him Bahadur Gurung, Pratap Sunar, Surya
Thapa and Puma Bahadur Viswokarma's wife
Mrs. S an tunaya Viswokarma were detained from
7 to 24 days at the district police station in
Gorkha. But there was no warrant issued for
arrest and they were not taken to court.
Among the arrested, sickly Puma Bahadur
Viswokarma was dunked in the cold water of the
Daraudi river. Even under custody, he was beaten
time and again. He was released when he was
found to be unable to walk owing to the torture in
custody. On the 6th day, from the day of his
release, he died and the postmortem report has
not mentioned the cause of his death. However,

it mentioned that there were wounds on his
armpit area and chest.
All the people arrested in this connection were
beaten in different parts of their bodies with
sticks, told to hop like chickens, beaten with
wooden bars on their soles, given blows with
fists, squashed with hand and knees in their
thighs and ears, stung with stinging nettle soaked
in water, rubbed with the sticks of Ghagaru in
their hands and tortured by tying their hands and
legs together.
Other Incidents
In this way, incidents related to torture under
police custody come to the limelight at times.
Pokhara: Police tortured 5 persons arrested in
connection with the procession and the
demonstration protest at Tal Barahi Secondary
school in Pokhara. On November 23, the police
arrested 16 year old student Dharamaraj Pahari.
After a lot of pushing and pulling he was beaten.
Police caught 23 year old Ganga Baral by his hair
and after pushing and pulling had beaten him
with stick. In a protest in this connection police
arrested two laborers who were not involved in
the demonstration. One of the laborers was beaten
with a bamboo stick and butt of a gun on the back
of his head and arms and the other was beaten on
his head and back at the time of arrest.
Biratnnar: Special police carried out an
investigation on the payment of Rs. 700,000 on
July 12, 1992 from Mohini Devi Poddar's account
No. 3377 at Rastriya Banijya Bank.
At the beginning, special police arrested 11
employees. Out of 11 employees arrested on
October 30, 1992, six employees were released
after a 16 day-long investigation and the
remaining five employees were brought to
Kathmandu.
The five people were detained at Han umandhoka
Police Station in Kathmandu. Among them, 35
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year old Permanand Singh was often tortured in
a special police office, and Meera Dahal was also
tortured in the same way.
During the time of investigation, both of them
were beaten with polythene pipes. They were
hung upside down, their hair was pulled out and
they were tied and beaten and electric shocks
were given on their soles.
Both of them are still in Biratnagar jail and are
suffering from physical and mental problems
following torture.

asked to met out humiliating behavior to them in
the jail and terrorized by being told that they
would be tortured like the other two and keeping
him together with them.
After signing the Torture Convention, Nepal
was in favor of implementing the Convention. It
is the responsibility of the country, which has
signed different UN instruments on human rights
including Torture Convention, to investigate
into the alleged violations. But no investigation
has yet been carried out into the incidents, though
exposed with proof in 1992.

The other 3 persons arrested were threatened
with torture by the special policemen who were
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Annex - 5

REFUGEES PROBLEM IN NEPAL

The refugee problem in Nepal has become very
sensitive. Influx of Bhutanese refugees especially
those speaking Nepali in the southern part of
Bhutan has been increasing at a massive scale.
But the Bhutanese refugees, recently entering
into Nepal, are not the first refugees. Even prior
to this, Nepal has once given asylum to Tibetan
and Bangladesh refugees.
Tibetan Refugees
The Tibetan refugees started entering into Nepal
for the first time in 1959 after Dalai Lama, the
religious leader of Tibet, fled to Europe. The
Tibetan refugees entered into Dharmashala of
India and Nepal for the first time through Kodari
highway linking Nepal with Tibet.
The number of the refugees to enter into Nepal
for the first time was about 20,000. The Dalai
Lama's flight from Tibet drew the world's attention
to the Tibetan refugees. Asa result, ICRC, Swiss
Red Cross and UNHCR came to Nepal and
looked after the Tibetan refugees.
Since this issue was widely consider by the
international community, a large amount of aid
was received in favor of the Tibetan refugees.
After the Tibetan refugees' entry into Nepal,
Nepal Red Cross was born in 1963 to coordinate
the problem.
When ICRC, Swiss Red Cross and UNHCR.
conducted activities such as carpet weaving,
training, making wool available and provision of
market for produced goods by the Tibetan
refugees, these organizations in collaboration

with the government, made a provision for their
education and medical treatment.
The first camp for the Tibetans was established
in Jawalakhel. At that time, the Tibetan refugees
were rehabilitated in six main camps. In the
Kathmandu valley, camps for their settlement
were established in Baudha and Swoyambhu and
Jawalakhel. Outside the valley they were given
refuge in different camps of S yangja, Chhorepatan
of Pokhara, Rasuwa and Mustang districts.
Second and third generations of the Tibetan
refugees, who entered into Nepal for the first
time in 1959, have been growing up now in
Nepal. Some of them have acquired citizenship,
while some are likely to acquire it.
The instability seen in the Tibetan politics after
Dalai Lama's escape from Tibet in 1959 still
exists as earlier. Consequently, the trend of
Tibetan refugees' entry into Nepal has not
discontinued. The Tibetans have been using Nepal
as a transit route, crossing passes amidst the
snow-capped ranges between Nepal and Tibet
either for asylum or on their way to call on the
Dalai Lama in India.
When there have occurred clashes between the
Tibetans entering into Nepal and the Nepali
border security personnel, sometimes they are
heard to have entered Nepal through the northern
border and vandalized the villages.
There is no exact record as to how many Tibetans
entered into Nepal every year. Number of Tibetans
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entering into Nepal increases when there is
political restlessness and instability in Tibet.
Last year, 2,400 Tibetans entered into Nepal.
Most of the Tibetans entering Nepal say that the
government officials of the place forcibly abort
the pregnant women and forcibly make them
succumb to family planning. They are not allowed
to sell Dalai Lama's portraits, have no political
freedom and are tortured in custody after If we
were arrested.
Refugees from other countries
Because of the open border between Nepal and
India the trend of refugees' entry into Nepal from
third countries has begun since the liberation
movement of 1972 between Bangladesh and
Pakistan. Because of the liberation movement of
1972 between East Pakistan (at present
Bangladesh) and present Pakistan, a large number
of refugees from East Pakistan entered India and
then Nepal.
But the Bangladesh refugees problem was not as
grave and dangerous as the problem of the
Tibetans and the present Bhutanese. Though the
situation of the refugees was pathetic, Nepal Red
Cross Society and ICRC temporarily dealt with
their problems then. ICRC chartered a plane to
return them, after Bangladesh was liberated from
Pakistan.
Embassy of Pakistan in Nepal identified its
citizens in order to make provision for sending
them to Pakistan or Bangladesh according to
their will. Most of the Bengali refugees of that
time returned to Bangladesh and Pakistan. Some
of them settled in Nepal and are living with their
families now in Nepal.
Similarly in 1979 Afghan and Iraqi citizens
entered into Nepal through India. Nepal Red
Cross made travel documents for such citizens,
who had come as refugees crossing the border
illegally and had provided them with temporary
help.
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In this way, there are Tamil and Kashmir citizens
among those illegally migrated into Nepal and
are sometime arrested by Nepal police. The
Tibetans are arrested sometime in different parts
of Nepal. Similarly, the migrants from Kashmir,
Tamilnadu, Punjab, etc are arrested in the
Kathmandu valley. These incidents show that
many people have been illegally taking refuge in
Nepal.
Bhutanese refugees
When massive demonstrations started
demanding human rights and democracy in
southern Bhutan on September 19, 1990,
Bhutanese Government started launching
pressure campaign to suppress the demonstration
in Southern Bhutan. Thousand of Bhutanese of
Nepalese origin were terrorized by the Bhutan
Government. Due to the massive suppression by
the regime, the Bhutanese people started running
away from their homeland.
As the pressure went on increasing in Bhutan,
the number of people being driven off and fleeing
Bhutan went on increasing. Till November 1990
there were only 45 families of the refugees who
had entered into Nepal from Bhutan. 29 out of 45
families had settled in hovels on the banks of the
Kankai river and the other 16 families were in
Timai.
As the Bhutan government suppression increased
rapidly, the number of refugees to enter into
Nepal through India increased in the same ratio.
Beginning with 45 families by Nov/Dec 1990,
the number of refugees families came to be
13,117 in 1992 and now the number is about
15,000. At first the refugees settled in two places.
Now 5 camps have been established for the
Bhutanese refugees in Ihapa itself. In Morang,
the number of Bhutanese refugees has been
increasing on an average of 600 families a month.
On the one hand, because of the Bhutanese
refugees, a big economic, social and environmental problem has taken place in Nepal, while,
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on the other, the condition of the refugee camps
is not less pathetic. The number of TB victims in
the Bhutanese refugee camps has exceeded 400.
By the end of 1992, the nwnber of those living in
refugee camps in Jhapa alone was 72,300.
In these refugee camps 177 babies are born and
55 people die every day . To perform social
rituals in course of birth and death, destruction of
firewood and banana plantation have dangerously
increased.
International NGOs such as UNHCR, Lutheran
World Service, UNICEF and OXHAM have
been helping the refugees for their health,
education, food and others, and many NGOs in
the country including HMG have been helping
them in treatment, security, clothing, etc.
Whatever amount of help is provided, the number
of refugees increasing daily has rendered the
help insufficient in Timai, Goldhap and Beldagi
of Jhapa and 6 refugee camps in Pathari of
Morang. Many of the children going to school
have been compelled to be far from schools. The
dense settlement and population in the refugee

camps have paved the way for disease to increase.
There is a shortage of place for incoming refugees
to settle in. Due to lack of proper management,
epidemic is likely to break at any time.
77% of the people living in refugees camps have
been suffering from, at least, one disease of any
kind. According to the report prepared by
UNHCR at the end of 1992, among the refugees
living in the camps, 24.1% have been suffering
from URI, 16% from skin diseases, 15% from
diarrhoea, 13% from respiratory problems and
about 10% from diseases such as cold and fever.
About 77% refugees are continually sick.
These refugees, tortured and made to suffer by
police and army of B hutan, are unable to imagine
as to when they will return to their homeland.
Since the Bhutan government has not taken them
as refugees, India has not shown any interest in
this connection. Nepal has not signed the
Rrefugees Convention. No situation has yet been
seen to say as to what direction and motion the
efforts being made at international level will take
place.
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Annex - 6

BONDED LABOR IN NEPAL
The abolition of slavery in Nepal was declared in
1924 and gave the first blow to the practice of
labour exploitation of one person by another.
Abolition attained legal sanction with the
Government's enactment of a law in 1948. All the
constitutions in Nepal have imposed restrictions
on exploitative practices such as slavery and
trafficking. In spite of these measures,
exploitation is persisting in various forms. The
Kamaiya system, prevalent in the Terai of western
Nepal, still survives.
Former Governments have never taken the issue
of slavery seriously and have never tried to
implement the constitutional provision in practice.
After the success of the peoples' movement, the
new constitution of Nepal (1990) stated in article
20 (1), "Traffic in human beings, slavery, serfdom
or forced labour in any form is prohibited. Any
violation of this provision is punishable by law
...". However, there is no law which clearly
applies to those who keep bonded laborers.
To investigate the nature, magnitude and number
of Kamaiyas (bonded laborers), the Informal
Sector Service Centre (INSEC) conducted an indepth research in 1992, in three districts in the far
west of Nepal, Kailali, Kanchanpur and Bardiya.
The main aim of the study was to identify the
nature of the problem. The study has revealed the
form and the manner of the bonded labour system
in this area of Nepal. The study has provided data
on the skills, knowledge and resources of bonded
laborers, revealed the development of the present
situation and the gravity of the Kamaiyas' plight
(in terms of indebtedness, poverty, etc.) and
other factors crucial for the planning of any

programmes to liberate and rehabilitate the
bonded laborers and their families. About 17,000
people were interviewed in the course of the
study. It is possible to extrapolate from this study
that there may be as many as 25,000 families of
bonded laborers in the three districts, or
approximately 100,000.
A large proportion of the bonded laborers in the
three districts are the Tharu, the indigenous people
of Nepal. At least 16 per cent of the population,
or 50 per cent of the Tharu people, serve as
Kamaiya or live in a Kamaiya household. A
Kamaiya is a person who has a one year verbal
contract with an employer, usually a landowner,
under certain conditions. Usually the conditions
are very unfavorable for the employee and for his
family. The characteristics of the contract are:
a fixed amount of food, land, cash, or other
goods to be paid to the Kamaiya by the
employer or master, which is usually too
little for the Kamaiya and his family to live
on for one year,
the possibility for the master to fine the
Kamaiya up to NRs 54 (US$ 1) per day in the
case of absence. He can also be fined for loss
or damage of tools,
the condition that the wife and children of
the Kamaiya will work for the same master.
If the master does not fulfil his contractual duties
or abuses the Kamaiya, the contract cannot be
ended before the end of the year. Women in
Kamaiya families are often victims of sexual
harassment by the masters.
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Once a year, at the festival known as Maghi,
Kamaiyas can look for new employers. Very
often the employers are not Tharu but hill-people,
who havebetter negotiating skills than the Tharu.
The supply of labour is larger than the demand.
Kamaiyas have only agricultural skills, no land
and few possessions, all of which leaves them
few alternatives. They are ignorant of their rights.
All these factors keep wages low and leave
Kamaiyas in a position dependent on their
employers.
The result is that working conditions for Kamaiyas
are very bad. Working days of 18 hours are usual;
there are no provisions for free days or for
illness; some masters fine and abuse Kamaiyas.
Families of Kamaiyas (average size is 6.4
members) have to work for the same master
without additional payment; the family is the
labour unit. Even if Kamaiyas can change their
master once a year, their families have no choice.
The most deadly feature of the system is sauki, or
loan. Since a Kamaiya earns less than his
expenses, sooner or later he will have to borrow.
At least 30.67 per cent of Kamaiyas own sauki.
Loans are generally used to meet domestic
expenses like festivals (NRs 5,365 maximum),
marriages (NRs 3,850) and funerals (NRs 1,850),
medical treatment, food and clothing. Many
Kamaiyas also bear the burden of inherited loans.
The Kamaiya must work for his master until his
sauki is paid off, but usually the debt increases
while he works, due to the high interest charged,
the fines incurred and the employer's one sided
deceit. The illiteracy rate among Kamaiyas is
96.5 per cent and they are generally uninformed,
simple and conflict-avoiding people which makes
them susceptible to deception by the masters.
The bondage to the master can be life-long and
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sometimes for many generations. 3.3 per cent of
Kamaiyas are fourth generation, 21.63 per cent
in the third and 28 per cent in the second. 12.6 per
cent have been serving for a period between 2545 years.
Kamaiyas can only change masters if they find
on Maghi a new master who is willing to pay off
their sauki; this is of course more difficult the
higher the sauki. Sometimes Kamaiyas with
sauki and their families are effectively sold to a
new master without their consent. Masters are
not punished for exploiting and abusing
Kamaiyas. The system effectively bonds the
Kamaiyas indefinitely.
The Tharu people are indigenous to this region
and were traditionally a semi-nomadic people.
The new migrants from the Hills and the Terai
came after the eradication of malaria in the
1950s. The migrants took control of the land and
came to dominate the Tharu in various ways.
As a member of the United Nations, Nepal has
obligations to respect and implement the
provisions of the various international treaties to
which it is a party. This includes the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the
Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of
Slavery, the Slave trade and Institutions and
Practices Similar to Slavery (1956). Nepal has
also signed the 1990 World Summit for Children
Declaration and the United Nations Convention
on the Rights of the Child.
Nepal has now a multi-party system and a duly
elected Government but has yet to promote
legislation to transform its mainly feudal
economic and social system. The situation of the
Kamaiyas is an indication of the kinds of servitude
still existing in the country.

Bonded Labor in Nepal

Annex - 7

WOMEN AND HUMAN RIGHTS

The status of women in Nepalese society is at par
with that of second class citizen. Women are seen
exploited in every field of national life. The
country's social, economic, political including
cultural aspects also have rendered women to
lower footing. The women, who constitute
50.13% of total population of Nepal, have lagged
2 1/2 times behind men so far as going to school
is concerned. Total literacy of the country is only
25%. But men literacy is 54.5%. According to
Manustniriti, a Hindu mythology, women are
horn in this world only to suffer and such concept
still exists here.
According to the present constitution of Nepal, it
is necessary that, from each political party, out of
total number of candidates for the house of
representative, at least, 5% candidates should be
women. But there are only 6 women, viz. 3%
women in the lower house consisting of 205
candidates at present. Women's hold in politics,
as in other aspects of national life, looks very
weak. There are 3 women leaders in the central
committee of the ruling party NC consisting of
27 members and there are 2 women in the central
committee of main opposition party CPN(UML)
consisting of 35 members.
The present constitution of Nepal has clearly
mentioned, under rights to equality, that men and
women should be given equal remuneration for
the same nature of work. Though the constitution
has guaranteed men and women of the principle
of equality, they do not look to have been abided
by it. The partial legal provision giving more
priority to grandson than to daughter in the case
of death of a sonless person is still in practice.

Women have not received rights to property. The
Muluki Ain (Civil Code) 1964 has made a
provision for a daughter to claim an equal share
as that of a son. Daughters should remain
unmarried till 35 years of age to claim share in
parential property. However, there is not
guarantee her right on parential propverty, though
she fulfils the condition. Patrimony is a son's
birth right. In practical life, generally, property
has been shared among brothers, before a daughter
is 35 years of age. There is no legal provision to
allot share to sisters while property is being
shared among brothers and, to reshare the
property, if a daughter sues. If a daughter marries
after 35 years of age, she has to return the share
allocated to her earlier.
According to the present constitution any foreign
woman, who is married to a Nepali citizen can
obtain citizenship of Nepal, after she relinquishes
her previous citizenship of the country where she
was residing. However, a foreigner, who marries
a Nepali woman and is willing to stay in Nepal,
finds it difficult to obtain Nepalese citizenship,
though he relinquishes the citizenship of his
country. Law does not seem clear on this issue.
Daughters are supposed to take care of household
work and look after all the members of her
family. They die due to hunger, insecurity and
suffering. Most of the parents of Nepal do not
want female teacher at a primary school.
The tradition of offering girls to temples and of
preventing them from being married is still in
practice in villages of West Nepal. In Kathmandu,
the capital city and center of educated people,
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this tradition has not only been alive in the name
of Kumari (Virgin Goddess) yet but also wellhonored from the Government and legal level.
Adultery system, Jhuma system (to offer a
daughter in the name of religious virtue),
polyandry system (to keep only one wife so as
not to divide property among many brothers),
dowry system (to buy bridegroom and send her
to her husband's house only after giving as much
property as the bridegroom demands) have all
been living as evil customs in the Nepalese
society. The practice of selling wives to brothels
and fake marriage of women for selling them
can still be seen here. Child marriage, polygamy
and marriage of unequal ages age are illegal in
principle but, all these kinds of marriages are
seen to have been recognized in practice.
After the restoration of democracy, neither any
political party nor the government have done
concrete work according to their commitment
for the development of women. Similarly, the
curricula of teaching institutes has not been
developed according.
Nepal is notorious for women trafficking. Rape
incidents have increased nowadays. Brothels in
metropolian cities in India can run only by
forcibly trapped Nepalese girls. Nepalese women
are taken across the border by tempting them to
various things and by fake marriage. The women,
who suffer in the hands of anyone, are seen to
have been ostracized by society.
In rural areas of the country there is no facility for
medical examination of rape cases. One has to
come to the capital for examination and, even
after arrival, there will be no timely examination.
Because of this, many criminals are set free with
respect. The women, who are prepared to punish
rapists, have to bear with many kinds of
humiliating behavior. This problem cannot be
solved for ever unless women themselves
struggle. Exploitation against women cannot be
prevented, unless the elite in the society and the
government themselves launch a campaign in
this regard.
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The organizations working for women rights
should go from one village to another. It is yet be
practically proved the organizations should be
active in improving, instead of detracting the
family structure and cultural heritage of rural
areas.
A healthy and strong generation cannot be
imagined so long as mothers of the country live
in an unhealthy, helpless and scared situations.
More than 150,000 Nepali girls are said to have
been compelled to involv in prostitution only in
Indian brothels. Women have been raped even in
police custody. The news that a child has been
raped by policeman has also come to light.
The number of women is high in sucidal cases,
run-aways from home, school drop outs and
untimely deathdue to lack of medical treatment
and care. Women are also seen to have been
rendered homeless and, in some instances,
murdred by accusing them of witchcraft.
Obviously women in Nepal, as in other parts of
the world, have been backward in all areas. We
have often come to know the above fact from
the political leaders and intellectuals of the
country. However, we rarely found the
opportunity to hear that a concrete step has been
taken to resolve the problems and issues of
women.
40% of Nepalese girls are married before they
cross 14 years of age. In this case, Nepal comes
to be the first among the South Asian nations.
Because of our traditional norms and values, the
girls married at such a tender age, have to undergo
hardships. The series of their painful saga is
infinite.
Our traditional values have not only indirectly
established the practice of women trafficking by
allowing adultery but have also paved the way
for sexual exploitation of women by offering
virgin girls to gods.
Exploitation of women remains hidden because
of economic backwardness. It is because of
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avarice of money, taking women from villages to
foreign countries for prostitution is in practice.
According to statistics, the number of Nepalese
women in Indian brothels has come out to be
around 200,000. Out of the total number of
prostitutes in India, 50 percent prostitutes are
Nepalese. It is said that 40% of them have been
found with HIV positive. Binod Gupta, the
Secretary of Savadhan, a volunteers' organization,
had come to Kathmandu this year. He disclosed
that 25,000 Nepalese women have been involved
in prostitution in Bombay alone.
Prostitution and rape have been rapidly increasing
in the country itself. It is said that about 5,000
women have been involved in prostitution in
Kathmandu alone.
Badly fallen into the ditch of prostitution, the
Badi women of Gagangunj situated in Nepalgunj
hope for an alternative and appropriate
occupation. Unfortunately, the present democratic
government has not been able to take proper step
to root out prostitution, being practiced since the
ancient times. Prostitution cannot be controlled
by using physical force. Flesh-trade can be
dismantled only by providing the women,
involved in the occupation, with an alternative
opportunity for a proper occupation. Because of
inability of the central and local administration,
the Badi girls, who do not have fathers' names
must, are forced to suffer as prostitutes every
day.
The Badis say that the place of their origin was
Falbang of Salyan. They say thatat first they used
to sing and dance in the palace of the king of
Salyan, and earn their livelihood with 'baksheesh'
(reward) etc. In course of time, when the kings
and his courtiers disappeared, they also scattered
in different parts of the country. At present, more
than 200,000 Badis are estimated to be living in
Banke, Bardiya, Dang, Kailali, Surkhet and
Rukum of Nepal. The Badi women started giving
birth to children, having no name of their fathers.
The news generation was naturally involved in
prostitution. The Badis in other parts of the

country are not involved in prostitution. But the
Badi community of Gagangunj is found to be
taken as a synonym for prostitution. However,
this is absolutely wrong. The concerned authority
must pull out the Badi women from the ditch of
prostitution, whom this society had compelled to
become prostitutes, in course of their singing and
dancing for the pleasure of others.
Prior to the unification of Nepal, there was a
powerful king called Nagi Mall in Doti.
According to the legend, there was a God called
Bhageswor in that area, viz. in present
Dadeldhura. Once Nagi Malla started desecrating
Bhageswor and a number of calamities started
taking place in Doti-Dadeldhura. It is said that
Nagi Malla had begun the tradition of offering a
virgin girl to Bhageswor since then. Nowadays,
in Baitadi including some other districts of Far
Western Development. Region, people offer to
God either their own daughters or others' by
paying money for them in their tender age to
have their will fulfilled. Such girls will not be
allowed to live married lives. On the contrary,
they are sexually exploited and some of the
Devakis (girls) are kept as prostitutes. Especially,
girls from castes such as Nayak, Negi, Raut,
Dhami or Devakas are offered as Devakis. The
girls, usually offered as Devakis, are found mostly
in Melauli VDCs of Baitadi and can be bought
for more than Rs 10,000. Age of the girls who are
so offered ranges from 6 to 9, and most of them
will only come to know that they were sold or
offered when they grew up.
Jari is one of the remarkable systems among our
traditional practices which shelter women
exploitation. Under this system, if any woman
willingly leaves her husband and marries another
man, the latter will have to pay the former the
amount as fixed by the former. The woman has
to return all the clothing and jewelry collected
during her marriage with the former. When a
fanner of Chandanath VDC of Jumla districts
married a woman, divorced by a pol ice Hawaldar
(Head Constable), he had to pay the Hawaldar
Rs. 22,000 in July 1992. This proves that the
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system is deeply rooted, especially in the Karnali
Zone even today. Adultery system can be seen
sometimes even in other rural areas of the country.
Painful saga of the women involved in carpet
industries, which have been taken from a few
years onwards, as a main source of earning
foreign currency, is rather infinite. When
underaged girls have been suffering from the
absurdities prevalent in the industries, women of
age have not only been underpaid but also sexually
exploited. According to a survey conducted by
CWIN, 45% of the total number of women
working in carpet industries falls to victims of
sexual exploitation at their places of work.
According to the study carried out for 11 months
by INSEC, 31% of 18,000 Kamaiyas in Bardiya,
Kailali and Kanchanpur districts are in debt and
consequently more than 5,000 Kamaiyas of our
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country have been compelled to live sub-human.
Kamaiyas don't know what does freedom mean.
In some circumstances, Kamaiyas are compelled
not only to offer their newly married wives to
their masters but also to accept some naive
Martini girls impregnated by their masters. If a
Kamaiya's wife gets 10-12 days of leave during
her Sutkeri (during delivery time), it is thought
that she has had maximum rest. Working all th
day and rvrn night has become common to the
Kamaiyas. If the Kamaiyas living as squatters in
Bardiya districts are observed, most of their
problems can be clearly discerned.
There are several other ways of women
exploitation in the country. A lot is left to be
done in the field of women development who
have been deprived of all the rights to decide
their destiny.

Women and Human Rights

Annex - 8

INDIGENOUS PEOPLE AND HUMAN RIGHTS

The geographic structure of Nepal is found to
have been traditionally divided into Bhot
(Mountains), Pahad (Shivalik and Mahabharat
range) and Madesh (Terai). All these regions lie
in an east-west direction lengthwise and a northsouth direction breadth wise.
Nepal is a country of many languages, many
tribes and many cultures. Since the regions
mentioned above have different climates and
geographical structures of their own, people living
there have different languages, cultures and
communities too.
Prior to unification of Nepal by Prithivi Narayan
Shah, the above four regions used to be called
Khasan, Magarant, Sesant and Kirant.
The region inhabited by Khasas used to be called
Khasan and the region fell in today's Mahakali
and Karnali of Far Western Development Region.
There were Baise Rajyas. In the 14th century
Brahmins and Chhetris of India, being terrorized
by the Mugal empire, fled to the flatlands of that
region.
The Magarant region of Magars was in the lower
hilly land of the Kaligandaki to the east of Khasan.
This area was the Chaubise Rajyas, which,
following the aggressin of Khas Thakuri from
the west and the Sen Thakuri from the south,
broke up into pieces. There was "Gyu Rong", the
region of the Gurung feudalists or nine Sirdars in
the upper hilly region. Later the "Gyurong" was
attacked by the Ghales of Manang and it broke up
eventually losing its identity.

The Sesant region was to the east of Khasan.
There was a majority of Newars in the middle
land of Sesant and Tamangs around it.
The Kirant region was to the east of Sesant. Even
the Kirant regions was divided into 3 parts such
as Wallo Kirant, Majh Kirant and Pallo Kirant.
The lower part of Kirant region is called Tharuan
in which there was a majority of Tharus. There
was federal government system in small
principalities (Raj yas) of Limbus in Kirant region
and of Magars and Gurungs in Magarant region.
They had their respective languages and their
customs and cultures, followed by their separate
tribes in a time honored tradition.
According to a study carried out, Limbu, Rai,
Sunuwar, Tamang, Gurung, Magar, Jirel, Hayu,
Lepcha, Chhantyal, Thakali, Chepang, Kusunda,
Raute etc. in the hilly part and Tharu, Danuwar,
Bote, Majhi, Dhimal, Meche, Koche etc. in the
Terai area are among the indigenous people of
Nepal. There was a collective production system
and relationship among these indigenous people.
The Mukhiya (Village Head) used to provide
land on the basis of family requirement and the
villagers used to collectively use and protect
forest. This was one of the ancient practices. This
system used to be called "Kipat".
When Brahmins and Chhetris headed northwards
from the flatlands of the Ganges Plains in the
12th century, intensive farming by ploughing
was brought into practice. Since these Brahmins
and Chhetris communities did not plough
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themselves, the tradition of having fields
ploughed by others also came into practice.
After Prithivi Narayan Shah, king of Gorkha
unified the nation. Nepal was declared a Hindu
state. The-then government confiscated a large
land-area under the Kipat system for its expenses.
The land was distributed as Raikar, Birta, Guthi,
Jag ir etc. among the so-called great and educated
Brahmins; brave Chhetris; and kept for in the
name of temples. When the first Muluki Ain
(Act) 1853 was promulgated during the period of
Jang Bahadur Rana, people were legally classified
into four castes such as (1) Brahman (2) Chhetri
(3) Vaishya and (4) Sudra.
Brahman - to work for education and knowledge
Chhetry - to work in the field of administration
and security
Vaishya - to work in the field of business
Sudra
- to perform menial type of
untouchable manual labor as a
means of livelihood
Thus, this Act classified forms of occupation
based on caste. Even the types of actions to be
initiateso-called on the upper castes and lower
castes were different. Brahmins were exempted
from the death sentence.
The indigenous people were labelled as Matawali
(those who drink wine or alcoholic beverages)
and categorized as a lower caste. Even the
Matawali were classified into two categories:
1. Masine Matwali — on whom death sentence
could be passed and who could be enslaved.
2.

Namasine Matawali — on whom death
sentence could not be passed and who could
not be enslaved.

Note: Damai, Kami, Majhi, Tamang and Chepang
fell under the Masine Matawali group.
In years afterwards at state-level only Sanskrit,
and Nepali were prescribed in the field of
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education. In the field of Sanskrit, only Hindu
culture and Brahminism became dominant.
Scripts of the indigenous people began to become
extinct. In educationally backward, difficult and
remote rural areas, customs and convictions of
the indigenous people had a narrow survival or
disappeared due to lack of protection and
encouragement.
Even if an indigenous person became a member
of a developed, civilized and educated society,
there existed no situation for him to protect and
develop his culture. Since Nepali language was
prescribed as the medium of instruction in
education and government correspondence or
communication, learning and speaking of other
languages continued to be gradually discouraged.
Rituals, culture and mythologies of people of
most tribes became extinct.
From among the indigenous people, about
100,000 Tharus have been living as slaves under
the Kamaiya system in Bardiya, Banke and
Kailali alone. They can be bought and sold.
Women of the families of these people can be the
victims of their masters' sexual desire any time.
The indigenous people are very much attached
to the environment and nature. There is a tradition
of not felling trees among some of the indigenous
people. They live in forest and use the facilities
provided by nature without destroying nature.
They live eating fruits fallen from trees, fish of
ponds and rivers and roots. These people are on
the verge of disappearing, following the creation
of private property and destruction of forests.
The Badinis, who have indulged in cultural
activities, singing and dancing, have become
prostitutes now. The Bhand people, whose
occupation was pottery, have been compelled to
take to women trafficking and prostitution. The
Tharus have been deprived from their own lands.
The ownership of the land, which had been used
and inhabited by the indigenous people for ages,
has been transferred to the names of some
influential people. To the uneducated indigenous
people, who are not able to go to courts and
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offices, the courts and offices have posed only as
houses to be looked at with eyes of tenor from a
distance.
After the restoration of democracy, though there
was a widespread demand for the declaration of
a secular state, the constitution of the country has
declared Nepal a Hindu state. Though there is a
provision in the constitution, there is no
management for the ethnic people to avail
themselves of primary level education in their
own languages. Since they are to compete with
the people from developed communities,
communities such as Brahmins and Chhetris are
found to be political representatives of areas
where the indigenous people have a majority.
There is no seat-reservation for the indigenous
people anywhere; neither in parliament nor in
any sectors of the government services. The
people, who have been suppressed for centuries,
have been put together with the physically fit and
strong in the race. There are 62% indigenous
people out of the total population of the country.
But their participation in the Government is
below 13%.
In the field of labor, 90% of laborers are the
indigenous people. Even among the child laborers
working in carpet industries, 90% laborers are
children from indigenous community. Among
the girls sold to brothels in India, 95% girls are
the indigenous people. There are not even 2% of
indigenous people who have obtained diploma
level education. At this j uncture, it is necessary to
open schools even to develop other languages in
the country, in the way I IMG has run a Sanskrit
university to develop Sanskrit language. Because
of poverty and lack of awareness and education,
jari system, dowry system, polyandry system
and Jhuma system identified as social curses are
still in practice among the indigenous people
living in remote areas. The indigenous people

consider themselves to their fate and the mercy
of God. They believe what the people from
privileged community say about their fate.
Excessive use of alcohol has paralysed the lives
of the indigenous people. It is necessary to bring
this situation to an end for the welfare pf
indigenous people.
At this point, a demand is being raised to form a
tribal parliament in the country. UNO has called
upon all to observe 1993 as the year of the
indigenous people and drawn attention to the
problem of the indigenous people round the year.
A national committee has been formed to
celebrate the International Indigenous People
Year 1993. But even after half the year has
lapsed, no symptom of launching any work has
been seen yet. Therefore, firstly, it is necessary to
identify the indigenous people, to study their
problems and conditions properly and to develop
ideas for the solution of these problems.
If considerable attention is not paid to the
backward sectors, we will always lag behind in
the pace for development. If an important lot lags
behind nationality, social etiquette and the
condition of human rights may fall into a lower
level. This kind of partiality, depression,
disappointment and gap between many
communities, will give birth to absurdity and
extremism.
It is most urgent to begin to work accordingly for
the protection and promotion of indigenous
people.
Reference materials:
Indigenous People Year 1993 National
Committee, Nepal
UNO, World Human Rights Convention,
National Coordination Committee, Nepal
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Annex - 9

LETTERS AND DOCUMENTS
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MANUAL FOR DATA COLLECTION FOR
HUMAN RIGHTS YEAR BOOK 1992

A. Instructions to the Volunteers

4.

The place of incident, victimized person or
community must be visited and directly
contacted to construct a more authentic
picture.

5.

It is necessary to meet the heads of the
District office, District Police Office, District
Court, District Bar Association, District
Human Rights ;Associations/Organizations
and note their names, addresses, designations
and time of meeting them.

1. What are the main problems existent in the
district you have toured ? (Quote only those
problems related to Human Rights)
2.

It is necessary that you mention problems
regarding - refugees, Gower (a male marrying
someone else's wife even though she is still
married to the first husband), Devaki (a
female who is offered to the mother goddess
and is made into a servant of the temple, not
permitted to many and clandestinely serves
as a prostitute for the local affluent
individuals -this is found mostly in Far
western Nepal and can be said to be particular
to this region), Badini (a female of tribe
called the Bach who are traditional
entertainers, but through the centuries have
been degraded to level of pimps and
prostitutes),witch, untouchability, slavery,
victims of natural calamities, excesses
committed by the police/army personnel,
administrative excesses, excesses committed
by other civil persons, problems of religious
superstitions, ethnic and other problems.

6. While describing an incident or any other
related facts, should the versions of the
above mentioned persons and the victims be
contradictory or different, then these should
be recorded in an ordered sequence.
B. Headings of Questionnaire
1. Right to life
1.1 Killing/Firing
1.2 Jail ?
1.3 Arrest/Torture
2.

3. While reporting incidents of note that have
occurred (from Poush 2048 through Poush
2049) in the district, it is important to do so
without any bias, however, should there
exist noteworthy incidents which have
occurred after the restoration of democracy
till Poush 2048 or recently (i.e. after Poush
2049), then these must also be reported
along with the exact dates of occurrences.
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Fundamental Rights
2.1 Right to self - expression, gathering,
organizing
2.2 Religious Freedom
2.3 Right to Political Freedom, (along with
a free and fair election)
2.4 Right to quick and fair trail

3. Problem of landless and refugees

Letters and Documents

D. Bar Association Associations/Human

4. Right of women

Rights Organizations
4.1 Women trafficking and rape

4.2 Gower child marriage, Devaki,
Badini etc.
5. Other questions related to Human Rights
5.1 Right against slavery
5.2 Right against other kinds of inhuman
treatment

C. Description of Incident
Heading/Title:
1. District/VDC/W.No./Total/ Place
2. When/Where/What/How/Who perpetrated
the incident.
3. Type of incident - Political/ Criminal/
murder/ rape/ beating/ etc
4. Full description of incident
5. Result of incident - died/arrested/ wounded/
absconded/ number of people involved and
their names, ages, occupations, addresses.
6. Perpetrator of incident - political worker/
group/ administrator/ army personnel,/
police personnel/ individuals - mentioning
the party providing the hacking.
7. The victimized party - political worker or
participant/student/civilian/, police/ army
whose name, address, age, sex, ethnicity,
academic qualification, occupation should
be noted.
8. Condition of the wounded and arrested whether the wounded have been granted
medical treatment or not/If treated, by whom/
If the arrested person has been tortured or
not/ If tortured then a description is essential.
9. Names,
addresses,
designations,
occupations, business, etc. of those persons
who have provided information regarding
the incident, as well as press releases and
news items.
10. Name of person making this report.

1.

What are the main incidents that have
occurred in the district ?
2. Where, when and who perpetrated the
incident - political group/ workers/
administrators/ political/ criminal/ murder/
rape/ human rights violation/ others
4. How many died/ were wounded/ were
arrested/ absconded in the incident ?
5. Are those persons arrested/ wounded/ dead
related to the incident or not?
6. Were the culprits arrested or not ? If not,
why ? If arrested then what is their present
condition ?
7. Were legal procedures fully adhered to and
completed or not the criminals/ arrested
persons ? If not, why?
8. What is the condition of the district jail ?
Flow many prisoners are there ? Are they
receiving proper facilities or not ?If not ,
why ? Is the jail properly maintained or not?
9. How many incidents of police torture exist?
What kind of torture?
10. What is the human rights situation in the
district? Good/Bad Why? If violated, then
by whom - political groups or workers/
administration/
policy/army/other
individuals - how?
11. What is the situation of the judiciary in the
district? Is there any pressure exerted in the
matters of execu ting and passing j udgemen t?
If pressurized, then by whom - Political
groups/ workers/ police/ administrator/
others.
E. Questionnaire for the Victim
1.
2.

3.
4.

When and where did the incident occur?
(Date and place).
Who were the perpetrators of the incident political group or worker/ which name/
administrator/ police/ army/ others.
Description of the incident - How and what
all happened?
How many died/ were wounded/ were
arrested/ absconded in the incident? Were
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you among the wounded/ the arrested or did
you abscond?
5. If wounded, where and how did this happen?
Who wounded you the police/ army/ political
group or worker/ or others?
6. If arrested, who did so, when and where did
this occur?
7. Was torture meted out to you or not? If yes,
what kind of torture?
8. If absconding, what is the current situation?
How many days has it been since you have
absconded? Is there a warrant out for your
arrest or not?
9. If arrested then have the legal procedures
been completed or not?
10. Is this related to the incident? If yes how? If
not also how? Why were you arrested?
11. Where were you detained after your arrest police station/ army barracks/ jail. For how
many days were you detained?
12. What was/ is the condition of the jail? How
many prisoners are there? Does anyone come
to meet you or not? What are the facilities
available in the jail? Do the CDO/ Police
Inspector/ District judge visit the jail or not?
13. Who pronounced the verdict?/ The verdict
was not pronounced? If the verdict was
pronounced what was the punishment?/
When was the verdict pronounced?
14. Are you satisfied with the verdict? If not,
why?
15. The victim is/ isn't related to the incident, If
not how? If yes, how? Witness, name address.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

G. Questionnaire for District ,Judge (Name)
1.
2.

F. Questionnaire for District Police Office
(Name of Officer-in-Charge)
3.
1. What kind of incidents/cases were registered
for immediate action during the last year and
what was the number?
2. When and on which dates were the cases
registered and how many were taken to court
during the previous year?
3. Types of cases - political/criminal/murder/
rape/others.
4. Description of incidents.
5. Were the criminals arrested or not? If not,
why?
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Was the case proved or not? If yes, then
how?
Was there political pressure to influence the
decision to act according to the law or not?
If yes, then from which group?
What are the main types of crimes in the
district and why?
What kind of help do you think you will
require to mitigate such activities?
Have you tortured prisoners or not? If yes,
then what kind of torture have you
implemented.
Do you think it is necessary that the police
personnel be familiarized/educated
regarding the subject of human rights? If
yes, why? If no, then also why?
What is the condition of the jail in your
district? How many prisoners are there?
How do you inspect your district jail and
within what number of days? Are the
prisoners receiving the facilities they are
entitled to or not? If not why?
How many died/were wounded/are missing/
absconded in the incident? Write their names,
ages and addresses.
Photographs related to the incident to be
provided.

4.

5.

6.

What kind of cases were registered in a
majority this year at the court?
How many were registered - what types?
How many cases were filed by the police
this year? Types of cases - political/ criminal/
murder/rape/ human rights violation/ others.
In what number of cases has action been
initiated? What is the reason for inability to
initiate action?
In initiating action was there or wasn't there
any political pressure? If yes, then from
which group was this pressure being exerted?
How many incidents have been recorded
where the police have used torture
successfully to extract evidence to indict
criminals?
How much faith do you have in the matter
regarding the police torturing prisoners and

Letters and Documents

7.

8.

obtaining evidence enough to incriminate
them? If you believe in this, then state the
number of cases of this nature that have
occurred within this district?
What is the condition of the district jail?
How many prisoners are there? When and
after how many days interval do you inspect
the jail? Are the prisoners receiving all the
facilities that they are entitled to? If not, then
why
What is the human rights situation in the
district? Good/Bad why?

H. Questionnaire for Chief District Officer
(Name)
What are the events of significance that
have occurred in this district within the last
year?
2. Where and when did the incident occur, and
who was responsible?
3. A short description of the incident and its
nature - political/ criminal/ murder/ rape/
human rights violation/ others.
4. How many died/were wounded/absconded/
are missing? _
5. Were the culprits arrested or not? If not,
why?
6. Was action initiated or not? If not, why? If
yes, what kind of action? How many have
been jailed?
7. Was there political pressure to initiate action
of not? If yes, then which group was
responsible?
8. What is the human rights situation?
Violations are committed/ not committed
by - political groups/ workers (which group)/
police/ others.
9. What is the extent of torture inflicted by the
police? What is the kind of torture practiced?
10. What is the condition of the district jail?
What is the number of prisoners? How and
within what period of time is inspection of
the jail done? Are the prisoners receiving
the facilities they are entitled to? If not,
why?
11. What kind of incidents occur in a majority in
the district? Why do these incidents occur?
1.

12. What is the Human rights situation in the
district? Good/Bad why?

I.

Questionnaire for Chairman - Political
Party (Name of Organization/ Name of
Person)

1.

What are the main incidents that have
occurred in the district? Political/ criminal/
murder/rape/humanrights violations/others.
2. Where, when and how have incidents
occurred? Who were responsible?
3. Types of incidents - political/ criminal/
murder/ rape/ human rights violations/
others.
4. What were the numbers that died/ were
wounded/ absconded/ are missing?
5. What was the behavior of the police towards
those arrested? Was torture resorted to or
not? What was the nature of the torture if
initiated? What is the victim's conditions?
name, address, age and condition of the
family).
6. Is political pressure applied to initiate or not
to initiate action? If yes, then which group is
responsible?
7. Are you satisfied/dissatisfied with the
sentences passed by the court? If dissatisfied,
then why?
8. What is the human rights situation in the
district? Good/Bad/ Violation by whom and
how? If political group, which group, how
violated, what kind of violation?
9. To what extent do you think the people have
been able to practice their human rights as
granted by the constitution? If you think
that people are unable to practice their human
rights to a full extent, then stat why?
10. What is the condition of the jail in your
district? What are the kinds of prisoners and
how many of them are there? Have you
visited the jail and made it a point to
understand the actual situation within or
not? Are the prisoners being provided with
the facilities they are entitled to or not?
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Annex - 10

NAME OF VOLUNTEERS

1.

Eastern

1.1 Jhapa
1.2 11am
1.3 Panchthar
1.4 Taplejung
1.5 Morang
1.6 Sunsari
1.7 Dhankuta
1.8 Terhathurn
1.9 Bhojpur
1.10 Sankhuwasabha
1.11 Saptari
1.12 Siraha
1.13 Udaypur
1.14 Khotang
1.15 Okhaldhunga
1.16 Solukhumbu

2.

- Mr Purushotam Ghimire
- Mr Puroshotam Ghimire
- Mr Chandra Prasad Pokhrel
- Mr Devi Baskota
- Mr Purushotam Ghimire
- Mr Puroshotam Ghimire
- Mr Bidur Subedi
- Mr Chudamani Dhakal
- Mr Ajambar Kangmang
- Mr Jit Bahadur Ghmire
- Mr Prabhakar Devkota
- Mr Prabhakar Devkota
- Mr Lila Prasad Niraula
- Mr Naresh Prasad Shrestha
- Mr Naresh Prasad Shrestha
- Mr Naresh Prasad Shrestha

Middle

2.1 Dhanusha
2.2 Mahotari
2.3 Sarlahi
2.4 Sindhuli
2.5 Ramechhap
2.6 Dolakha
2.7 Rautahat
2.8 Bara
2.9 Parsa
2.10 Chitwan
2.11 Makawanpur
2.12 Lalitpur
2.13 Kabhre
2.14 Bhaktapur
2.15 Kathmandu

- Mr Prabhakar Devkota
- Mr Prabhakar Devkota
- Mr Prabhakar Devkota
- Mr Bindeshwar Shah
- Mr Pashupati Chaulagai
- Mr Saroj Upreti
Mr Bindeshwar Shah
- Mr Bindeshwar Shah
- Mr Bindeshwar Shah
- Mr Jivan Katuwal
- Mr Bindeshwar Shah
Mr Kapil Ghimire
- Mr Kedar Koirala
Mr Krishna Gautarn
Mr Kundan Aryal

2.16 Dhading
2.17 Sindhupalchowk
2.18 Nuwakot
2.19 Rasuwa

3.

Western

3.1 Tanahu
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9

- Mr Ramesh Baniya
- Mr Kedar Koirala
- Mr Ramsharan Pyakurel
- Mr Prem Parajuli

Gorakha
Lamjung
Syangja
Kaski
Manang
Nawalparasi
Rupandehi
Palpa

3.10 Kapilvastu
3.11 Arghakhanchi
3.12 Gulmi
3.13 Baglung
3.14 Parvat
3.15 Myagdi
3.16 Mustang

4.

Mid-Western

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

Dang
Pyuthan
Rolpa
Salyan
Rukum
Banke
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- Mr Kul Raj Ghmire
Ms Shanti Devi Khanal
- Mr Netra Khanal
- Mr Krishna Babu Shrestha
- Mr Mana Krishna Adhikari
- Mr Bharat Pahari
- Mr Guru Prasad Khatiwada
- Mr Jivan Katuwal
- Mr Jivan Katuwal
- Mr Kul Raj Ghimire
Mr Karna Bahadur Baniya
- Mr Jivan Katuwal
- Mr Moti Khanal
- Mr Copal Prasad Khanal
- Mr Kul Raj Ghmire
Mr Hari Prasad Sharma
- Mr Vishwa Raj Parade
- MrGuruPrasad Khatiwada
- Mr Guru Prasad Khatiwada

- Mr Shiva Kumar Acharya
- Mr Laxman Acharya
- Mr Tika Ram Khadka
- Mr Bharat Mani Dhaka!
- Mr Arjun Adhikari
- Mr Tulasi Thapa
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4.7 Bardiya
4.8 Surkhet
4.9 Jajarkot
4.10 Dailekh
4.11 Dolpa
4.12 Jumla
4.13 Kalikot
4.14 Mugu
4.15 Humla
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- Mr Naresh Rana
- Mr Dila Ram Giri
- Mr Arjun Adhikari
- Mr Arjun Adhikari
- Mr Gopal Guragai
- Mr Gopal Guragai
- Mr Ravindra Kanel
- Mr Karna Bahadur Thapa
- Mr Jibendra Simkhada

5.

Far-Western

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9

Kailali
Achham
Doti
Bajura
Bajhang
Kanchanpur
Dadeldhura
Baitadi
Darchula

Name of Volunteers

- Mr }them Lal Ghimire
- Mr Biknun Kunwar
- Mr Sachchida Nanda Joshi
- Mr Ravindra Kanel
- Mr Ravindra Kanel
- Mr Bal B. Chaudhary
- Mr Naresh B. Nagarkoti
- Mr Kedar Chand Bhatta
- Mr Tilak Bahadur Chand

Annex - 11

GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATION

ADHIYA
ANAS
ANNFSU
ANWO
ASI
AYURVEDIC
BADI
BADINIS
BAITHA
BANDHA
BANDH
BHAT
BIGFIA
BOKSI
CDO
CIVICT
CONGRESSISATION
CPN
CRP
CWD
CWIN
DACOITIES
DACOITS
DAO
DASAIN
DASHAMI
DDC
DEO
DEVAKI
DIJAMI-JHANKRI
DI-IINDO
DPO
DPS
DSP
FARSA
FOPHUR

•
•

Land leased to farmers on 50% share basis
Measuring Unit equivalent to 342.25 sq.ft.
All Nepal National Free Students' Union
All Nepal Women's Organization
Assistant Sub-Inspector
Herbal
People Belonging to a Certain Community (Male)
People Belonging to a Certain Community (Female)
Washer-man
Closure, strike
Dam
Cooked rice
A Land measurement
Witch
Chief District Officer
Centre for the Victims of Torture
Something overwhelmed and overshadowed by
Nepali Congress Party-oriented Policy
Communist Party of Nepal
Central Reserve Police (of India)
Centre for Women Development
Child Worker in Nepal Concerned Centre
Robberies
Robbers
District Administrative Officer
A Hindu Festival
Tenth day of a fortnight of a Luner month
District Development Committee
District Education Officer
A Girl dedicated to God
Witch Doctor
A Kind of food made of mashed maize
District Police Officer
District Police Station
Deputy Superintendent of Police
A Traditional spear
Forum for Protection of Human Rights
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GDP
GHEE
GOONDAS
GOTHALO
HALTS
HALIYA
I I ARAWAS
I l AWALDAR
I IMG
HURIDOCS
IGP
ILO
INGO
INHURED
INSEC
JAND
JARI
JHOOMAS
JHUMA
JTA
JULUS
KAMAIYA
KANCHHAS
KA'rITIA
KHARIDAR
KHUKURIS
KIPAT
KUSH
LATHI
MASHAL
MATA
MP(s)
MUKHIYA
NAMLO
NBA
NCSO
NDP
NGO
NNTA
NSP
NSU
NTA
NTC
NWO
NWPP
PANCHAYAT
PAROPAKAR
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Gross Domestic Product
Refined butter
Hooligans
A Herder
Plough-man
Plough-man System
Domestic Servants
A Post in the Police Service
His Majesty's Government
Human Rights Information and Documentation System International
Inspector General of Police
International Labor Organization
International Non-Governmental Organization
Institute of I Inman Rights, Environment and Development
Informal Sector Service Centre
Nepalese Alcohol (Beer made from formented rice)
A Kind of Social System which Exploits Women
A system among Sherpa community of Nepal
in which a family dedicates the second daughter to monastery
Junior Technical Assistant
Procession
Bonded Labour
Nickname to a Child Labourers in Restaurant
Land Measuring Unit
A Post in the Civil Office
A large Knife like Nepali weapon
A Kind of Land System
A Plant worshipped by Hindus
A long Batton carried by riot-police
Torch
Nun, Mother
Member(s) of Parliament
A Post in the Civil Office
A porter's rope
Nepal Bar Asociation
Nepali Civil Servants Organization
National Democratic Party
Non-Governmental Organization
Nepal National Teachers Association
Nepal Sadbhavana Party
Nepal Students Union
Nepal Teachers Association
Nepal Telecommunications Corporation
Nepal Women's Organization
Nepal Workers-Peasants Party
An Autocratic Regime that lasted 1960-1990 in Nepal
Social Service
Glossary and Abbreviation

PATHIS
PRATHA
PUJA
RAITI
RASTRIYA
REET
RNAC
ROPANIS
Rs
RSS
SAARC
SAGARMATHA
SI
SLC
SP
SUS
1E,RAI
UML
UNTOUCHABILITY
UPF
VDC
WDR
ZAMINDARS

Measuring Unit of Food Grains
System, Practice
Worship
People Ruled by Dictator, Subjects
National
Tradition, Custom
Royal Nepal Airlines Corporation
Land Measuring Unit
Rupees
Rastriya Samachar Samiti (National News Agency)
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation
Mt. Everest
Sub-Inspector
Leaving Certificate
SuretOntendent of Police
One or the Women Organisation
Southern Low-land belt of Nepal
Unified Marxist-Leninist
Discriminatory Social System
United Peoples Front
Village Development Committee
Western Development Region
Landlords
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Annex· 12

HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATION CALENDAR· 1992
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